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Chapter 1

Introduction

If writing has so much influence on language, if it can promote or delay the reception of thoughts, then the way one writes deserves to be the object of serious consideration.¹ Te Winkel (1863:8)

Speech is a wonderful means of communication, but it is not permanent. For this reason, visual ways to preserve speech have been developed for many languages and adopted and adapted by others. Some of these visual systems consist of icons of the concept referred to that are directly interpretable. Other systems use symbols which do not directly refer to meaning, but to the language that refers to that concept. Writing then consists of symbols which refer to linguistic entities like words, morphemes, syllables or sounds, see for instance Gelb (1963).

In alphabetic systems, spelling represents sounds, and it does so in a linear and sequential fashion. This is a very efficient way of encoding language. A small number of letters suffice to encode all words. Learning to read and to write a language with a perfect alphabetic spelling system equals learning the regular correspondences between letters and sounds. However, most spelling systems are not of this ideal type. Deviations from one-to-one correspondence between sounds and letters can be caused by the fact that there simply are not enough letters to uniquely represent each sound or by the fact that some spelling rules maintain a visible relation between an original word and its derived forms although they are pronounced differently. Other causes of sound-letter mismatches are changes in pronunciation in the course of time that are not reflected orthographically or the influx of loan words that are written according to the spelling of the language of origin. When the number of irregular words becomes too large, spelling can no longer be seen as a code for the pronunciation, but becomes an arbitrary code for words.

¹ “Indien aan het schrift een zoo groote invloed op de taal moet toegeschreven worden, indien het ook het opnemen der gedachten kan bevorderen of vertragen, dan verdient de wijze, hoe men schrijft, een voorwerp van ernstige overweging uit te maken.”
However, the regularity or irregularity of a spelling system as a code for the pronunciation should not be established too hastily, since it is possible that the right generalizations have not been made yet, see Carney (1994:16) and Wester (1987). Only thorough investigation of a spelling system will enable us to judge its regularity or irregularity.

The topic of this study is the spelling system of Dutch. This language has an alphabetic spelling system, but a perfect one-to-one correspondence between sounds and letters does not exist in Dutch. Some letters represent different sounds. Both schwa and [e], for instance, are represented by <e> in a word like emmer-[emmar]. Conversely, a sound can be represented by different letters or combinations of letters, depending on its specific context in the word. For this reason, spelling rules are needed to relate sounds in a given context to the appropriate spelling.

1.1 Aim of this study

In this study, I aim at providing a systematic, explicit and complete description of all generalizations about present-day Dutch spelling (of native words and loan words), and at providing a framework for integrating spelling rules in a transparent way (with respect to their domain, context (sounds or letters), ordering, etc.). A complete description of Dutch spelling is not yet available. It is necessary to fill this gap, since descriptions of parts of the system only could cause problems in other parts. Such problems can be avoided only when all generalizations are combined.

Starting point

The basic spelling principles have already been given explicitly by Te Winkel, who was the first to publish official spelling regulations for the Netherlands and Belgium. It should be noted that Te Winkel’s spelling is not an artificial construction, but more or less a description of the existing writing conventions. This suggests that these principles do not only prescribe how to write but also describe writing practice as it existed at that time, see Cohen & Kraak (1972:29). Te Winkel’s principles, published in Grondbeginselen der Nederlandsche spelling (Principles of Dutch orthography, 1863), are the following:

Principle of Received Pronunciation

---

2 There are more generalizations than is obvious at first sight. Venezky (1970), Klima (1972) and Carney (1994) even showed this for a notoriously complex orthography such as that of English.

3 For instance, Wester (1985b), which deals with spelling alternations in related words, and Wester (1987), which describes the spelling of fricatives, make mutually contradictory assumptions about the abstractness of phonological representations which are encoded in Dutch spelling.
Represent by means of letters all the constituent parts that are heard in a word when it is pronounced correctly by civilized people.

**Principle of Uniformity**

Give the same word and every constituent part the same shape, as far as the pronunciation allows this.

**Principle of Etymology**

The choice between competing spellings for one sound is determined by the derivation or by the older form that was used when pronunciations that are now identical could still be distinguished clearly.

**Principle of Analogy**

Words whose spelling is determined neither by the pronunciation, nor by uniformity, nor by etymology, are written in the same way as others whose spelling is known and that are apparently formed in the same way.

The specific spelling rules based on these principles were refined and supplemented by a word list in Woordenlijst voor de Spelling der Nederlandse Taal in 1866. They have been reformed in several ways since, which was reflected in the publication of new versions of the Woordenlijst in 1954 and 1995. However, these reforms have never changed the basic properties of Dutch spelling. I will take Te Winkel’s principles as a starting point for the description of present-day Dutch spelling.

**Generalizations that are not yet captured by Te Winkel’s Principles**

A systematic inspection of the Woordenlijst reveals that there are generalizations about Dutch spelling that Te Winkel did not mention, and maybe did not even notice. The contrast between <ie> and <i> in neurie ~ neuriën, for instance is not explained by any of Te Winkel’s principles. This kind of sound-independent spelling alternations is too prominent in Dutch spelling to be considered a mere inconsistency, cf. also examples raam ~ ramen, stem ~ stemmen. It seems that a higher-ranking principle induces violation of the principles, but Te Winkel does not propose such a principle. Note that these alternations lead to differences between words and their inflected forms and thus violate the Principle of Uniformity.

In this study, I will formulate the Graphotactic Principle for such spelling patterns of Dutch, in addition to known spelling principles. I will also try to improve specific spelling rules, whose formulation in different editions of the Woordenlijst is sometimes insufficiently explicit or even incorrect, see for instance Kollewijn (1916), Wester (1987) and Neijt & Zuidema (1994a). For this purpose I will consult studies of parts of the spelling system such as Booij et al. (1979), Van Heuven (1980), Zonneveld (1980), Kerstens (1981), Dibbets (1983), Booij (1985, 1987, 1991, 1995), Wester (1985a, 1987, 1989), Neijt & Zuidema (1994a), Zuidema et al. (1994) as well as reform proposals that often
formalize current spelling patterns, see Geerts et al. (1988), Neijt & Zuidema (1994b).  

In the remainder of this introductory chapter, I will argue insight into the spelling system is important. I will discuss the relevance, method and exact scope of the present investigation. Finally, the organization of this thesis is outlined.

1.2 Relevance

As mentioned in the previous section, there is no satisfactory description of Dutch spelling. Apart from filling this gap, the present investigation is relevant in the following ways.

Firstly, a systematic description of Dutch spelling may contribute to the disentanglement of phonology and writing. Abstract phonological representations are sometimes postulated when differences between pronunciation and spelling of a word are interpreted as the effect of a sound rule of which spelling abstracts rather than of a writing convention. An example is formed by the analysis of English sound representations in Chomsky (1970), but see Derwing (1992:194) for arguments against Chomsky’s approach. The study of Dutch orthography may help recognize and avoid the postulation of similar mistaken phonological analyses for Dutch, see for instance Appendix G.

Secondly, the investigation may ultimately shed light on the writing process. In order to test to what extent writers actually use spelling rules, we must first have an idea of what these rules might look like. The compilation of formal and explicit spelling rules can therefore be seen as a prerequisite for that type of research. The spelling rules proposed in this study were compiled with this possibility in mind. I therefore avoided formulating the rules in such a way that they immediately seem useless to the writer. The rules proposed exclusively refer to information available to all literate speakers of Dutch. They do not, for instance, refer to historical or dialectal pronunciations, or the etymological origin of words. However, since I looked systematically for generalizations, it is possible that some of the rules proposed here are not identical to rules that are used by most native speakers, see Mohanan (1986:58). One reason why this

---

4 Most research with respect to Dutch spelling has focused on topics related to spelling such as the teaching of the spelling of inflected verbs: Van der Velde (1956), Assink (1983), Zuidema (1988); spelling errors: Horbach-Kleijnen (1988), Van Luij-Hindriks (1992); learning to read: Van Rijnsoever (1988), Reitsma (1992); general strategies of the writer: Verhoeven (1985); and the readability of spelling: Van Heuven (1978).

5 “In the absence of clear evidence, we are forced to make guesses about which of the patterns have been internalized by a language user and which of the patterns are simply accidental correlations in the corpus. As soon as clear evidence becomes available from psycholinguistic experiments, we must be willing to revise our initial guesses on the basis of the evidence.”
may be the case is the following. The spelling of some words (particularly loan words) is the result of extra-linguistic conventions introduced by spelling committees. In these cases we cannot be sure that the official spelling of words reflects writers’ intuitions.

Finally, insight into the Dutch spelling system also serves more practical purposes:

- The explicit spelling rules proposed here can be used to facilitate the teaching of writing.
- Spelling rules may be used to improve the consistency of the spelling in dictionaries. By determining spelling by rules, similar words will be automatically treated the same way, see for instance Zuidema et al. (1994). In addition, the rules allow for a principled choice between spelling variants. The variant that follows from the rules is preferred.
- Rules that relate sounds and letters can be used in linguistic applications such as text-to-speech systems, see Heemskerk & Van Heuven (1993), Nunn & Van Heuven (1993), Rietveld & Van Heuven (1997).

1.3 Method and scope

Method
In order to gain insight into the Dutch spelling system I evaluated the spelling rules and principles in the literature. I implemented the rules which seemed most adequate in a computer programme in order to apply them systematically to a large set of words. For this purpose, I used a lexicon which consists of the set of monomorphemic words, derivations and some inflected forms from the CELEX database (CEnter for lexical information), see [CELEX 1990], Burnage (1990). This lexicon will be called the ‘test lexicon’ in this study. By inspecting differences between the spelling computed by these rules and the actual spelling, I could automatically trace flaws, omissions or ambiguities in the rule set. The rules were adapted accordingly in order to diminish discrepancies between actual and computed spelling of words.

Of course, it is possible to give a maximally accurate description by also describing exceptions by means of rules. However, in such a description, the spelling of (monomorphemic) words would be arbitrary, and we could not formulate restrictions on well-formed written words, or decide whether a new word has a regular spelling; exceptional and systematic spellings would be treated the same way. A description that provides insight must strike a balance between accuracy and generality.

Scope
It is not possible to discuss all aspects of Dutch spelling in this study, so some limitations of the subject matter were necessary:
I will restrict the scope of the investigation to spelling phenomena which occur in prosodic words, that is monomorphemic words, and their derived or inflected forms. Consequently, spelling phenomena that only occur in compounds and word groups are not discussed here. Examples of these phenomena are capitalization, punctuation and the realization of the linking morpheme, e.g. berenkuil (beer + kuil) versus bereleuk (beer + leek). This decision was motivated by the consideration that spelling phenomena that occur in compounds and word groups are of a different nature than those described in this thesis. They represent syntactic or semantic information or prosodic structure rather than sounds, see Booij (1985:51–54, 1987:219–223, 1995:187–188). For instance, capitals mark names or the beginning of sentences; spaces delimit grammatical words and punctuation indicates syntactic and prosodic constituents. The realization of the linking morpheme and, in some cases, placement of hyphens in compounds involves semantic information. A fruitful description of such phenomena calls for another approach than the one chosen here.

I have primarily described the spelling system from the perspective of the writer, although the perspective of the reader is sometimes invoked to judge the readability of a spelling. For the latter perspective, the reader is referred to the literature about text-to-speech conversion, for instance Wester (1985a), Nunn & Van Heuven (1993), Rietveld & Van Heuven (1997).

1.4 Formalism and notational conventions

In this study, stress will be indicated by underlining the relevant syllable (e.g. notgrass). Phonological syllable boundaries are indicated by ‘-’ or [ ], (e.g. wat-ar, [wa]a[tor]s); orthographic syllable boundaries by ‘.’ or [ ]s (e.g. em.mer or [em]s[mer]s). A word boundary is represented as ‘#’; a morpheme boundary as ‘+’.

To distinguish different levels of representation, I will assume the following notational conventions:

\[
\begin{array}{lcl}
\text{Sounds} & /\text{brod}/ & \text{[brot]} \\
\text{Spelling} & \text{\{}\text{jamer}\text{\}} & \text{<jammer> or jammer}
\end{array}
\]

Spelling rules are formalized as context-sensitive rewrite rules that translate phonemes into graphemes or modify grapheme sequences. Spelling rules are ordered in accordance with the Elsewhere Principle, see Kiparsky (1982), that is, a specific rule has priority over a general one. Further ordering statements are explicitly stated. The rules also refer to autosegmental spelling structure, see 2.4.
Since I am almost exclusively dealing with formal aspects of Dutch words (pronunciation or spelling) rather than their meaning, glosses will not be provided unless the meaning is crucially relevant, e.g. in the case of homographs.

1.5 Organization of this thesis

Chapter 2 focuses on the spelling of native words. To find the basic spelling rules of Dutch it is necessary to exclude loan words that often keep the spelling of the language they were derived from. It appears that even in native words the same phoneme can often be written in different ways. In most cases, the distribution of the different spellings for the same sound is predictable, but not always on the basis of the phonological context. Some spelling alternations are predictable on the basis of letter sequences rather than sounds. Hence, spelling is sound-dependent in some cases, but autonomous in others. On the basis of this observation, I introduced a model in which spelling is derived from the pronunciation in two stages: by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules and autonomous spelling rules. I will argue that the new model allows a better account of the distribution of different spellings for the same sound.

Chapter 3 focuses on the observation that written morphemes are often less variable than their spoken counterparts. Te Winkel therefore claims that spelling aims at a uniform representation of morphemes (as stated in the Principle of Uniformity). However, autonomous spelling rules introduce variation between related words. I will argue that a more adequate account for this phenomenon derives the uniformity of spelling from the fact that spelling encodes the abstract sound representation of morphemes. This account allows variation between related words as long as it is introduced by autonomous spelling rules. In some cases, however, spelling does represent the effect of sound rules across morpheme boundaries. For instance, the variable realization of the diminutive ending in [ramptjə] from [ram] and [laptjə] from [la] is visible in the written forms raampje and laatje. This can be accounted for by postulating that the different forms of the suffix count as separate morphemes, or by assuming that the Principle of Uniformity is overruled to prevent an incorrect reading: raamtje could be pronounced as *[ramtjo].

In chapter 4, the spelling of loan words is examined. I will show that, although the spelling of these words cannot be determined by the spelling rules for native words, they are not inherently exceptional. Instead they can be accounted for with a separate set of spelling rules. If there were no explicit criteria to distinguish indigenous words from loan words, distinct rule sets would not improve the description of the spelling system. However, we can recognize native words by certain phonological and morphological properties. All words
that do not share these properties are loan words. Although the spelling system is somewhat complicated by the postulation of distinct rule sets, the result is a much better description of the spelling of loan words with fewer exceptions.

Chapter 5 examines spelling alternations that do not correspond to variation in the pronunciation. These alternations constitute additional support for the introduction of autonomous spelling rules. It turns out that the spelling model proposed in chapter 2 has simpler, more general rules than provided by previous accounts. In addition, the model is more restrictive, since phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules and autonomous spelling rules have restricted (and mutually exclusive) properties. We will find that, although some autonomous spelling alternations serve to increase readability, others are applied to satisfy graphotactic conditions, which underlines the fact that spelling is more than a code for the pronunciation. In this chapter I will also discuss the computation of orthographical syllables. In contrast to chapters 2 and 3, this chapter also deals with loan words, in anticipation of the conclusion that autonomous spelling rules apply to native words and loan words alike.

Chapter 6 summarizes conclusions of the present investigation and makes some suggestions for further research.

This study ends with some appendices. In Appendix A the computer programme for testing spelling rules is discussed. Appendix B gives the criteria used here to classify words as native or non-native. Appendices C, D and E give an overview of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for native and non-native words, and autonomous spelling rules, respectively. Appendix F examines some complications regarding the choice between single or double consonants. Appendix G argues that the uniform spelling of morphemes in related words is sometimes caused by spelling conventions. Finally, Appendix H gives an overview of spelling reforms of the Dutch spelling system from 1804 onwards.
Chapter 2

The spelling of native words

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the spelling of native Dutch words. It is organized as follows. In 2.2, I will examine Dutch phonemes and their orthographical counterparts (graphemes), and take a first look at the correspondence between sounds and letters. It appears that most sounds can be written in different ways and that the distribution of different spellings is sometimes predictable on the basis of phonological context. Section 2.3 summarizes the literature on the relation between sounds and spelling. We will see that there are two extreme views on the nature of the spelling system: spelling is seen as an autonomous rule system unrelated to phonology, or as a code for the pronunciation. There also is one proposal that combines properties of both extreme views. In 2.4 I will argue that a description in terms of both phoneme-to-grapheme rules and autonomous spelling rules, which are not conditioned by the pronunciation, allows a more adequate and insightful account of the alternation of single and geminate letters. In 2.5 I will show how other types of spelling variation can also be accounted for in a spelling model with two rule types. The conclusions of this chapter are formulated in 2.6.

2.2 Dutch phonemes, graphemes and the correspondence between them

2.2.1 Dutch phonemes

To be able to relate sounds and spelling, it is necessary to abstract from several aspects of speech. Firstly, the continuous sound signal has to be segmented into
a sequence of discrete segments which can be represented by letters.\textsuperscript{1} Secondly, Dutch orthography does not provide a phonetic transcription of speech. A phonetic transcription (even one which abstracts from some types of variation, see Vieregge 1985:34–35) is more detailed than spelling, since it represents predictable contextual differences of phonemes of which speakers are not even aware, such as the variation in length of the vowel in *maal* and *maak* and different realizations of */r/*, see also Cohen & Kraak (1972:20). Spelling encodes phonemes and abstracts from these allophonic variations (we will see below that actually spelling does not provide a phonemic, but a morpho-phonemic representation).


The following enumeration of phonemes does not contain palatalized consonants such as */ʃ/* and */ʒ/* since I will consider the underlying representation of these consonants to be */ș/* and */ț/*, see Booij (1995:7):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Native phonemes of Dutch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consonants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plosives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liquids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vowels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diphthongs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schwa\textsuperscript{2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This phoneme inventory hinges on some decisions which will turn out to be

\textsuperscript{1} The division of the continuous speech stream into discrete segments such as phonemes is an abstraction; it is not always possible to point out discrete entities. Spelling represents non-discrete speech by discrete entities, i.e. letters, which accounts for the fact that once literate, speakers can more easily distinguish phonemes, see Morais et al. (1986). Linguists like Aronoff (1982) and Kraak (1996) have even suggested that segments are not really psychological entities but merely inspired by the fact that orthography uses discrete symbols.

\textsuperscript{2} Some linguists claim that schwa is a defective vowel. For instance, Van Oostendorp (1995) considers it a vowel with no feature specifications and Booij (1995) considers it an empty vowel. Zonneveld (1993) even claims that schwa is not present in the underlying representation but inserted later.
important for the account of Dutch spelling. Firstly, /æl/, /ɑːl/, /œl/, /ɪəl/ and /ɛwil/, written as aai, oei, ooi, ieuw and eeuw, are sometimes considered diphthongs, see for instance Te Winkel (1860:7), Vieregge (1985:71), [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 14. However, they do not behave as diphthongs, which can be followed by any consonant, but as vowel-consonant combinations that have a restricted distribution. The sequence */æl/, for instance, does not occur in Dutch, see Booij (1995:19). I will therefore consider them to be combinations of vowels and glides.

Secondly, [ŋ] is considered one sound despite the fact that it is often seen as being derived from a cluster /nV/ or /nɡ/ and changed into one sound by a rule, see for instance Kager (1989:208). However, Trommelen (1983b:177) convincingly showed that the synchronic postulation of a cluster is unwarranted.

Finally, the phoneme inventory contains both voiced and voiceless fricatives even though the voiced-voiceless distinction, which has little functional load, is disappearing, see Gussenhoven (1983). However, phonologically the distinction still exists as illustrated by the minimal pairs in (2):

(2) **Contrast between voiced and voiceless fricatives**

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{[ve]} & \text{vee} \quad \text{‘cattle’} \\
\text{[elvə]} & \text{elven} \quad \text{‘eleven (pl.)’} \\
\text{[zent]} & \text{zend} \quad \text{‘to send’} \\
\text{[kizə]} & \text{kiezen} \quad \text{‘molars’} \\
\text{[ylor]} & \text{gloor} \quad \text{‘to dawn’} \\
\text{[loYo]} & \text{logen} \quad \text{‘steep in lye’} \\
\end{array}
\]

Survey (2) contains pairs such as **kiezen-kiezen** which show that the distinction between voiced and voiceless fricatives does not depend on the length of the preceding vowel as suggested in Wester (1987). The distinction of voiced and voiceless fricatives is thus not predictable, see also 3.4.1 and Appendix G.

In addition to the thirty-five native phonemes, there are some phonemes that only occur in foreign words (/ɛl/ occurs in one native word, the onomatopoeia bielen-[blɛːra] ‘to bawl’):

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{[kiz]} & \text{kise} \quad \text{‘delicate’} \\
\text{[ylor]} & \text{chloor} \quad \text{‘chlorine’} \\
\text{[loYo]} & \text{looochen} \quad \text{‘to denie’} \\
\end{array}
\]

3 Alternations such as **koning-koninklijk** and the absence of /ŋ/ at the beginning of morphemes and after long vowels are often seen as evidence for this analysis. The spelling of this sound as two letters also seems to support the postulation of a cluster. However, these facts may also be accounted for by the fact that /ŋ/ is historically derived from a cluster, see for instance Te Winkel (1884:211), Van Bree (1987:163).

4 The voicedness contrast is also supported by its role for the choice of verbal allomorphs, e.g. in **stoffen-stofte** versus **grieven-griefde**, see Kager (1989:211). With velar fricatives, the contrast is also relevant to the choice of diminutive allomorphs **lach-lachje** versus **vlag-vlaggetje**, see Wester (1987:65). Only [y] occurs at the beginning of native morphemes, except for the word **chijl** which is of non-native origin, see Te Winkel (1860:20).
Following Booij (1995:7), the phonemes [ʒ] (journaal), [dʒ] (jeep) and /tʃ/ (chip) are analysed as derived from the underlying phoneme combinations /zj/, /dzj/ and /tsj/. For this reason these sounds are not listed under (3).

2.2.2 Dutch graphemes

Dutch spelling uses the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet supplemented with the ligature ij. Although originally the combination of i and j, ij now behaves as a single letter. Contrary to letter combinations it is capitalized as a whole: IJssel/Ijssel versus Aalst/AAlst see Te Winkel (1884:52–53).

(4) Dutch letters
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z ij

The letters c (except in ch), q, x, and y are only used in loan words and names, e.g. Cremer, Quaadvlied, Bakx, Kuypere. The letters in (4) are not sufficient to provide a unique representation for all 35 native phonemes in (1). The problem is most urgent in the case of vowels. Only six vowel letters (a, e, i, o, u, ij) are available to represent sixteen vowels. To overcome this lack of letters, Dutch uses the following fixed letter combinations:

(5) Fixed letter combinations

geminates
aa, ee, oo, uu
vowel combinations
ie, oe, ei, ui, au, ou, eu
consonant combinations
ch, ng

Occasionally vowel letters are combined with h to denote a word-final short vowel: bah, puh, goh, joh. In a few cases, Dutch spelling uses diacritics. In hé and oké, the accent indicates a long vowel; in hé a short vowel ([e]), and in bléren it indicates [ε:]. Accents are also occasionally used to indicate word stress (often to prevent an incorrect pronunciation): géren ([yeren] ‘to slant’) versus gerén ([yɔren], ‘running’), een ([en], ‘a’) versus één ([ën], ‘one’), ([vorkɔma], ‘to prevent’) versus vóórkomen ([vɔrkɔma] ‘to exist’). Accents may also indicate
contrasts, e.g. déze of die man? (‘this or that one?’).

Since letter combinations are formed by letters which also occur independently some letter sequences are ambiguous: zingen ([żnɔ] versus ingang [ɪŋɑŋ]). In case of ambiguous vowel sequences diacritics are sometimes used to prevent an incorrect segmentation, for instance, [ɣɛ-ɛnt] is written as geïnt to prevent an incorrect reading *[ɣeɪnt]. The rules that govern the distribution of these diacritics will be discussed in 5.5.1.

The properties of letter combinations cannot be predicted on the basis of the two letters, as observed for English by Venezky (1970). For instance, native words contain the combination <ch>, but <c> alone only occurs in loan words. Letter combinations behave like indivisible entities for instance with respect to hyphenation. The examples in (6) show that <ch> and <oe> may not be broken up by hyphens, unlike <o e> and <k s>:

(6) [zuːɔ] zoeven/*zo-even ∼ [zoveɔ] zo-even
    [laːxɔ] la-chen/*lac-hen ∼ [ɔksɔl] ok-sel

The examples in (5) and (6) show that the orthographical counterpart of the phoneme may be either a letter or a fixed letter combination, see Te Winkel (1860:1–2). Such entities will be denoted as graphemes here. To be more precise, I will define graphemes as follows (for an alternative account by Wester (1985b), see 2.3.2):

(7) **Definition of the grapheme**

a grapheme is the smallest orthographical unit, a letter or combination of letters, which behaves as an entity with respect to spelling rules

Since definition (7) does not define graphemes as letters or letter combinations that encode a phoneme, it excludes letter combinations such as <ng> and <bb> that do not form inseparable entities and may be hyphenated (zin-gen, heb-ben). On the other hand, the fact that a given letter sequence is not hyphenated does not automatically imply that the letters form a grapheme, since there may be an alternative explanation. For instance, the fact that hyphenation aa-i, oo-i and oe-i is impossible can be accounted for by the fact that vowel letters which

---

5 The term ‘grapheme’ is used in different ways in the literature. It is not used here to generalize over different realizations of the same letters (written, typed etc.), see for instance Venezky (1970:49–50), but as the orthographic counterpart of the phoneme, see for instance Haas (170:26), Carney (1994:xxvi).

6 However, capitalization affects letters rather than graphemes. Chris/*Chris, Aalst/*AAlst, Europa/*Europa (again, <ij> behaves as a single letter). Abbreviations sometimes use the initial letter of a word rather than the initial grapheme: chronische aspecifieke respiratoire aandoeningen is abbreviated as cara, not as *chara).
correspond to consonants cannot be syllable-initial, see chapter 5, so the sequences *aai*, *ooi*, *oei*, *ieu*, *eeu* are considered combinations of graphemes. Consequently, Dutch has only one trigraph in native words, which occurs in names and the adjective *Bossche* from the name *Den Bosch* (*<sch>* used to be one of the spellings of /s/ before 1946).

Definition (7) thus yields the following set of native graphemes (in loan words there are other complex graphemes, e.g. *pathos*, *équivalent*, *team* and diacritics, e.g. *röntgen*, *crêpe*, *volière*, *logé*, *reçu*. These will not be discussed until chapter 4):

(8) Native graphemes

monographs:
- a e i o u ij;
- b d f g h j k l m n p r s t v w z

digraphs:
- aa ee oo uu ie oe ei ui au ou eu; ch

According to Wester (1985b), the composition of digraphs is clearly systematic, since it is always the right-hand letter that modifies the left-hand one. In *<ie>* the *<e>* ‘lengthens’ the preceding *<i>*. In *<eu>* the *<u>* rounds and lengthens the *<e>*. In *<oe>* the *<e>* lengthens and raises the *<o>*. In *<ch>* the only consonantal digraph, *<h>* makes a fricative of the stop *<c>*.

2.2.3 Sound-letter correspondences

In a strictly alphabetic system, every sound would correspond to exactly one letter and vice versa, see also Wester (1985a:205–206). However, this does not hold for Dutch. Even if sound-letter couplings in indigenous monomorphemic words only are considered, we still find sounds with multiple spellings or no corresponding letter at all ('0' in the following overview):

---

7 In older stages of Dutch *<e>* was used to lengthen other vowel letters as well: *<oe>*, *<ae>*, *<ae>* represented /u/, /a/ and /y/. The same holds for *<i>* and *<y>*: *<oi>*, *<ai>*, *<ai>*, *<uy>* represented /o/, /a/, and /y/. Remnants of this spelling can be found in *heirbaan*, *air*, *notoir*, and in names like *Bueren*, *Kraemer*, *Oirschot*, *Mayres* etc.
(9) **Sound-letter couplings in native words**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sounds</th>
<th>Letters</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>p, pp, b, 0</td>
<td>[trap]-trap, [kopper]-kapper, [wep]-web, [kompt]-komt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>b, bb, p</td>
<td>[bol]-bal, [yabor]-gabbber, [obduk]-opdoek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>t, tt, d</td>
<td>[tok]-tak, [stork]-otter, [hoeyt]-huid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>d, dd, t</td>
<td>[dun]-doen, [odar]-adder, [eeydren]-uitbreng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>k, kk</td>
<td>[kal]-kaal, [okar]-akker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>f, ff</td>
<td>[fell]-fel, [zefar]-offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[v]</td>
<td>v, f, w</td>
<td>[vel]-veel, [ovdun]-afdoen, [vret]-wreed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>s, ss</td>
<td>[sok]-sok, [wssel]-wissel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[z]</td>
<td>z, s</td>
<td>[zak]-zaak, [uzbak]-ashak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>ch, g</td>
<td>[xool]-school, [krax]-kraag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>g, gg, ch</td>
<td>[wey]-weegen, [wey]-wegge, [loyboey]-lachbui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>[help]-help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>n, nn</td>
<td>[nor]-noord, [lins]-linnen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>m, mm, n</td>
<td>[maaj]-mooit, [emar]-emmer, [imperk]-imperk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>ng, n</td>
<td>[nap]-angel, [benk]-bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>l, ll</td>
<td>[leyk]-luk, [alles]-alles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>r, rr</td>
<td>[ram]-raam, [borol]-borrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[w]</td>
<td>w, uw, 0</td>
<td>[wer]-weer, [ew]-eeuw, [muw]-moeë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[j]</td>
<td>j, i, 0</td>
<td>[jar]-jaar, [maji]-maai, [zej]-zeeën</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[pij]-pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>[pet]-pet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>[po]-pol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>[put]-put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ø]</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[jas]-jas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td>ie, i</td>
<td>[riet]-riet, [miaru]-miaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>uu, u</td>
<td>[myr]-muur, [ny]-nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td>ee, e</td>
<td>[eer]-leer, [eto]-eten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ø]</td>
<td>eu</td>
<td>[0uk]-leuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>oe</td>
<td>[run]-roem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>oo, o</td>
<td>[root]-rood, [lopør]-loper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>aa, a</td>
<td>[kaas]-kaas, [adam]-adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td>ij, ei</td>
<td>[weis]-wijs, [trein]-trein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>ui</td>
<td>[reyk]-ruik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[au]</td>
<td>ou(w), au(w)</td>
<td>[hout]-hout, [lo]-louw, [klouther]-klouter, [snaa]-snaauw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td>e, i, ij, u, 0</td>
<td>[dæ]-de, [nodax]-nodig, [olak]-olijk, [dokam]-Dokkum, [aram]-arm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A striking divergence from the one-to-one correspondence in Dutch is the variation of the spelling of consonants (except for [w], [j], [h], [v] and [z]) and the vowels [a], [æ], [o] and [y]. They can be written as geminates as well as single letters. Voiced sounds can also be represented by letters which correspond to unvoiced sounds and vice versa, [n] and [m] are not only encoded by <ng> and <m> but also by <n>, and [v] is written as <w> in words such as *wreed*. The diphthongs [ei] and [ou] have more than one spelling as well. Glides can also be written in more than one way, cf. the spelling of [j] in *loei* and *joel* and of [w] in *eew* and *wwee*. In *zeëën* ([zeja]) and *moeë* ([muwε]) the glides are omitted altogether.\(^8\) Overview (9) does not express that some other sounds do not correspond to letters either, cf. for instance *[lop]-*lopen, *[sne]-*sneed. Mismatches such as *[yuj]-*goede/*goeie*, which are not illustrated in (9) either, are discussed in chapter 3.

However, overview (9) is needlessly complicated since it does not take into account two properties of Dutch orthography:

- Spelling abstracts from predictable aspects of the pronunciation as captured in Te Winkel’s Principle of Received Pronunciation. For instance, <d> may encode [d] as well as [t], since spelling abstracts from the predictable devoicing at the end of syllables.
- It is often possible to predict the spelling of a given sound *in its context*. The choice between <i> or <j> as a code for [j], for instance, follows a pattern. Pairs such as *jaag-gaai* suggest that we write [j] as <i> at the end of a word and <j> at the beginning of a word. By referring to the context it is thus often possible to derive the spelling from the pronunciation and vice versa.

### 2.3 Literature on phoneme-grapheme correspondences

In this section, I will give an overview of the literature on the correspondence between phonemes and graphemes.

#### 2.3.1 Prescriptive accounts

Traditional prescriptive accounts of the Dutch spelling system are Siegenbeek (1805a), Te Winkel (1863) and different editions of the *Woordenlijst van de Nederlandse taal* (literally: the word list of the Dutch language), henceforth

---

\(^8\) The effect of Homorganic Glide Insertion is sometimes considered to be allophonic and thus irrelevant for orthography. Van Heuven & Hoos (1991) demonstrated that ‘inserted glides’ are systematically shorter and spectrally less extreme than lexical glides, which suggests that they do not have a phoneme status. However, inserted [w] and [j] can be written in certain contexts, cf. the <w> in *vrouwen*, and the <j> in ‘progressively’ spelled names such as *Tejo* (instead of *Theo*). Therefore, the fact that the effect of the rule is not represented in orthography is significant after all.
Te Winkel (1863:8) captures the relation between spoken and written language in the Principle of Received Pronunciation:

**Principle of Received Pronunciation** [Regel der Beschaafde Uitspraak]
Represent by means of letters all the constituent parts that are heard in a word if it is pronounced correctly by civilized people. […] geef door letterteekens al de bestanddeelen op, die in een woord gehoord worden, wanneer het door beschaafde lieden zuiver uitgesproken wordt…]

This principle accounts for the fact that spelling abstracts from dialectical or idiolectical variation, such as differences in the quality of the final /r/.

Te Winkel acknowledges that this principle is too strict, since it does not allow for the predictable contextual variation of which most speakers are not aware, such as the quality of aa in maal and maak. He therefore relaxed it by allowing some deviation between spelling and pronunciation.¹⁰ Spelling may deviate from the pronunciation as long as it will still enable us to derive the correct pronunciation, see Te Winkel (1884:27). This modification is known as the compatibility requirement (‘verenigbaarheidseis’), see also Van Heuven (1978:45), but I will refer to this restriction with the term Readability Requirement (since compatibility may incorrectly suggest that the pronunciation

---

⁹ Siegenbeek (1805a:17–38) uses a slightly different set of orthographic principles: “1. Write the way you speak […] in writing, aim at the purest and most civilized pronunciation [Schrijf, zoo als gij spreekt […] Rigt u in het schrijven naar de zuiverste en meest beschaafde uitspraak.] 2. “One should follow the closest and certain derivation” [Men volge in het schrijven de naaste en zekere afleiding.] 3. One should respect existing practice” [… men lette in de spelling op het algemeen erkend en aangenomen gebruik]. The first rule is the same as Te Winkel’s Principle of Received Pronunciation; the second rule combines the Etymological and Morphological Principle. The third rule is the predecessor of Te Winkel’s Principle of Common Practice, see Te Winkel (1865:25–26).

¹⁰ See. Te Winkel (1863:9–10): “However, even in this way writing meets with almost insuperable problems with respect to the changing of most ‘letter sounds’, caused partly by the influence of neighbouring letters, partly by their position at the beginning, at the end or in the middle of words. However, if it is thus not possible to represent speech perfectly in writing, it is also unnecessary and would moreover be inefficient […] The aim of spelling is already attained if the reader can recognize the word.” [Doch ook op dezen weg ontmoot het schrift bijna onoverkomelijke zwakheden in de wijzigingen der meeste letterklanken, veroorzaakt deels door den invloed der naburige letters, deels door humne plaats vooraan, achteraan of in het midden der woorden. Doch, is het niet mogelijk de spraak in het schrift volkomen juist weder te geven, het is ook onnodig en zou buiten den ondoelmatig zijn […] Het doel van de spelling wordt reeds bereikt, wanneer de lezer het woord herkennen kan.]
of words must be compatible with their spelling). In combination with the Readability Requirement, the Principle of Received Pronunciation relates spelling to pronunciation and thus to phonology. Therefore this principle is called the ‘Phonological Principle’ by Cohen & Kraak (1972).

The Phonological Principle imposes a one-to-one mapping between phonemes and graphemes. However, the Phonological Principle is sometimes violated. For this reason Te Winkel formulated additional principles and rules.

The spelling of a word sometimes deviates from its pronunciation, as it does not represent the effect of a sound rule such as Final Devoicing. Although strand and kant are both pronounced with a voiceless final consonant in isolation, the underlying voicedness distinction, which surfaces in inflected forms, is still visible in orthography. Te Winkel (1863:12) accounted for these facts by supplementing the Phonological Principle with two more principles. The first one is the Principle of Uniformity:11

**Principle of Uniformity** [Regel der Gelijkvormigheid]

Give the same word and every constituent part the same shape, as far as the pronunciation allows this [Geef, zooveel de uitspraak toelaat, aan een zelfde woord en aan ieder deel, waaruit het bestaat, steeds dezelfde vorm...]

The Principle of Uniformity implies that spelling abstracts from the effect of sound rules such as Final Devoicing in order to provide a uniform representation for morphemes. If the effect of rules were represented, spelling would be less uniform: *strant-stranden*. Spelling thus represents the abstract sound representation that underlies both surface realizations. More examples of this phenomenon are given in chapter 3.

The Principle of Uniformity implies that orthography does not only abstract from the effect of allophonic rules, but also from the effect of sound rules that change one phoneme into another. Dutch spelling is thus not phonemic but morpho-phonemic. From this perspective, mismatches such as [wep]-web are only apparent. If the spelling is compared with the abstract sound representation, i.e. the sound representation of the constituting morphemes of complex words, it becomes clear that there is a closer approximation to a one-to-one relation between phonemes and graphemes.

A second class of violations of the Phonological Principle consists of competing spellings such as *ij* or *ei* (*rijk ~ reik*) for /ei/. These spelling variants once corresponded to a sound contrast that has disappeared. To account for these facts, Te Winkel (1863:14) proposed the Principle of Etymology:

---

**Principle of Etymology** [Regel der Afleiding]

The choice between competing spellings for one sound is determined by the derivation or the older form that was used when pronunciations that are now identical could still be distinguished clearly. [Bij de keus der gelijkluidende letterteekens beslist de afleiding of de oudere vorm uit den tijd, toen de nu gelijk geworden klinken nog duidelijk onderscheiden konden worden.]

According to this principle, the choice between competing spelling variants is motivated by the history of the words. In some cases, however, similar sound contrasts have been neutralized in orthography. Therefore, this principle merely constitutes a justification in retrospect of existing practice, as was acknowledged by Te Winkel (1863:14): “We cannot question whether it would have been wiser to abolish one of the homophonous letter symbols. It suffices to know that this has not yet happened and we have to use the existing spelling. Abolishing it would be a radical change the effects of which are incalculable. It is wisest to respect existing practice.”

Other etymological spellings concern the spelling of schwa as <u>, <i> or <ij> in morphemes such as Dokkum (a minor generalization can be formulated for the choice between -em and -um, see Appendix F), -ig and -lijk, and the exceptional spelling of words such as in thuis, erwt, ambt in which the boldfaced letters are silent. I will exhaustively list such words in Appendix C. The ‘older form’ can also denote the original spelling of loan words in the language they were adopted from. The Principle of Etymology thus also accounts for the spelling of loan words, see chapter 4.

The last class of violations of the Phonological Principle that are not accounted for by the Principle of Uniformity, consists of facts such as stationsstraat instead of *stationstraat and hij wordt instead of *hij *word. To account for such facts Te Winkel (1863:15) introduced the Principle of Analogy.

---

12 “Het kan hier de vraag niet zijn, of wij niet verstandiger zouden gehandeld hebben met een der gelijkluidende letterteekens als overtollig weg te werpen; het is genoeg te weten, dat wij zulks niet gedaan hebben en nu met het bestaande moeten voortwerken. Het als ballast overboord te werpen, zou eene omwenteling zijn, wier nasleep niet te overzien is; het verstandigst is den bestaanden toestand te eerbiedigen.”
Principle of Analogy [Regel der Analogie]

Words whose spelling is determined neither by the pronunciation, nor by uniformity, nor by etymology, are written in the same way as others, of which the spelling is known and that are apparently formed in the same way. […]de woorden wier spelling noch door de uitspraak, noch door de gelijkvormigheid, noch door de afleiding wordt bepaald, worden op dezelfde wijze geschreven als andere, wier spelling met zekerheid bekend is en die oogenschijnlijk op overeenkomstige wijze gevormd zijn.]

This Principle is similar to the Principle of Uniformity, but it applies to affixes instead of free morphemes. It prescribes the spelling stationstraat because of stationsweg, and hij wordt because of hij loopt, although two adjacent identical consonants are normally reduced to one by Degemination. Following Cohen and Kraak (1972), I will refer to the combination of the Principle of Uniformity and the Principle of Analogy as the Morphological Principle.

Te Winkel’s principles thus suggest the following model of the relation between sounds and letters:

(10) Relation between sounds and spelling according to Phonological and Morphological Principles

abstract sound representations of morphemes

spelling rules

spelling of words

sound rules

pronunciation

The four basic principles introduced by Te Winkel do not account for all deviations of the one-to-one correspondence illustrated in (10). The remaining spelling variation can be predicted on the basis of context. Te Winkel discussed

---

13 Te Winkel (1863:13) briefly considered introducing another principle that would increase the number of competing spelling variants, i.e. a requirement to orthographically distinguish all homophones (the Distinction Principle [Regel der Onderscheiding]), but eventually rejected it since it would give rise to arbitrary spelling distinctions. Te Winkel (1865:25–27) introduced two subsidiary spelling principles, the Principle of Melodiousness and the Principle of Common Practice. The first principle is an addition to the Principle of Received Pronunciation; the second one states that application of the spelling rules may not lead to major spelling changes.
two types of conditioned variation, namely the spelling of glides and the alternation of single letters and geminates.

First consider the spelling of glides. The phonemes /j/ and /w/ are not only written as <j> and <w> as expected, but also as <i> and <uw>: loei ~ joel; eeuw ~ wee (as mentioned above, the absence of <j> in knieën and of <w> in moeë follows from the Morphological Principle). Te Winkel motivated his decision to write /j/ as <i> rather than <j> in words such as zaai by the fact that it allows a uniform spelling of diphthongs (Te Winkel considered /aj/, /oj/ and /uj/ to be diphthongs). If all diphthongs were written with <i>, this would lead to problems in some cases: <ej> and <uj> would not correctly represent [ei] and [ey] before vowels, since *<ejeren> and *<ujer> suggest the pronunciation *[e] and *[y] rather than [e] and *[y]. Therefore zaaien was preferred.

Te Winkel (1863:9) claims that consonantal variation such as <m> versus <mm> represents a sound contrast; geminate consonant letters correspond to geminate consonants. This implies that variation in the spelling of consonants is required by the Phonological Principle. However, he does not propose that variable spelling of vowels is motivated in a similar way and does not offer another explanation, see Te Winkel (1863:10). An exception is formed by the variation of <i> and <ie> for /i/ (knie-knieën ~ neurie-neuriën), which Te Winkel considers to be related to the stress pattern of the words, see chapter 4.

Te Winkel further discusses topics such as the choice between existing variants such as schuifelen or schuiffelen, monniken or monnikken, wereld or waereld, zucht or zigug etc. (in all these cases the first variant is chosen), the spelling of loan words (see chapter 4), and topics related to the spelling of compounds that are not discussed in this study. The distribution of <w> after <ou> and <uw> (koud-vrouw) was not discussed either.

Te Winkel’s view was elaborated by De Vries and Te Winkel in [Woordenlijst 1866], in which the rules were refined and supplemented by a word list. After the first edition, new versions of this spelling dictionary appeared in which the spelling of individual words and some spelling rules were altered because there were some minor reforms of the spelling of Dutch (see Appendix H). Despite these changes, Te Winkel’s principles are still valid. The role of the Principle of Etymology became less prominent, but it was not given

---

14 Te Winkel chose between the different variants that were used by writers in those days: zaai-Zaaijen, zaaij-Zaaijen, zaay-Zaayen and zaai-Zaaien. He rejected the Siegenbeek spelling zaai-Zaaijen, since the hiatus filling letter is written in the inflected form (zaaijen) only, which violates the Morphological Principle. Furthermore, it would lead to bij-bijjen. The option zaaij-Zaaijen was not chosen by Te Winkel since <j> was considered totally superfluous, even in inffixed forms. Initially Te Winkel supposed that zaaijen could be pronounced [zo-in] and would therefore require diaeresis (zaaiën). Therefore, Te Winkel (1863:26–28) prescribed zaay-Zaayen. Te Winkel (1884:58–61) did no longer use <j> in native words or think that diaeresis was necessary, so the spelling zaai-Zaaien was chosen. Te Winkel did not discuss the spelling of combinations with /w/, but the <w> was apparently not seen as totally superfluous.
up altogether. The variable spelling of /ei/ and /au/, for instance, is still explained by the historical pronunciation in the most recent edition of this dictionary; see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 21–22.

Discussion of Te Winkel’s approach reveals that divergences of the one-to-one correspondence can be divided into three categories. The Morphological Principle causes spelling variants that are only apparent and disappear if we consider spelling to be a code for the pronunciation of morphemes. Real spelling variants can be subdivided into competing spelling variants described by the Principle of Etymology and conditioned, context-sensitive spelling variants for which no spelling principle was introduced. Examples of these three categories are listed in (11):

(11) **Types of spelling variants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apparent variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t, p, x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au ~ auw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b</th>
<th>Competing (etymological) variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ij ~ ei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td>ou ~ au</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that Te Winkel’s principles do not account for conditioned variants. Since the choice between the variants is predictable and regular, it seems likely that there is some other principle at work that Te Winkel either did not recognize or left implicit. In the next section, I will examine other descriptions of (part of the) Dutch spelling system to see whether they shed light on this principle.

---

15 Some words seem to have a more constant spelling: dak(en), bevel(en), god(en) etc. In this case, however, the pronunciation is idiosyncratic: there is a vowel change in inflected forms. Other examples are the idiosyncratic plurals stad-steden, schip-schepen and -heid-heden. Sometimes vowels are also changed in the diminutive form where the vowel change causes spelling variation: lot-lootje, blad-blaadje.
2.3.2 Descriptive accounts

Non-prescriptive accounts of Dutch spelling fall into two categories: those that follow Te Winkel and claim that spelling is a code for the pronunciation as captured by Phonological Principle, and those that reject this assumption. I will now give a short overview of the general approach chosen by different authors and the implications for the way spelling variation is described by them.

Spelling as a code for the pronunciation

Examples of descriptions of the spelling system in which spelling is considered to be a code for the pronunciation are Cohen & Kraak (1972), Booij et al. (1979), Van Heuven (1980), Booij (1985, 1987, 1991, 1995), Wester (1985a-b, 1987, 1989). To illustrate this approach I will discuss the most elaborate proposals, namely those by Booij and Wester.

Booij

Booij has written about Dutch orthography in several publications: Booij et al. (1979), Booij (1985, 1987, 1991, 1995). To account for contrasts such as kant-strand, Booij claims that spelling aims at representing abstract representations of morphemes that underlie different realizations such as [strant] and [strands]. However, Booij points out that there are also words in which the effect of sound rules is visible e.g. in lieve-lief*lief and verbranden-verbran*verbrannd (cf. draaien-gedraaid). Booij concludes that Dutch orthography is inconsistent in this respect.

With respect to conditioned spelling variants, Booij focuses on the alternations of single and geminate letters. Booij (1995) claims that the contrast between single and double consonant letters corresponds to a difference in prosodic structure. Geminate letters represent ambisyllabic consonants. To account for the absence of doubling after vowels representing the vowel schwa, in words such as hannesen ([hansə]) and bezemen ([bezəmə]), he postulates that schwa behaves as a long vowel in orthography. The variation of single and geminate vowel letters is described by context-sensitive spelling rules, which are sensitive to phonological syllables. Conditioned spelling variants are thus derived from sounds and prosodic structure.

However, Booij (1991) makes a different claim. He draws attention to the fact that there is no doubling in words such as jongen and lachen as expected on the basis of the phonological syllables ([jo-ŋə], [la-χə]). He explains this by postulating that Consonant Doubling is not applied to phonological syllables, but to (autonomous) orthographical syllables. According to Booij, the orthographical syllable boundary is between the two letters: lac.hen, jon.gen, since ng and ch behave as two separate letters rather than as digraphs. This proposal leads to the correct hyphenation pattern in the case of jongen: jon-gen, but not in the case of...
lachen: *lac-hen, instead of la-chen. Booij considers the latter behaviour to be inconsistent.

Booij (1995:181) only mentions etymological variants such as rijk ~ reik in observations such as the following: “The lack of one-to-one correspondences is increased by the fact that the history of words plays a role. This does not only apply to loan-words that often keep their original spelling, but also to native words whose spelling may reflect an older stage of Dutch.” Booij et al. (1979) argue that the Principle of Etymology may not always be motivated by the need to distinguish homophones such as rijk versus reik, and conclude that it merely protects existing practice.

Wester

Wester focuses on two topics: spelling variation caused by the Morphological Principle in Wester (1987) and conditioned spelling variants in Wester (1985a-b, 1989). Wester (1987) also claims that spelling represents abstract sound representations of morphemes, but where Booij eventually concludes that Dutch orthography does not do so consistently, Wester gives an alternative account for apparent inconsistencies such as lief-lieve. I will discuss Wester’s account of the spelling of fricatives in 3.4.1 and Appendix G.

Wester (1985b) examines spelling phenomena such as Diaeresis Placement, Hyphenation and the alternation of single letters and geminates, and argues that these phenomena are best considered to be operations on the letter sequences that arise after sounds are converted to letters. According to Wester, more information is needed than is provided by mere letter sequences. For instance, to account for the fact that an intervocalic consonant is doubled in menuetten but not in hemeuren, it is necessary to know that <eu> is a digraph, but <ue> a combination of two graphemes (Wester illustrates this phenomenon with loan words only, but the same observation can also be made on the basis of native pairs such as geoffer-oefen). For this purpose, Wester proposes that letters are associated to a CV-tier, a linear representation of abstract consonants (Cs) and vowels (Vs), by a set of extrinsically ordered rules. Cs and Vs are further organized into syllables (S). This results in the following structures for menuetten (/menyɛta/) and hemeuren (/hymːə/):

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
S & S & S & S & S & S & S \\
\wedge & \wedge & | & /|\ & \wedge & \wedge & /|\ \\
c & v & cv & v & cvc & cv & c & v & cvc \\
| & | & | & | & | & | & | & | \\
me & nu & e & ten & hu & me & u & ren \\
\end{array}
\]

According to Wester the syllables in (12) are phonological syllables (and Cs and Vs are phonemes, so letters form an entity (grapheme) when they represent one
Spelling rules such as Consonant Doubling (which Wester calls Consonant Insertion) apply to structures such as (12). For instance, a consonant is doubled at the end of a syllable after a vowel letter that represents a short vowel, and vowel geminates are degeminated at the end of a syllable:

\[(13)\] **Wester’s rules for the alternation of single letters and geminates**

1. Consonant Doubling
   \[0 \rightarrow C_i / \sigma \] _\sigma C_i_

2. Vowel Degemination
   \[V_i \rightarrow 0 / \sigma \] _\sigma_

In Wester’s view, spelling is an extra tier in the sound representation of words, which explains why spelling rules may refer to aspects of the pronunciation (e.g. syllable structure) as well as to spelling. Wester’s view may be represented as follows (to distinguish the two types of spelling rules used by Wester, I will refer to the rules that translate sounds into letters as phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules):

\[(14)\] **Spelling model of Wester (1985b)**

- sound representations
- phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules
- combined sound-spelling representation
- spelling rules
- spelling

In contrast with Booij (1995), Wester considers spelling derivation to be a two-step process. First a combined sound-spelling representation is built, and subsequently letter sequences are modified. Both steps in the derivation are conditioned by the pronunciation, but the second rule type may refer to letter

16 It is not very clear how abstract the sound representation in (12) is. However, representations such as (12) are not created for morphemes but for words, which implies that it is not a very abstract level. This is in contrast with Wester (1985b), which presents an account for the spelling of fricatives for which it is crucial that spelling encodes an abstract level of sound representation.
sequences as well.

Spelling as an autonomous rule system
There are two descriptions of the Dutch spelling system that are not based on the assumption that the spelling of a word is derived from its pronunciation, namely Zonneveld (1980) and Kerstens (1981). These authors assume that the traditional approach in which spelling is related to sounds is motivated by an implicit assumption that spelling cannot be described as an autonomous rule system. Their articles argue against this assumption and claim that spelling is not a code for phonemes but for morphemes. The spelling system consists of rules which convert abstract spelling representations to their surface realizations:

(15) **Autonomous Spelling (Zonneveld, Kerstens)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abstract spelling of morphemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(no relation with sound representations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grapheme-to-grapheme rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spelling of words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First consider Zonneveld’s account.

Zonneveld
For an autonomous description, spelling variation is simply not relevant unless it concerns variation of the spelling of related words. Zonneveld therefore does not discuss contrasts such as *hond ~ bont* and *rijk ~ reik*. To account for alternations of written morphemes, he formulates a set of extrinsically ordered spelling rules (and postulates abstract spelling representations). For instance, the following two rules govern the distribution of single letters and geminates:

(16) **Zonneveld’s rules for the alternation of single letters and geminates**

a  Vowel Doubling  
\[ 0 \rightarrow V_i / C V_i C # \]
b  Consonant Degemination  
\[ C_i / \rightarrow 0 / _C i # \]

The first rule says that a vowel letter following a consonant is doubled before a word final consonant letter. The second rule states that consonant geminates are degeminated word-finally. Applied to the underlying spelling representations
proposed by Zonneveld, ram, ram+en, tamm and tamm+e, these rules correctly derive the spelling raam, ramen, tam and tamme.\footnote{Zonneveld (1980:527) assumes that there is a difference in the use of accents in geminates and other digraphs: vóór (one accent) versus vóer (two accents), and that this supports vowel doubling: the accent is copied with the letter. However this is not supported by the rules in \cite{Woordenlijst1995}, p. 36.: “The stress marker is the symbol ‘. When a sound is encoded by more than one letter, the first two get an accent.” [Het klemtoonteken is het teken ‘. Als een klank met meer dan één letter wordt weergegeven, krijgen de eerste twee letters een accentteken.].} Note that Zonneveld’s approach to the alternation of single and geminate letters is the reverse of that of Wester. For a comparison of both approaches see Nunn (1995), where it is argued that Wester’s account is to be preferred, since it can easily account for the contrast between hard and haard (one or two underlying vowel letters) whereas Zonneveld’s proposal implies that both words have one underlying vowel letter and are both realized as haard.

Zonneveld’s analysis implies that certain sound alternations are duplicated in spelling, since they can no longer be explained by referring to the pronunciation. For instance, Zonneveld formulates orthographical counterparts to the alternation of <d> and <t> in past tense and past participle endings: spieken-spiekte versus draaien-draaide. To be able to describe such phenomena, Zonneveld postulates that spelling rules refer to phonological features such as [voice]. For instance, the contrast between spieken-spiekte versus draaien-draaide is accounted for by a rule that assimilates the voicedness of the initial consonant of the past tense or past participle ending to the final phoneme of the stem. Similarly, the contrast between lief and lieve is accounted for by ‘spelling devoicing’ that changes the features [+voice] into [−voice] for letters with the features [+cont, −back]. Since the corresponding pronunciation is not considered, the contrast between lief-lieve (alternation) and strand-stranden (constant spelling) does not form a problem as it does for Booij and Wester (but we will see in 3.4.3 that alternations such as spiekte versus draaide cannot be described adequately by autonomous spelling rules). Zonneveld acknowledges that the use of phonological features is an indication that there is some relationship between sounds and letters and postulates a diachronic relation rather than a synchronic relation; spoken and written language are two dialects of Dutch.\footnote{This is in line with the remarks of Van Haeringen (1962) on the differences between spoken and written language, see 3.4.2.}

Kerstens

Kerstens (1981) also proposes an autonomous spelling analysis. In contrast with Zonneveld, Kerstens does not discuss alternations such as spieken-spiekte and does not propose that spelling rules refer to phonological features. To account for the alternation of single letters and geminates, Kerstens proposes abstract
representations that do not only contain letters, but also ‘-’, which represents orthographical syllable boundaries, and subsidiary letters. In these abstract representations geminates are represented by a letter and a subsidiary capital letter. Vowels representing schwa are denoted by subsidiary letters as well. For instance words such as laat, later, watten, wie, de, kom and nu are represented underlyingly as laAt, laA-tEr wat-TEn, wiE, dE, komM and nuU. Subsidiary vowel letters are spelled out as an identical letter within the same orthographical syllable (laat, later), as e after i or a consonant (wie, de) and deleted elsewhere (nu). The subsidiary consonant letter is spelled out as an identical letter after a heterosyllabic identical consonant (watten) and deleted elsewhere (kom). Together with rules that spell out the symbols, these abstract representations are sufficient to account for the alternation of single letters and geminates.

Summarizing, the literature offers different approaches to the spelling system of Dutch. The traditional view, first formulated by Te Winkel and adopted and elaborated by Booij and Wester, is that spelling encodes sounds. This view is worked out in two different ways. The account of Booij (1995) comes closest to that of Te Winkel, since he only uses one type of spelling rules, which convert sounds into letters. Wester (1985b) and Booij (1991), on the other hand, also use a second type of spelling rule that applies after phoneme-to-grapheme conversion and affects letter sequences rather than sounds. Consequently, they distinguish two levels of orthographic representation. The difference between these proposals is that Wester considers the second rule type to be influenced by the pronunciation, more specifically, phonological syllables, whereas Booij (1991) considers it to be autonomous. An alternative view, proposed by Zonneveld (1980) and Kerstens (1981), is that the spelling is not (synchronically) related to the pronunciation. In this view, the spelling of morphemes is listed in the lexicon. Spelling variation is only relevant if it concerns different occurrences of the same morpheme. Kerstens and Zonneveld also distinguish two orthographic levels.

2.4 A new model for the relation of sounds and spelling

On the basis of Te Winkel’s spelling principles, the simple spelling model (10) was taken as a starting point. However, examination of the literature suggests that this model has to be extended.

Zonneveld (1980), Kerstens (1981) and Wester (1985b) argued that alternations of single and geminate letters can be better described as the result of operations on letter sequences instead of the result of phoneme-grapheme conversion rules. This approach has the advantage that it allows a more insightful account of spelling alternations. Vowels of which the spelling alternates ([a, e, o, y]) and vowels of which the spelling is constant ([i, u, ø, e],

form arbitrary subsets of sounds, but the corresponding graphemes fall into two well-defined sets: geminates are simplified, non-geminates are not (the alternation of <ie> and <i> is a separate phenomenon, which will be discussed in 5.6.1). Similarly, on the basis of the pronunciation it is not clear why /x/ and /ŋ/ are never written as geminates, but the fact that they are written as two graphemes (ng) or a digraph (ch) immediately explains this behaviour. I will not follow Zonneveld and Kerstens by claiming that spelling is autonomous, since there are too much aspects of spelling that are predictable on the basis of the pronunciation. I will therefore supplement model (10) with grapheme-to-grapheme conversion rules. This is also the approach chosen by Wester.

Wester considers adopting Zonneveld’s autonomous spelling rules for this purpose, but eventually rejects this option. Zonneveld’s rules refer to unstructured letters only and therefore are unnecessarily complex and sometimes incorrect. For instance, on the basis of pairs such as schoenen-schoen, Zonneveld would incorrectly predict beoogen-*beog (instead of beoog). Wester convincingly shows that such incorrect predictions can be avoided by referring to phonological syllables and concludes that grapheme-to-grapheme conversion is not possible on the basis of letters only.

However, Wester’s proposal runs into problems with the data discussed in Booij (1991): both ng and ch encode single phonemes, so we would expect zingen as well as la-chen. For this reason Booij suggested that there are orthographical syllables next to phonological ones, and that spelling rules are conditioned by these orthographical syllables. Some other facts that point in this direction are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pronunciation</th>
<th>predicted spelling</th>
<th>actual spelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a ba-jart</td>
<td>* baierd</td>
<td>baaierd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b ba-jas</td>
<td>bajes</td>
<td>bajes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c sno-dart</td>
<td>* snodaard</td>
<td>snoodaard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d bo-yart</td>
<td>bogaard</td>
<td>bogaard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e lo-fart</td>
<td>* laffaard</td>
<td>lafaard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f dr-sart</td>
<td>drossaard</td>
<td>drossaard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The long vowels in (17a-d) all occur in open syllables and thus satisfy the conditions of Vowel Degemination (rule (13b) above), so we expect them to be written as single vowel letters. This is the case in (17ac) but not in (17bd). The contrast between (17e) and (17f) is not expected either, since both words satisfy the conditions set by Consonant Doubling (see rule (13a) above). The only difference between pairs such as baaierd and bajes is the spelling of the sound /j/. In the first word /j/ is written as <i>, while it is written as <j> in the second word. The choice between <i> and <j> correlates with the choice between <aa> and <a>, which suggests that Vowel Degemination is sensitive to orthographical
syllable structure. The contrast between *bogaard*, *drossaard* on the one hand and *snoodaard*, *lafaard* on the other also suggests that orthographical syllable structure of the latter deviates from the phonological syllable structure. We will see in chapter 5 that this is also suggested by the difference in hyphenation patterns: *bo-gaard*, *dros-saard* on the one hand and *snood-aard*, *laf-aard* on the other. Such a difference also exists for pairs such as *maai-en* versus *ba-jes*. The facts in (17) may not be adequately described by rules that only formulate conditions on the phonological context such as those of Wester.

I conclude that Wester is right in claiming that rules that modify letter sequences do not work well when applied to bare letter sequences, and that their performance can be improved by organizing letters into graphemes and graphemes into syllables. However, I will postulate that these syllables are orthographical syllables, which may deviate from their phonological counterparts, and that graphemes are defined on the basis of their spelling behaviour.

**A hybrid model**

The model proposed here consists of the model in (10) supplemented with a second set of rules comparable to the rules used in Autonomous Spelling, cf. model (15). To set them apart from phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, the second type of spelling rules will be denoted as autonomous spelling rules. This term indicates that these rules do not directly refer to the pronunciation of words, in contrast to the second type of rules of Wester. Autonomous spelling rules only manipulate letter sequences. The new model is given under (18):

---

19 Different terms have been used for autonomous spelling rules. Zonneveld (1980) only has one rule type which is simply called spelling rule. Kerstens (1981) uses different terms: ‘adaptation rule’, ‘formation rules’, ‘subcategorization rules’, ‘deletions’, ‘spelling out rules’ and a diaeresis convention. In his description of English, Carney (1994:67) uses ‘adaptation rules’ (rules which adapt the spelling of a morpheme to the structure of complex words, e.g. (*eight*+th → *eighth/*eighth)) and ‘graphotactic rules’ or ‘letter distribution rules’ (rules which restrict possible letter sequences). The term ‘autonomous spelling rule’ as used here refers to all letter-based processes.

20 There are some similar proposals in the literature: Wester (1984) also uses two rule sets for the reverse operation, i.e. text-to-speech conversion: letter-to-sound conversion rules and phonological rules. Berendsen et al. (1986) also use these two rule types as well as letter-to-letter rules which insert morphological boundaries.
In chapter 5, I will argue that autonomous spelling rules apply to fulfil graphotactic requirements or prevent ambiguity and I will introduce a new spelling principle to account for these facts.

The assumption of the second rule type enables us to account for contrasts between words that are written differently even though they may be pronounced in a similar way. The absence of Consonant Doubling and Vowel Degemination in *lafaard* and *snoodaard* can be accounted for by the fact that *-aard* is treated as a compound member in spelling (cf. also the hyphenation pattern *laf-aard*, *snood-aard*), even though this is obviously not the case in the pronunciation. The contrasting words do not contain the suffix *-aard*: *drossaard*, *tabbaard* and *bogaard* are not derived from *dros*, *tab*, or *boog*, and are therefore treated as monomorphemic words.

Similarly, the different spelling of /a/ in *baaierd* is not arbitrary since the consonant immediately following the relevant vowel is written in different ways. The difference between *<i>* and *<j>* leads to a different orthographical syllable structure: *<aa>* is syllable final in *baaierd* but not in *maai.en*, so only the first words satisfies the structural description of Vowel Degemination. I will discuss the computation of orthographic syllables in chapter 5. For the moment it suffices to know that the mismatches in (17) can be accounted for by Wester’s rules (in a slightly modified version, see 5.2, Appendix E) if these rules are not governed by phonological syllables, but by their orthographical counterparts.

**CV-structure**

As observed by Wester (1985b), letter sequences alone do not provide enough information to account for all aspects of spelling behaviour. Consider for instance the following examples:
In these examples a single consonant letter follows a single vowel letter (ij is one letter, see 2.2.2), but in some cases the expected Consonant Doubling stays out. To be able to correctly apply Vowel Degemination and Consonant Doubling in such cases, I will supplement spelling representations with hierarchical structures. The fact that <ij> patterns with digraphs such as <oe> in foeter and not with other single vowels such as <i> in bitter (*mijter) suggests that the factor that decides whether or not consonants are doubled is not the number of letters, but by the number of V-positions associated to a vowel letter. This suggests that short and long vowels are represented as follows in orthography:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>short vowels</th>
<th>long vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>VV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ij</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the use of structure seems to eliminate the need for an underlying distinction between single letters and geminates such as a versus aa, I will not propose that they are both represented by a single letter for the following reasons. Firstly, a new deviation of the one-to-one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes is created if long and short vowels are both converted to single vowel letters. Secondly, this approach would involve reformulating Vowel Degemination as Vowel Doubling, which implies that we can no longer account for the fact that only geminates alternate with single letters.

Now let us consider how we may account for the fact that a consonant is not doubled after a vowel letter that represents schwa as illustrated in (19b). For this purpose we need to be able to distinguish an <e> that encodes schwa from an <e> that encodes an [e]. CV-structure does not immediately help. Schwa is phonetically a short vowel, so we expect it to be converted to a single vowel letter with one V-position, in which case we still expect doubling. I will therefore account for the contrast in (19b) by postulating that schwa has no V-position:

Although the use of structure seems to eliminate the need for an underlying distinction between single letters and geminates such as a versus aa, I will not propose that they are both represented by a single letter for the following reasons. Firstly, a new deviation of the one-to-one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes is created if long and short vowels are both converted to single vowel letters. Secondly, this approach would involve reformulating Vowel Degemination as Vowel Doubling, which implies that we can no longer account for the fact that only geminates alternate with single letters.

Now let us consider how we may account for the fact that a consonant is not doubled after a vowel letter that represents schwa as illustrated in (19b). For this purpose we need to be able to distinguish an <e> that encodes schwa from an <e> that encodes an [e]. CV-structure does not immediately help. Schwa is phonetically a short vowel, so we expect it to be converted to a single vowel letter with one V-position, in which case we still expect doubling. I will therefore account for the contrast in (19b) by postulating that schwa has no V-position:

---

21 Another possibility would be to follow Kerstens (1981) and use subsidiary segments to encode additional information in spelling. However, in Kerstens it is crucial that orthographic syllable boundaries are given, whereas in the approach chosen here, they are computed on the basis of CV-structure. In this respect Kerstens’s approach misses some generalizations.

22 Another option would be to postulate an empty V-position, i.e. not to assign it a letter but this
Since Consonant Doubling applies after vowels with a single V-position, it is not applicable after vowels that represent schwa if this vowel has no V-position. I propose that <e> without a V-position be incorporated in syllable structure at the end of the derivation. Words such as *kennis* and *salarissen* in which the relevant vowels are sometimes pronounced as schwa now seem problematic. These facts will be discussed in Appendix F, where it will be argued that <i> denotes full vowels, so the doubling is regular.

So far I have discussed what spelling representations should look like in order to account for spelling alternations. We also have to make sure that we can account for the fact that spelling alternations are often predictable on the basis of the pronunciation. Since the hyphenation of words such as *vin-ger* shows that the number of skeletal positions in spelling and pronunciation is not always isomorphic, I propose that CV-positions are assigned on the basis of the sounds that they represent, but that phonological and orthographical structure need not be identical. The relation between phonological and orthographical structure is analogous to the relation of morphological and prosodic structure, see Booij (1995:52). Orthographical structure is constructed on the basis of the pronunciation during phoneme-to-grapheme conversion. Short vowels are converted to letters with one V-position, long vowels to letters with two V-positions, and schwa is converted to a letter without a V-position:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & V & V \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
e & e & e \\
\end{array}
\]

The use of orthographic CV-structure based on the pronunciation accounts for the fact that spelling needs more phonological information than can be encoded by letters only, without stating that all phonological information has to be available. Thus, certain aspects of spelling behaviour can be predicted on the basis of the pronunciation: short vowels and consonants are assigned a single V-position or C-position, and long vowels two V-positions. However, since approach seems inappropriate because of different spellings for schwa in words such as *Dokkum ~ stickem*. Such spelling differences are generally accounted for by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules.
spelling and pronunciation are related by a mapping procedure, we can also
account for mismatches, such as the fact that the letters that encode the sound /n/
do not form a grapheme.

Summarizing, for an insightful account of the alternation of single letters and
geminates, the relevant rules should apply to letter sequences rather than to
sounds. That way cases in which spelling and pronunciation are not isomorphic
may be accounted for. The rules should not be governed by phonological
structure as proposed by Wester, but by letters supplemented with extra
information in the form of an orthographical CV-structure. Although this model
implies that the computation of spelling proceeds in two steps, which seems
more complicated than some previous models, this is compensated for by the
fact that we have a more accurate and insightful description of spelling
alternations.

2.5 Conditioned and competing spelling variants

In this section, I will discuss remaining conditioned spelling variants and
competing spelling variants, but not the sound-letter mismatches caused by the
fact that spelling represents an abstract level of phonological representation.
Sound-letter mismatches such as apdoek-[șbdj] and bank-[bâŋk] will be
discussed in chapter 3.

Conditioned spelling variants

Apart from the alternation of single letters and geminates that were already
discussed in the previous section, there are two more types of conditioned
spelling variant for which rules have to be formulated: the distribution of <w>
after <au> and <ou>, and the spelling of glides.

First consider the distribution of <w> after ou and au:

(23) **The distribution of <w> after <au>**

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
(/au/) & ou or ouw & koud versus vrouw \\
au or auw & klauter versus lauw \\
\end{array}
\]

The pattern in (23) is accounted for in [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLI by the
following statement: ‘Finally and before vowels w is added to au and ou, except
for final ou which is derived from oude […] kou, hou, wou, nou, jou.’

---

23 “Aan het eind en vóór klinkers wordt [aan <au> en <ou>] w toegevoegd […] behalve, wat finale ou
betroeft, in gevallen waarin de tweeklank uit oude is ontstaan […] kou, hou, wou, nou, jou.”
vertrouwd. This word shows that the context outside the morpheme is ignored (otherwise we would write *vertroud). I conclude that ‘finally’ means morpheme-finally:

(24) **Rules for the distribution of <w>**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a} & \quad /\text{au}/ \rightarrow \text{<auw> or <ouw>} / \_ \_ \_ \{V, +\} \\
\text{b} & \quad /\text{au}/ \rightarrow \text{<au> or <ou>} \text{ elsewhere}
\end{align*}
\]

Comparison of forms without and with <w> suggests that <w> is the representation of the glide [w] that is inserted to solve hiatus:

(25) **with w** | **without w**
---|---
[koud] koud | ouwel [ouwel]
[saus] saus | lauwer [lauwer]

This assumption is supported by the fact that <w> is only written in words that are pronounced with a glide (e.g. ouwel), or have related forms that are pronounced with a glide (e.g. vrouw-vrouwen). However, the <w> is not only written in inflected forms where [w] is actually inserted, but in the corresponding stems as well. This suggests that <w> has become part of the spelling of morphemes such as vrouw although it does not correspond to a sound (even in the surface realization). Possibly <w> is added to the stem to satisfy the Morphological Principle: if <w> only appeared in inflected forms, the spelling of morphemes would not be constant. From this perspective, the absence of <w> in words such as now that has no inflected forms, or words such as hou where /d/ or /d/ is deleted is as expected: insertion of <w> is not necessary to avoid differences between stem and derived forms. Note that the spelling <auw> or <ouw> is compatible with the pronunciation, since /w/ does not occur after sounds other than /i/, /e/ or /y/, see Booij (1995:44). Consequently, <w> can only be interpreted as a mute vowel here.

Now consider the spelling of glides. The phonemes /j/ and /w/ may be written as <i> and <j>, and <uw> and <w>, respectively:

(26) jaar | bajes | kanjer | aai
wee | leewieken | sperwer | eeuw

Parallel to zaai-zaaien we would expect the spelling eeu-euwen but the actual spelling is eeuw-euwen. The <w> in eeuw and nieuw may be accounted for the same way as the mute <w> of words like vrouw i.e. as a representation of the inserted glide in inflected forms.\(^{24}\)

---

\(^{24}\) Support for this assumption may be found in the spelling of South African, which is historically
The literature yielded two types of rule for this phenomenon. The first was proposed by Te Winkel and adopted in subsequent editions of the *Woordenlijst*, see e.g. *Woordenlijst 1995*, p. 14. These rules prescribe the spelling *<i>* in semi-diphthongs and *<j>* elsewhere. They could be formalized as the following pair of rules that are ordered by the Elsewhere Principle:

**(27) Rules for the spelling of glides according to [Woordenlijst 1995]**

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{aj, oj, uj}/ & \rightarrow <\text{aai, ooi, oei}> \\
/\text{ew, iw}/ & \rightarrow <\text{eeuw, ieuw}> \\
/\text{j}/ & \rightarrow <\text{j}> \\
/w/ & \rightarrow <\text{w}>
\end{align*}
\]

However, as argued above, combinations such as /aj/ are not considered diphthongs here. Another disadvantage of these rules is that they predict an incorrect spelling for words such as *bajes*: *baaies*. This implies that another generalization has to be formulated.

Booij (1991:33) formulates another rule (where the analogous case of /w/ was not mentioned):


write /j/ as *<j>* before a tautosyllabic vowel, and as *<i>* after a tautosyllabic vowel

This rule also predicts the incorrect spelling for words such as *bajes*. I will therefore propose an alternative solution.

On the basis of the distribution in (26) the following generalization can be formulated:

**(29) Rules for the spelling of glides**

a. /j/ is written as *<i>* morpheme-finally, and as *<j>* elsewhere

b. /w/ is written as *<uw>* morpheme-finally, except after *<u>* and as *<w>* elsewhere

The difference between words such as *baaierd* and *bajes*, *majem* and *jajem*, thus follows from the morphological structure: *bajes* etc. are monomorphemic. *Leewieken* is a pseudo-compound (cf. *leewater*) and *iewauwen* a reduplicative compound in which the *[w]* is not morpheme-final, so these words are written differently than *eeuwen*.

There are a few apparent exceptions to rule (29) such as *poeier*, *ooievaar*, related to Dutch. In this language the inserted glide is not written. The sound *<ou>* is always written as *<ou>*; variants with *<w>* do not occur and no *<w>* is added to *<ou>* after *<ee>* or *<ie>* either, see for instance the contrast between Dutch *kieuw-kieuwen*, *leeuw-leeuwen* and *leeuwerik* with South African *kieu-kiew*, *leeu-leeue* and *leeuerik* or *lewerik* (see *[Afrikaanse woordelys]*). These facts argue in favour of a similar treatment of *<w>* in *louw* and *eeuw*.
kooiker, lichterlaaie, krieuwel, Leeuwarden with <i> or <uw> in non-final position. However, some of them are not really monomorphemic, for instance, ooievaar is a pseudo-compound, kooiker is related to kooi, and poeier, a variant of poeder, encodes the effect of d-weakening that is applied only before a suffix, see 5.4.2. With rule (29), bajes and baieraerd are both regular. I conclude that rule (29) best captures the spelling of glides.

Note that the rules in (24) and (29) apply to morphemes rather than words (the latter option would lead to spellings such as trouw-*getrouwd and draai-*gedraajd). This appears to be one of a set of more general properties of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion to be discussed in the remainder of this study. Grapheme-phoneme conversion rules also apply to morphemes, see Nunn & Van Heuven (1993:89). This observation is another reason to reject Wester’s combined sound-spelling representations that were created for words rather than for morphemes, see also Nunn (1992). I will discuss the domains of spelling rules in more detail in chapter 5.

Competing spelling variants

Finally, let us consider competing spelling variants. Traditionally, this kind of spelling variation is accounted for by historical sound rules. From a synchronic viewpoint, etymological variation is arbitrary, as illustrated by homophones (reik ~ rijk, louw ~ lauw), contrasts between semantically related words (weifelen and twijfelen) and spelling variants such as rouwdouwer/rauwdouwer, rijsschaaf/reischaaf, stampeij/stampij. These variants were introduced by [Woordenlijst 1995]. More variation can be found in names, e.g. Arnoud/Arnaud, Marjolein/Marjolijn. These facts show that we cannot predict the spelling of /Ei/ and /au/ in native words. For this reason I will assume that the distribution of such spelling variants is unpredictable and has to be listed in the lexicon.

An alternative account would be the following. In similar cases where sound contrasts have been neutralized by sound rules but remained visible in spelling, linguists have assumed that the contrast is still present in the lexical sound representations of native speakers and neutralized by productive sound rules. For instance, Chomsky (1970:4) claimed that where English spelling deviates from pronunciation, spelling represents an abstract phonological level. In Chomsky’s view lexical representations remain stable, even when the surface forms change as drastically as in English.\footnote{A related proposal would be to postulate that sounds and spelling are two instances of a third representation which contains all information of both levels. Phonology and orthography both neutralize some of this information. This view, known as ‘glossenatics’, has been developed for English in the thirties and forties by Hjelmslev, see Anderson (1985:140–168). In this view, we need not postulate abstract phonological representations, but this analysis has the disadvantage that a new
plausible for the facts at hand, we could propose that <ei> and <ij> or <au> and <ou> have distinct abstract sound representations. However, such a proposal has some serious drawbacks.

Firstly, the analysis forces us to postulate that historical rules and representations are still available to speakers of Dutch on the basis of spelling only. It is unlikely that speakers are able to learn such abstract sound representations, especially as spelling is not available when children learn to speak. It is not even clear what abstract sound representations should look like. For instance, words written with <ij> originally had /i/ that was affected by diphthongization (pilum became pijl), see for instance Van Bree (1987:121–123). However, if we represented pijl as /piil/ to distinguish it from /peil/ written as peil, we cannot predict which /i/ sounds are affected by diphthongization. On the basis of similar arguments (i.e. the fact that Chomsky’s analysis implies that historical sound changes such as the Great Vowel Shift must be duplicated in the phonological competence of speakers) most linguists have abandoned Chomsky’s view on English orthography, see for instance Derwing (1992:194). Secondly, this analysis incorrectly predicts that etymological spellings do not pose a problem for someone who has mastered Dutch phonology.

I will therefore not propose lexical sound distinctions between the sounds encoded by ij or ei and au or ou. In Appendix G I will discuss an analysis by Wester (1987b) of some types of spelling variation in non-native words (e.g. the sound /s/ written as s or c and /z/ written as s or z) which also involves the postulation of abstract lexical distinctions, and argue that it must be rejected for the same reasons.

Instead of listing all words containing sounds of which the spelling is unpredictable we could also try to find out if one of the competing variants is less frequent (the frequency referred to is lexical frequency), and only list the words with this spelling. This way, the number of words that have to be listed as exceptions can be reduced. To find out the proportion of the two spelling variants, let us consider all word types marked as monomorphemic in the test lexicon (see Appendix A). Thirty-five per cent of native monomorphemic words with the sound /ei/ are written with <ei> and 65% with <ij>. Thus, the sound /ei/ is most often written as <ij>. Now consider the spelling of the sound /au/. Thirty-eight per cent of the native words with this sound are written with <au> and 62% with <ou>. Thus, native words with /au/ in the lexicon are most frequently written with <ou>. I will therefore only list native words with <au>
and <ei> in the lexicon. An exhaustive list of native exceptions in the test lexicon is given in Appendix B.

Apart from these classes of etymological spellings, there are some individual exceptions such as oir, mischien, thuis, erwt, ambit etc., see Appendix B. Note that some etymological spellings prompt an incorrect pronunciation, e.g. -lijk, oir, bijzonder as recognized by Te Winkel, see also Van Haeringen (1962).26

Apparently, the Readability Requirement only governs the relation between the Phonological Principle and the Morphological Principle, not between the Phonological Principle and the Principle of Etymology.27

To conclude the discussion of the spelling of native words, I will give an overview of phoneme-grapheme relations, where abstract sound representations are related to the abstract spelling representations (i.e. where Vowel Degemination, Consonant Doubling and other autonomous spelling rules have not yet been applied).

---

26 Te Winkel (1884:27) concludes that there are three types of spelling with respect to the pronunciation: 1. a spelling which is totally in accordance with the pronunciation, e.g al, bast ([al], [bosl]) 2. a spelling, not totally according the pronunciation, but compatible with it because the pronunciation follows automatically from the mutual influence of letters, e.g. abt, geenszins ([apt], [yensms]); 3. a spelling, partially or completely contrary to and incompatible with the present day pronunciation, but necessary as the result of common use, e.g. menschen, tusschen, thans ([mens], [tyse], [trans]), rijftig, zestig ([feifdx], [sestax]).

27 There are indications that the most frequent spelling is also considered the default case by writers. In some words of German origin <ei> has changed into <ij>, for instance, German efier and eligut became ijver and ijgeoed, see Van der Sijs (1996). Similarly, loan words with <au> have sometimes changed to <ou>. For instance, German lauter and Malayan karbau became louter and karbonw, see Van der Sijs (1996). Other indications are the inflected form Nassouwe of the name Nassau, and the fact that South African, which is related to Dutch, only has one spelling for /au/, namely <ou>.
### Phomeme-grapheme relations in native words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonemes</th>
<th>Graphemes</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>bal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>tak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>doen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kaal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>fel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[v]</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>veel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[z]</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>zaaak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ch]</td>
<td>xh</td>
<td>school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[g]</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>-wegen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h]</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>-help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>-noord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mooi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ŋ, n]</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>-angel, bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>laik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>raam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[w]</td>
<td>w, uw</td>
<td>weer, eeuw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[j]</td>
<td>j, i</td>
<td>jaar, maai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[v]</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>-pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>-pet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[z]</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-pol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-jas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>ic</td>
<td>-riet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>uu</td>
<td>-muur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>ee</td>
<td>-leer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[θ]</td>
<td>eu</td>
<td>-leuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>oe</td>
<td>-uoen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>oo</td>
<td>-oord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>aa</td>
<td>-kaas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ei]</td>
<td>ij, ei</td>
<td>-wijs, trein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[oe]</td>
<td>ui</td>
<td>-richt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ou]</td>
<td>ou(w), au(w)</td>
<td>-hout, -louw, -klauter, -sauw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[æ]</td>
<td>e, i, ij, u</td>
<td>-de, -nodig, -olijk, -Dokkum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When we compare this overview with the overview in (9), we see that phoneme-grapheme relations are less complex than sound-letter relations. Most phonemes are related to one grapheme or one combination of graphemes. Exceptions are competing and conditioned spellings. Another exception is formed by the fact that there is no unique representation of schwa. However, this may be appropriate since this vowel is considered absent in underlying sound representations, see Zonneveld (1993) and footnote 6.

The simplification of (30) as compared with (9) is partly due to the fact that the effect of sound rules need not be taken into account. Another reason is that the effect of autonomous spelling rules is not visible in abstract spelling representations. Of course, (30) only presents part of the derivation of abstract sound representation to surface spellings, which should be kept in mind when comparing it with (9): the coupling of underlying phonemes with underlying graphemes is easier, but a second type of rule is necessary. In the remainder of this study I will refer to rules that relate abstract sounds to letters as phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. The phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules that derive the spelling of monomorphemic native words are listed in Appendix B.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter investigated how the spelling of native words can be derived from their pronunciation. I started out with a very simple view of the relation between sounds and letters:

\[
\begin{align*}
(31) & \quad (\text{abstract}) \text{ pronunciation} \\
& \quad \downarrow \quad \text{phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules} \\
& \quad (\text{surface}) \text{ spelling}
\end{align*}
\]

Discussion of the data showed that this model had to be modified. I argued that the alternation of single letters and geminates (jaar-jaren, kar-karren), which is accounted for in various ways in the literature, can best be described by means of spelling rules applied to letter sequences without reference to the corresponding pronunciation. However, unlike authors such as Zonneveld, I do not postulate autonomous spelling rules only. Rather, I propose that model (31) be extended with a second stage in which the result of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules is modified by autonomous spelling rules. Since phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules neutralize some distinctions that are relevant to the proper application of rules such as Vowel Degemination, I propose that these distinctions be encoded in abstract spelling representations. In line with current
practice in phonology this was done by relating letters to an orthographical CV-
tier.

If we apply these modifications to model (31) we get the following model of
the relation between sounds and letters:

(32) **Two-level spelling model**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abstract sounds</th>
<th>pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sound rules</td>
<td>phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>abstract spelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>autonomous spelling rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spelling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

This extended model combines the advantages of spelling as a code for the
pronunciation and Autonomous Spelling: it has rules that relate (abstract) sounds
to spelling as well as rules that describe the relation between abstract and surface
spelling. This way, it accounts for the fact that spelling can be predicted on the
basis of the pronunciation (by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules) as well
as for mismatches between pronunciation and spelling (by autonomous spelling
rules). The result is a more accurate and restrictive description of the spelling of
monomorphemic native words than would be possible with model (31) or
Autonomous Spelling (15). Another advantage of the new model is that the
introduction of the second type of rule enables us to formulate phoneme-to-
grapheme rules that need not account for some types of spelling variation. This
implies that the resulting spelling system comes closer to the ideal one-to-one
relation between sounds and letters (where we relate abstract sound
representations to abstract spelling representations). The role of context in
phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules is thus reduced to some historically
motivated cases (*houd ~ vrouw, aai ~ ja*). What remains is only a small residue
of words with an unpredictable (etymological) spelling (*wei, lauw*). These
cannot be derived by rule.
Chapter 3

The uniform spelling of morphemes

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter, we have seen that written morphemes are often less variable than their spoken counterparts. Firstly, the spelling of morphemes remains constant where the pronunciation alternates. Some examples are given under (1):

(1)  
[\text{In}] - [\text{ImpAk}] \quad \text{in-\text{mpakken} (*impakken)}
[\text{kni}] - [\text{kni\text{p}}] \quad \text{knie-knie\text{\text{e}}n (*knie\text{jen})}
[\text{als}] - [\text{zowals}] \quad \text{als-zo\text{als} (*zowals)}
[\text{Van}] - [\text{OpVan}] \quad \text{gaan-op\text{gaan} (*op\text{chaan})}
[\text{Op}] - [\text{Opdun}] \quad \text{op-op\text{doen} (*ob\text{doen})}

The words in (1) illustrate that spelling abstracts from the effect of the sound processes Nasal Assimilation, see Zwaardemaker & Eijkman (1928:228–229), Homorganic Glide Insertion, see Zonneveld (1978:64–73) (but cf. footnote 8 in chapter 2) and Progressive and Regressive Voice Assimilation, see Zwaardemaker & Eijkman (1928:224–227). Secondly, the spelling of morphemes remains constant even where spelling is context-dependent and addition of an affix crucially changes the context. This is illustrated under (2):

(2)  
\text{trouw} \quad \text{getrouwd (*getroud)} \quad \text{cf. koud}
\text{aai} \quad \text{aaien (*a\text{jen})} \quad \text{cf. bajes}

In chapter 2, the uniform spelling of words such as those under (1) was accounted for by the following provisional statement: spelling encodes the abstract sound representation of morphemes. This implies that context outside
the morpheme is irrelevant to phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, and that
the effect of sound rules that operate across morpheme boundaries is not
encoded in spelling. In this chapter, I will examine this claim in more detail.

There is reason to doubt that phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are
restricted to the morpheme domain, since the data are not as straightforward as
suggested by (1) and (2). Firstly, some spelling rules apply to domains larger
than the morpheme, and thus result in variation of the spelling of the same
morpheme:\(^1\)

\[\begin{align*}
(3) & \\
& a \quad \text{ramen (raam+en)} \quad \text{rammen (ram+en)} \\
& b \quad \text{geïnd (ge#in+d)} \quad \text{pa’s (pa+s)} \\
& \quad \text{neurën (neurie+en)} \quad \text{koninkje (koning+tje)}
\end{align*}\]

However, it was argued in chapter 2 that the alternation of single letters and
geminates in (3a) can be described more adequately and insightfully by
autonomous spelling rules which are conditioned by orthographical context
rather than phonological context. In chapter 4, it will be argued that the same
holds for the alternations in (3b). By postulating that only phoneme-to-grapheme
conversion rules are restricted to the morpheme domain, it is possible to
maintain the claim that spelling encodes the sound representation of morphemes
and still to account for variable spelling of morphemes in (3).

There is a second, more serious challenge to the claim that spelling encodes
the sound representation of morphemes. As pointed out by linguists such as
Booij et al. (1979), Dutch orthography does not abstract from the effect of all
sound processes which apply across morpheme boundaries. To be more precise,
the effect of morpholexical rules, i.e. sound rules which only apply to specific
(sets of) morphemes, is visible in writing. This phenomenon is illustrated under
(4) and (5). Examples (4a-d) show the effect on spelling of Diminutive
Allomorphy, see Trommelen (1983b), alternations in verbal endings -t(e)/-d(e),
see Zonneveld (1978), Prevocalic Schwa Deletion, see Booij (1995:67), and
alternation of -er and -der, see Booij (1995:73–75):

\[\begin{align*}
(4) & \\
& \text{Variable realizations of morphemes} \\
& a \quad [\text{beitj}a] \sim [\text{bomp}ja] \quad \text{bijtje (bij)} \sim \text{boompe (boom)} \\
& b \quad [\text{kam}p\text{do}] \sim [\text{kapt}\text{a}] \quad \text{kamde (kam)} \sim \text{kapt}e (kap) \\
& c \quad [\text{l}ok\text{k}r] \sim [\text{r}ard\text{ar}] \quad \text{leuker (leuk)} \sim \text{raarder (raar)} \\
& d \quad [\text{s}xa\text{do}] \sim [\text{bosxadox}] \quad \text{schade} \sim \text{beschadig}
\end{align*}\]

The examples in (5) illustrate the effect on spelling of the following sound

\(^1\) Variation of the spelling of related non-native words such as muziek-musicus, synoniem-synonymie,
trochee-trocheïsch etc. will be discussed in chapter 4.
changes: [ŋ]-[ŋk] Alternation, see Trommelen (1983b), Devoicing before -elijk and -enis, see Wester (1987), Vowel Lengthening, see Zonneveld (1978) and Booij (1981:69–72), Glide Insertion, see Gussenhoven (1980) and Verbal Ablaut, see Booij (1981:142). These rules do not apply to all the relevant words as illustrated by the examples in (5b):

(5) a [tuɣaŋkələk] toegankelijk (toegang)
[belトンis] beeltenis (beeld)
[lotjo] lootje (lot)
[kujo] koelen (koe)
b [bɑŋplək] bangelijk (bang)
[bałeıdənis] belijdenis (belijden)
[pɔtjo] potje (pot)
[mu沃] moeë (moe)

Note that the unpredictable glides in words such as koeien (koe+en) and vlooien (vlo+en), are visible in spelling, unlike the predictable inserted homorganic glides in words such as knieën.

Van Heuven (1978) and Booij et al. (1979:82–87) also observed that the effect of some purely phonologically conditioned sound processes is reflected inconsistently. Survey (6) illustrates this for Final Devoicing, see Zonneveld (1983), Degemination, see Zwaardemaker & Eijkman (1928:231), D-deletion and D-weakening, see Zonneveld (1978:73–86), Booij (1995:91–93). The examples under (6a) show that Final Devoicing can be observed in the spelling of a word ending in /v/ or /z/, but not in a word ending in a plosive or /ɣ/. The words in (6b) illustrate that the effect of Degemination is represented word-finally, but not word-externally. Finally, the examples in (6c) show that D-deletion and D-weakening are visible in some cases only:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Effect of sound rule ignored</th>
<th>Effect of sound rule represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>/strAnd/ [strant] strand</td>
<td>/lev/ [lef] leef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/heb/ [hep] heb</td>
<td>/vrez/ [vres] vrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/draɣ/ [drax] draag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>/hɑt+sə/ [hato] haatte</td>
<td>/ɣɔhat+t/ [ɣɔhat] gehaat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/lɑnd+də/ [londo] landde</td>
<td>/ɣɔland+d/ [ɣɔlant] geland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/wɪl+loz/ [wlos] willoos</td>
<td>/bɪts+sə/ [bɪtsə] bitste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>/ɣyʊd+sə/ [yujo] goeđe</td>
<td>/ɣyʊd+sr/ [ɣyjərd] goeierd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ɑʊd+sə/ [ou沃] oude</td>
<td>/ɑʊd+olək/ [ɑʊwɔlək] ouwelijck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to these sets of words with a variable spelling, there are also some individual examples in which the spelling of morphemes varies. For instance, spelling normally abstracts from Final Devoicing of plosives but not in abt
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(\{apt\}), cf. \textit{abdij} (\{abdei\}).

The data in (1) and (2) can only be described adequately if spelling is derived from the sound representation of morphemes, but the facts in (4) and (5) suggest that spelling encodes the pronunciation of words. In the case of (6) both options lead to incorrect predictions. Stated otherwise, whether spelling is derived from abstract morphemes or from a less abstract sound representation of words, it will always lead to incorrect spelling of parts of the data.

In this chapter, we will investigate how to derive the correct spelling for all the examples given above. Section 3.2 gives a survey of the literature on the topic of the uniform spelling of morphemes. In 3.3 I will show that the different approaches to the uniform spelling can be captured in the form of spelling constraints. Since these constraints have disadvantages, a new constraint will be proposed. The facts in (4)-(6), which seem to contradict this new constraint, are accounted for in 3.4. Concluding remarks are given in 3.5.

3.2 Previous accounts for the uniform spelling of morphemes

Te Winkel (1863)

Te Winkel accounted for the fact that spelling abstracts from sound rules such as Final Devoicing by the postulation of the Principle of Uniformity and the Principle of Analogy. As mentioned in chapter 2, both principles will be referred to by the term Morphological Principle, which runs as follows:

\textbf{Morphological Principle}

Spelling reflects the sound representation of morphemes, as far as the pronunciation allows this.

The first clause of the Morphological Principle forbids all variation in the spelling of morphemes, but the second clause, the Readability Requirement (see 2.3.1), allows spelling to abstract from the effect of sound processes to avoid a spelling which is not compatible with the pronunciation. For instance, we write \textit{boompje} and \textit{vreselijk} since *\textit{boomtje} or *\textit{vrez\'el\'k} would cause an incorrect pronunciation: *[\textit{bomt\'je}], *[\textit{vrez\'el\'k}]. However, the Readability Requirement does not account for the fact that spelling inconsistently reflects the effect of Final Devoicing and Degemination. In the case of Final Devoicing, this is recognized by Te Winkel and accounted for by the assumption that plosives are not pronounced totally voicelessly, but fricatives are, see Te Winkel (1863:9, fn.), so the Phonological Principle accounts for the difference of \textit{hebben-heb} and \textit{leven-leef}.
Booij et al. (1979), Booij (1985, 1987, 1995)

Booij discusses the abstractness of the sound representation encoded by spelling in several publications. Booij et al. (1979:82) claim that spelling encodes the underlying representation of morphemes rather than the surface realization of words, but that the variable spelling of morphemes (4) and (5) is necessary since readability would be impaired by an abstract spelling. They note that some morpholexical processes are not totally predictable on the basis of the pronunciation (bloempje/bloemetje). In this case, the abstract spelling bloemtje would be ambiguous. This also suggests that the spelling variation is imposed by the Readability Requirement. However, this requirement does not account for those cases where sound rules are reflected inconsistently. Booij et al. (1979) point out that there are words whose spelling encodes the abstract representation, surface level or even an intermediate representation, where only part of the rules has been applied. For instance, in words such as vreesde the spelling abstracts from Voice Assimilation, but not from the earlier rule of Final Devoicing. Booij et al. (1979) therefore conclude that Dutch spelling aims at uniformity of morphemes, but that this principle is not applied consistently.

What is not noted by Booij et al. (1979) is that in their analysis no stage in the derivation of words such as verhuisd corresponds to the spelling, see Van Heuven (1978:57), Nunn (1992). The derivation of vreesde and verhuisd is given under (7):

(7) Syllabification /vrez + da/ /vør+høeyz+d/
    Final Devoicing vrez-da vør-høeyzd
    Assimilation vrez-da vør-høeyzt

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Syllabification} & : & /vrez + da/ & /vør+høeyz+d/ \\
\text{Final Devoicing} & : & vrez-da & vør-høeyzd \\
\text{Assimilation} & : & vrez-da & vør-høeyzt \\
\end{align*}
\]

The pronunciation of the last two letters of verhuisd is [zd], [zt] and [st] at different points in the derivation, but never [sd] as it is in spelling. We will see below that Booij (1995) accounts for the alternation of [d] and [t] in another way (i.e. by Laryngeal Spreading), but in that analysis there is no intermediate stage with [sd] in the derivation either.

Booij (1985, 1987, 1995) emphasizes that the typology of sound rules plays a crucial role for the characterization of the degree of abstractness of Dutch spelling. Spelling abstracts from the style-dependent rules of connected speech, but encodes the effect of morpholexical rules.\(^2\) In the case of the (obligatory)

rules of word phonology, the situation is more complicated. This is illustrated by
the following survey from Booij (1995:187) which summarizes the effect of
strictly phonologically conditioned sound rules on orthography.\(^3\)

(8) Survey of orthographical representation of sound rule effects of Booij
(1995:187)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Effect represented</th>
<th>Effect not represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Devoicing</td>
<td>/v, z/</td>
<td>/b, γ, d/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeal Spreading</td>
<td>always</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal Assimilation</td>
<td>for [m]</td>
<td>for [ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevocalic Schwa Deletion</td>
<td>always</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degemination</td>
<td>word-finally</td>
<td>word-internally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homorganic Glide Insertion</td>
<td>always</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final Devoicing, Prevocalic Schwa Deletion, Degemination and Homorganic
Glide Insertion were discussed above, cf. the examples in (1), (4c) and (6b).
Laryngeal Spreading is the name of the rule introduced by Booij to account for
the alternations in the verbal endings -t(ə) and [d(ə)], which was illustrated
under (4b). These alternations cannot be accounted for by regressive assimilation
as proposed by Booij et al. (1979), since the /d/ normally gives its voicedness to
the preceding obstruent (e.g. /knop+duk/ → [knohdruk] knoopdoek), but knoop +
de becomes knoopte (/knop+da/ → [knopets]). Booij (1995) proposes that the
relevant consonant be unspecified for voice, and that this feature is copied from
the preceding consonant, see Booij (1995:62).\(^4\) Nasal Assimilation was not
discussed yet, since it never leads to variation in the spelling of related words
(except in rare cases such as hennep-hemp which may not even be
synchronically related).

On the basis of survey (8), Booij concludes that the effect of the rules of
word phonology is represented inconsistently in spelling.

\(^3\) Booij also includes the palatalization of /n/ in mandje, which is omitted here since spelling abstracts
from allophonic processes.

\(^4\) Zonneveld (1983) claims that the first consonant of the suffix is a fricative, so that the alternation
can be accounted for by Progressive Voice Assimilation, cf. raadzaam (/rad+zam/ → [ratsam]).
Wester (1987)

Wester (1987) criticizes Booij’s conclusion that spelling aims at representing the underlying representation of morphemes and that the spelling of words such as boompje, vrees and haaatte is exceptional. According to Wester, one could also draw the opposite conclusion on the basis of these facts, i.e., that words such as boompje, gehaat and vrees show that Dutch spelling aims at representing the surface form of words, and that the spelling of words such as strand and haaatte is exceptional. Wester argues that seemingly exceptional facts should not immediately be seen as inconsistencies, but as a problem for the analysis. This approach is illustrated by an alternative analysis of one of the topics discussed by Booij, namely the representation of Final Devoicing. Like Booij, Wester claims that spelling is constant because it represents the underlying representation of morphemes and argues that the spelling difference between plosives and fricatives is caused by a difference in their underlying representation.

Wester points out some differences between the distributions of the fricatives /v/ and /z/ (but not /V/, see Wester 1987:75) and other obstruents. Firstly, voiced and voiceless fricatives are in complementary distribution before vowels. A short vowel is typically followed by a voiceless fricative, and a long vowel (or a vowel followed by a sonorant) by a voiced fricative, see also Booij (1977):

(9) The distribution of voiced and voiceless fricatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>After long vowel or sonorant consonant</th>
<th>After short vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiced:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bozo], [bonzo]</td>
<td>*[bozo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(boze, bonzen)</td>
<td>(bozzen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lava], [lurva]</td>
<td>*[lava]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(laven, larven)</td>
<td>(lavve)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[bosA]</td>
<td>[bosA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bose, bonsen)</td>
<td>(bossen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[laufA]</td>
<td>[laufA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(lafen, larfen)</td>
<td>(laffe)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another difference between the two types of obstruents noticed by Wester is the fact that the fricatives /z/ and /v/ are always voiceless before the suffix -elijk whereas plosives are voiced:

(10) The voicedness of obstruents before -elijk

[liwe-lifolak] lieve-liefelijk
[hebo-*hepolak] hebben-hebbelijk
[vrezo-vresolak] vrezen-vreselijjk
[dodo-*dotolak] doden-dodelijk
[drayo-draxolak] dragen-dragelijjk

Wester concludes that the sound pattern of fricatives is not derived in the same way as that of plosives, but that fricatives are underlyingly voiceless and become voiced between a long vowel or sonorant consonant and a vowel by Fricative
Voicing. For a related proposal, see Kooij (1983). Wester formulates Fricative Voicing as follows:

\[(11) \text{Fricative Voicing} \quad \begin{array}{c} [-\text{son}, +\text{cont}] \rightarrow [+\text{voice}] / [+\text{voc}] \quad [+\text{son}] \quad [+\text{voc}] \end{array} \]

This rule is blocked before the suffix -elijk, so the underlying voiced sound surfaces in these contexts.

This reanalysis of the phonological facts allows another account of the different spelling of plosives and fricatives in which the ordering of rules plays a crucial role. If fricative voicing precedes Final Devoicing, spelling corresponds to an intermediate stage in the derivation, between these two rules:

\[(12) \quad /\text{strand}]/ \quad /\text{lef}/ \quad /\text{leef}/ \quad /\text{lev}/ \quad (\text{phoneme-to-grapheme conversion})
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{voicing} \\
\text{devoicing} \\
\text{o\text{ther\ rules}}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{strant} \\
\text{le\text{ven}} \\
\text{str\text{ant}} \quad \text{le\text{ven}}
\end{array}
\]

This, however, incorrectly predicts that a word such as *draachelijk* is written as *dragelijk*, but Wester explains the actual spelling dragelijk by claiming that <g> represents both voiced (dragen) and voiceless velar fricatives (dragelijk).

In Wester’s view, the difference between strand and leef thus corresponds to a difference in the underlying sound representation, and the effect of Final Devoicing is consistently represented in orthography.

3.3 Introducing a new account

Te Winkel’s Morphological Principle suggests that Dutch orthography is subject to the following constraint:

**Constraint A**
The spelling of morphemes must be constant (as far as the pronunciation permits this).

This constraint posits a one-to-one relationship between visual representations and morphemes, which may facilitate perception, see also Van Heuven & Birkhäuser (1983). This constraint is very strong; not only does it forbid that spelling represents the effect of sound processes, but it also rules out all spelling variation which is not forced by the Readability Requirement. Constraint A does not imply that spelling encodes abstract phonological representations, but in
most cases this happens to be the only way to ensure a uniform morpheme spelling. In principle it is also possible to encode one of the surface realizations as long as this does not violate the Readability Requirement. In fact we have already seen that pairs such as *vrouw-vrouwe*, the effect of glide insertion (which only occurs if a vowel initial suffix is added) is encoded instead of ignored in all instances of the word *vrouw*. Another example is that Nasal Assimilation is represented within morphemes ([ramp]-ramp/*ranp) but not across morpheme boundaries ([impak]-impakken/*impakken).

However, Constraint A is too strong, since it also prohibits the variation introduced by autonomous spelling rules, i.e. phenomena such as the alternation of single letters and geminates (in 5.2 we will see that such alternations cannot be explained by the need to provide a readable code for the pronunciation). Alternations such as *mogen-mocht* also violate Constraint C, since the uniform spelling *mogt* would not lead to reading difficulties. Te Winkel accounted for the inconsistent representation of Final Devoicing by the assumption that the d in words such as *haard* is not pronounced totally voicelessly, but the s in *huis* is. However, even if there was a phonetic difference (in an earlier stage of Dutch), this would not be relevant since spelling encodes phonemes, not allophones, see 2.2.1.

Booij and Wester propose a different approach to the uniform spelling of morphemes. They claim that the uniform spelling of morphemes in related words is a consequence of the fact that spelling encodes the sound representation of morphemes as listed in the lexicon, which is more stable than the surface realization. This could be formulated as follows:

**Constraint B**

Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion must be applied to underlying representations.

This constraint suggests the following relationship between phonology and orthography.⁵

---

⁵ This type of account of the constant spelling of morphemes was first proposed for English by Chomsky. Chomsky (1970:4) made the following claim about English orthography: “Conventional English orthography in its essentials is to a large extent a direct point-by-point transcription of a system that the speaker of English has internalized and uses freely, a system that I will refer to as ‘lexical representation’.” According to Chomsky (1970:12), it is not surprising that orthography corresponds to the underlying representation. Firstly, the underlying representation is stable across time and across dialects, and is therefore more suitable to be encoded in writing than the variable surface realizations. Secondly, by representing underlying representations and eliminating all phonetic detail which is predictable by rules, orthography can be directly mapped onto the smallest semantically significant units, i.e., morphemes. In other words the abstract sound representation and spelling are isomorphic codes for morphemes.
However, it should be noted that neither Booij nor Wester succeeds in demonstrating that spelling consistently represents underlying representations. At the most their work suggests that spelling encodes an intermediate level in the sound derivation. This suggests that Constraint B must be somewhat relaxed:

**Constraint B’**
Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules must be consistently applied to an intermediate level in the phonological derivation.

This proposal has three disadvantages. Firstly, as soon as one assumes that spelling does not represent the underlying representation, there are many possible intermediate levels. In this approach there is no restriction on the possible relations between different phonological levels and orthography, see Nunn (1992). Secondly, unlike Constraint A, Constraint B’ does not account for the fact that the morpheme-internal application of the rule nasal assimilation is visible in orthography, but the effect across morpheme boundaries is not. Finally, Constraint B’ does not account for the fact that phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules apply to morphemes.

The first disadvantage can probably be resolved by an innovation of phonological theory, namely Lexical Phonology, see for instance Kiparsky (1982) and Mohanan (1985). In this theory a distinction is introduced between rules that apply in the lexicon (and have access to morphological information) and post-lexical rules. In the case of Dutch, Booij & Rubach (1987) and Booij (1995:53–57) distinguish three rule types: (i) cyclic rules that have access to morphological information and are therefore applied in the lexicon, (ii) word rules or post-cyclic rules (Final Devoicing, Voice Assimilation and Degemination) which apply after morphology but still within the lexicon, and which can refer to prosodic words and (iii) post-lexical processes which can only be applied after the creation of phrases in syntax. 6 If we ignore the

---

6 Final Devoicing cannot be a cyclic rule, because in that case we would apply it to *strand* before the addition of *-en* and derive *[strant]*. It cannot be a postlexical rule either, since it is insensitive to the effect of postlexical resyllabification, so it is a word rule, see Booij (1995:55). Since Voice Assimilation and Degemination are fed by Final Devoicing (handtas : /hand#tas/ → /handt#as/ → /handt#as/ →
inconsistencies in (6) for a moment, we see that the distinction between cyclic rules and word rules corresponds almost perfectly to the division between rules whose effect is visible in spelling and rules of which orthography abstracts.

However, the other two disadvantages of Constraint B’ cannot be solved by this approach. Firstly, we now expect that the effect of cyclic rules on derived words is visible in orthography as well, but this is not the case with Nasal Assimilation. Secondly, if spelling corresponds to the output of the cyclic level where rules may refer to derived words, there is no reason why phoneme-to-grapheme rules should be restricted to the morpheme domain.

Let us therefore consider an alternative account for the fact that spelling represents the effect of some sound rules only, which is closer to the constraint suggested by Te Winkel’s Principle of Uniformity:

**Constraint C**

Spelling encodes the sound representation of morphemes.

Like Constraint B’, this constraint accounts for the uniformity of written morphemes by the secondary nature of spelling. However, since it only requires that spelling encodes the sound representation of morphemes it does not forbid that autonomous spelling rules cause spelling alternations or that the morpheme-internal effect of rules is represented. I conclude that the uniform spelling of Dutch morphemes can be accounted for most adequately with Constraint C. However, Constraint C requires that spelling abstracts from the effect of all rules which operate across morpheme boundaries. The problem thus becomes how to reconcile C with the fact that spelling (sometimes inconsistently) encodes the effect of rules which involve domains larger than the morpheme. This will be the topic of the following sections.

### 3.4 Accounting for the variation in the spelling of morphemes

According to Constraint C, variation in the spelling of morphemes is not allowed if it represents the effect of sound rules, or if it is caused by the application of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules to domains larger than the morpheme. This implies that two types of variation are not in conflict with constraint C:

- spelling variation which is caused by autonomous spelling rules;
- spelling variation between pairs of words which although semantically related, are not derived from the same morpheme but form separate lexical entries.

In 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 I will examine which facts can be accounted for this way.

[he]n[ux]; [he]b[ux]: /hep#zuxt/ → [hepzuxt] → [heb]svuxt[)] they must be word rules as well.
Section 3.4.3 discusses the remaining violations of Constraint C.

### 3.4.1 Variation as the result of autonomous spelling rules

Booij and Wester try to account for the alternations in (6) by a phonological analysis, but this proved to be difficult. Wester claims to have at least solved one of the problems, i.e. the deviating spelling of fricatives. However, on closer investigation Wester’s analysis is not tenable as pointed out in Booij (1991) and Nunn (1992). The main argument against Wester’s approach is formed by the realization of the past tense suffix and past participle suffix. These suffixes are voiced or voiceless depending on the final phoneme of the stem: [pako-pokta] (pakken-pakten), [kama-kamda] (kammen-kamde). If Wester’s analysis were correct, it should be *[leafde] (*leefde) and *[vresta] (*vreeste) instead of the actual [levdo] (leefde) and [vrezda] (vreesde). For this reason I will not adopt Wester’s analysis.

The spelling model proposed in this study allows another option: alternations can also be the effect of autonomous spelling rules. This, in fact, has already been proposed in Zonneveld (1980) in whose autonomous model spelling alternations are accounted for by autonomous spelling rules only.

First consider alternations such as *huis-huizen*. Zonneveld accounts for these facts by means of a spelling ‘devoicing’ rule that only affects \(<v>\) and \(<z>\), see Zonneveld (1980:532). This approach eliminates all inconsistencies: spelling does not inconsistently represent the effect of devoicing, but the spelling system has its own rule which accounts for \(z/s\)- and \(v/f\)-alternations. The data in (7) illustrated that there is no stage in the derivation of words such as *verhuisd* which corresponds to its spelling, which suggests that the alternation of \(z\) and \(s\) is not the result of the representation of a sound rule. A further indication that we are dealing with an orthographic rule is the following: the choice between \(<v>\) or \(<f>\) and between \(<z>\) or \(<s>\) is governed by syllable structure, and cases where phonological syllables and orthographical syllables differ (as shown by their hyphenation positions), show that the orthographical syllable determines the spelling choice:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>spelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>*reu.achtig  ~  reus.achtig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*grij.zaard  ~  grijs.aard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>*veins.aard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*grijns.aard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[vein-zart]</td>
<td>vein.zaard  ~  *veins.aard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yrein-zart]</td>
<td>grijn.zaard  ~  *grijns.aard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In phonology, all words in (14) are syllabified as monomorphemic words (this is the normal pattern for words with the suffix -aard, and reusachtig is a lexicalized compound), but in orthography -aard and -achtig are treated as separate syllabification domains, see [Woordenlijst 1954], p. LII. The words in (14b) have an exceptional orthographic syllable structure according to [Woordenlijst 1954], since they are morphologically irregular, i.e. derived from verbs instead of adjectives, see Te Winkel (1884:213). The sound /z/ is written as <z> in these words. The pronunciation of the fricatives in (14a) and (14b) is the same, but the spelling differs: the examples show that /z/ is written as <s> at the end of an orthographic syllable, and as <z> at the beginning, and that phonological syllabification is irrelevant. The description of the alternations in [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLIII also suggests that we are dealing with an orthographical alternation: ‘The symbols v and z are only written at the beginning of a syllable. Where the principle of congruence would require a final v or z, they are replaced by f and s’. The alternations can be captured by the following rules:

\[(15) \text{ Spelling devoicing} \]
\[
z \rightarrow \text{s} /_{\text{cons}}\] e.g. huis, gevreesd
\[
v \rightarrow \text{f} /_{\text{cons}}\] e.g. leef, hoofd

 Unlike the traditional sound-based analysis, (15) gives an accurate description of the actual patterns. Spelling devoicing has some exceptions, but these are all

\[\text{7} \quad \text{"De tekens v en z worden alleen aan het begin van een lettergreep geschreven. Waar volgens het gelijkvormighedspriincipe v of z op het einde zou moeten worden geschreven, worden deze door f en s vervangen [..."]}\]

\[\text{8} \quad \text{Similar rules exist in English where they are clearly independent of the pronunciation. For example, syllable final <z> is allowed, but syllable final <v> is not. Therefore, only <z> can be doubled: puzzle versus gravel. It is clear that the alternation cannot be accounted for by the pronunciation here, since voiced fricatives are not devoiced in English (with only a few exceptions such as calf-calves), and freely occur after short vowels in words such as quiver and busy. Words that are pronounced with a final [v] are not written with <f> as in Dutch, but with the addition of an <e>, for instance in words such as hive and give, see Schane (1977).}\]

\[\text{9} \quad \text{Zonneveld (1980:532) formulates the rule differently: \{+[cons, +cont, −back]\} → \{−voice\} /_{\text{#}}. This rule, which presupposes that graphemes have distinctive features, is not simpler than the one proposed here, since <v> and <z> do not form a natural class anyway. I will therefore not adopt Zonneveld’s rule.}\]

\[\text{10} \quad \text{A possible motivation for spelling devoicing is the following. Remember that there is a gap in the distribution of /v/ and /z/: these sounds do not occur after short vowels. Since /v/ and /z/ do not occur after short vowels, <v> and <z> are never doubled. Finally, <v> and <z> do not occur after vowel geminates or sonorants (in contrast with letters that correspond to plosives). Next to words such as ambt, there are no words such as *beezd or *hoovd (cf. Beesd and hoofd). The following pattern now emerges: <v> or <z> only appear at the beginning of a syllable, <f> and <s> elsewhere. It is possible that writers assume that this distribution is the result of a requirement that <v> and <z> may only appear at the beginning of syllables in orthography and that word-final <v> and <z> are changed to}\]
loan words, see chapter 4.

The analysis of words with -elijk presented here implies that words such as dragelijk, walgelijk have an idiosyncratic spelling: since the alternation of voiced and voiceless sounds before this suffix is unpredictable, we have to postulate that the complex words are listed in the lexicon, and that the written form represents the ‘devoiced’ consonants in words such as [wɔlɡelɪk], but we write walgelijk instead. The expected spelling *draachelijk, *walchelijk may have been rejected because <ch> very rarely occurs after vowel geminates or consonants (only before voiceless sounds, e.g. hurcht).

Another type of spelling variation which can be accounted for by an autonomous spelling rule is the alternation of single and double consonants at morpheme boundaries. In cases where the sound rule Degemination is applied across word boundaries or fed by other sound processes such as Regressive Voice Assimilation and T-deletion, the corresponding written words have geminates:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
16 & /\text{nem}/ \quad [\text{inem}] \quad *\text{ineem} \quad \text{ineem} \\
   & /\text{mak}/ \quad [\text{imak}] \quad *\text{imaak} \quad \text{imaak} \\
   & /\text{aor brandt}/ \quad [\text{verbrant}] \quad *\text{verbrant} \quad \text{verbrandt} \\
   & /\text{kynst stof}/ \quad [\text{kynststof}] \quad *\text{kunstof} \quad \text{kunststof} \\
\end{array}
\]

The postulation of an orthographic Consonant Degemination rule is further supported by the fact that Degemination also occurs after silent letters in French loan words:

\[
\begin{array}{lcl}
17 & \text{singular} & \text{plural} \\
   & [\text{burzjwa}] & \text{bourgeois} \\
   & [\text{strkɔl}] & \text{cirkel} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{lcl}
   & [\text{burzjwɔs}] & \text{bourgeois} \quad *\text{bourgeois} \\
   & [\text{srkɔls}] & \text{cirkels} \\
\end{array}
\]

In the pronunciation of the word bourgeois (singular) there is no /s/, so the fact that we write the plural form with one <s> rather than two can not be accounted for by phonological Degemination. An orthographical Degemination rule would derive the correct result for words such as bourgeois (other examples are chassis, compromis, parcours, pardessus, permis, relais, remous, rendez-vous, revers, sousbras and vis-à-vis). This suggests that there is an orthographic Degemination rule next to the sound rule.\footnote{Similar rules exist in other languages: cf. for instance English eighth/*eighth (eight+th), see satisfy this requirement. This analysis is supported by the contrast between grijs-aard and grijn-zaard and by the fact that, contrary to what is claimed by Wester, only <g>/<f> and <g>/<s> but not <g>/<ch> are in complementary distribution: *loze/*haz.bel/*beezd/*huiz; *grove/*huv.der/*hoord/*leev but: vlugge/vreug.de/voogd/maag. This implies that Spelling Devoicing concerns exactly those letters which correspond to sounds with a restricted distribution.}
With the postulation of an autonomous rule of spelling Degemination, contrasts such as haatte-gehaat cease to be inconsistencies. For instance, consider the facts in (6b), repeated under (18):

(18)  

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[hatsu]</td>
<td>[t]te</td>
<td>[yɔhat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lans]</td>
<td>[d]e</td>
<td>[yɔrants]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of the spelling the difference between application and non-application of Degemination is obvious. The spelling rule is restricted to tautosyllabic consonants (remember that orthographic syllables sometimes deviate from their phonological counterparts):

(19)  

Consonant Degemination

\[ C_i \rightarrow \emptyset / [S \ldots C_\gamma]_S \]

e.g. verbrand

In this way we can account for the contrast between verbrand-de and verbrand. This approach is also suggested in [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLIII. The spelling rule thus differs from the corresponding sound rule with respect to its domain of application. Note that the rule seems to work across syllable boundaries in words such as wijste (wijs+t+e). This can be accounted for by postulating that Orthographic Syllabification and Consonant Degemination apply each time a suffix is added, see 5.3.

The final type of spelling variation that can be accounted for by an autonomous spelling rules concerns alternations such as schade-schaden. Instead of assuming that spelling represents the effect of Prevocalic Schwa Deletion, it could be assumed to be the result of an orthographic rule that deletes vowel letters in this context. This rule is needed anyway for pairs like the following: [duʃ-duʃɛ] douche-douchen/*douchen; [res-resɔ] race-racen/*raceen. Since the final <e> of these examples is mute, its deletion cannot be the reflection of a sound process. Prevocalic Schwa Deletion applies to a vowel before a schwa and /reson/ does not meet this structural description:

(20)  

Prevocalic E-deletion

\[ e \rightarrow 0 / _ + V \]

CONDITIONS: e is not linked to a V-position, V is part of a suffix
The conditions prevent the rule from applying to the second <e> of weën or to beantwoord.

3.4.2 Variation because of variation in lexical representations

Another type of spelling variation that does not violate constraint C involves pairs of words which although semantically related, are not derived from the same morpheme but form separate lexical entries.

First consider the alternations denoted as D-deletion and D-weakening by Booij (1995:91–93). The effect of these rules is sometimes visible in spelling. For instance, glij represents [yli], derived from /yli/. This would be problematic in the framework presented here if we were dealing with rules. However, as noted by Booij, this is not the case. The alternations are lexically governed and in some cases more than one realization is possible:

(21) Optional application of D-weakening and D-deletion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pronunciation</th>
<th>spelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a [ylet-yle]</td>
<td>gleeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kaudo-kuwo]</td>
<td>koude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[yudo-jujo]</td>
<td>goede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rodo-rojo]</td>
<td>rode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bredo-breja]</td>
<td>brede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b [yleti-ylej]</td>
<td>glijd/glij</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[haut-hau]</td>
<td>houd/hou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[kwado-kwaaj]</td>
<td>kwade/kwaai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[pudor-pujor]</td>
<td>poeder/poeier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[audo-ouwa]</td>
<td>oude/ouwe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some cases, written forms abstract from the effect of D-deletion or D-weakening, see the examples in (21a), but in other cases two spellings are allowed, as illustrated in (21b). If we assume underlying morphemes as input for allomorphy rules that derive the surface realizations, we are forced to conclude that the spelling in (21a) is inconsistent with the spelling in (21b). The analysis with competing allomorphs allows another account. In written speech only the more formal allomorph is allowed in some cases. In this view we are not dealing with the inconsistent representation of the effect of rules, but with lexical differences between spoken and written language, see also Booij (1991:34).

Apparently, allomorphs such as glee and kouwe are judged too informal to be used in written language. This is purely a writing convention: when we write gleden and koude, we sometime read these words as [yleja] and [kwuwa]. On the basis of such mismatches Van Haeringen (1962) concluded that pronunciation
and writing are intrinsically different; although spelling is derived from the spoken forms of words, it is not meant to be an accurate representation thereof, since written language is more formal, see Van Haeringen (1962:43). It is not clear why *glij and *glijd are both possible while only *gleed is allowed (cf. also *rij ~ *ree, *snij ~ *snee). *Ouwe, *rooie, *poeier and *kwaaiie also are informal but in these cases it could be argued that they have different meanings than *oude, *rode, *poeder and *kwade, which accounts for the fact that only the form affected by the rule is used in fixed expressions such as ‘kouwe ~ *koude kak’ (‘posh’), ‘*de kwaaiie ~ *kwade Pier’ (‘capegoat’), ‘*geen rooie ~ *rode cent’ (‘not a sou to his name’) and ‘*iemand een poeier ~ *poeder geven’ (‘give someone a whack’).

The competing allomorph analysis predicts that where D-deletion or D-weakening are obligatory (not only in compounds as noted by Booij (1995:90), but also in some derivations) spelling always reflects the effect of these rules:

(22) **Obligatory application of D-weakening and D-deletion**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Vleiban} & \quad \text{glijbaan} & \quad \text{snEiblum} & \quad \text{sniibloem} \\
\text{hauvost} & \quad \text{houvast} & \quad \text{leidrat} & \quad \text{leidraad} \\
\text{ouwoher} & \quad \text{ouweheer} & \quad \text{ouwalak} & \quad \text{owuelijk} \\
\text{kauwolak} & \quad \text{kouwelijk} & \quad \text{kwajxheit} & \quad \text{kwaaiigheid} \\
\text{yujord} & \quad \text{goeierd} & \quad \text{yujox} & \quad \text{goeig}^{13}
\end{align*}
\]

In a derivational analysis this would just be a coincidence, since spelling abstracts from obligatory as well as optional sound processes.

Since the sound alternations in (21) and (22) are not the effect of sound rules, pairs such as *goede-goeie and *koude-kouwelijk do not form counterexamples to the claim that spelling encodes underlying sound representations.

We can account for the facts in (5), repeated below, in the same way:

(23) a \[\text{tuVANk}l\text{k} \quad \text{toegan} \text{k} \text{elijk (toegang)} \]
\[\text{belt}\text{nis} \quad \text{beeltenis (beeld)} \]
\[\text{lotjo} \quad \text{ lootje (lot)} \]
\[\text{kuja} \quad \text{koelen (koe)} \]
\[\text{bAN}l\text{e} \quad \text{bangelijk (bang)} \]
\[\text{baleidonis} \quad \text{belijdens (belijden)} \]
\[\text{potjo} \quad \text{potje (pot)} \]
\[\text{muw}o \quad \text{moeë (moe)} \]

---

^13 Goedig is not listed in [Woordenlijst 1995], but it does occur in [Woordenlijst 1954]. Neither dictionary contains goeig.
These alternations are not predictable, and must be described by listing different allomorphs in the lexicon, see chapter 4 of Booij (1995). If such alternations are lexicalized and available as the input of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion, spelling variation such as toegang-toegankelijk is unproblematic (the deletion of $g$ in toegankelijk will be discussed in 5.6.4).

A final example of sound alternations that have to be analysed as the selection of competing allomorphs is formed by the spelling of clitics. For instance, the pronoun $[hEi]$ has a weak form $[i]$ that is phonologically dependent on the preceding prosodic word: $[hEi \ kOmt]$ ($hij \ komt$) versus $[kOmti]$ ($komen$-ie), see chapter 8 of Booij (1995). The weak form or clitic has a different distribution, determined by syntactic factors and is therefore listed as a separate entry in the lexicon. We always write the strong and more formal variant irrespective whether the strong or weak form was used in the pronunciation (except where a transcription of spoken language is intended).

The lexicon also plays a crucial role in the account of individual words of which the spelling seems to represent the effect of the sound rules Final Devoicing, Nasal Assimilation and Voice Assimilation:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
(24) & a \ [sam\circ \sim \ tzamo] \quad \text{samen} \sim \text{tezamen} \\
& b \ [m\text{et} \sim \ m\text{eda}] \quad \text{met} \sim \text{mede} \\
& \quad [\text{brabant} \sim \text{brabander}] \quad \text{Brabant} \sim \text{Brabander} \\
& \quad [\text{moyo} \sim \text{moxt}] \quad \text{mogen} \sim \text{mocht} \\
& \quad [\text{an} \sim \text{ambelt}] \quad \text{aan} \sim \text{aambeeld} \text{ (also aanbeeld)} \\
& c \ [\text{hando} \sim \text{beidahonta}] \quad \text{handen} \sim \text{bijdehante} \\
& \quad [\text{rift(o) \sim reid(o)}] \quad \text{rif(ten)} \sim \text{rijden} \\
& \quad [\text{zat(o) \sim varzadoyd(o)}] \quad \text{zat(te)} \sim \text{verzadig(d(e))} \\
& \quad [\text{vaart(o) \sim kopfardei}] \quad \text{vaart(en)} \sim \text{koopvaar(d)ij} \\
& \quad [\text{af(o) \sim avarext}] \quad \text{af(te)} \sim \text{averecht} \\
& \quad [\text{bshept(o) \sim heba}] \quad \text{behept(e)} \sim \text{hebben} \\
& \quad [\text{opt(o) \sim abdei}] \quad \text{abt(en)} \sim \text{abdi} \\
\end{array}
\]

Instead of assuming that these words have a regular phonological derivation (/$m\text{ed}/ \rightarrow [m\text{et}]$) while their spelling corresponds to the surface realization, we could also consider the effect of the sound rules to be lexicalized in which case spelling is regular (/$m\text{et}/ \rightarrow <\text{met}>$). For the word samen this is the only possible account. This word is derived from tzamen (cf. gezamenlijk) and the $[s]$ is the result of Voice Assimilation, but since the conditioning /t/ has disappeared we must assume that the abstract sound representation has changed. In the case of (24b), we cannot be sure that the words are lexicalized. However, the inflected forms of the words in (24c) show that reanalysis sometimes occurs, even if there is a related word in which the underlying sound surfaces. Other examples are the variants grint-grinten, bout-boute next to grind-grinden, boude-boude. These
examples show that historically related words need not be derived from a common sound representation. For this reason, the spelling is not uniform either. The spelling alternations in (24b) could also be attributed to reanalysis of the sound representation of words which are no longer considered to be related to the forms where that underlying sound surfaces. Consequently, spelling does not reflect the effect of a productive sound rule and constraint C is not violated.

The words in (25) are similar to those in (24). Again, these words are no longer part of a paradigmatic set with words with voiced consonants, so there is no synchronic evidence for a underlying voiced consonant. The inflected forms in (25) show that the consonant in question has been lexicalized. The examples in (25c) are comparable to *samen* where the initial consonant has been devoiced under the influence of a voiceless consonant which is now absent. However, in this case the spelling seems to encode the underlying sound representation:

\[(25)\]

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>[axt]</td>
<td>aagt (cf. also geneugt(e), oogst, nog)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[fônts]</td>
<td>onds (cf. also gids, loods, vadsig, -erd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ampt]</td>
<td>ambt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>[helmônt-helmôntôr]</td>
<td>Helmond-Helmont</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[lelistat-lelistatôr]</td>
<td>Lelystad-Lelystatter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[simpôlvelt-simpôlveltôr]</td>
<td>Simpelveld-Simpelvelter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>[fêrtôx-vir]</td>
<td>veertig-vier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[fêiftôx-vêif]</td>
<td>vijftig-vijf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[sextôx-zês]</td>
<td>zestig-zes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[sevôntôx-zêvê]</td>
<td>zeventig-zeven</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the spelling there is no reason to postulate a phonological difference between *aagt* and *mocht*; *zestig* and *samen* or *Helmond* and *met*, and a phonological analysis should not be motivated by spelling only. I conclude that the spelling of these forms does not correspond to an abstract sound representation, but is etymological: *aagt*, *abt*, *ambt*, -*erd*, and *oogst* are related to *aagjesappel*, *abdij*, *ambacht*, -*aard*, and *augustus*, respectively. In the case of the examples in (25c), the spelling often leads to a spelling pronunciation.

I conclude that spelling abstracts from the effect of Final Devoicing of plosives, Nasal Assimilation and Voice Assimilation, unless the effect of these rules has been interpreted as part of the underlying representation of words. The spelling of the words in (25) is idiosyncratic.14

---

14. The same holds for loan words such as *plebs*, *wodka*, *labksaus*, *drugstore*, *podsol*, *ombrudsmân*. In the following words the voicedness of obstruents or the presence of geminates is only motivated by the morphological structure: *absent*, *adstructie*, *oboceen*, *subsidie* etc.; *excellent*, *ex(st)irpatie*, *transsubstantiëren*, *interruptie*. If non-native prefixes are no longer recognized as morphemes, these words have an etymological spelling as well. I will return to this subject in Appendix F.
3.4.3 Remaining alternations

In the preceding section, it was argued that spelling consistently abstracts from the effect of Final Devoicing, Degemination and Voice Assimilation. This implies that the only sound rules whose effect on domains larger than the single morpheme is visible in spelling are the following:

(26) Alternation of [ɔr] and [dɔr]
Diminutive allomorphy
Alternation of [d(ɔ)] and [t(ɔ)]

These alternations cannot be accounted for by autonomous spelling rules as illustrated below for the choice of past tense suffixes:

(27) a [vlEi]-[vleid´] vlei-vleide
    [sle]-[slede] slee-sleede
b [res]-[rest´] race-racete/*racede
    [sla/js]-[slajs] slice-slicete/*slicede

Orthographically, the examples in (27a) and (27b) are comparable: both end in a vowel, so we would expect <d> to be chosen in both cases. However, this is not the case. If we only look at spelling, we cannot account for this contrast, but if we look at the pronunciation of the words we predict this difference: the <e> of race is mute. The examples in (27) show that the sounds rather than the letters predict the choice between the different realizations of the suffix. The wrong spelling would also be predicted for diminutive allomorphs with a spelling-based analysis: on the basis of pairs such as boom-boompje, dame-dametje, koord-koordje and doos-doosje, we could formulate the following (simplified) generalization: write <pje> after <m>, <je> after <s> or <d> and <tje> elsewhere. However, this rule would predict an incorrect spelling for the examples in (28):

(28) *crèmetje cremepje [krɛ:mpje]
    *racetje raceje [rɛsja]
    *crapautje crapautdje [kropotja]
    *bourgeoisje bourgeoisstje [burzjwatja]

15 A well-known aid to memory to write the suffix correct in this case is the following: write <t> if the verb stem before the suffix -en ends in one of the sounds in ’t kofschip, and write <d> elsewhere. This rule will only work when applied to sounds rather than letters: <s> is not in ’t kofschip, so when the choice between <d> and <t> is based on the spelling, the wrong spelling is predicted, for instance *mixde instead of mixte.
Again, the correct spelling can only be predicted on the basis of the pronunciation. The diminutive form *bourgeoistje* illustrates that Diminutive Alternation is of a different nature than Consonant Degemination. Spelling alternations such as Consonant Degemination are sensitive to the silent letter (*bourgeois/*bourgeoiss*) but morpholexical alternations are not.

The fact that spelling does not abstract from the sound rules in (26) can of course be accounted for by invoking the Readability Requirement. Readability sometimes requires that the effect of rules which involve domains larger than the morpheme is taken into account. Spellings such as *boomtje*, *pakde* and *rurer* would prompt an incorrect pronunciation.

A second option is the following. We have seen in 3.4.2 that some types of idiosyncratic morpholexical variation can only be described as the lexically governed choice between competing allomorphs. The fact that this variation is represented in orthography is therefore compatible with Constraint C. In the case of the more regular alternations under (26) we are not forced to posit a competing allomorph analysis, but it is at least possible. In fact, this has already been proposed by Van Zonneveld (1983). Van Zonneveld assumes that we write *raampje* because /-pjə/ is listed in the lexicon. However, this approach is often rejected with the argument that it would suggest that morpholexical variation is arbitrary from a phonological point of view, see for instance Booij (1995:62).

Booij & Van Santen (1995:132) draw another conclusion after discussing the distribution of -er/-aar: “[…] there may be a phonologically conditioned complementary distribution of affixes, without implying that these affixes should be viewed as each other’s allomorphs, that can be deduced to one underlying form.” This suggests that even if the occurrence of different forms of the same morpheme is conditioned by phonological factors, we need not explain this by postulating one underlying form. After all, the selection of plural morphemes -s or -en, where a common underlying form is not likely, are also conditioned by phonological factors (select -s after stem ending in a unstressed syllable (e.g. *vaanders*, *opties*) and -en elsewhere (*ballonnen*, *fantasieën*), see Haeseyn et al. (1997:772, 180–181). An analysis that reduces allomorphs of one underlying form and an analysis that uses competing allomorphs are equivalent. An abstract underlying form has the advantage that we need only list one form in the lexicon, whereas the competing allomorphs variant has the advantage that we do not need abstract forms. In the case of Diminutive Allomorphy the postulation of different allomorphs is supported by the presence of variants such as the following, see Booij (1995:7172):

(29) \[
[\text{blumpj}-\text{blumatj}a] \quad \text{bloempje-bloemtje}
[\text{vlajj}-\text{vlajstatj}a] \quad \text{vlagje-vlaggetje}
[\text{ma}\text{s}jina-\text{ma}\text{sjin(ə)}tjə] \quad \text{machine-machientje/machinetje}
\]
Thus, there are some indications that even regular morpholexical alternations can be analysed as a choice between competing allomorphs. Since the postulation of competing allomorphs does not prevent us from making generalizations about the phonological context in which they appear, I conclude that this analysis is equivalent to the derivational approach as far as phonology is concerned. From a spelling perspective this analysis is superior. It allows a more restrictive spelling account, since it allows us to describe variations such as zeeˇje-boompje and still assume that spelling encodes morphemes.

To be able to account for the alteration of [d(ə)] and [t(ə)] and of [ər] and [dar] as a choice between competing allomorphs it is crucial that we do not follow Booij who claims that these rules (as well as Prevocalic Schwa Deletion) are purely phonologically conditioned rules.\footnote{Section 3.4.1 revealed that alternations such as kade-kaden can be accounted for by a spelling rule that is needed anyway for the alternation of douche. Another option would be to reanalyse Prevocalic Schwa Deletion as a morpholexical rule. Support for this analysis can be found in the fact it does not define possible prosodic words, that is a property which distinguishes sound rules from morpholexical rules, see Booij (1995:57–58). Prevocalic schwa is not always deleted but occurs in some prosodic words (where a glottal stop is inserted): geantwoord/*gantwoord, beoog/*boog.} As argued above, an analysis with competing morphemes can express distributional generalizations as well: in case of the alternation of [d(ə)] and [t(ə)] this has the advantage that we need not stipulate underspecified segments in a specific morphological context as proposed by Booij. The reformulation of [ər]-[dar] alternation as a morpholexical rule is supported by the presence of variants: the verb scoren has an irregular variant scorer as well as regular scoorder, and the names Durer and Prinsterer do not undergo the rule, which argues against Booij’s claim that d-insertion in the context /rər/ is purely phonologically conditioned.

I conclude that it is possible to account for the cases where spelling does not abstract from the effect of the rules that apply across morpheme boundaries by postulating that we are dealing with competing allomorphs. If further research reveals facts that prove that some of these alternations are the result of purely phonologically conditioned rules, it is still possible to account for the fact that their effect is visible in writing by invoking the Readability Requirement. It is not necessary to conclude this beforehand. I will therefore consider alteration of [d(ə)] and [t(ə)] and of [ər] and [dar] and Diminutive Allomorphy to be the result of selection of allomorphs rather than of modification of abstract morphemes.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter old and new insights were combined to account for the fact that the spelling of written morphemes is often constant across related words.

In the literature, we found two accounts for the uniform spelling of
morphemes. Te Winkel (1863) assumes that spelling aims at a uniform spelling for morphemes (Constraint A). This constraint is contradicted by spelling alternations such as *raam-ramen*. Booij (1985) and Wester (1987) claim that spelling aims at consistently encoding one (possibly intermediate) level in the phonological derivation (Constraint B). This constraint is not violated by pairs such as *raam-ramen*, but it does not account for the fact that the effect of Nasal Assimilation within morphemes is visible, whereas Nasal Assimilation across morpheme boundaries is not, as illustrated by pairs such as *ramp- inpakken* (in+pakken). Neither does Constraint B account for the fact that phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are restricted to the morpheme domain (cf. *aaie* (aa+en) versus hajes). Thus, neither account is compatible with all types of spelling variation that occur in Dutch spelling.

For this reason, I proposed an alternative constraint (Constraint C), which requires that spelling encodes the sound representation of morphemes. Like Constraint B, this constraint accounts for the uniformity of written morphemes by the secondary nature of spelling, but it does not forbid the representation of morpheme-internal effects of sound rules, just like Constraint A. It is thus compatible with variation introduced by autonomous spelling rules, as well as with contrasts such as *ramp- inpakken*, while it still accounts for the uniform spelling of *aaie-aaien* and *hond-honden*.

Some spelling alternations that seem to contradict Constraint C have been given an alternative analysis. Spelling variation such as *lieve-lief* or *haatte-haat* was accounted for by the autonomous spelling rules Spelling Devoicing and Consonant Degemination. In the case of alternations such as *hebben-behept* we assumed that the lexical representation contains voiceless sounds. Alternations such as *goed-goeie* do not reflect the effect of sound rules either. Rather we are dealing with competing allomorphs of the word *goed*. The remaining spelling alternations, i.e. alternation of -er and -der, Diminutive Allomorphy and alternation of -d(e) and -t(e), can be accounted for by postulating that we are dealing with competing allomorphs rather than with different realizations of one abstract morpheme, or by invoking the Readability Requirement.

It should be noted that for the account presented here, the combination of autonomous spelling rules and phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules is crucial. Without autonomous spelling rules, we could not account for contrasts such as *haatte-gaattaat*, but without phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules incorrect predictions would be made with respect to morpholexical alternation, e.g. *racede* instead of *racete* and *crèmetje* instead of *crèmepje*. 
Chapter 4

The spelling of loan words

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter loan words will be examined in order to find out whether we can make generalizations about their spelling or whether their spelling is unpredictable.

Like all languages, Dutch occasionally adopts loan words. Since these words are often written as they are in the donor language, their spelling deviates from the indigenous pattern. For instance, loan words use letters and letter combinations that do not occur in indigenous Dutch words (centraal and quintet), or use the same letters to encode different sounds, e.g. native zoom-[zon] versus non-native zoom-[zum]. The spelling rules for Dutch words often make incorrect predictions for these words, for instance *lieter, *sent, *teze instead of liter, cent, these. By using the spelling rules for native words, the correct spelling is predicted for 25% of the loan words only. In order to capture the spelling of loan words, Te Winkel formulated the Principle of Etymology that states that the spelling of loan words is given and does not follow from spelling rules. A strict interpretation of the Principle of Etymology implies that the spelling of loan words cannot be derived from their pronunciation by (Dutch) spelling rules. Te Winkel’s view can also be illustrated by the following quotation:

The spelling of foreign words and partly adapted words need not be determined by new and special rules. It is given: as far as the stem is concerned by the foreign spelling, as far as the suffixes are concerned by the normal Dutch spelling rules.\footnote{“De spelling van vreemde woorden en bastaardwoorden behoeft niet gezocht en eerst door nieuwe, afzonderlijke regels bepaald te worden. Zij is gegeven: wat het hoofddeel der woorden aangaat door de vreemde spelling; wat de uitgangen betreft, door de gewone Nederlandse spelregels.”} Te Winkel (1863:183)
There are facts that seem to support the assumption that the spelling of loan words cannot be predicted from their pronunciation, e.g., words where the same sound in a similar context is written differently, e.g. 
vizier ~ visie, tractie ~ traktaat, kolom ~ colonne, kompas ~ compassie, carbon ~ karbonade, kastanje ~ castagnet and capituleer ~ kapitaal, minimal pairs that are distinguished by their spelling only such as secreet ('secret') ~ sekreet ('toilet'), aψis (id.) ~ abscis ('abscissa') and colli ('packages') ~ collie (id.), and spelling variants such as chquoeren or shockeren, poelet or poulet, schibbolet or sjibbolet, and talmoed or talmud.

However, I will show that in many cases the spelling of loan words can be predicted by spelling rules, although not by the same rules that apply to indigenous words. Stated differently, non-native words sometimes have a regularity of their own. An example of this phenomenon is given in (1a), where the rules formulated for indigenous words incorrectly predict that long vowels are written as vowel geminates instead of single letters:

(1) Predicted spelling of long vowels

a  * capuuchon  * Raachel
b  * Guustaf  * pooster
goochel  rooster

(1b) illustrates that it is not the sequence of letters that is ungrammatical in (1a). The same sequence occurs in indigenous words. The spelling rules produce the incorrect result here since they were meant for indigenous words. It is possible to formulate a rule that yields the correct spelling for the loan words in (1a): write long vowels as geminates in final syllables, and as single letters elsewhere. In the literature such a regularity of loan words is only recognized for the spelling of the sound /i/. In this chapter, I will show that more aspects of the spelling of non-native words are predictable by context-sensitive spelling rules. Although the spelling system is somewhat complicated by the postulation of distinct rule sets, the result is a better description of the spelling of loan words with fewer exceptions. We will also see that the description cannot be further improved by formulating spelling rules for subsets of non-native words such as hybrid (partially changed) words and foreign words, or words of different origins, e.g. Greek words, French words, etc.

If there were no explicit criteria to distinguish indigenous words from loan words, or if these criteria referred to the spelling itself, distinct rule sets would not improve the description of the spelling system. However, Te Winkel already recognized that it is possible to classify words by referring to certain phonological and morphological properties. Te Winkel’s observation was repeated in recent studies on the distinction between native and non-native
words in Dutch phonology and morphology. After a discussion of these studies, I will conclude that it is possible to recognize two distinct groups, i.e. native and non-native words.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives an overview of the literature on the spelling of loan words. Section 4.3 investigates how we can recognize loan words. In 4.4 it will be examined whether phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules and autonomous spelling rules distinguish between native words and loan words. In 4.5 the question will be addressed how the phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules from 4.4 apply to complex words. The conclusions of this chapter are formulated in 4.6.

4.2 Literature on the spelling of loan words

This section gives an overview of the treatment of loan words in the literature. In each case, it will be examined how loan words are defined, whether loan words are further divided into smaller groups and whether special spelling rules have been formulated for (subsets of) loan words.

4.2.1 Prescriptive accounts

*Te Winkel (1863)*

Siegenbeek (1805a) and Te Winkel (1863) discussed loan words in order to establish whether their spelling should be adapted to the Dutch system. I will only summarize Te Winkel’s account, since it is more explicit and elaborate.

Te Winkel compared loan words of which the spelling had already been adapted and unadapted words, and concluded that the regularity of the spelling is predictable from the extent to which words are adapted to the Dutch linguistic system, irrespective of their origin. Loan words such as *beschuit* (from French *biscuit*) and *kelder* (from Latin *cellarius*) have been totally adapted with respect to pronunciation and morphological behaviour. Such words can no longer be distinguished from Dutch words such as *bedrog* and *melder*, and the spelling of these words has been adjusted as well, see Te Winkel (1863:60–63). Words such as *misère* and *museum*, on the other hand, which betray their foreign origin by the fact that they contain a foreign phoneme ([mizɛrə]) or have a foreign inflected form (*musea*), have also kept their foreign spelling and have not been changed into *miezère* or *muzeum*.

These examples suggest that loan words have either been totally adapted or have not been adapted at all. However, Te Winkel also observes that some loan words have undergone sound changes that were accompanied by spelling changes to prevent an incorrect pronunciation. For this reason, the spelling of some loan words has been partly adapted. An example is formed by the word
The spelling *articel would be closer to the original articulus, but since this spelling would cause an incorrect pronunciation ([artisɛl]), the <c> has been changed to <k>.

On the basis of such observations, Te Winkel divided the lexicon into subgroups on the basis of the extent to which their pronunciation and morphological behaviour was comparable to that of Dutch words. Totally adapted words such as kelder were classed as native words. Te Winkel considers a word native if it contains native phonemes only, if it has maximally one full vowel in the stem, if it has a native stress pattern and if it is exclusively combined with native affixes. Partially adapted words such as artikel were denoted as hybrid words (‘bastaardwoorden’ literally means words of mixed origin), and the remaining, unaltered loan words such as misère as foreign words, see Te Winkel (1863:60–62). The distinction between hybrid and foreign words is thus not very clear.

A second factor that influences spelling adjustment according to Te Winkel (1863:74) is the familiarity of words: commonly used loan words that are not (completely) adapted to Dutch in sound and inflection still have an adapted spelling, e.g. kazerne (caserne) and praktijk (practicum). On the other hand specialized words kept their original spelling, for instance in case of words like scrupel and pose. Thus, in Te Winkel’s view, the following types of spelling adjustment had taken place: total adjustment of native words; partial adjustment of hybrid words where necessary to prevent an incorrect pronunciation, and total adjustment of familiar words.

Te Winkel did not investigate whether partial spelling adaptation of hybrid words had resulted in a new spelling pattern and only recognized a native and a non-native spelling (‘in- en uitheemsche spelling’). He claimed that only the spelling of native words can be derived by means of rules and that the spelling of hybrid and foreign words is idiosyncratic. Consequently, he does not recognize that it is possible to make generalizations about the spelling of loan words, not even for the spelling of /i/. Te Winkel claimed that it is stress that determines the choice between <i> and <ie> in native as well as loan words. The phoneme /i/ is written as <ie> in stressed syllables (knie, fabriek, jezuïet), but as <i> in unstressed syllables (krimp, fabrikkant, jezuïtesme, prozaïsch).

Te Winkel eventually decided not to further adapt the spelling of loan words,

---

2 However, in Te Winkel (1860:28–29), an overview of Siegenbeek’s spelling rules, Te Winkel mentions the different spelling of /i/ in native words and loan words, and refers to stress only when discussing the spelling of endings like -iek for pairs like fabrieks-fabrikkant.

3 It is hard to establish whether Te Winkel’s predecessor Siegenbeek also made this distinction: Siegenbeek (1805b) gives no summary of spelling rules and it does not contain verbs like razién or plural forms of words like bezie. In Siegenbeek (1805a) and Te Winkel (1860), an overview of Siegenbeek’s spelling rules, this alternation is not mentioned either. It is likely that Siegenbeek did not prescribe alternations of <i> and <ie> and that they are introduced by Te Winkel.
so the spelling of loan words that still betray their non-native origin by their pronunciation or inflection, remained subject to the Principle of Etymology.

[Woordenlijst 1954]
In [Woordenlijst 1954] the distinction between native words, denoted as Dutch words, hybrid words and foreign words still plays a role. After all, this dictionary was published because of a spelling reform of (among other things) hybrid words that therefore need to be distinguished from native and foreign words. Hybrid words are defined as loan words that have been partially adapted, foreign words as “words that are entirely foreign such as *alibi, meeting, thriller, which have often become international in their original form […]”.4 Apart from the hybrid-foreign distinction, certain etymologically defined sets of words such as French words and Latin words were also referred to in the discussion of the spelling of loan words.

[Woordenlijst 1954] does not give special spelling rules for hybrid words except for the rule for the spelling of /i/, and a rule that prescribes the spelling of words like stationeren, see Appendix H. As already observed by Kollewijn (1916:141–142), it is not stress that determines whether we write <ie> or <i> as proposed by Te Winkel, see also Neijt & Zuidema (1994b:262). The vowel written as <ie> is not stressed in words such as subsidie and politie, whereas <i> denotes a stressed vowel. If stress shift accounts for the spelling variation between markies and markiezat we would also predict *markiezin instead of markiezin, and alternations such as empirie-*empierisch. Kollewijn argues that the generalization is that /i/ is written as <i> in non-native words, except morpheme-finally. The generalization was adopted in [Woordenlijst 1954].

[Woordenlijst 1954] does not give rules for the spelling of other sounds in loan words, but only outlines the effect of the spelling reform, cf. for instance the following remark about the spelling of /e/. “Ae is mostly replaced by e (equator, prestatie etc.). Sometimes ae remains an allowed variant (prefix, prehistorie etc. also praefix, praehistorie etc.).”, see [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLVII.5

[Woordenlijst 1995]
In [Woordenlijst 1995] loan words are denoted as non-native words (‘uitheemse woorden’ or ‘woorden van vreemde herkomst’), which are subdivided into etymologically defined subtypes. The distinction between hybrid and foreign words is no longer mentioned. The treatment of loan words has also been

---

4 “Als bastaardwoorden beschouwen we niet de geheel vreemde woorden zoals *alibi, meeting, thriller, die in hun oorspronkelijke vorm vaak internationaal zijn geworden.” [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLVI.

5 “Ae is veelal vervangen door e (equator, prestatie enz.). Soms is ae als bijvorm gehandhaafd (prefix, prehistorie enz. ook praefix, praehistorie enz.).” [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLVII.
changed. Firstly, the only rule for non-native words that regulated the spelling of the sound /i/, was reformulated. Unfortunately, the rules for /i/ again refer to stress, with the result that words such as liter, divan, politie, empirisch, etc. are incorrectly considered to be exceptions, see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 24. Secondly, the overview of the spelling reforms of 1954 has been replaced by an overview of spelling variants in loan words without generalizations about their distribution. No new rules were formulated for the spelling of loan words.

4.2.2 Advisory reports on spelling reform

We have seen that Te Winkel subdivided the lexicon in order to establish which loan words are candidates for reform. The same has been done by several committees that proposed spelling reforms of loan words in 1966–1969 and 1990–1994 (neither reform proposal was actually carried out, see Appendix H).

Pée et al. (1969)
In Pée et al., loan words were divided into native and hybrid words by formal linguistic criteria similar to those of Te Winkel: adaptation to the phoneme system, creation of derived forms with native affixes and development of meaning independent of the donor language.

The spelling reform of Pée et al. can be characterized as subjecting hybrid words to the spelling rules for native words (except in the case of /i/; no change was proposed for words like rivaal). Some words were excluded from reform on the basis of formal properties, such as having a foreign phoneme or having more than one pronunciation. The spelling was also used to define words which should not undergo spelling reforms, for instance the spelling of words with /e/ written as è, ê, ei or ai was not affected. Internationally used words, names etc., were also excluded from the reform.

Neijt & Zuidema (1994b)
In Neijt & Zuidema (1994b), loan words were divided into native, hybrid and foreign words. The distinction between native words on the one hand and hybrid and foreign words on the other was made by criteria that refer to native phonemes, stress pattern and syllable structure and inflected forms. They also proposed restrictions on possible inflected forms and on the sequence of syllables in native words (the stem may contain one full vowel only). The distinction between hybrid and foreign words was made by a second set of less restrictive formal criteria. Hybrid words must contain native phonemes only, but need not have one full vowel, and have more possibilities with respect to syllable structure. Words that violate the second set of criteria are classified as foreign.

---

6 In Geerts et al. (1988), a preliminary investigation of the spelling issue, no spelling rules were
Although the proposed new spelling rules hold for native as well as hybrid words (but crucially not for foreign words), some rules are formulated in such a way that they only affect hybrid words. An example is formed by the spelling of /ks/. Neijt & Zuidema convert these sounds to <x> in words with two full vowels and as <ks> elsewhere to avoid writing a native word such as heks as *hex. This approach also implies that for all sounds except /i/, the default spelling is the same as in native words. In some cases, this implies formulating intricate rules. For instance, in order to ensure that <k> is the default spelling for the sound [k], Neijt & Zuidema (1994b) formulate the rule as follows: ‘write [k] as <c> between a full vowel or [s] and [a], [o], [y] (vacature, esculaap), between a short vowel and [t] (pact) and in the prefixes co-, con-, com-, col-, cor- (commissie)’. However, although the ‘native spelling’ is always default, this spelling reform does not simply adapt hybrid words to native words, but improves the consistency of the spelling of hybrid words.

4.2.3 Descriptive accounts

Most descriptive accounts of Dutch spelling, e.g. Booij et al. (1979), Zonneveld (1980), Kerstens (1981), Wester (1985) and Booij (1985, 1995), do not pay much attention to the distinction between indigenous and loan words. They do not develop new criteria to distinguish native from non-native words (Booij et al. (1979) merely adopt criteria from Pée et al. 1969). Instead of spelling rules for non-native words, we only find observations such as the following: “one writes s except in those originally foreign words that are written with <c> in the original language.”, see Booij et al. (1979:50). No rules are given to predict where we write <s> and <c>. Wester ignores the origin of a word when discussing the spelling of the sound [z], which is written differently in indigenous words and loan words. However, Wester only discusses stem final [z] in native words, e.g. huizen and internal [z] in loan words such as mensa and concludes that the different spelling of [z] is caused by the position in the morpheme. It is implicitly assumed that spelling alternations such as Doubling and Degemination are the same in indigenous words and loan words. For instance, Wester (1985) illustrates Vowel Degemination with native words like apen and loan words like lianen.

However, there is one study that focuses on the relevance of the origin of words for the formulation of spelling rules, namely Neijt (1994). This study tests the hypothesis that certain spelling variants are special for words of a given origin. If this hypothesis were correct, formulating rules for etymologically defined subgroups should diminish the possible spellings for a given phoneme. However, Neijt concludes that in the case of Latinate and Greek words this given; only an inventory of spelling variants based on Horck et al. (1986) and Kempff et al. (1988).
approach hardly offers a more accurate description of the spelling patterns in use at the moment. If there are different spellings for a given phoneme, the spelling variations are not restricted to etymologically defined subgroups. For instance in words of Greek origin we find /t/ written as <t> and <th>, /k/ as <c> and <k>, /i/ as <i> and <y>, etc. Neijt (1994) also observes that words are sometimes handed down to Dutch through some other language. Neijt (1994) therefore concludes that the etymological origin of words is a poor predictor for their spelling. 

4.3 Distinguishing indigenous words from loan words

The overview of the literature revealed that most accounts of Dutch spelling distinguish between indigenous words and loan words, and some even further divide the latter group into subgroups. These classifications are made by referring to etymological origin, to the extent to which words are adapted to the Dutch linguistic system, or to sound-spelling relationships.

In this study, the lexicon will be divided into subgroups in order to improve the description of Dutch spelling. Consequently, the first requirement for a useful division of the lexicon is that subgroups must only be distinguished if they comprise words that exhibit different spelling behaviour. However, if the division cannot be made on the basis of clear criteria, the difficulty is merely shifted from spelling computation to the classification of indigenous and loan words. Therefore, the second requirement is that the classification of words must follow from clear and applicable criteria. A third requirement, which follows from the aim to model the spelling rules used by speakers of Dutch, is that the classification can be made on the basis of information (consciously or unconsciously) available to native speakers.

I will now examine whether these requirements are satisfied by the classification of loan words by their origin, by the distinction of native and non-native words or by the classification of non-native words as hybrid or foreign. Classifying words by referring to sound-spelling relationships, as done in a few cases by Pée et al., would lead to circularity, since the classification is used to improve spelling rules. Consequently, this option will not be discussed here. Below, the terms native and non-native will be reserved for the distinction made by formal criteria, while the terms indigenous words and loan words will be used

---

7 Te Winkel (1863:74–75) was aware of this phenomenon. He argues that it is not possible to write Greek words consistently according to the original Greek spelling (after transliteration), since many Greek words were adopted through Latin: we do not write *theokrate, *fysika, *filosophia, but theocratie, physica, philosophie. Te Winkel therefore decided to write words according to the spelling of the language they were immediately adopted from. This is the only way to account for those cases in which both the original and the changed form are used in Dutch, for instance both the Latin words procurator and subject and their French derivations procureur and sujet.
for the distinction on the basis of the origin of words.

**Distinguishing loan words by their origin**
The three requirements of a classification of loan words mentioned in above are not fulfilled by a classification on the basis of the etymological origin of words. Firstly, Te Winkel showed that absolute etymological origin is not a good marker of non-native spelling behaviour, since some words derived from foreign languages (e.g. *kelder*) have been totally adapted to the Dutch linguistic system. Secondly, Neijt (1994) showed that the spelling rules for (unadapted) loan words cannot be simplified by formulating distinct rules for words with different origins. Thirdly, the etymological origin of words is not normally known to native speakers. I will therefore not define loan words on the basis of their etymological origin.

**Distinguishing loan words on the basis of formal criteria**
Dividing the lexicon into native and non-native words on the basis of the extent to which they have been adapted to the Dutch linguistic system (given in full detail in Appendix B) fulfils the requirements that were formulated in the introduction.

Firstly, the formal classification criteria proposed by Te Winkel are clear and applicable. Van Heuven et al. (1994) formalized similar criteria and showed that with these criteria it is possible to automatically classify words as native or non-native (i.e. of Germanic or other origin according to an etymological dictionary) in 90% of the cases. There are two small sets of mismatches: totally adapted loan words such as *kelder* that are classified as native, and native words that are classified as non-native since they are frozen compounds or phrases (e.g. *deemoed, meneer*) and therefore violate the restrictions imposed on native morphemes.8

Secondly, the classification is made on the basis of data available to speakers of Dutch, which is supported by the fact that native and non-native words are treated differently in respects other than spelling: different phonological and morphological rules apply to both word types. This holds for word formation rules, see for instance Booij (1977:131–139). Some phonological rules also apply to non-native words only, for instance vowel shortening *ananas-[ananas]*, but *adelaar-[adlar-*adlar]*, see Booij (1995:36). The native/non-native distinction also plays a role in another way. Words composed with non-native affixes behave as if they were monomorphemic with respect to stress placement,

---

8 The only criterion suggested by Te Winkel which is sometimes hard to apply, is that a native morpheme should not be combined with non-native affixes. This criterion is not used by Neijt & Zuidema (1994) or Heuven et al. (1994), and it will not be used here either, see Appendix B.
see complex normeer (norm+eer) and monomorphemic Milaan. This implies that these affixes influence stress placement, while native affixes are stress-neutral: humor-humorloos, hertog-hertogdom, see for instance Trommelen & Zonneveld (1990). It appears that phonological and morphological rules also distinguish between native and non-native words. This implies that the distinction must be made in phonology and morphology anyway, and it can also be used in the spelling system.

Te Winkel observed that the native/non-native distinction does not only manifest itself by the application of different sets of phonological and morphological rules, but also by the extent to which the underlying representations satisfy structural conditions imposed on Dutch words. This implies that native and non-native words need not be merely marked by diacritic features, as was proposed by e.g. Chomsky (1968), Saciuk (1970) and Booij (1977). We have seen above that Te Winkel claims that native words obey a set of strict conditions as to their lexical representations that non-native words need not satisfy, for instance native words may have one full vowel only. This observation was also made in Zonneveld (1993).

The assumption that lexical representations determine whether a word is native, is supported by the fact that abbreviations of native words undergo non-native rules when they look like loan words: buma and havo are abbreviations of burgerman and hoger algemeen vormend onderwijs, i.e. composed of native words. Yet they are combined with non-native affixes: bumatisch, havist because they have more than one full vowel just like loan words such as struma and Bavo. Another indication is the fact that the suffix -isch, though of Germanic origin, is mostly combined with non-native morphemes, probably because of its non-native appearance. Like non-native affixes such as -atie it begins with a full vowel, see Heynderickx & Van Marle (1994).

The last requirement imposed on a useful division of the lexicon, namely that the classification can be used to improve the accuracy of spelling rules, is also satisfied by the distinction between native and non-native words. Almost all words whose spelling cannot be predicted by the spelling rules for native words are non-native; there is only a small list of exceptions such as cirkel, see Appendix B. These words are considered exceptional with respect to the classification criteria only, but they are otherwise treated as other non-native words. We will see in 4.4 that we can improve the accuracy of the description of the Dutch spelling system with a separate set of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for non-native words.

I conclude that the native/non-native distinction meets the requirements formulated above. A full account of the restrictions on native phonemes, syllables, morphemes, stress patterns and inflection is given in Appendix B.

Hybrid versus foreign words
The criteria formulated above are not met by the further classification of non-native words into hybrid and foreign words. Firstly, it is not possible to formulate spelling rules for foreign words. This would be the case if we found that foreign words are subject to different spelling rules than hybrid words. An imaginary example would be: write /u/ as <oe> in native words, as <ou> in hybrid words and as <oo> in foreign words. However, I have found no indications that there are generalizations of this type. The distinction between hybrid and foreign words could be useful if the spelling of hybrid words is sometimes adapted, while that of foreign words is not (as proposed by Te Winkel). In 4.4 we will see that even words that contain foreign phonemes (the most obvious and undisputed indication of foreign words) are sometimes adapted. Words with foreign phonemes often keep their etymological spelling but this is a tendency, not a rule. Consider for instance the contrast between [kɔŋa] congai/*konga that has a foreign phoneme and in which <c> is not changed to <k>, and [rɔtsə] roze/*rose that also has a foreign phoneme but where <s> was changed to <z> (I will return to this topic in 4.4). As observed by Te Winkel, the adaptation of the spelling of loan words is also determined by other factors than the extent of adaptation to the Dutch linguistic system only. It appears that the distinction of foreign and hybrid words cannot be exploited to improve spelling rules.

Secondly, although the criteria of Neijt & Zuidema (1994b) are clear and applicable, they draw the line between hybrid and foreign words for a specific purpose (i.e. in order to exclude foreign words from regularization), without independently motivating their division. Other divisions seem also possible.9 In the case of the native/non-native distinction it was possible to isolate indigenous words on the basis of an etymological dictionary, make an inventory of their properties and then examine which loan words share these indigenous properties. In the case of the hybrid-foreign distinction there is no such way to define

---

9 Booij (1983) and Neijt & Zuidema (1994), draw the line between hybrid and foreign words differently. Both Booij and Neijt & Zuidema require that hybrid words contain native phonemes only, but Neijt & Zuidema also consider words foreign when they show variation in the pronunciation, e.g. in auto where <au> is pronounced as [au] or [o]. Booij (1983) requires that hybrid words obey all conditions on syllable structure of native words. Neijt & Zuidema assign hybrid words some extra possibilities. For instance, they allow hybrid words to contain certain clusters that violate sonority, e.g. initial [fr] as in flessis, but exclude other clusters that comply with sonority, e.g. intervocalic [j] in words like vanille. Generally, they allow clusters that typically appear in words of Greek and Latin origin, but exclude clusters that appear in words of English or French origin. The authors also differ in what they consider hybrid and foreign morphological behaviour. Consider for instance plural inflection. According to Neijt & Zuidema, the plural affix -s in words which does not end in a schwa, /ə/ or /ɛ/ shows that a word is foreign, (again this mainly affects words of English or French origin such as tip and cadeau). Booij only considers plural endings other than -s or -en as foreign. Finally, there is no agreement on foreign stress behaviour. Neijt & Zuidema do not formulate conditions, whereas Booij assumes that final stress on syllables which are not superheavy marks words as foreign.
prototypical hybrid or foreign words.

Finally, there is no evidence that native speakers treat hybrid and foreign words differently with respect to phonological or morphological rules (if this were the case, we could exploit this difference to define hybrid and foreign words). Booij (1977, 1981) claimed that there is such evidence. Foreign words (or ‘real loan words’ as Booij calls them) undergo irregular inflection rules (e.g. *lemna-lemmata*) and irregular stress rules that assign final stress irrespective of syllable weight (*fonduet, euforie* and *sigaret*). However, it is not clear whether we are dealing with rules here, since we cannot predict which words have an irregular stress pattern or inflected form. We might as well consider *lemmata* and *fonduet* exceptions to (non-native) inflection and stress placement rules.

Unlike what we have seen with non-native words, foreign lexical properties do not predict the application of foreign rules. For instance, the presence of a foreign phoneme does not single out words with irregular stress patterns, as illustrated by the contrast between *[argo]-argot* (foreign phoneme, irregular stress pattern) but *[tango]-tango* (foreign phoneme, regular stress pattern). This suggests that we are not dealing with hybrid and foreign words that undergo different sets of phonological and morphological rules, but with non-native words only, some of which have idiosyncratic properties. This is to be expected; if we define native and hybrid words as words that are completely or partially adapted to the native system, it follows that foreign words are inherently outside the reach of Dutch linguistic rules.

Consequently, in this study the lexicon will only be divided into native and non-native words.

4.4 Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for non-native words

Now that it has been established how the lexicon can be divided into native and non-native words, only non-native words will be discussed in this chapter.

If we survey the literature, we can conclude that there are two contrasting approaches to the spelling of non-native words. Te Winkel claims that these words are subject to the Principle of Etymology. A strict interpretation of this principle implies that the spelling of monomorphemic non-native words cannot be derived from their pronunciation by Dutch spelling rules. The spelling of non-native words is possibly derived by applying foreign spelling rules, and where this is not possible, spelling is simply arbitrary and must be looked up. Since the study by Neijt (1994) showed that Dutch spelling cannot be accurately predicted by foreign spelling rules, Te Winkel’s approach implies that the spelling of non-native words cannot be computed but must be looked up; let us call this option

**Option A:** The spelling of non-native words is inherently irregular.
Linguists such as Booij (1985) and Wester (1987) on the other hand, who treat non-native words like native words, apparently assign more weight to the Phonological Principle, which states that the pronunciation determines the spelling, irrespective of the origin of the words in question. In their view we can derive the spelling of all non-native words by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules; we will call this option

**Option B:** The spelling of non-native words can be derived by spelling rules.

The question is which approach leads to the most accurate description of the spelling of non-native words. In this section, I will argue that option B is to be preferred for three reasons.

An argument against option A is that non-native words that happen to be written in the same way as native Dutch words, for instance *pasta*, are still treated as exceptions, just like words with an idiosyncratic spelling such as *cynisch*. In option B, words such as *pasta* are automatically accounted for, and we need only store words such as *cynisch* as exceptions.

A second argument against option A is that if all non-native words are considered to be inherently outside the Dutch spelling system, one would expect that the spelling of non-native words is never (partially) adapted to the native pattern; regularization of these words can never take place. However, such spelling adaptations have occurred both before and after the formulation of official spelling regulations. Example (2a) lists some words cited by Te Winkel as examples of words that had already been adapted before he formulated his rules (Te Winkel 1865:178), and (2b) gives examples of words of which the spelling was adapted in *Woordenlijst 1954*. All examples are of French origin, see Van der Sijs (1996):

(2) **Spelling changes**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>a</strong></td>
<td><strong>b</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘old’</td>
<td>‘new’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melon</td>
<td>loupe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cigare</td>
<td>entrée</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>république</td>
<td>milliard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ meloen</td>
<td>→ loep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ sigaar</td>
<td>→ entree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→ republiek</td>
<td>→ miljard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such spelling adaptations argue in favour of option B.

The most important reason to reject option A in favour of option B is the
existence of regularity within the spelling of non-native words. The existence of such patterns in Dutch non-native words will be shown in 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. There are different types of generalizations about the spelling of non-native words, all of which can be illustrated by the rules for the sound /k/ proposed in this study:

(3) Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for /k/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Grapheme</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>/ks/ → &lt;ct&gt; / _ in certain /i/-initial suffixes</td>
<td>(functioneer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>/ks/ → &lt;cc&gt; / + a [-back]</td>
<td>(accent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>/ks/ → &lt;x&gt; elsewhere</td>
<td>(max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>/kw/ → &lt;kw&gt; / _... [-un, -eun, -ir, oj, aj]</td>
<td>(kwartier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>/kw/ → &lt;qu&gt; elsewhere</td>
<td>(quasi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>/k/ → &lt;k&gt; / _(...k) morpheme-finally</td>
<td>(kadiuk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>/k/ → &lt;k&gt; / _(...k) [-back]</td>
<td>(spektakel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>/k/ → &lt;k&gt; / _... [-un, -eun, -ir, oj, aj]</td>
<td>(kalkoen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONDITION: not in [-ylir] or [-yrir]</td>
<td>(particulier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>/k/ → &lt;c&gt; in words with foreign phonemes</td>
<td>(coursgette)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>/k/ → &lt;k&gt; / _...œy</td>
<td>(kazuifel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>/k/ → &lt;c&gt; elsewhere</td>
<td>(cadeau)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most important type of generalization is that etymological spellings are adapted to the native pattern word-finally, see rule (3f). A second type of generalizations captures predominant etymological patterns. Rules (3a, b, c, e, g) are of this type. Finally, there are many exceptions to predominant etymological patterns. In some cases we can predict such exceptions on the basis of the following three tendencies that can be observed in the spelling of non-native words: spelling tends to be adapted to the native pattern in certain contexts, as captured in rules (3d, f, h, j), spelling tends to remain unchanged in words with foreign phonemes, see rule (3i), and the spelling of a sound tends to be consistent within morphemes. The latter tendency is captured by ‘...’ in (3d, f, h). For instance, rule (3g) states that /k/ is written as <k> before a front vowel (spektakel), or in a word with a front vowel (spektakel). Similar rule sets can be formulated for other sounds as well.

The rules that capture hybrid patterns and the other generalizations will be discussed in 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively.

4.4.1 Spelling rules that capture non-native patterns

In this section, I will argue that in some cases a combination of etymological
spelling patterns and spelling adjustment led to a new hybrid pattern (a ‘bastaardspelling’), which can be described by special spelling rules for non-native words.

The literature does not yield such generalizations about the spelling of non-native words; strictly speaking, Neijt & Zuidema (1994b) propose one set of spelling rules for hybrid and native words, although these rules are formulated in such a way that they have different effects on native and hybrid words. I will argue that there are similar generalizations for /z/, /k/ and long vowels.

The spelling of /i/

[Woordenlijst 1954] contains one spelling rule for non-native words, namely the rule for the spelling of /i/ (I will give the older rules here since the reformulation in [Woordenlijst 1995] is incorrect, see 4.2):

(4) The spelling of /i/ according to [Woordenlijst 1954]

i. in syllable word final syllables, except in Latinate month names, 
   -isch and foreign words.
ii. A syllable with the sound /i/ that precedes a native derivational or 
   inflectional suffix, is treated like a final syllable, unless it ends in an 
   unstressed ie followed by a schwa, written as e.
iii. in all other cases i is written.

Subrule ii of (4) is in conflict with the framework developed in chapter 2, in which all other phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are restricted to the morpheme domain. However, it is possible to reformulate (4) so that it fits the framework. In this version alternations that refer to context outside the morpheme are accounted for by autonomous spelling rules:

(5) Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for /i/

a. write /i/ as ie in the last syllable of non-native morphemes (balie, 
   actief, artiest) except in Latinate month names, prefixes, -isch and 
   taxi, alibi, fis, etc.
b. write /i/ as i elsewhere (limonade, vitaal)

c. Autonomous spelling rules
   change ie into <i> in an unstressed syllable before a vowel (oliën, 
   neuriën)

11 “Afgezien van de gevallen waarin y wordt geschreven gelden voor de spelling van de klank ie de volgende regels: 1. In eindlettergrepen van woorden [...] wordt ie geschreven, behalve in de Latijnse 
   maandnamen, in het achtervoegsel -isch en in woorden die als vreemd worden beschouwd. 2. Vóór 
   Nederlandse afleidingsachtervoegsels en buigingsuitgangen wordt een lettergreep met de klank ie 
   behandeld als eindlettergreep volgens regel 1, behalve wanneer ze eindigt op een niet-beklemtoonde 
   ie die door een als e geschreven sjwa wordt gevolgd. 3. In alle andere gevallen wordt i geschreven.”
d change morpheme final /i/ into <ie> before a consonant-initial native suffix (taxiede) except before the plural or genitive suffix -s where an apostrophe is added: ski’s

I will return to (5c) and (5d) in chapter 5.

Note that a generalization is missed in (4), since rules (4i) and (4ii) both refer to the final syllable. The alternative formulation in (5) avoids the duplication of the old rule. The reformulated rules also make more accurate predictions about the type of exceptions that can be expected. With the original rules the difference between idiosyncratic taxi and regular taxiede is just a coincidence; the spelling of the word in isolation and the spelling of the inflected form are the result of separate rules. It just happens that taxi is exceptional. The reverse is just as likely; a regular word in isolation and an idiosyncratic inflected form, e.g. *taxie-*taxide. The new version, on the other hand, predicts that the reverse is marked.

Rule (5) does not simply derive the original etymological pattern. Instead a new hybrid pattern has evolved. The ‘native’ spelling <ie> sometimes already occurred word-finally in the original spelling (officier, genie, categorie, cf. French officier, génie, catégorie) and <i> was almost exclusively adjusted to <ie> word-finally (publique → publiek, plaisir → plezier). Thus an asymmetry arose: <ie> in the word final syllable, <i> elsewhere. The same pattern, adapted spelling in the last syllable, etymological spelling elsewhere, holds for pairs such as synoniem ~ synonymie, stereotiep ~ stereotypie.

Apparent exceptions to (5b) are johannieter, karmelieter, dansmarieke, petieter and sodemieter in which a native suffix -er or -ke can be found, and dixieland, ieze grim and f l a i e k a n t that are lexicalized compounds. The same could hold for fleiselemie that is not listed in [Woordenlijst 1995]. In other exceptions <ie> is part of the etymological spelling: sowieso, spieleri, spielmacher and retrieval that are not listed in [Woordenlijst 1995]. Exceptions that can not be explained this way are flottielje, mediene, trielje from flotille, medina and trille (and gienje (guinje) and vlieseline that are not listed in [Woordenlijst 1995]). These facts suggest that -e and -je are interpreted as a native suffix.

If we ignored the generalization captured in (5b) and extended the rule for native words to non-native words, we would not only have to consider a relatively small group of words such as taxi as exceptional, but also the large class of words such as liter and motivator. Of the non-native words with /i/ of the CELEX-database that are labelled monomorphemic, 58% are written with <i>. In 86% of the cases, this <i> occurs in a non-final syllable, and in 14% in a final syllable. Rule (5b) thus accounts for the larger group. Although the generalization is not exceptionless, it is strong enough to influence the new spelling of words that were adopted in 1954:
A second example of a sound that is written differently in native and non-native words is /z/. This sound is always written as <z> in native words, but in non-native words we sometimes write <s>. Again, the distribution of the alternatives is partly predictable: we write <z> morpheme-finally, e.g. in precieze (preciez+e) and retain the etymological spelling <s> elsewhere, for instance in precisie or isolatie (given that the latter words are monomorphemic, see 4.5). The rules for the spelling of /z/ in native and non-native words are given under (7):

(7) **The spelling of /z/ after a long vowel or sonorant consonant**

write /z/

- i as <z> morpheme-finally
- ii as <s> elsewhere

The contrast between <s> and <z> is neutralized word-finally by Spelling Devoicing (see 3.4.1), so a word such as advies is not a counterexample to (7). The different underlying spelling only manifests itself in inflected forms: adviezen instead of *adviesen.

If we tried to describe the lexicon as a whole by the rule ‘write /z/ as <z>’, we would ignore the fact that the occurrence of <s> is largely predictable. The number of exceptions would also increase. The non-native rule has some exceptions such as ruzie and plezier, so if we extended the native rule to non-native words, these words would become regular. However, in that case the much larger class of words such as isolatie, presenteren and polarisatie would become exceptional.

The rules proposed in Neijt & Zuidema (1994b:45–47) prescribe that /z/ (between a long vowel and a vowel) is written as <s> after (p)re- and before non-native suffixes such as -eer, -isch, -iseer, etc., and as <z> elsewhere. This rule was meant to reform the spelling of words such as pauseer, so it does not describe the current spelling of these words. On the one hand there are examples such as pauzeer, vizioen, plezant, gazeuse, muzisch and jaloerzie where <z> occurs before non-native suffixes and on the other hand there are words such as basalt, isolatie, quasi and thesaurus where /z/ is written as <s> although it does not precede a suffix. For this reason, the generalization about the distribution of <s> and <z> is not adopted here.
The spelling of the sound /k/ is notoriously unpredictable, see for instance Geerts et al. (1988), De Vriendt (1994b). However, even in this case there is one position where the spelling has been almost always adapted, i.e. morpheme-finally (publiek, bruusk etc.). In all other cases, the spelling is etymological (this is represented as <c> only):

(8) **Some generalizations about the spelling of /k/**
write /k/ i as <k> morpheme-finally
    ii as <c> elsewhere

This rule again reduces the number of exceptions; words such as publiek, augurk, obelisk, barak etc., which constitute the majority of words with final /k/ are now regular. The only exception to (8i) is formed by a small group of words such as chic, plaque and truck that would also be exceptional if we used the native rules.

*The spelling of long vowels*

So far, I have shown that some spelling differences between native and non-native words are predictable by separate, non-native rules. However, even if the spelling of native and non-native words is almost the same, closer investigation of so-called exceptions could reveal two different spelling systems in native and non-native words. This is the case with the spelling of long vowels.

The spelling of long vowels in non-native words is not always similar to that in native words, which is illustrated in (9):
(9) The spelling of long vowels in native and non-native words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>native words</th>
<th>closed syllable</th>
<th>open syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>raam, vaandel</td>
<td>kamer, ja, zee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>kanaal, bruuskeer</td>
<td>boleet, hallo, trochee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-native words</td>
<td>tenor, luxe</td>
<td>cheeta, shampoo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The non-native words in (9a) behave like indigenous words. Long vowels are written as geminate letters in closed syllables, and as single letters in open syllables, but there also are irregular non-native words, see (9b). In tenor and luxe a long vowel is written as a single letter although it occurs in a closed syllable, while some geminates occur in open syllables, e.g. in shampoo and bazooka. Until now, the rules for the alternations of double and single vowel letters (see the references in 4.2.3) were meant for non-native words as well as native words. This implies that all examples of (9b) are simply considered to be exceptions. If we excluded these exceptional words, the spelling of vowel letters seems to be the same as in native words:

(10) geminate: kanaal, boleet, suppoost, dressuur

single letter: ahorn, thema, boleet, purce

This suggests that the spelling of long vowels is derived in the same way as in native words and that single letters are the result of Degemination. However, in (10) we also observe a spelling difference between final and non-final syllables, which is reminiscent of the spelling of /i/. Just as there is a contrast between final <ie> and non-final <i>, there also is a contrast between final vowel geminates and non-final single vowel letters. This means that the spelling of long vowels in non-native words can also be accounted for by rules similar to the ones in (11): write geminates in the last syllable and single vowels elsewhere. The possible derivations differ but the result is the same:

(11) Two alternative accounts for the spelling of long vowel

Option 1:

/a/ \rightarrow <aa>
/kanaal/ \rightarrow k\aa\aal / \rightarrow kanaal>
cf. /hamer/ \rightarrow h\aa\emer / \rightarrow hamer>

Option 2:

/a/ \rightarrow <aa>/ _ in the last syllable
/a/ \rightarrow <a>/ _ elsewhere
/kanaal/ \rightarrow kanaal

cf. /sipir/ \rightarrow cipier
Support for underlying single letters representing long vowels is found in the
fact that the vowel letter <y> is never doubled when it denotes a long vowel:
python, asyl, but this is not conclusive. In order to be able to choose between the
two options, we must find other, less idiosyncratic words where the two analyses
make different predictions. The spelling in contexts in which Vowel
Degemination is not applicable is decisive in this respect. In native words Vowel
Degemination does not apply in closed syllables (koord) or before the digraph ch
(loochen), see 2.4. If non-native words must be analysed the same way, we
would expect vowel geminates in the same contexts cf. the examples in (12a),
but instead of geminates we find single vowel letters here, as illustrated in (12b):

(12)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>closed syllables</th>
<th>digraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a naaste/*naste</td>
<td>goochelen/*gochelen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meester/*mester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rooster/*rooster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b *masoohist/ masochist</td>
<td>*meechanisch /mechanisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Guustave/Gustave</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*luxe /luxe</td>
<td>*stoohast /stochastisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*concuurrent /concurrent</td>
<td>*capuuchon /capuchon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The single letters in (12b) cannot be the result of the rule Vowel Degemination
that holds for native words, which suggests that the spelling of long vowels is
different in final and non-final syllables, just like the spelling of /i/. Thus, in the
case where the two analyses make different predictions, the facts are in
accordance with the second analysis. I therefore propose to account for the spell-
ing of long vowels by means of the following rules:

(13)   The spelling of long vowels in non-native words
| a write /a/, /e/, /o/ and /y/ as <aa>, <ee>, <oo> and <uu> in the last
|      syllable of a morpheme |
| b write /a/, /e/, /o/ and /y/ as <a>, <e>, <o> and <u> elsewhere |

Of course, we still need Vowel Degemination for inflected words such as
kanalen. The separate non-native generalization also holds for the following
words that are no longer formally recognizable as non-native words: Rachel,
poster and buste. There are some exceptions to (13): the derivations
bastaarderen, bruuskeren, waarderen, standaardiseren, neerlandistiek (these
will be further discussed in 4.5), vaandrig, maarschalk that seem complex and
staatsie and tave(e)rne.

The surprising conclusion is that long vowels are subject to different
phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules in native and non-native words. Long
vowels are always converted to geminates in native words, but to single letters in
non-native words, except word-finally. The new analysis of vowel alternations
in non-native words confirms the need for underlying vowel geminates in
indigenous words. We need vowel geminates to distinguish regular native words
from regular non-native words: *rooster-poster, loochoen-masochist, etc. Note that
the representation of such contrasts would be problematic in a system such as
that of Zonneveld (1980) in which all long vowels are represented by underlying
single vowel letters. In that case non-native words must somehow be prevented
from undergoing vowel doubling.

Summarizing, we found hybrid spelling patterns for /i/, /z/, /k/ and long
vowels in non-native words. In most cases these patterns co-occurs, i.e.,
whenever one of these generalizations holds, all other generalizations hold as
well. This is illustrated in (14):

(14) cadue → kaduuk  *kaduk/*caduec
exquise        *exquize/*exquiese
chic           *chlee/*chik

Exceptions are words ending in -uus (abstruus, confuus, diffuus, excuus), in
which <u> was changed to <uu> while /z/ is still written as <c> in inflected
forms: abstruase, confuse, diffuse, excuses, not *confuze etc. All other words are
regular in this respect.

The spelling of non-native words as described above is neither completely
adapted to the Dutch pattern (<ie>, vowel geminates, <k>, or <z> in all
positions), nor completely etymological. Instead a new hybrid pattern has
evolved. The generalization is that the spelling is adapted to the native system in
final syllables and has remained unchanged elsewhere. Note that this implies that
the default rule does not generate the native spelling, but the predominant
etymological spelling. In this respect the rules for /k/ and /z/ differ from the rules

The difference between final and non-final syllables is understandable from a
diachronic point of view. As noted by Te Winkel, spelling changes are induced
by partial sound changes that often take place word-finally. Therefore, spelling
changes are more likely to take place word-finally as well. Another factor that
may have influenced the asymmetry is the fact that a native spelling is often
more important word-finally, to prevent inflected forms and derivations from
becoming ambiguous. The original spelling sometimes fails in this respect (note
that the actual spelling violates the Morphological Principle):

(15) truc-truendoos ( <c> suggests [s]) → trukendoos
    chic-chique ( <c> suggests [s]) → chique
This could explain why word final /k/ is mostly written as <k> whereas /ks/ is often still written as <x> (affix, lux, etc.). <x> is not problematic in inflected forms. Of course we have seen that within words, there are some ambiguous sequences as well, sometimes even unresolved, e.g. in pistool, milliade. In the case of monomorphemic words we might learn the irregular letter-sound relationship, but this is not possible for all derived forms. Changing spelling in the last syllable can be seen as a compromise between the Phonological Principle and the Principle of Etymology, since it restricts the possible adaptations both in number and in position, while maximally ensuring a readable result by first applying adaptations in those positions where endings might be added.

4.4.2 Other generalizations

Until now, I have only discussed phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules that are partly the result of spelling adjustments. However, there are also many cases where there has been no systematic spelling adjustment. We can predict the spelling with even less accuracy in these cases, since the spelling may still be the same as that in the donor language, or it may have been partially or entirely adapted to the Dutch spelling rules. For instance, no exceptionless rules can be given for the choice between spelling variants such as th or t, ch or sj, ou or oe, etc. Still, it is often possible to formulate rules that capture the predominant etymological spelling (which sometimes depends on the context).

Predominant etymological spelling patterns

Generalizations about predominant etymological spelling patterns formed the basis of the reform proposal in Neijt & Zuidema (1994b). However, the rules formulated in the present study are different in two respects: they are meant to describe the current spelling rather than prescribe a spelling reform, and they apply to non-native (i.e., hybrid and foreign) words, instead of to native and hybrid words. This implies that the rules formulated here are more elaborate, since they are also meant to capture minor generalizations (such as the fact that we write <cc> in words such as accent, see rule (3b) above). Another implication is that the default spelling is often not the same as in the native lexicon (for instance, the default spelling of /ks/, /kw/ and /k/ is <x>, <qu> and <c>, see the rules (3c), (3e) and (3k) above). This approach also implies that rules for foreign phonemes have to be formulated if possible. An example is formed by the following generalization about the spelling of /g/. This sound is written as <gu> before front vowels (e.g. sanguine) and as <g> elsewhere (e.g. goal).12

12 However, no rules were formulated for some foreign phonemes because they do not occur in the transcription provided by CELEX, or only sporadically, or because their spelling is too idiosyncratic.
I will not discuss all the rules that capture predominant etymological patterns here. They are given in Appendix D, and some aspects of the spelling of /t(s)/, /z/ and /k/ are discussed in Appendix G. However, I will discuss one case where the spelling of the same sound, the diphthong /au/, is different in native and non-native words. In native words /au/ has the default spelling <ou>, and <au> is only written in a number of etymologically motivated exceptions. However, most non-native words are written with <au>, and part of the exceptions are predictable. Before the dental clusters /nt, nd, nz, ns, tsj/ we write <ou>: compound, ounce etc. A few exceptions remain, e.g. fout, kabouter. Other exceptions are down, cacao that are also exceptional if <ou> is considered the default spelling. All other words are written with <au>: caausal, rabauw, aula etc.

\[(16) \begin{array}{ll} 
\text{a} & /\text{au}/ \rightarrow <\text{auw}> / \text{morpheme-finally} \\
\text{b} & /\text{au}/ \rightarrow <\text{ou}> / _n [^\text{cor}, -\text{son}] \\
\text{c} & /\text{au}/ \rightarrow <\text{au}> / _\text{C elsewhere} \\
\end{array} \]

\begin{align*}
\text{e.g. kabel} & \text{jauw} \\
\text{e.g.} & \text{sound} \\
\text{e.g. laurier} \\
\end{align*}

The different default spellings for the same sound, <ou> in native words, <au> in non-native ones, argues in favour of separate spelling rules for non-native words.

Although I have stressed that we need to formulate distinct sets of spelling rules for native and non-native words, this does not imply that there is no overlap. In some cases, spelling rules are the same as in the native lexicon, the only difference being that non-native words are more often exceptional. This holds for the sounds /p, b, d, f, v, x, y, m, n, l, r, h, ð, ∞, ð, ei, ø/. In other cases, the generalizations made on the basis of native words are still valid, but supplemented by new rules, for instance the rule ‘write /j/ after a vowel as <i> morpheme-finally and as <j> elsewhere’ for native words is supplemented with the rule ‘write /j/ as <i> before non-native affixes’, cf. for instance koetjineer versus bajonet.

**Tendencies**

Some of the generalizations made so far have many exceptions. For instance, of the non-native monomorphemic words with the sound /u/, 44% are written as <oe>, 37% as <ou> and 19% have yet another spelling. Even if we regard <oe>

---

For instance, the transcriptions provided by CELEX never contain the phonemes /u/ or /ø/ (rouge and basket are transcribed as /ru:/ and /bakst/). Other phonemes occur sporadically, /y/ and /i/, for instance only occur in centrifuge and words with -lyse, such as analyse. Even if a sound occurs more frequently, there often is not much regularity to be found. For instance, there is not much regularity in the spelling of the sound /œ/ in race, crawl, board, etc.

13 Words such as kabouter seem to suggest that we write <ou> before single dental consonants as well, but cf. baud, fauna, pauzeer, auto etc.
as the default spelling, the rule derives incorrect spellings in many cases. Therefore it is useful to be able to predict where the spelling will deviate from the predominant pattern. There are three observations that we can exploit for this purpose: firstly, spelling tends to be adapted in words with certain suffixes. Secondly, spelling tends not to be adapted in words with foreign phonemes and finally, all occurrences of a phoneme in a word tend to be either adapted or unaffected.

Firstly, the spelling of certain words with certain semi-suffixes or sound sequences is often adapted. The relevant endings are /ir/, /ein/, /un/ and the sequences /oj/, /uj/, /aj/. This can be explained by the fact that these endings are adapted versions of the French affixes -ier (/je/) and -ine, and sequences such as <oi> (/*oi*/) and <ai> (/*ai*/). Consider for instance pairs such as the following:

(17) | Pronunciation adapted | Pronunciation not adapted |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kohier</td>
<td>[kohir]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paviljoen</td>
<td>[pvaljun]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rozijn</td>
<td>[rozein]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>konvooi</td>
<td>[kvoj]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cahier</td>
<td>[kae]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carrillon</td>
<td>[karljon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limousine</td>
<td>[limuzino]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>couloir</td>
<td>[kulw]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some adapted examples are given under (18):

(18) koerier, kohier, boekanier, plezier, trezorier; rozijn, biljoen, blazoen; kalkoen, kampioen, paviljoen, jakobijn, konijn, tamboerijn; kabai, konvooi, toernooi

For sounds whose predominant spelling is an etymological spelling, namely /k/ and /z/ we can exploit this observation in rules such as ‘write /k/ as <k> in words with certain semi-suffixes’, cf. rule (3d) and (3h) above.

The second tendency is that (as has been mentioned in 4.4.2) words with a foreign sound (combination) often keep their etymological spelling. This does not only hold for the foreign sound (which is not surprising, since there are no spelling conventions for foreign phonemes) but also in the rest of the word:

(19) /g/ congé, acajou, courgette, rouge
| /zj/ pinguin, argot, gourmet, conga
| /ej, œ, u/ crème, Colbert, analyse, controle, enquête

For nasal vowels raison, sousmain, mannequin, mocassin

Rule (3i) is based on this tendency. However, there are also a few exceptions (even if we ignore non-preferred variants from *Woordenlijst 1954* such as kolbert [kolbert], kontrole [kontrol], komfort [komfort], pingoein [pingoein]).
The words in (20a) all have foreign sounds but the spelling is partially adapted:

(20)a  elektricien  [elekrisje]
katalyse  [kotali:zo]
mayonaise (not: *mayonnaise)  [majone:zə]
foerage  [furazjə]
hang(a)r  [hangə]
plafon(d)  [plaf3]
foergon  [furgon]
degout  [degʊ]
genie  [zjani]
logee  [lozje]
egligé  [neglizje]

It could be argued that the words in (20a) are no real counterexamples, because the foreign phoneme is part of another morpheme than the sound of which the spelling is adapted (kata+lyse), but the words in (20b) cannot be explained this way.

The final tendency is the consistent spelling of the same sound. In 4.4 it was already observed that if a phoneme is adapted, other occurrences of the same phoneme in the same morpheme are adapted as well (of course, this does not hold in the case of context-sensitive phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, cf. *limiet, synoniem; desastreuzo). More examples are given under (21), where the spelling variants which were allowed until 1995 are given in parentheses:

(21) Consistent spelling of the same sound
a  kliniek, kanunnik, kozak, kaduuk (cadue) etc.
b  cacao, cascara, cloaca, concaaf, roceo, etc.
c  kakadoris, kalkoen, kamikaze, karakter, kokarde, kokos, komkommer, krokodil, kurkuma, etc.
d  caetus, (kaktus), caraeole (karakol), cavalcade (kavalkade), klerikaal (clericaal), concurrent (koncurrent), rectificatie (rekstifikatie) etc.

The examples in (21) suggest that the spelling of the same sound is consistent. There are also exceptions, some of which are listed in (22):

---

14 The adaptation of the spelling of one sound in a word does not imply the adjustment of the spelling of other sounds. This can be illustrated by the fact that in 1954 the words catheder, chrysanth and cylinder were changed into katheder, chrysant and cilinder, and not into *kateder, *chrisant and *cilinder.
(22) **Variable spelling of the same sound**

pinaotheek, ozoniseren, elownesk, aerobatiek, gazeuse, elektrificatie, kinetica, kwalificatie, ekwinoetaal, macrokosmos, microkosmos, skeptieuw, elektronica, kosmetica

The spelling of the words in (22) suggests that the consistent spelling of a phoneme holds for morphemes rather than words (although in some cases allowed variants contradict this). However, not all morphemes are treated the same way. *Con-* does not form a separate domain (the only exception is *conventikel* where the `<k>` is needed to prevent an incorrect pronunciation), but *micro-* and *macro-* and affixes such as -icus, -ica, -icatie, -iseren and -esk do. Sequences such as *elektr-* and -catie are always written the same way. I conclude that *micro-*, *macro-*, *elektr-*,-icus, -ica, -esk, -iseren and -icatie form separate domains with respect to this generalization, so only *gazeuse* is a real exception.

The rules discussed here are of a different nature than those discussed in the preceding section. The rules in 4.4.1 form a new regularity that is taken into account in further spelling adjustments, but in the case of the rules of this section this is less clear. *Cylinder* became *cilinder* according to the new hybrid pattern, not *cielinder* as predicted by native rules, but *accent* was changed in the direction of native words (in the allowed spelling variant): *aksent* not **axent*. Non-native words such as *karbau* and the inflected form of *Nassau* became *karbouw* and *Nassouwe*, (see 2.4). These facts suggest that the rules in 4.4.2, contrary to those in 4.4.1, cannot be used to predict the spelling of new words.

4.5 The spelling of complex non-native words

In this section, the question will be addressed how the phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules proposed in 4.4 apply to complex words. In Chapter 3 we have seen that native phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules apply to morphemes rather than words. Context-sensitive phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules ignore the context outside the morpheme, cf. for instance *koud ~ trouw* but *getrouwd/*getroud. On the basis of these facts we expect that non-native phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules apply to morphemes as well. In order to find out if this is indeed the case, we must look at context-sensitive rules, especially rules that are sensitive to the distance from the word edge, and examine whether they take the context outside the morpheme into account. In

---

The contrast between con- and micro- suggests that the productivity of the affixes determines whether it forms a separate domain. We do not expect alternations such as *kassa-microcassa* (the alternation *kosmos-microcosmos* was abolished in 1995). However, suffixes such as -ica are not productive but still have a consistent spelling.
4.4.1, we have seen that the spelling of /j/, long vowels, /z/ and /k/ is described
by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules that are sensitive to the distance from
the morpheme boundary. The behaviour of non-native derivations with respect
to these rules is thus decisive.  

First let us look at combinations of non-native stems with native suffixes.
The examples in (23) show that the context outside the morpheme is ignored:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phoneme</th>
<th>stem</th>
<th>derivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>limiet</td>
<td>limieten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>trochee</td>
<td>trocheeen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>precies</td>
<td>precieze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>kliniek</td>
<td>klinieken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/j/</td>
<td>konvooi</td>
<td>konwoolen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The uniform spelling of the morphemes in (23) shows that words composed of
non-native stems and native affixes behave the same way as native derivations.
However, words composed of a non-native stem and a non-native suffix
present a different picture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phoneme</th>
<th>stem</th>
<th>derivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>change: /i/</td>
<td>limiet</td>
<td>limiteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>trochee</td>
<td>trochiesch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>precies</td>
<td>precisie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>kliniek</td>
<td>clinieus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no change: /j/</td>
<td>konvooi</td>
<td>konwoolen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spelling of non-native words with non-native suffixes in (24) is less
straightforward than that of non-native words with native affixes. The first four
examples in (24) suggest that non-native morphemes do not form domains for
phoneme-to-grapheme conversion, since the context outside the morpheme is not

---

16 In the case of /j/ and long vowels, the rules make predictions about final and non-final positions
(as observed for /e/ and /i/ in [Woordenlijst 1954], p. XLVIII-XLIX). In the case of the sounds /k/ and
/z/, there is only a strong generalization about the spelling in morpheme-final position; in all other
positions the spelling is less predictable. This implies that there is no rule which requires replacement
of <k> by <c> or <z> by <s> when an affix is added to a stem which ends in /k/ or /z/. This accounts
for cases such as muziek ~ muziekm, fabriek ~ fabriek, markies ~ markiesaat, studentikoos ~
studentikoos, leprozen ~ leprozen.

17 The underlying spelling of precies is /preciez/; the <s> is the result of Spelling Devoicing, see 3.4.

18 A similar relation could hold for akkoord-accorderen, if we interpret that fact that the derived
form is pronounced with a short vowel as a spelling pronunciation.
ignored, but pairs such as konvooi-konvooieren point in the opposite direction. However, there are only three words of the latter type; the other examples are reenvooi-renvooieren and octrooi-octrooieren (and until 1995 essaai-essaaiieren).

To account for the facts in (24), I will therefore claim that combinations of non-native stems and non-native suffixes are treated as single morphemes by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. Words of the type konvooieer can be seen exceptions, or we could consider the uniform spelling of these morphemes to be accidental since /j/ is generally converted to <i> before the suffix -eren, cf. associëren, discussiëren, differentiëren.

Now consider the following pairs that are composed of native stems (fee and waarde have only one full vowel, the others have more than one but neerland is a compound and bastaard and standaard contain the suffix -aard) and non-native suffixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Derivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bastaard</td>
<td>bastaarderen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fee</td>
<td>feeërie(k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neerland</td>
<td>neerlandistiek, neerlandicus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standaard</td>
<td>standaardiseren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waarde</td>
<td>waarderen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These pairs show that native morphemes form spelling domains whether combined with native or non-native affixes. This leads to the following overview of uniform or variable spelling in complex words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>native stem</th>
<th>native suffix</th>
<th>non-native suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>native</td>
<td>dier-dieren</td>
<td>standaard-standaardiseren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-native</td>
<td>limiet-limieten</td>
<td>limiet-limieten</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey (26) shows that only combinations of non-native stems with non-native suffixes are treated as a single domain for spelling rules. There is only one exception to this generalization in the test lexicon: the word bruuskeren that was introduced in 1954 when brusk was changed to bruusk. I will consider this spelling change to be a mistake.²⁰ Note that the spelling of non-native derivations from stems with an idiosyncratic spelling such as mythisch, indexeer,

---

¹⁹ In this respect spelling rules behave like stress rules which also ignore the morphological structure of non-native derivations. Derivations such as kristalliseer are stressed the same way as underived words such as individu, see for instance Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989:183).

²⁰ Other exceptions are formed by the spelling of Semitsch and Israëlitisch in [Woordenlijst 1914]: Semietisch, Israëlietisch, the name Markiezaat, and new formations such as the trade name dieetella/*dietella.
therapeutisch can be predicted from the constituting parts (mythe and -isch, index and -eer and therapeut and -isch, respectively). This means that exceptional properties of morphemes carry over to complex words.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter focused on the question to what extent the spelling of loan words in Dutch is predictable by rules.

Before this question could be answered, it was necessary to define which words are loan words. Following Te Winkel’s suggestion, I did not define words as loan words on the basis of their etymological origin, but on the extent of adaptation to the Dutch linguistic system. This way, we need not consider words such as kelder that can no longer be distinguished from indigenous words to be loan words because they are adopted from another language.

A set of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for non-native words was proposed. The rules for /i/ are a reformulated version of the rules in Neijt & Zuidema (1994a). Other rules are modified versions of the rules in Neijt & Zuidema (1994b). New rules were proposed for the spelling of /z/, /au/, long vowels and some foreign phonemes. These rules capture hybrid patterns that are the result of spelling adaptation in specific environments, predominant etymological patterns, generalizations about the context where spelling is adapted (in words with certain affixes) or not adapted (words with foreign phonemes), and generalizations about the consistent spelling of the same sound.

With these rules, words such as courgette, subsidie, mechaniek, speciaal, laurier and luxe are regular, although their spelling deviates from that of native words. If we determine the spelling of non-native words by means of the spelling rules for native words, we can predict the correct spelling for only 25% of the words (for 30% of the words if we take the rule for the spelling of /i/ into account). All other non-native words are exceptional. However, if we use the spelling rules for non-native words proposed in this chapter it becomes possible to correctly predict the spelling of 73% of the words.

The fact that it is possible to formulate generalizations about the spelling of non-native words shows that a spelling that is in accordance with a strict interpretation of the Principle of Etymology is undesirable since it fails to

21 Observe that the uniform spelling in pairs which are not related by productive rules such as larynx-laryngaal is only diachronically motivated, and that spelling contrasts can arise as soon as such pairs are no longer felt to be related. Some examples are cabine - kabinet, cliënt - clientèle, kader - encadreur, kassa - incasseren, kataaal - catastrofe, klimaat - acclimatiseren, koloriet - colorist, kopen - compressie, korporaal - corporale, kosmos - cosmetica, kouder - costumier, kwadratuur - quadrageen, kwastie - quaeestor, kwintet - quinto, muizen - musiceer, octet - oktober and practicum - praktsch. Te Winkel (1863:76) already drew attention to such ‘inconsistencies’.
account for the generalizations about the spelling of non-native words, or for the observation that the spelling of exceptional non-native words is often adapted. A set of phoneme-to-grapheme rules with special rules for non-native words is therefore to be preferred. I conclude that the Principle of Etymology is not an accurate statement about the spelling of loan words.

Finally, 4.5 revealed that combinations of non-native stems and non-native suffixes are treated as single morphemes by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules.
Chapter 5

Autonomous spelling rules

5.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters have shown that some spelling alternations can be described more adequately on the basis of letter sequences than on the basis of the pronunciation. An example is formed by the alternation between single letters and geminates, as illustrated in (1):

(1)  raam  ramen  *raamen
     pak  pakken  *paken

The letter sequences <aa> and <kk> encode /a/ and /k/ in some cases, e.g. in raam and pakken, but in other orthographical contexts <aa> and <kk> are ungrammatical. The alternations are systematic and predictable, but do not correspond to alternations in the pronunciation. The alternations cannot be covered by rules that refer solely to the pronunciation.

For this reason, I proposed to supplement the traditional phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules with a second type of spelling rules, namely autonomous spelling rules. In chapter 3 we have seen that the introduction of such rules allows us to maintain the claim that phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are restricted to the morpheme domain. Only autonomous spelling rules operate in domains larger than the morpheme. An overview of the autonomous spelling rules discussed so far is given under (2):

(2)  Autonomous spelling rules from chapters 2 and 3
  a  Vowel Degemination  raam-ramen
     Consonant Doubling  ram-rammen
  b  Consonant Degemination  brand-gebrand (ge+brand+d)
     Spelling Devoicing  huis-huizen, raafl-raven
which are conditioned by orthographical context. Note, however, that they operate in domains larger than the morpheme. Conversely, the autonomous spelling rules of (2b) were proposed to account for alternations that involve domains larger than the morpheme. However, these rules are also conditioned by orthographical context. In the case of Spelling Devoicing this can be illustrated by its sensitivity to orthographical syllables: *grijs-aard versus grijn-zaard*; in the case of Consonant Degemination by the fact that the inflected form of *bourgeois* with a mute <s> is written as *bourgeois*, not as *bourgeoiss*. In other words, exactly those rules that apply across morpheme boundaries are sensitive to orthographical context, whereas rules that apply to morphemes are conditioned by phonological context.

In this chapter, I will argue that the following spelling phenomena can also be described most adequately by means of autonomous spelling rules (the same holds for rules such as Hyphen Insertion and Capitalization, see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 29–33, which will not be discussed here since they apply to domains larger than the (prosodic) word):

(3) **Additional autonomous spelling rules**

- Hyphenation
- Diacritic Placement
- Apostrophe Placement
- Alternation of *i* and *ie*
- Vowel Doubling
- Orthographic Diminutive Allomorphy
- Alternation of *ng* and *n*

The alternation of <i> and <ie> was already mentioned in chapter 4.1

Hyphenation, Diacritic Placement and Alternation of <i> and <ie> have earlier been claimed to be phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, but it will be argued here that they can be reformulated as autonomous spelling rules. We will see that in some cases this leads to a more adequate account of the facts in question. It will be argued that the rules under (3) also refer to orthographical context and domains larger than a single morpheme.

This chapter is organized as follows: first, I will address some remaining questions related to the alternations already encountered in chapters 2 and 3. Section 5.2 addresses the question why Vowel Degemination and Consonant Doubling are used in Dutch spelling. Section 5.3 deals with complications that arise from Consonant Degemination. In 5.4–5.6 I will move on to phenomena that have not yet been examined. For these phenomena, I will summarize the accounts in the literature, formalize the rules and propose modifications where necessary. Section 5.7 discusses the computation of orthographical syllables. In 5.8 I will argue that autonomous spelling rules treat native and non-native words

1 Zonneveld (1980) discusses none of these rules, while Kerstens (1981) only discusses some aspects of Diacritic Placement, and insertion of apostrophe in cases such as *borst’len*. 
the same way. In 5.9 the properties of autonomous spelling rules and phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are compared. The chapter ends with some concluding remarks on the nature of autonomous spelling rules in 5.10. This chapter deals with non-native as well as native words in anticipation of the conclusion in 5.8 that autonomous spelling rules treat all words alike.

5.2 Why Vowel Degemination and Consonant Doubling

Vowel Degemination and Consonant Doubling have already been discussed in chapter 2. The rules are repeated below (Vowel Degemination is a slightly adapted version of the rule proposed by Wester, in order to prevent *lochen):

\[(4) \text{Vowel Degemination} \]
\[V_i \rightarrow 0 / V_i _[sC] \]

\[(5) \text{Consonant Doubling} \]
\[0 \rightarrow C_i / C_o V _[sC_i] \]

I will now address the following question: why does the spelling system use Consonant Doubling and Vowel Degemination instead of leaving the result of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion unchanged? Would this not result in a more straightforward correspondence between spelling and sounds?

These questions were raised by Wester (1985b) also addressed these questions in relation to the spelling system. Wester claims that vowels are degeminated in order to use as few letters as possible, and that consonants are doubled to provide an unambiguous spelling. In Wester’s view, Consonant Doubling and Vowel Degemination together generally ensure an unambiguous code. For this reason, Wester proposes that spelling is subject to two constraints: Economy (eliminate spelling-characters that are redundant in the face of the spelling system) and a principle which resembles the Readability Requirement (spelling must be formally predictable in its lexical letter-to-sound relationships), see Wester (1985b:209).

In accordance with Wester’s generalization, we find that Vowel Degemination is blocked in those cases where a single vowel could be incorrectly interpreted as encoding a short vowel or a schwa in the same spelling context. Because of ze, ram, mest, pochen and hoi, pronounced as [za], [ram],

---

2 These questions were also raised by Van Heuven (1979) and answered from the perspective of the reader, whereas Wester (1985b) discusses them in relation to the spelling system.
[mest], [poxₐ] and [hoj], there is no Degemination in zee, raam, meest, goochem and hooi ([ze], [ram], [mest], [poxₐm], [hoj]).

However, there are some exceptions to Wester’s generalization. The first is the redundant spelling of words such as eeuw ([ew]). In the absence of words such as [dyw] or [ew], a single letter would suffice to represent a long vowel, so we would expect *eeuw and duw. However, only the geminate in words such as duw is degeminated. This could be explained by the fact that <eu> can be incorrectly read as [Ø] (e.g. in Eeuwe), while du-wen cannot lead to an incorrect reading.

The second exception is that we do not write [yerₐ] and [yaren] as *geeren and geren. Both words have the same spelling (before 1954, this only held for part of the words with <ee> in open syllables because of the etymological difference between pairs such as stien-stenen ‘to sigh’ versus stien-steenen ‘stones’). The restricted distribution of schwa may have played a role here. In native words this sound only occurs in certain (semi-) affixes (ver-, -el, etc.); so given the morphological analysis of a word, <e> is not ambiguous. Apart from these cases, Degemination is indeed blocked where it would lead to an ambiguous spelling.

Although disambiguation can thus form the answer to part of the question addressed above, it does not explain why Consonant Doubling and Vowel Degemination apply when the underlying spelling already provides an unambiguous non-redundant code for the pronunciation. That this is the case is illustrated in (6) (this underlying representation of short and long vowels was motivated in 2.4):

(6)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output of spelling system without (de)gemination</th>
<th>Output of spelling system with (de)gemination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raam, kaamer</td>
<td>raam, kam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kam, jammer</td>
<td>kam, jammer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the actual spelling in (6b) and the underlying spelling in (6a) use geminate letters in two cases and single letters in two other cases. It appears that a non-redundant unambiguous code is already available without the application of

---

3 Dibbets (1983:67) notes that the current spelling of vowels before <ch> is an anomaly: the length contrast is expressed by single vowel letters versus geminates here instead of by single consonants versus geminates. This has not always been the case: [s] after short vowels has also been written as (h)s, cch, cch, gg, chg and gc. Siegenbeek (1805a) wrote lagehen. The present system was introduced by Te Winkel. He considered lachchen preferable over irregular tagchen and lachen, but since this spelling was not commonly used he has chosen lachen instead. This choice makes it necessary to refrain from degemination in open syllables in words like goochel in order to prevent a word such as pochen from becoming ambiguous.
rules, so there seems to be no reason to apply them. Obviously, once there is Vowel Degemination, Consonant Doubling is needed to retain readability, but if double vowels were not degeminated, Consonant Doubling would be superfluous.

If spelling tends to use as few letters as possible, we would expect that all letters that are not needed to prevent an incorrect pronunciation would be removed. However, this is not the case. For instance, the sequences <dd> and <ie> are not degeminated to <d> and <i> in verbrand-den and neurie (see 5.4 and 5.6.1). This cannot be explained by the need to avoid an ambiguous spelling since the alternative spelling *verbran-den and *neuri would not cause reading difficulties. In the case of verbrandden, the sequence <dd> provides crucial information for the reader (it distinguishes it from the present tense of the verb that is written as verbraden). The <ie> in neurie, however, cannot be motivated in such a way. Moreover, in other cases geminates that might provide information that is useful for the reader are simplified, cf. verste (vers+ste, ‘freshest’) versus verste (ver+ste, ‘furthest’) or maatje (ma+tje ‘friend’) versus maatje (maat+je ‘measure’). This implies that the factor that determines the presence or absence of geminates is not economy or information value.

I will therefore propose a slightly different analysis in which Vowel Degemination is not motivated by the need to reduce the number of letters but by another requirement that is not violated by doubling of consonants. Consider the following overview of single letters and geminates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single letters</th>
<th>Geminates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ra-men/*raamen</td>
<td>raam/*ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ham/*hamm</td>
<td>ham-men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gebrand/*gebrandd</td>
<td>brand-de</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A generalization that holds for all facts in (7) is the following: sequences of identical letters are avoided within one syllable, unless forced by the Readability Requirement as in raam. Stated otherwise, tautosyllabic geminates are forbidden in Dutch, unless required by the Readability Requirement.

---

4 However, according to Van Heuven (1980:63), Vowel Degemination occurs about twice as often as Consonant Doubling in average Dutch texts, so the effect is that average word length is slightly decreased in comparison with the underlying representation.

5 It is unlikely that Consonant Doubling is caused by an orthographic counterpart to the phonological requirement that a rhyme must consist of at least two X-positions (VV or VC), since there are syllables which consist of one position only: hé ([he:]); and words in which a short vowel is followed by a digraph pochen.

6 A similar constraint was proposed in Kerstens (1981:34). “Within a syllable only sequences of dissimilar letters are allowed.” [In één lettergroot zijn alleen lettercombinaties toegestaan van ongelijksoortige letters.]
of geminates does not impose deletion of `<e>` after an `<i>` or of one of a sequence of heterosyllabic identical letters.

Summarizing, Vowel Degemination removes tautosyllabic geminates (in those contexts where there are no single vowel letters linked to one V-position) and Consonant Doubling ensures that the resulting spelling is not ambiguous.

### 5.3 Degemination of heterosyllabic consonants and `<s>`

In 3.4.1, I argued that spelling alternations that seem to represent the effect of the sound rules Degemination, Final Devoicing and E-deletion, can be described more adequately as alternations that concern letter sequences only. For this reason I proposed the autonomous spelling rules Consonant Degemination and Spelling Devoicing. The former rules were sufficiently discussed in 3.4, but there are two aspects of Consonant Degemination, repeated under (8), which remain to be discussed:

(8) **Consonant Degemination**

\[
C_i \rightarrow \emptyset / [s \ldots C_i]_s
\]

The first issue is why some heterosyllabic geminates are affected while others remain intact, and the second how we should account for facts such as *logischte* (*logisch+ste*) that are reminiscent of Degemination.

First consider the Degemination of heterosyllabic consonants. In 3.4.1, I concluded that the spelling rule Consonant Degemination only affects tautosyllabic consonants. However, the rule seems to work across syllable boundaries in some words but not in others:

(9) **Degemination**

\[
\text{wijste (wijs + st + e)} \quad \text{wasster (was + ster)}
\]

\[
\text{Friese (Fries + s + e)}^8 \quad \text{verglaasel (ver + glaas + sel)}
\]

Degemination across syllable boundaries occurs only before a suffix that does not contain a vowel, as also observed in the introduction to *Woordenlijst 1872*. If we postulate that Syllabification (see 5.7) is applied every time a suffix is added, the correct result is derived. After the addition of `-st` to `wijs`, this suffix is syllabified in the same syllable as the stem final `s` and Degemination is applied.

---

7 Some writers incorrectly apply the rule to suffixes with a vowel, e.g. *fietster* (*fiets+ster*) instead of *fietsster*, so it seems that they apply the rule across syllable boundaries as well.

8 Before 1947 `/s/` was written as `<sch>` in these words, e.g. *trotscht* (*trotschst*), *Friescht* (*Frieschst*) but the sequence `<schst>` occurred in *mutsenwaschster*. I will discuss deletion of `<s>` after `<sch>` below.
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applicable: wijsst → wijst. Subsequent addition of the suffix -e creates a second syllable. In the case of -ster, the suffix forms a syllable on its own so Degemination is not applicable. The contrasts between verbal forms such as verbrandde (first person singular past tense of verbranden) and adjectives like verbrande (inflected form of verbrand) can be accounted for in a similar way, since the verbal forms are composed of ver+brand+de, whereas adjectives like verbrande have the structure ver+brand+d+e. 9

A second complication of Degemination is the fact that <s> is not only deleted after <s> and (because of Spelling Devoicing) <z> but also after <x>, <sch>, <sl>, <sj> or <z> (in the case of the genitive suffix it is replaced by an apostrophe). Such cases only occur in names and non-native words:

(10)  

a  logisch+ste  logischte  
complex+ste  complexte 
b  Strijbosch+s  Strijbosch’ 
Alex+s  Alex’ 
Heutz+s  Heutz’ 
Bush+s  Bush’

These facts seem to indicate that it would be a mistake to account for facts such as wijs-wijst, etc. by a spelling rule: if we assume that the alternation is the effect of the reflection of the sound rule Degemination, we can immediately account for (10): all words end in /s/, so Degemination is applicable after the addition of a suffix beginning with /s/. However, facts such verbrandden show that the sound process Degemination is not reflected in orthography.

The facts in (10) cannot be accounted for by orthographical Consonant Degemination either. Although <ss> is also replaced by <s> or <s> when the first <s> is silent as illustrated in (11a), (11b) shows that combinations of another letter with <s> are not changed to <s> when <x> or <z> are silent:

(11)  

a Louis  [luwi]  Louis’  [luwis] 
bourgeois  [burjwaj]  bourgeois  [burjwas] 
b pince-nez  [pejnes]  pince-nezs  [pejnes] 
bordeaux  [bordj]  bordeauxs  [bordj] 

More examples are entre-deuxs and cache-nezs. These data show that the rule responsible for (10) is not the same as Consonant Degemination.

---

9 For this analysis it is crucial that the past tense suffix is -de as proposed by Booij (1996) and not -d+e as proposed by Zonneveld (1980), since in the latter case we would not predict the contrast between verbs and adjectives.

10 The examples under (10a) do not occur in [Woordenlijst 1995], but logischte occurs in [Woordenlijst 1954].
Observe that it is possible to formulate a descriptively adequate spelling rule for the facts in (10) on the basis of spelling only. We can denote <sch>, <sh> and <sj> by ‘graphemes starting with the letter s’, and we can also formulate a separate rule for <x>. The distinction between silent and non-silent letters can be made by referring to CV-structure if silent letters are not linked to CV-positions; the rules only apply to graphemes linked to a C-position.\(^{11}\)

\[(12)\quad \text{Additional Degemination rules} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s} & \rightarrow 0 / <sC_0> _\text{ (logischte)} \\
\text{s} & \rightarrow 0 / <x> _\text{ (complexe)} \\
\text{CONDITION:} & \quad <sC_0> \text{ is linked to one C-position; }<x> \text{ is linked to two C-positions.}
\end{align*}
\]

Since (12) accounts for the facts without referring to sound representations and without violating the Morphological Principle, I will prefer an account that includes rule (12) to one which implies that the alternations in (10) and (11) are the reflection of phonological Degemination.

5.4 Hyphenation

A spelling phenomenon that has not yet been discussed in the preceding chapters is Hyphenation. When words are too long to fit on a line, they are broken off and a hyphen is inserted after the first part. In Dutch, this cannot happen just anywhere, but only in specific positions. This phenomenon is described in different editions of the Woordenlijst and Wester (1985b). These accounts will be summarized here. I will show that Wester’s claim that Hyphenation is conditioned by phonological syllables leads to incorrect predictions, and argue that Hyphenation is governed by orthography.

**Hyphenation in [Woordenlijst 1954]**

In the earliest prescriptive works such as Te Winkel (1863) Hyphenation was not discussed, but this topic was addressed later in Te Winkel (1884). Hyphenation instructions in [Woordenlijst 1954] are as follows (I give the formulation of 1954 which is more explicit, but essentially the same as the most recent version):\(^{12}\)

\(^{11}\) Note that this is the only spelling rule where the use of orthographical distinctive features (as proposed by Zonneveld) could lead to a modest simplification: we could define a class of sibilants after which <s> is deleted. I consider this to be insufficient reason for the extension of the formalism available for the formulation of autonomous spelling rules.

\(^{12}\) In [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 28, the following new requirements were added: “Hyphenation may not leave a syllable of one separate letter at the end or beginning of a line. This also holds for words that are part of a compound or derivation. Not a-drenaline or studi-o; mensa-pen or vide-oachtig. [...] No
Hyphenation according to [Woordenlijst 1954]

Hyphenation is possible:

1. between two adjacent vowels that do not form a diphthong: be-amen, brij-achtig, hui-ig, draa-ing, kri-oelen, na-phen etc.;
2. before a word or stem that is part of a compound or derivational compound: boom-vrucht, doorn-struik, eier-koek, hard-nekkig, heren-huis, in-heems, kers-boom, kwaad-aardig, weer-spannig, ziels-be-droefd etc.;
3. after a prefix: be-horen, er-kennen, ge-lag, her-ademen, on-gelukkig, ont-vangst, ver-zuimen, wan-beleid etc.;
4. before the suffixes -aard and -achtig, and before suffixes beginning in a consonant: blod-aard, blauw-achtig, boom-pje, dek-sel, naai-ster, was-ster, gedwee-ste etc.
5. If hyphenation is not settled by one of the foregoing rules, the following positions are available:
   a. before one intervocalic consonant or ch: be-ter, bre-kebeen, he-ren, la-chen, li-chaam, lo-pen, etc.
   b. between two intervocalic consonants (ng counts as two consonants: konin-gen [...], gees-ten, har-ten, har-tig, paar-den; mees-ter, bes-te, mees-te; wijs-te.
   c. in clusters of more than two consonants before the longest string of consonants that can occur at the beginning of a word: amb-ten, art-sen, ek-ster, ern-stig, erw-ten, koort-sig; praktisch-te.

In the case of non-native words, there are special complications that merit a separate discussion. For monomorphemic words, or words that can be considered monomorphemic, the rules 1 and 5 generally apply as is also the case for members of compounds. In addition, obstruent and liquid, as well as qu (=kw or k) are both considered part of the following syllable (a-pril, a-quaduct, cho-quant). Between two vowels there is no hyphenation before or after x (exa-men, exo-tisch); y in words such as royaal, relayeren belongs to the preceding syllable roya-aal.13

unwell-formed spelling of the first part should arise. This implies: a. the first part should be a possible syllable-final sequence, not nau-st, but nau-st-e. b. hyphenation may not give rise to another pronunciation than intended, i.e. not reg-lement but re-lement, not pis-tool but pi-stool, not rec-lame but re-clame. The second part must be pronounceable: not am-bien but amb-ten. The diminutive -kje is considered pronounceable: harin-kje.”

The hyphenation positions prescribed by (13) generally coincide with phonological syllable boundaries: 
[kri-ul]/kri-oel, [li-xam]/li-chaam, [be-ter]/be-
ter, [hartx]/har-tig, [amp-tx]/amb-ten, etc. For this reason Booij (1985, 1995) and Wester (1985b) claim that hyphens appear at boundaries of phonological syllables. The most detailed account of Hyphenation is provided by Wester (1985b), who proposes the following rule:

(14) **Hyphenation**

\[0 \rightarrow - / [+seg] \]

The claim that Hyphenation is conditioned by phonological syllables does not always lead to the correct spelling. We have already seen some examples in chapter 2 (*aa-ien, *ee-uwen, *vi-nger) and chapter 3 (*grij-saard, *reu-
zachtig). Incorrect predictions are also made for the facts in (15):

(15) **Phonological syllables** | **Predicted hyphenation** | **Hyphenation**
--- | --- | ---
A [wa-rollox] | *wa-achtig | waar-achtig
[ar-dqpol] | *aar-dappel | aard-appel
[he-rnaro] | *her-rinneren | her-inneren
[he-lal] | *he-lal | heel-al

b [mork-sist] | *Marxist | Mar-xist
[ek-str] | *extra | ex-tra

In (15a) hyphenation positions coincide with morphological boundaries rather than phonological syllables. We would expect no hyphenation in (15b) since <x> encodes heterosyllabic consonants.14

---

14 Note that other languages where <x> also represents [ks] do not treat the letter <x> as expected on the basis of phonological syllable structure. In South African, a hyphen is inserted after <x>: Tex-as, pirox-een, [Afrikaanse woordelys]. p.68, and in German before <x>: fle-xibel, bo-xen, see [Duden...
Incorrect predictions are also made in the case of the cluster <st>. It is hard to determine the phonological syllable structure for words with intervocalic [st]; is [s] the last consonant of the preceding syllable, or the first consonant of the following one? De Schutter & Collier (1986) showed that listeners’ judgements vary here. Different analyses have been proposed. Trommelen (1983:128) proposes that [st] is an onset after obstruents, but not after sonorants: [ek-stær] versus [mes-tær], [ylins-tær]. Van der Hulst (1984:116–117) and Booij (1995:26–28) on the other hand always analyse [s] as part of the onset: [ek-stær] versus [me-stær], [ylins-stær]. In phonology either sonority or the number of syllable positions is the factor that determines whether [st] is split, but in orthography it is the distinction between vowel letters and consonant letters: st is split after a vowel digraph, but not after a consonant. Overview (16) gives the hyphenation patterns predicted by the syllable structure proposed by Trommelen (T) and Van der Hulst or Booij (V+B) and the actual pattern, respectively:

(16) The hyphenation of the cluster st

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T:</th>
<th>V+B:</th>
<th>actual spelling:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ek-stær</td>
<td>mee-tær</td>
<td>ek-stær mees-ter glins-tær</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ek-stær</td>
<td>mee-tær</td>
<td>ek-stær mee-tær glin-stær</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overview in (16) shows that under either analysis phonological syllables incorrectly predict the hyphenation positions in some words.

A final indication that phonological syllables are not the conditioning factor for Hyphenation is the fact that words with the same phonological syllable structure but with a different morphological structure are sometimes hyphenated differently:

(17) pronunciation hyphenation morphological structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pronunciation</th>
<th>hyphenation</th>
<th>morphological structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>[ver-stær]</td>
<td>ver-stær</td>
<td>ver+stær</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>[ma-tje]</td>
<td>ma-tje</td>
<td>ma+tje</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although language-specific, the rules have in common that they are based on letters rather than sounds.

Although it is not difficult for native speakers to indicate the number of syllables in spoken words, it is sometimes harder to make out where one syllable ends and the following one begins, see for instance De Schutter & Collier (1986). One consonant may even be analysed as part of two consecutive syllables in words such as [jam-ør] (jammer). Schiller et al. (1997) demonstrated with a syllable reversal test that words with a similar syllable structure are not always treated the same way, and that syllabification must be considered the effect of preferences rather than strict rules, see Schiller (1997:172). Resyllabification may take place, depending on style and speech rate. As shown by hyphenation patterns, orthographic syllabification does not vary, and there is no evidence for ambisyllabic consonants or style-dependent resyllabification.
The facts in (15)-(17) show that Hyphenation can only be adequately described under the assumption that it is conditioned by orthographic syllables. Under this analysis Hyphenation is an autonomous spelling rule. I will therefore adopt Wester’s Hyphenation rule, but claim that it applies to orthographic syllables. It is reformulated as (18) in which ‘L’ indicates an arbitrary letter and ‘X’ stands for either V or C:

\[(18) \text{Hyphenation} \quad X \quad X \quad \bigg| \quad \bigg| \quad 0 \rightarrow \cdot / L \}
\]

The computation of orthographic syllables will be discussed in 5.7.

5.5 Placement of diacritics

Within monomorphemic words and their derived or inflected forms Dutch spelling uses two types of diacritics to prevent an incorrect reading that could arise after the combination of morphemes (and in some cases morpheme-internally in non-native words), i.e., diaereses and apostrophes:

\[(19) \text{spelling without diacritic and suggested reading} \quad \text{geind} \quad *[\text{veint}] \quad \text{pas} \quad *[\text{pos}] \]
\[(19) \text{spelling with diacritic and intended reading} \quad \text{geïnd} \quad [\text{vømt}] \quad \text{pa’s} \quad [\text{pas}] \]

In both cases, diacritics change a potentially ambiguous underlying spelling into a surface spelling that is not ambiguous with respect to the pronunciation it represents. I will now discuss the distribution of diaereses and apostrophes.

5.5.1 Diaeresis placement

A diaeresis is added to vowels (ä, ë, ï, ö, ü) to prevent incorrect digraph interpretations within monomorphemic words and their derived and inflected forms: moeë (\([\text{mu}-\text{æ}], \text{not } [\text{mo-e}]) \), smeùë (\([\text{smeûx}], \text{not } [\text{smø-øxy}]) \). This rule is only applied to non-hyphenated words (cf. moeë versus moe-e). A diaeresis is also inserted in compound numerals such as tweeëntwintig, ‘twenty-two’ (see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 33–34, but not in derivations with -achtig, see
I will discuss the rules for this phenomenon in [Woordenlijst 1954], Wester (1985b) and Zuidema et al. (1994) and propose some modifications of the latter approach in order to make it fit into the framework proposed here.  

[Woordenlijst 1954]  
The distribution of diaereses is described as follows in the [Woordenlijst 1954], p. LXVI:

(20) A diaeresis is added to the second of two adjacent vowels within a word to prevent a possible incorrect pronunciation that could be the result of a mechanical reading.  

Wester (1985b)  
Wester points out that this rule predicts that we should write a diaeresis in all cases of two possible parsings. This is correct in the case of sequences of two letters. However, in the case of three or more consecutive vowel letters, there are potentially ambiguous words without a diaeresis like uien, prieel and eieren. According to Wester, this description can be improved by referring to the relation between letters and phonemes. It is necessary to know whether or not two letters represent one sound (gedeist [γeIɪst] versus deïst [deɪɪst]). Sounds and spelling are related by the following set of (recursively) ordered rules (‘V’ abbreviates a, e, i, o and u; ‘VViV’ abbreviates aa, ee, oo and uu):

(21) \( VV_i > oei > oe > ei > ui > eu > au > ou > ie > V \)

The ordering in (21) states that where there is an ambiguous spelling, the parsings on the left have priority over those on the right, for instance geuit is parsed as ge-uit because <ui> has priority over <eu>. Whenever a reading is possible that is ranked higher than the reading that is intended, e.g. <ie> instead of <ee> in knieën, the diacritic is added. Wester thus explains why there is a diacritic in the words under (22a) but not in those under (22b):

---

16 Another account is given in Kerstens (1981:39–41).
17 “Het deelteken (trema) wordt geschreven op het tweede van twee opeenvolgende klinkertekens van eenzelfde woord in gevallen waarin uitsluitend het voorkomen van een bij mechanisch lezen mogelijke onjuiste uitspraak van het woord wordt beoogd.”
18 As observed by Zuidema et al., Wester (1985a-b) and (1987b) have slightly different rankings. For the present discussion this difference is irrelevant.
Wester’s formulation, which uses CV-structure, is an improvement over the traditional description in [Woordenlijst 1954]. In Wester’s view, placement of diaeresis is not governed by letters only, but also by the corresponding pronunciation, which is not possible in the framework developed here.

Zuidema et al. (1994)

Zuidema et al. (1994) argued that some of the predictions of (22) cannot be checked, since the relevant vowel sequences do not occur. Only the following rankings are really supported by the occurrence of examples:

(22)  
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{a} & \text{diaeresis} & \text{b} & \text{no diaeresis} & \text{ranking} \\
\text{smeuïg} & \text{[smøøx]} & \text{geuit} & \text{[yøeyt]} & \text{ui > eu} \\
\text{knieën} & \text{[knija]} & \text{prieel} & \text{[priel]} & \text{ee > ie}
\end{array}
\]

In addition, they pointed out that (21) incorrectly predicts that there is always a default parsing of a given letter sequence (in which no diacritic is needed). In some cases, however, different parsings of the same sequence require a diaeresis:

(23)  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{trigraphs} > \text{digraphs} > \text{monographs} \\
\text{ui > eu} & \text{(geuit, smeui̯g)} \\
\text{ie > ee} & \text{(prieel, knieën)} \\
\text{ui > ie} & \text{(uien, jeziuet)}
\end{array}
\]

In addition, they pointed out that (21) incorrectly predicts that there is always a default parsing of a given letter sequence (in which no diacritic is needed). In some cases, however, different parsings of the same sequence require a diaeresis:

(24)  
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{predicted by (23)} & \text{ranking} & \text{actual spelling} \\
\text{reëel-*reeen} & \text{ee > e} & \text{reëel-reeën} \\
\text{poëem-*moeë} & \text{ee > o e} & \text{poëem-moeë} \\
\text{geëist-*weeïg} & \text{ee > ei} & \text{geëist-weeïg}
\end{array}
\]

For this reason, Zuidema et al. (1994) formulated alternative rules:

(25)  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Diaeresis Placement (Zuidema et al. 1994)} \\
a \text{Add a diaeresis to the second of a sequence of two vowel letters} \\
\text{that can be incorrectly interpreted as a grapheme.} \\
b \text{Add a diaeresis in a sequence of more than two vowels if the} \\
\text{sequence ee is ambiguous, or if i can be incorrectly combined} \\
\text{with a vowel in the preceding syllable.}^{19}
\end{array}
\]

\^19 “Als een i het begin is van een lettergreep en een mechanische lezer zou menen van niet, dan moet er een trema op die i. Als een ee deel is van een klinkerreeks met een ambigue structuur, dan moet met trema’s de structuur worden aangegeven. Als een reeks van twee monografen ten onrechte als een digraaf gelezen dreigt te worden, dan moet er een trema op de tweede monograaf.”
These rules avoid the disadvantages of Wester’s rules and do not refer to the phonemes encoded by letter sequences. I will therefore follow Zuidema et al. and claim that rankings play no role for diaeresis placement.

**Modifications of the rules of Zuidema et al. (1994)**

In order to adopt the proposal of Zuidema et al., it is necessary to be able to predict which letter sequences form graphemes. In Wester’s framework, where letter combinations are graphemes if they are linked to one position on the CV-tier, we could use CV-structure for this purpose. Since the version of CV-structure proposed in this study expresses the fact that some single letters count for two (see 2.4.3), it cannot be used to account for the fact that digraphs behave as an entity with respect to diaeresis. This seems to be a disadvantage of the formalism proposed here.

However, if a diaeresis clarifies syllable structure rather than the parsing of letters into graphemes, CV-structure is not needed for this phenomenon. The rules of Zuidema et al. can be reformulated as follows:

(26) **Diaeresis Placement**

a. Add a diaeresis to the second of two vowel letters that can be interpreted to be in the same syllable, if this reading is not intended.

b. Add a diaeresis to a syllable-initial vowel in a sequence of more than two vowels that contains ee or i when the position of the syllable boundary is ambiguous.

In addition to the rules of (26) we need a list of letter combinations that are allowed in a syllable: \(V_iV_i\) (as defined above); ae, ie, oe, ai, ei, oi, ui, au, eu, ou.

The reformulation in (26) implies that we no longer need to analyse letter sequences that occur without a diaeresis as graphemes. For instance, we need not analyse <aai>, <ooi> and <oei> as trigraphs to derive the correct spelling. I will therefore adopt the reformulated version of the rules of Zuidema et al. (1994) that refers to orthographic syllables. In the analysis given here, Diaeresis Placement is an autonomous spelling rule.

**5.5.2 Apostrophe placement**

The apostrophe is inserted before specific suffixes after single vowels to prevent a reading as a short vowel, for instance pa’s ((pas), not [pas]), baby’tje.

---

20 The rules in [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 33 are based on the rules of Zuidema et al. (1994): “A diaeresis is used within simplex words, derivations or inflected forms to prevent two subsequent vowel letters from being read as one sound. This pertains to the following fourteen letter combinations: aa, ae, ai, au, ee, ei, eu, oe, ie, oi, oo, ou, ui and uu. […] In strings of more than two vowel letters, a diaeresis is not added directly after i, and only e or i receive a diaeresis.”
A second function of apostrophes is to mark deletions, for instance the deletion of suffixes that consist of one letter and undergo Degemination (as in *Parijs*’ from *Parijs+s*) or other deletions (as in *m’n* from *mijn*). Finally, apostrophes separate suffixes from acronyms or numerals, e.g. *A4’tje*, *tv’s*, *BRT’er*. The rules are formulated as follows in [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 34–35:

(27) a An apostrophe is added to plural and genitive ending -s after words ending in *a*, *e*, *i*, *o*, or *y*, preceded by a consonant letter or syllable boundary (*e* refers to /e/).

b If a name ends in a sibilant, the apostrophe replaces the genitive ending -s

c The apostrophe is used in derivations of numerals and acronyms.

d An apostrophe is used in diminutives of words ending in *y* preceded by a syllable boundary.

Apostrophe placement is not further discussed in the literature, so the rule of the [Woordenlijst 1995] will be taken as a point of departure here. The formalism proposed in this study enables a simple definition of vowels after which the diacritic is added: single vowel letters linked to two V-positions:

(28) **Apostrophe placement**

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & VV \\
\\
(WW) & V & +
\end{array}
\]

a \(s \rightarrow ‘s / V + _#\) \hspace{1cm} e.g. ma’s

b \(s \rightarrow ‘ / <x> + _#\) \hspace{1cm} e.g. Louis’ boek

c \(s \rightarrow ‘ / <x>/ + _#\) \hspace{1cm} e.g. Marx’ theorie

d \(s \rightarrow ‘ / <s…>/ + _#\) \hspace{1cm} e.g. Bush’ doctrine

e \(tje \rightarrow ‘tje / y_\) \hspace{1cm} e.g. baby’tje

**CONDITION:** (28b-d) apply to the genitive suffix only, (28a) to the plural or genitive suffix only

Note that not all ambiguity is avoided by the use of apostrophes. In the first place, apostrophes are absent in some contexts where we would expect them, as illustrated in (29a). In (29b) Vowel Doubling (see 5.6.2) is applied instead:

---

21 “De apostrof wordt gebruikt bij de meervouds-s van woorden die eindigen op *a*, *e*, *i*, *o*, *u* of *y*, voorafgegaan door een medeklinkerletter of lettergreepgrens (met de *e* is de /ee/ bedoeld) [...] De apostrof wordt gebruikt bij de tweedenaamvals-s van woorden die eindigen op *a*, *e*, *i*, *o*, *u* of *y*, voorafgegaan door een medeklinkerletter of lettergreepgrens (met de *e* is de /ee/ bedoeld [...] De apostrof wordt gebruikt in verkleinvormen van woorden die eindigen op een *y* voorafgegaan door een medeklinkerletter [...] Als een naam eindigt op een sisklank, wordt de apostrof gebruikt in plaats van de tweedenaamvals-s.”
The examples in (29) illustrate that derivational -s is treated differently than inflectional (genitive) -s: in the first case the suffix is attached to the words and Degemination is applied when applicable, in the latter case an apostrophe is added. This could be accounted for by restricting apostrophe placement to inflectional suffixes, which means that spelling rules must also be able to distinguish suffix types.

Secondly, no apostrophe is written when a plural or genitive suffix is added to a word ending in schwa. This implies that such words are ambiguous: [anos] is written as *Annes that could also be interpreted as [anes], cf. succes-[sykses]. Note, however, that the spelling with an apostrophe would also lead to ambiguity in this case: *Anne’s would suggest [anes], cf. ave’s ([aves]).

In one case, the apostrophe seems to have a wrong effect: the spelling sjwa’s for [*sjwa] suggests a pronunciation with a long vowel, see for instance maa’s-[mas]. Here we are probably dealing with a mistake; sjwa is the only word in which a single final vowel is pronounced as a short vowel. Except for these two cases, apostrophes counteract ambiguity.

5.6 Remaining alternations

In this section, I will discuss cases where letters alternate that were not yet discussed in earlier chapters.

5.6.1 Alternation of <i> and <ie>

In chapter 2, we have seen that the difference between <i> and <ie> sometimes encodes sound contrasts, e.g. lip ([lip]) versus liep ([lip]). However, there are also <i>-<ie> alternations that are independent of the pronunciation: in words ending in unstressed /i/, <ie> is replaced by <i> before a suffix with a vowel (neurie-neurië). On the other hand, <e> is added to words ending in <i> before a consonant-initial suffix: (ski-skie) (see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 35). This does not hold for the plural or genitive suffix -s where an apostrophe is added, as already mentioned in 5.5: ski’s. These alternations are purely letter-based, which can be illustrated by the fact that they only affect non-hyphenated words (skie-de versus ski-de). Consequently, we expect that these alternations are regulated by autonomous spelling rules. However, chapter 4 revealed that alternations such as neurie-neurië are accounted for by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules in
[Woordenlijst 1954]. Since this involved applying grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules to domains larger than a single morpheme, the rules were split into two parts. Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules only account for morpheme internal effects (which result in a constant morpheme spelling), whereas the alternations across morpheme boundaries just mentioned are accounted for by autonomous spelling rules. These rules are repeated below:

(30) Change \( \text{\textae} \) into <i> in an unstressed syllable before a vowel (oliën, neuriën)

(31) Change morpheme final \( \text{i} \) into <ie> before a consonant-initial native suffix (taxiede) except before the plural or genitive suffix -s where an apostrophe is added: ski’s

Like the rules of 5.2, (31) prevents an incorrect interpretation of vowel letter sequences. Note that the environment of rule (30) is extended from vowel letters representing schwa to all vowel letters. This way, the rule also accounts for native words such as miauwen, krioelen and leliaard. This alternative description of the spelling of /i/ avoids application of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules across morpheme boundaries.

However, with the reformulation of the rule, a new problem arises. Rule (30) seems to violate the restrictions of the hybrid two-level model. As observed above, the difference between words such as ruziën and knieën depends on the stress pattern of the spoken words. In chapter 4, we have seen that this spelling distinction is based on the incorrect generalization by Te Winkel that the distribution of i and ie is influenced by the stress patterns of words. However, although Te Winkel’s generalization was mistaken, stress is now relevant for the application of rule (30). It is possible to ensure that autonomous spelling rules can distinguish neuriën and knieën without directly referring to the pronunciation, by encoding information about stress pattern in spelling (during phoneme-to-grapheme conversion). This is an ad hoc measure, which seems warranted since stress only plays a marginal role.

5.6.2 Vowel Doubling

Single vowel letters that represent long vowels are doubled before -tje: ma-maatje, auto-autootje (see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 35):

(32) When a word ends in a, e, o or u preceded by a consonant letter or
sylable boundary, the last letter is doubled [before a diminutive suffix].

The same holds for syllables which are closed by the addition of a suffix, e.g. *kano ~ kanoot, na ~ naast and sla ~ slaan* (for which no rule is formulated in [Woordenlijst 1995]). With the formalism proposed in this study it is possible to formulate the following simple Vowel Doubling rules, where \( V_i \) refers to \( a, e, o \) or \( u \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(33)} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a} \quad \text{VV} \quad \text{V V} \\
\bigvee \\
\text{V}_i \rightarrow \text{V}_i \text{V}_i / + \text{tje}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{VV} \quad \text{V V} \\
\bigvee \\
\text{V}_i \rightarrow \text{V}_i \text{V}_i / + \text{C}_1
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

The rules in (33) are not applied to hyphenated words, as illustrated by the contrast between *maatje* and *ma-tje*, which shows that the rule is sensitive to hyphenation. In other words, autonomous spelling rules interact. Note that the letter \( y \) is treated differently from other single letters linked to two \( V \)-positions. Before *-tje* an apostrophe is added (*baby’tje*), while \( y \) remains unchanged before a consonant (*gerugbyd*).

5.6.3 Orthographic Diminutive Allomorphy

After the addition of a diminutive affix the spelling of words is sometimes changed, e.g. *cliché-clicheetje, depot-depoootje, entreedeu-entredeu(s)tje, parachut-parachuutje, diner-dineetje, pardessus-pardessuutje, chalet-chaletje*. These alternations only apply to unhyphenated words, as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{parachute-parachuutje}
\end{align*}
\]

is a spelling phenomenon if the *<e>* in parachute is mute; otherwise it is a sound alternation, cf. *brunette-brunetje, directoire/directoirtje, machine/machientje*

---

22 "Als een woord eindigt op a, e, o, u of y, voorafgegaan door een medeklinkerletter of lettergeugpunts, wordt de laatste letter doorgaans verdubbeld. (Met de e is de /ee/ bedoeld). De i wordt in deze positie geschreven as ie.”

23 An alternative approach would be to consider such geminates to be caused by blocking of Vowel Degemination rather than doubling. However, in that case we would not expect that the presence of a vowel geminate interacts with hyphenation: the word *goochem* in which Vowel Degemination is blocked, is hyphenated as *goo-chem*, not as *go-chem*, but *autootje* as auto-\( tje \) (*autooo-tje*). This suggests that *auto-autootje* is treated the same way as *ski-skietje/ski-tje*. In case of alternations such as in *ga-gaat* and *sla-slaan* hyphenation behaviour cannot be used to decide whether geminates are caused by blocking of Vowel Degemination or Vowel Doubling, since these words are monosyllabic. However, if these geminates are the result of blocking of degemination, incorrect predictions are made since autonomous spelling rules are applied iteratively (to account for facts such as *wijste*): *gaa* \( \rightarrow \text{ga} \rightarrow \text{ga+t} \rightarrow *\text{gat} \). I therefore propose that these facts are also accounted for by Vowel Doubling.

24 The alternation *parachute-parachuutje* is a spelling phenomenon if the *<e>* in parachute is mute; otherwise it is a sound alternation, cf. *brunette-brunetje, directoire/directoirtje, machine/machientje*
illustrated by the contrast between *depootje* and *depot-tje*, and they can be characterized as follows: exceptional spellings (diacritics, mute letters) are changed to more regular spellings before the diminutive suffix (see *Woordenlijst 1995*, p. 27, 35). The alternation of *<é>* and *<ee>* is sufficiently regular to be formalized as a rule:

(34) **Orthographic Diminutive Allomorphy**

\[ \hat{e} \rightarrow \text{ee} / \_ + \text{tje} \]

The other alternations are idiosyncratic, cf. *depot-depootje/*depottje but *crapaud-crapaudtje/*crapootje*. These alternations should be described by listing the written allomorphs in the lexicon.

### 5.6.4 Alternation of *<ng>* and *<n>*

*Ng* is changed into *n* before *k*: *koni-ng* - *koni-n*kje (see *Woordenlijst 1954*, p. XLIV; this alternation is not mentioned in *Woordenlijst 1995*). This rule is formulated as follows:

(35) **Alternation of *<ng>* and *<n>***

\[ \text{g} \rightarrow 0 / \text{n} \_ (\_s) \text{k} \]

A possible motivation for this rule could be that contrasts such as *bang-bank* suggested that *ngk* is an illegal letter sequence.

### 5.7 Orthographic Syllabification

In the previous section, we have seen that one of the properties that distinguish phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules from autonomous spelling rules is that the latter do not refer to the pronunciation. In other words, conditions on the application of rules such as Apostrophe Placement, Diaeresis Placement, Hyphenation, Consonant Doubling and Vowel Degemination concern letters only. However, in earlier accounts of the Dutch spelling system by linguists such as Booij and Wester these rules are considered to be conditioned by structural properties of the pronunciation. For instance, we have seen that Wester claimed that rules such as Consonant Doubling and Vowel Degemination are conditioned by phonological syllables. However, although earlier accounts convincingly showed that spelling simpler and more insightful when they refer to syllables,
they did not prove that these syllables are isomorphic to phonological syllables. Indeed, we have seen in 2.4.3 and 5.4 that this is not the case.  

To be able to use simple rules and at the same time account for mismatches between spoken and written words, I proposed in chapter 2 that spelling rules are conditioned by *orthographical* syllables. We have already seen that this assumption improves the description of the alternation of single letters and geminates. Since chapter 2 contains no proposal for the derivation of orthographical syllables, I will address this question here.  

As mentioned in 2.4, I proposed that orthographic CV-structure is built on the basis of sound. These structures provide all information necessary to account for syllabification contrasts between words with the same or a similar (superficial) spelling. For instance, contrasts such as hu-meur ~ me-nu-et, zoeven ~ zo-even and rag-lan ~ i-glo follow from the different number of V-positions linked to the relevant vowels: The digraphs <eu> and <oe> are linked to two V-positions, whereas in <eu> and <oe> each vowel letter is linked to two V-positions. The <a> of raglan has one V-position, but the <i> of iglo has two. Similarly, words with intervocalic <ng> and <x> on the one hand and words with intervocalic <ch> on the other hand can be distinguished by the fact that <ng> and <x> are linked to two C-positions, while <ch> and other consonants only take up one C-position.  

In other cases, hyphenation contrasts are not accounted for by the number of CV-positions or the difference between Cs and Vs, but by the letters they are linked to. For instance, the examples in (36) illustrate that sequences of two or three Cs are treated differently, depending on whether they dominate mbt or kst, rn or bl or nts or nst:

\[
(36) \quad \text{amb-ten} \quad \text{amp-to} \quad \text{ek-stér} \quad \text{ek-stór} \\
\text{toer-nooi} \quad \text{tur-noj} \quad \text{dou-blé} \quad \text{du-blé} \\
\text{pant-ser} \quad \text{pant-sór} \quad \text{glin-stér} \quad \text{γlín-stór}
\]

In this case, the similarity between phonological and orthographical syllables is not accounted for by the initial orthographical representations, but by the fact that letters are treated the same way by orthographical syllabification rules as the corresponding sounds are by the phonological syllabification rules. Stated differently, orthographical syllabification is often similar to its phonological counterpart (but crucially different in some respects).  

The orthographical syllabification rules are given under (38):  

---

25 In [Woordenlijst 1954], p. LIII there was variation in the hyphenation of words such as bioscoop: bios.coop (because of the pronunciation with a short [ɔ]) or bio.scoop (because of the morphological structure).  
26 In the absence of data which show that orthographic syllables have internal structure I will directly combine Cs and Vs into orthographic syllables.
Orthographic Syllabification

Syllabification domains are formed by free morphemes, by suffixes that start with a consonant and contain a vowel, and by -aard or -achtig: heel.al, gedwee.ste, laf.aard, wreed.aard.

Within syllabification domains, syllables are built on the basis of the CV-tier in the following way:

a. Adjacent V-positions are heterosyllabic, provided that the first syllable has two V-positions: kri.oel, ui.er (*u.ier).

b. One intervocalic C-position belongs to the next syllable, unless it is associated to a vowel letter: be.ter, la.chen but maai.en, coy.ote.

c. In the case of two or more intervocalic C-positions:
   - if the C-positions are linked to the combinations bl, br, cl, cr, dr, fl, fr, gl, gr, kl, kr, kw, pl, pr, qu, tr, vr and str, this cluster is parsed as an onset: a.qua, di.ploma, oe.strogeen, etc. unless this means that the preceding syllable ends in a single V-position, in that case one C-position goes to the preceding syllable: as.trant, rag.lan, tef.lon, etc., except in case of the digraph qu: choqueren, attaqueren. Remaining letters belong to the preceding syllable: ex.tra, in.strument. uw is no onset, hence eeu.wen.
   - if the C-positions are linked to sc, sk, st or x, they are split after vowel letters, but not after consonant letters: fis.caal, brea.keer, gees.ten, pas.ta, tax.i, baux.iet (the syllable boundary is between the two C-positions linked to x) versus ob.sc.heen, ern.stig, in.stant, mar.xist.
   - Remaining Cs go to the preceding syllable: amb.ten, plank.ton.

EXCEPTIONS: naas.te, bas.taard, bo.gaard, do.laard, dro.saard, grijn.zaard, ho.vaar.dij, mos.taard, mut.saard, pon.jaard, stan.daard, tab.baard, vein.zaard; trots.kist.

There are three differences between these syllabification instructions and those that are suggested by the Hyphenation instructions in [Woordenlijst 1954].

Firstly, in (37) the syllabification of baaierd and eeuwen does not imply the postulation of trigraphs. Rather, the generalization is that vowels associated to a C-position do not occur in syllable initial position.

Secondly, clusters other than combinations of obstruent + liquid are treated as <st>. This implies that the contrast between bauxiet, ex.tra and Mar.xist is accounted for in the same way as the contrast between mees.ter and glin.ster. In the case of the cluster sk or sc it is not clear whether it is parsed as an onset after consonants. The contrast between ob.scuur and braua.kee can also be accounted for by the presence of the prefix ob-. The only case where sk or sc occurs after a consonant that is not the last consonant of a prefix is trots.kist, which is
syllabified as *trots.kist* in *Woordenlijst 1995*. I consider this to be a mistake.

Finally, although the instructions in *Woordenlijst 1954* suggest that all letter sequences that correspond to obstruent-liquid clusters may form onsets of (word-internal) syllables, this is not always correct: *a-tleet*, *mue-sli*, *sei-smisch*. Therefore it is necessary to list the possible onset clusters here.

In some cases, the application of the rules in (37) is complicated by the morphological make-up of words or by the fact that it is not clear whether a given vowel is long or short. These complications are discussed in appendix F.

### 5.8 Non-native words and autonomous spelling rules

In this section, I will argue that autonomous spelling rules are not sensitive to the native/non-native distinction (as already suggested by the fact that some non-native examples were already discussed in the previous sections).

In line with the general approach followed in 4.4, we can consider two options to describe non-native words. In the first, we follow the Principle of Etymology and state that the spelling of non-native words is given, so we do not apply spelling adaptation rules such as Consonant Doubling to derive their spelling. In the second, we apply autonomous spelling rules to all words irrespective of their origin. We now have option A' and B' for autonomous spelling rules:

**Option A':** Non-native words are not affected by the autonomous spelling rules for native words

**Option B':** Non-native words are subject to autonomous spelling rules for native words.

First observe that autonomous spelling rules apply regularly to most complex non-native words. In (38) there are examples of the rules discussed so far: (38)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>native word</th>
<th>non-native word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consonant Doubling</td>
<td>tonnen (ton+en)</td>
<td>ballonnen (ballon+en)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dueller (duel eer)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel Degemination</td>
<td>banen (baan+en)</td>
<td>kanalen (kanaal+en)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>organisch (orgaan isch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonant Degemination</td>
<td>iets vers (vers+s)</td>
<td>iets divers (divers+s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ng/n-Alternation</td>
<td>koninkje (koning+kje)</td>
<td>saronkje (sarong+kje)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaeresis Placement</td>
<td>geind (ge+ind)</td>
<td>geïsurpeer (ge+usurpeer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>réïteratie (re iteratie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ie → i</td>
<td>neurien (neurie+en)</td>
<td>oliën (olie+en)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Observe that the autonomous spelling rules seem to apply to complex native and non-native words in the same way. There are only a few derived words that are exceptional. The rule that changes \( \ii \) into \(<ie>\) has the following exceptions: \( pi’je, i’tje \) (letter names), \( skister \) and \( etuitje \). Vowel Degemination has exceptions such as \textit{cartoonist, keeper, engineering, screenen, zoomen} where the absence of degemination signals an unusual pronunciation; \(<ee>\) and \(<oo>\) correspond to \( /i/ \) and \( /u/ \) instead of \( /e/ \) and \( /o/ \). Consonant Doubling has exceptions such as \textit{cabaretier, snobisme, spioneer}. Except for words such as \textit{screenen, zoomen} and \textit{spioneer}, these words could have been adopted as complex words with an exceptional spelling. In the case of \textit{cabaretier} this is the most likely option, since the relevant affixes are not productive in Dutch. Exceptional pairs such as \textit{spion-spioneer} are discussed in Appendix H.

Many monomorphemic words also seem to have been derived by the regular application of autonomous spelling rules such as Vowel Degemination, Consonant Doubling and Diaeresis Placement, but there are also exceptions. In (39) there are examples of regular and irregular words:  

\begin{tabular}{l l}
\textbf{spelling rule} & \\
Vowel Degemination & folio, jura ~ shampoo (*shampo), bazooka (*bazoka) \\
Consonant Doubling & lemma, ballon ~ cabaret (*cabbaret), nasi (*nassi) \\
Diaeresis Placement & naïef, ruïne ~ museum (*museûm), opticien (*opticiën) \\
Spelling Devoicing & cursief, precies ~ witz (*wits), quiz (*quis)
\end{tabular}

In order to find out whether the similarity between native and non-native words in (39) means that autonomous spelling rules apply to all words alike, I will take a closer look at one rule, namely Consonant Doubling, which is repeated below:

\begin{tabular}{l}
\textbf{Consonant Doubling} \\
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{l}
\textit{In some words we find the sequence -ciën: auspiciën, ancïënniteit but: ancien. Similarly, -uïm}
\textit{does have a diaeresis: vacuïm, unlike -eum and -eus (and -uus: obliquus).}
\end{tabular}
The distribution of consonant geminates and single consonants in non-native words is illustrated under (41). The words in (41a) seem to have undergone (41). Most words are of this type. The examples in (41b) are exceptions to (41) and the words in (41c) have geminates in a context that does not satisfy the conditions of (41):

(41)  

a regular according to (40)  
antenne, broccoli, cello, grutto, mammoet, officier, rabbi, terrein, zeppelin, etappe, gekko, massa, etc.  
b irregular (exceptional single consonant letters)  
accelereren, cabaret, nasi, impresario, spin(n)aker, comité, image, etc.  
c irregular (exceptional geminates)  
toss, jazz, yell, Lloyd, croissant, parallel, regisseur, concurrer, saffraan, abbreveer, shuttle, manggis

Option A’ implies that there is no doubling in non-native words so that (42b) is not irregular, while option B’ implies that doubling is applied to non-native words and native words alike, so that (42a) is regular. Once again the description that violates the Principle of Etymology is most attractive, since it has fewer exceptions. Some idiosyncratic cases such as those in (42b-c) are discussed in Appendix F.

Another reason to prefer option B’ is that there are indications that words such as nasi are exceptional. As observed in 4.4, we expect no regularization when non-native words are considered to be inherently outside the Dutch spelling system. However, spelling changes that can be interpreted as the removal of exceptions to autonomous spelling rules have in fact occurred (since they were non-preferred spelling variants, taffia and dessa were abolished in 1995):

(42) mafia, rafia → maffia, raffia  
tafia → taffia/tafia  
desa → desa/dessa  
gramophone → grammofoon  
albatross → albatros  
mandrill → mandrill

Another example of a spelling change caused by autonomous rules applied to non-native words concerns the introduction of diaeresis, for instance in the following examples from Van der Sijs (1996): druides (Latin) → druïde, ruïner (French) → ruïneren, vacuum (Latin) → vacuüm.

The presence of ‘spelling pronunciations’ also supports option B’. Consider, for instance, words written with geminate consonants after an originally long vowel that often give rise to a pronunciation with a short vowel. On the other
hand, words without geminates are often pronounced with long vowels even when they are originally short or derived from a language without a length contrast:

(43) | spelling | original pronunciation | changed pronunciation |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a villa</td>
<td>[vila]</td>
<td>[vīla]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b rotan</td>
<td>[rOtAn]</td>
<td>[rotAn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald</td>
<td>[dänolt]</td>
<td>[donolt]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This phenomenon suggests that native speakers assume that the spelling of non-native words is not inherently irregular, but forms an accurate representation of the pronunciation, even where what seems to be the result of a spelling rule actually is an etymological spelling.

Another indication that native speakers do not consider the spelling of non-native words to be inherently irregular is formed by the behaviour of words with exceptional geminates. We write inflected forms of a verb such as stressen as strest, streste, gestrest (not: *stresst, *stresste, *gestresst), but a noun such as stewardess is not written as *stewardes. This contrast could be explained as follows: if a word has a geminate in the canonical form where it satisfies the conditions of Consonant Doubling (which is the case with verbs: stressen), it is reinterpreted as the result of doubling, and the geminates are replaced by single consonants where gemination is not applicable (strest). However, in the canonical form of the noun (stewardess) it is obvious that the geminate is not the result of doubling (this can also explain screenen-screen, not *screnen). The contrast between stewardess and strest thus also suggests that geminates are interpreted to be the result of Consonant Doubling.

A third indication that regular patterns are attributed to autonomous spelling rules is formed by the behaviour of the inflected forms of cursief, tarief, abrikoos, abuis and turkoois. These words were adopted from French, see Van der Sijt (1996). In the case of cursief-cursieve, derived from French cursif-cursive, the voiced fricative of the inflected form can be borrowed as well, but in tarief-tarieven, abrikoos-abrikozen, abuis-abuizen and turkoois-turkooizen, the <ɔ> or <œ> in the inflected forms cannot be derived from French tarif (tarife), abricoits, abus (abusif) and turquoise, and must be the effect of interpreting <s> and <ʃ> to be the result of devoicing.

I conclude that autonomous spelling rules apply to all words and that spelling phenomena that can be interpreted as being the effect of autonomous spelling rules, are treated that way. There is a residue of exceptions, such as bazooka (without Degemination) and opticien (without Diaeresis), but these form a minority and do not prevent speakers of Dutch to treat regular non-native words the same way as native words. This implies that A’ is not an accurate statement about Dutch spelling.
In this context it should be noted that the representation of vowel length in Dutch is fortunate. Firstly, consonant geminates ensure that the length difference is visible in *liter-bitter*. Secondly, the present system has its advantages with respect to the incorporation of loan words. Most loan words of Latin or Greek origin fit in the present system with little adaptation: only single letters in final syllables are sometimes adjusted, for instance in *baazaar* (*bazar*), *natuur* (*natura*), *school* (*schola*) and *rideel* (*fideel*).

In 5.4, we have seen that in the case of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules the rejection of the Principle of Etymology is also supported by a separate non-native regularity. However, this does not hold for autonomous spelling rules. This does not imply that there are autonomous spelling rules that are only relevant to non-native words, e.g. *<i>/<ie>* Alternation and Orthographic Diminutive Allomorphy. The first rule, *<i>/<ie>* Alternation, changes *<i>* into *<ie>* in words such as *skietje* (from *ski*). The second rule changes *<é>* into *<ee>* in words such as *cafeetje* from *café*). However, these rules do not constitute counterexamples to the claim that autonomous spelling rules are valid for the whole lexicon, because they do not treat similar letter sequences in native and non-native words differently. Native words do not end in *<i>* or contain *<é>*), so these rules are not applicable. Wherever the rules for native words are relevant, they are applied. For instance, the only complex consonant cluster that occurs in native words, *<st>*, is syllabified in non-native words just as in native words, although *<st>* could be syllabified as an onset in words such as *poesta*, cf. *meester ~ poes-ta*. It appears that autonomous spelling rules are not sensitive to the distinction between native and non-native words.

We can conclude that option B′, a spelling system that is not in accordance with a strict interpretation of the Principle of Etymology, is to be preferred, since it gives the most restrictive description of the spelling facts, and since it is compatible with spelling changes. However, there is no evidence that suggests that autonomous spelling rules apply differently in native words and non-native words. In the approach chosen here, differences between the spelling of native words and non-native words are exclusively accounted for by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, and not by autonomous spelling rules. In a way, the fact that only phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are sensitive to the distinction between native words and non-native words supports the postulation of two distinct types of rules.

5.9 Mutually exclusive properties of the two types of spelling rules

In 5.1, I formulated three generalizations about autonomous spelling rules on the basis of the cases encountered so far, i.e., Vowel Degemination, Consonant Doubling, Consonant Degemination and Spelling Devoicing: autonomous
spelling rules are insensitive to phonological context, they are sensitive to orthographical context, and they apply across morpheme boundaries. I will now examine whether these generalizations also hold for the other autonomous spelling rules discussed in this chapter.

**Autonomous spelling rules are insensitive to phonological context**

Sections 5.3–5.6 showed that the autonomous spelling rules enumerated in (3) can be formulated as generalizations about letter sequences, so they are indeed independent of the pronunciation. To be able to formulate these autonomous spelling rules, it is necessary that spelling representations indirectly refer to certain properties of the pronunciation. However, the new formalism is not merely a notational variant of an account in which all spelling rules refer to the pronunciation. It is crucially different in two respects.

The first difference is that the properties of sound representations that are (indirectly) relevant to the proper application of spelling rules are restricted. Autonomous spelling rules can only distinguish between letters that do or do not form a grapheme (la-chen versus vin-gor), between long and short vowels (bitter versus bitter), and between vowels representing schwa or /e/ (twijfe versus bellen). All other properties of the pronunciation are irrelevant to the application of these rules (with one exception, stress, that will be discussed below).

The second difference is that relevant properties of the pronunciation are encoded in spelling by a mapping procedure, so we can account for those cases where spelling properties differ from those expected on the basis of the (synchronic) sound representations. For instance, the fact that the letter combination <ng> is not treated as a grapheme although these letters encode the phoneme [ŋ] can be accounted for by the fact that the relevant phoneme is mapped onto two graphemes.

There is one case for which the new approach is inappropriate: the distinction between stressed and unstressed vowels is relevant to the distribution of <i> and <ie>, cf. oliën versus genieën, see 5.6.1. It should be noted, that the fact that stress plays a role here is based on an incorrect generalization by Te Winkel. The relevant spelling rule can only be formulated as an autonomous spelling rule if spelling representations contain information about stress.

**Autonomous spelling rules are sensitive to orthographical context**

We have already seen some indications that autonomous spelling rules are sensitive to orthographical context. Vowel Doubling, Replacement of <i> by <ie>, Apostrophe Placement and Diaeresis Placement are blocked by the presence of hyphens. Diaeresis Placement is sensitive to the effect of Vowel Degemination, as illustrated by the contrast between prieel and priëlen. Finally, the presence or absence of a diacritic depends on the spelling of a vowel as a single letter (<a>) or digraph (<oe>), cf. pa ~ pa’s versus moe ~ moes.
Obviously, phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules that have the sounds as input, cannot easily account for interactions of spelling phenomena or for contrasts that can only be characterized in terms of letter sequences, whereas rules that affect letter sequences can.

**Autonomous spelling rules apply to domains larger than the morpheme**

Autonomous spelling rules are not restricted to the morpheme domain. The Alternation of *i* and *ie*, Vowel Doubling and Orthographic Diminutive Allomorphy are even exclusively applied to complex words. The examples in (45) show that the rules would derive the incorrect spelling if they were restricted to morphemes:

(44) **Rule** | **structure** | **rules applied to morpheme** | **rules applied to word**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Hyphenation | heks+en | *heks-en | hek-sen
Apostrophe | pa+s | *pas | pa’s
Diaeresis | ski+en | *skien | skieën
*i/ie* | ski+de | *skide | skiede
Vowel Doubling | kano+tje | *kanotje | kanootje
Diminutive Allomorphy | depot+tje | *depottje | depootje
ng/n | koning+kje | *koningkje | koninkje

The fact that autonomous spelling rules apply to domains larger than the morpheme does not imply that these rules ignore all morphological information.

The rules mentioned in this study are restricted to monomorphemic and inflected words and derivations. They do not operate across the boundaries of compounds or word groups as illustrated in (45) (where ‘#’ indicates a compound boundary):

(45) **Role of morphological structure**

Consonant Doubling: | inademen (in#ademen) | binnen
Vowel Degemination: | waanidee (waan#idee) | graniet
&lt;ng&gt; → &lt;n&gt; | zangkunst (zang#kunst) | koninkje
Syllabification: | zoen.of.fer (zoen#offer) | zoe.nen

Diæreses are added to monomorphemic words and their inflected and derived forms only; at compound boundaries hyphens are inserted instead, as illustrated by the contrast between the inflected word *olieën* (*olie+en*) and the compound *olie-embargo* (*olie#embargo*).  

---

28 In all cases where diaeresis would be inserted in non-compounds, hyphens are (obligatorily) inserted at compound boundaries. In addition, hyphens are inserted to separate *<ii>* and *<ij>* in
prosodic words. However, when a suffix is attached to a compound or word group, spelling rules do look across the boundary that separates the compound or word group from the suffix _niet-roker_ (*niet-rooker), _fijndradig_ (*fijndraadig). Apparently, the depth of embedding is irrelevant to spelling rules. This is also suggested by the fact that right-branching and left-branching compounds are treated the same way, cf. [[zaal[voetbal]]en] ~ zaalvoetballen and [[[[opblaas][bal]]en] ~ opblaasballen. Another way in which morphological structure is relevant is that Vowel Doubling and Apostrophe Placement are only applied to the inflectional suffix _-s_ as was illustrated in (28).

_Autonomous spelling rules apply to native and non-native words alike_

In the preceding section we have found yet another property common to autonomous spelling rules: they treat native and non-native words in the same way. If we compare these properties to those of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, we see that both rule types have mutually exclusive properties:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{context} & \text{phonological} & \text{orthographical} \\
\text{domain} & \text{morpheme} & \text{word} \\
\text{native/non-native sensitive} & \text{yes} & \text{no}
\end{array}
\]

This implies that the two-level model is more restrictive than a model with one set of rules only: in a spelling model with only one set of rules, any property displayed by one rule must be allowed for all spelling rules, and one must stipulate which rules have which properties.

### 5.10 Concluding Remarks

It is an improvement to consider spelling alternations discussed in this chapter to be the result of autonomous spelling rules for the following four reasons. Firstly, his approach accounts for the fact that the alternations are different than would be expected on the basis of the pronunciation, especially phonological syllable structure. Only autonomous spelling rules can derive the correct spelling and hyphenation patterns for words such as _baaierd, lafaard, snoodaard, grijzaard, zin-gen, mar-xist_ and _glin-ster_ as well _mees-ter_. Sound-based spelling rules would incorrectly derive *bajerd, *laffaard, *snodaard, *grijzaard, *zi-ngen, *marxist_ (no hyphenation possible) and either _glin-ster_ and *mester_ or examples such as _anti-intellectueel_ and _gummi-jas_. Hyphens may be optionally inserted at compound boundaries to clarify words such as _pret-ogen_ (see [Woordenlijst 1995], p. 33), but they must not be used in derivations such as _chicheid_.

---
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*glins-ter* and *meester*. Consequently, the approach proposed is more adequate.

Secondly, we can restrict the descriptive power of spelling rules, since phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules and autonomous spelling rules have mutually exclusive properties. There is one alternation that seems to exceed the restrictions imposed on autonomous spelling rules, i.e., the stress-sensitive rule of replacement of \(<\text{ie}>\) by \(<\text{i}>\). For this rule, stress information must be added to the spelling representation.

Thirdly, as mentioned in chapter 2, the use of autonomous spelling rules removes a number of counterexamples to the claim that spelling encodes the spelling of morphemes. The alternations discussed in this chapter concern domains larger than a single morpheme, as illustrated in (44).

Finally, spelling rules become simpler. Obviously, phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are less complex, since they need not account for all spelling phenomena, as shown in chapter 2. A spelling rule that accounts for a given spelling alternation is often simpler as an autonomous spelling rule than it would be as a phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rule, since it applies to easily defined sets of letters rather than to arbitrary sets of phonemes. For instance, Vowel Degemination applies to geminate vowel letters, Apostrophe Placement and Vowel Doubling apply to single vowel letters linked to two V-positions, Diaeresis Placement applies to heterosyllabic letter combinations that can occur in the same syllable. With autonomous spelling rules we can account for the fact that spelling alternations interact. For instance, Vowel Doubling and Apostrophe Placement are blocked by the presence of hyphens. It would be difficult to describe such phenomena by means of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules.

An apparent disadvantage of the use of autonomous spelling rules is the fact that it implies that we need spelling rules that resemble sound rules, such as Consonant Degemination, Spelling Devoicing and Syllabification. This duplication could suggest that a generalization is missed. This, however, is not the case, since autonomous spelling rules are only proposed for those spelling alternations that crucially differ from the sound alternations, so the introduction of autonomous spelling rules is well-motivated.

I conclude that Dutch spelling can be described more adequately with two rule types than with phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules only. The findings of this chapter suggest that spelling is more than merely a code for sound representations. Although many of the autonomous spelling rules can be considered to be indirectly motivated by the need to provide a code for spoken words since they improve readability by counteracting ambiguity, other rules do not seem to serve this purpose. An overview is given in (47):

(47) a **Autonomous spelling rules that counteract ambiguity**

Vowel Doubling, \(i \rightarrow \text{ie}\), Diaeresis Placement, Apostrophe Placement, Consonant Doubling
b  Autonomous spelling rules that do not counteract ambiguity
   ie → i, Vowel Degemination, Consonant Degemination, Spelling
   Devoicing, Alternation of ng and n, Diminutive Allomorphy

It appears that the application of the rules in (48b) cannot be indirectly motivated
by the need to provide a readable code for spoken words. Apparently the rules in
(48b) apply to satisfy orthographic well-formedness restrictions such as the ban
on tautosyllabic geminates. I will refer to such rules as 'graphotactic rules'.
Consequently, orthography is not merely a code for the pronunciation, but also a
rule system of its own with independent well-formedness conditions.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and suggestions for further research

This study reports on an extensive and systematic investigation of Dutch spelling. I examined how the current spelling of Dutch words can be derived most adequately from the pronunciation. For that purpose, a set of rules that convert the sounds of words to their spelling was compiled and applied to the pronunciation of words by means of a computer programme. The words were a selection from the CELEX (CEnter for LEXical information) database. The starting point of the set of spelling rules was formed by traditional spelling rules, such as the rules in the Dutch spelling dictionaries, see [Woordenlijst 1954], [Woordenlijst 1995], as well as rules taken from previously published descriptive accounts. In addition, I took into account the four spelling principles that govern the application of these rules according to Te Winkel. These rules and principles were subsequently modified in order to improve their accuracy. The result is a description of the Dutch spelling system in the form of rules and exceptions. These rules can be used for the teaching of writing and for the improvement of the consistency of the spelling in dictionaries, as well as for language processing applications. The investigation has led to the following conclusions on Dutch orthography and suggestions for further research.

6.1 Conclusions

6.1.1 The optimal organization of spelling rules

The starting point of the investigation was a simple model for the derivation of spelling from sound representations based on observations in the literature:
This model suggests that all (predictable) variation in the spelling of a sound is the reflection of variation in the pronunciation, or at least caused by phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules that are conditioned by phonological context.

Closer examination of the data showed that not all spelling distinctions encode sound distinctions; alternations such as those of single and double letters are predictable, but on the basis of letters rather than sounds. For instance, raam-ramen and laf-laffe seem to be predictable on the basis of phonological syllables, but in some cases this assumption leads to incorrect results: *a-ien, *gochem, *laffaard, *pochchen. Model (1) thus cannot optimally account for such purely letter-based alternations. For this reason, I supplemented model (1) with autonomous spelling rules, which do not directly refer to the pronunciation. This gives the following model of spelling computation:

Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules neutralize some distinctions that are relevant to the proper application of rules such as Vowel Degemination, e.g. the sounds /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ are both represented by <e>. I therefore assume that these distinctions are
encoded in underlying spelling representations. In line with current practice in phonology this was done by linking letters to an orthographical CV-tier.

The introduction of a second rule type enables us to formulate simpler phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules, since they need not account for all types of spelling variation. This implies that the relation between underlying phonemes and underlying graphemes comes closer to an ideal one-to-one relation than was the case in earlier accounts, and that the role of context in phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules is reduced to some historically motivated cases (at least as far as native words are concerned) such as the choice between <uw> and <w> in *wiek-kieuw*.

By describing some spelling alternations on the basis of letter sequences only, we get a simpler account that offers more insight, since it is easy to define which letters undergo the rules. The alternation in the spelling of long vowels, for instance, holds for an arbitrary subset of sounds, but for an easily defined set of graphemes, i.e., geminates. Consequently, describing these alternations as the result of autonomous spelling rules is simpler than it would be as the result of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. With autonomous spelling rules we can also account for the fact that spelling alternations interact. For instance, Vowel Doubling and Apostrophe Placement are blocked by the presence of hyphens. Only one type of inconsistency remains, i.e. the contrast between *bourgeois* (*bourgeois+s*) where <s> is deleted after a silent letter and *piñes-nez*s where it is not, see 5.3.

Another advantage of the use of autonomous spelling rules is that it allows for a restrictive spelling account. The two rule types have the following mutually exclusive properties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules</th>
<th>autonomous spelling rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>context</td>
<td>phonological</td>
<td>orthographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domain</td>
<td>morpheme</td>
<td>word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>native/non-native</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a spelling model that uses one set of rules, any property displayed by one rule must be allowed for all spelling rules. The new model restricts the aspects of the pronunciation that are (indirectly) relevant to the proper application of autonomous spelling rules: they can no longer refer to the pronunciation of words, only to those aspects of the pronunciation that are encoded in orthographical structure.

With the aid of model (2) the spelling of most native words is predictable from their pronunciation. An exception is formed by the competing spelling variants for the sounds /ei/ and /au/, e.g. *wij-wei*, *boud-baud*. The default spelling of these
sounds in native words is <i> and <ou>; words with <ei> and <au> are listed as exceptions. In addition, there are some individual exceptions such as ambi, erwi, misschien, air, thuis, see Appendix B. Another exception is formed by the spelling of words such as viezeriken. The absence of doubling shows that <i> is treated as if it encodes a schwa here, see Appendix F.

**Spelling encodes morphemes**

Examination of complex words revealed that the spelling of written morphemes is often constant in related words. Various accounts for this phenomenon have been proposed, for instance that spelling aims at providing a uniform spelling of morphemes, or that spelling represents one underlying or intermediate level in the sound derivation. Both proposals have the disadvantage that they are not compatible with all types of spelling variation that occur in Dutch spelling. If it is assumed that spelling aims at uniformity, we cannot account for the fact that the application of autonomous spelling rules introduces spelling variation. If we assume that spelling represents an intermediate level in the derivation of the pronunciation we cannot account for the fact that the effect of the same rule, Nasal Assimilation, is visible within morphemes but not across morpheme boundaries, as illustrated by pairs such as ramp-inpakken (in+pakken). The fact that phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are restricted to morphemes, cf. aaien (aai+en) – bajes, is not accounted for.

For this reason, I conclude that the uniform spelling of morphemes can be best accounted for by the assumption that spelling encodes the abstract sound representation of morphemes. Thus, (2) can be made more precise:

(3) sound representation of morphemes

\[ \downarrow \text{phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules} \]

spelling of morphemes

\[ \downarrow \text{autonomous spelling rules} \]

spelling of words
The assumption that phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are restricted to the morpheme domain allows the representation of morpheme-internal effects of sound rules and is compatible with variation introduced by autonomous spelling rules. It is also compatible with contrasts such as ramp-impakken, while it still accounts for the uniform spelling of aai-aaien and hond-honden. It should be noted that combinations of non-native stems and non-native affixes do not form domains for spelling rules, cf. contrasts such as markiezen-markizaat.

Model (3) predicts that spelling abstracts from the effect of sound rules that operate across morpheme boundaries. However, this expectation does not always prove correct. For instance, the effect of Diminutive Allomorphy is visible in spelling. These facts can be accounted for by the assumption that spelling represents competing allomorphs, rather than one abstract underlying morpheme. Alternatively, we could account for these data by the Readability Requirement, since abstracting from these rules would result in a spelling that could be read incorrectly.

Apparent counterexamples against the claim that spelling encodes the pronunciation of morphemes, i.e., alternations such as lieve-lief and haatte-gehaat, could be given an alternative account by describing them by autonomous spelling rules. In some individual cases it is assumed that the effect of sound rules is lexicalized. This explains why we write [beltonis] and [liflók] as beeltenis and liegélíjk rather than as *beeldenis and *lievelijk. A remaining inconsistency is the fact that [draxlók] is written as dragélíjk, not *draachélíjk (see chapter 3).

**Separate phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for non-native words**

Another important conclusion about Dutch orthography is the following. The spelling of loan words is not always exceptional when compared with native words. In various words a new, hybrid spelling pattern has evolved, based on the combination of etymological spelling patterns and partial, context-dependent spelling adaptation. When we exploit these generalizations in a special set of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for non-native words, the spelling of many loan words becomes predictable. In other words, phoneme-to-grapheme conversion involves two sets of rules; simple rules for native words and more complex rules for non-native words. There are few exceptional native words, but many non-native exceptions.

**Results**

The sets of spelling rules proposed in this study accurately predict the spelling of 85% of the 45,821 entries in the test lexicon. If we look at the 24,288 native words only, the rule set correctly predicts the spelling of 95% of the words. Of the incorrectly-spelled words, 13% are loan words that only show their origin by the
spelling and can therefore not be recognized as non-native by the criteria in appendix B, e.g. *cluster* and *bis*. Sixty-eight per cent of incorrect predictions consists of words in which /ei/ and /au/ are written as *ei* and *au* instead of the proposed default spelling *ij* and *ou*, e.g. *weiger*, *klauter*. The remaining 19% of the incorrect predictions is formed by individual exceptional morphemes such as *erwt*, *oirbaar*, -*ik* etc.

The spelling of the 21,126 non-native words (i.e., formally recognizable loan words) is less predictable. However, we still derive the correct spelling for 73% of the words. Even though the spelling of many non-native words is idiosyncratic, the spelling of derived forms is largely predictable from the constituting parts. This may be accounted for by the fact that autonomous spelling rules do not distinguish between native and non-native words. Only 2% of the exceptional non-native words is caused by autonomous spelling rules, e.g. in *tonic* (no Consonant Doubling), *screenen*, *stress* (no Degemination), *fez* (no Spelling Devoicing), *museum* (no Diaeresis Placement), *etuitje*, *skister* (no replacement of *i* by *ie*):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Native words</th>
<th>Non-native words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95% regular</td>
<td>73% regular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% irregular</td>
<td>27% irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 68% words with <em>ei/au</em></td>
<td>• 98% due to phoneme-to-grapheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 13% formally native loan</td>
<td>conversion rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>words</td>
<td>• 2% due to autonomous spelling rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 19% other exception</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the description proposed a relatively small set of rules, see Appendices C, D and E. More accuracy could be obtained by increasing the number of rules or by storing the spelling of morphemes, but at the expense of insight.

### 6.1.2 Orthographic Principles

Traditionally, the relation between orthography on the one hand and phonology and morphology on the other is described by the Phonological Principle (spelling is a code for phonemes), the Morphological Principle (spelling provides a uniform spelling for morphemes as far as the pronunciation allows this, e.g. *branden-brand/*brant) and the Etymological Principle (the choice between competing spellings is made on the basis of an earlier pronunciation, sometimes in the donor language, e.g. *wij-wei, therapeut*). After the examination of Dutch orthography, it is
possible to evaluate the extent to which these principles are accurate statements about the present spelling system. It appears that some generalizations about Dutch orthography have not yet been captured by these traditional principles, which must therefore be somewhat modified and supplemented by a new principle that governs the application of autonomous spelling rules.

First consider the **Phonological Principle** that states that spelling encodes phonemes. This principle leads to the expectation that the same phoneme is written in the same way unless deviations are induced by the Morphological or Etymological Principle. The present investigation shows that there are two types of spelling variation in native words that are not accounted for by one of these principles:

1. alternations such as the insertion of `<w>` after `<ou>` and `<au>` (*vrouw*-hout), and the alternation of `<i>` and `<j>` (*ja*-aai), see 2.5.
2. phenomena such as the alternation of single letters and geminates (*raam*-ramen, *pak*-pakken), see 2.4.

The first type of spelling variation does not really contradict the Phonological Principle: the spelling can still be described as a code for the pronunciation, but the necessary phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules are context-sensitive rather than context-free (in 2.5 it was suggested that variation of the type *trouw*-koud may be related to the Morphological Principle in an indirect way). However, in 2.4.2 it was argued that variation of the last type, e.g. *raam*-ramen and *pak*-pakken cannot be described as a function of encoding the pronunciation. The variation is predictable, but on the basis of orthographical rather than phonological context. I proposed to account for these facts by autonomous spelling rules that apply to satisfy certain graphotactic conditions. The Phonological and Morphological Principle are sometimes violated by these alternations. This suggests that a higher-ranking principle forces these violations. However, Te Winkel did not formulate such a principle. I therefore propose a new orthographic principle, the **Graphotactic Principle**: the spelling of words must satisfy certain graphotactic conditions.

The **Morphological Principle** states that spelling aims at providing a uniform code for morphemes as long as the pronunciation allows this. However, we have seen above that this only holds for phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. Autonomous spelling rules introduce variation across morphemes, even when this does not serve to increase readability.

The **Etymological Principle** accounts for the presence of unpredictable spelling variation such as *rijk*-reik. Although these exceptional spellings may be explained by their history, this explanation is of no use for a synchronic description of Dutch spelling. In native words this principle thus functions as an exception mechanism. In loan words a strict interpretation of the Etymological Principle would suggest that
such words keep the spelling of the donor language and that their spelling is inherently irregular rather than derived by rules. However, we have seen that their spelling can in many cases be predicted by a separate set of spelling rules. This means that the accuracy of spelling rules can be improved by distinguishing two sublexicons, native and non-native words and applying separate rule sets to both sublexicons. The Etymological Principle is thus reformulated as follows:

a. The spelling system has some historically motivated exceptions.

b. Native and non-native words are subject to different sets of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules.

Finally, the role of the Readability Requirement must be extended. This requirement does not only govern the interaction of the Morphological Principle with the Phonological Principle, but also accounts for exceptions to the Graphotactic Principle. For instance, one of the conditions that spelling must satisfy is that there are no tautosyllabic geminates, but these do occur in a word such as *raam. If degemination were applied to this word in order to satisfy the graphotactic constraint, we would get a spelling that would suggest *[rm].

6.1.3 The optimal transcription of lexical sound representations?

Chomsky (1970:4) assumes that ‘conventional English orthography in its essentials appears to be a near-optimal system for representing the spoken language’ (Chomsky 1970:4). This statement is motivated by the fact that both spelling and underlying sound representations abstract from predictable sound variation. A similar claim has been made for Dutch by Wester (1987). The present investigation of the spelling system of Dutch has shown this claim to be untenable. Although the spelling often resembles lexical representations, it cannot be maintained that spelling is an optimal representation thereof.

Firstly, spelling is not optimal since it lacks sufficient symbols to uniquely encode all phonemes. For instance, the contrast between full vowel and schwa and between /j/ and /ny/ is neutralized in the written forms bevel-nevel (bevel-[neval]) and slingeren-fingeren ([slipor]-[fingora]). Even if there is a one-to-one relation between written morphemes and lexical representations after phoneme-to-grapheme conversion, this one-to-one relation is often undone by the application of autonomous spelling rules. This leads to variation in related words such as raam-ramen, neurie-neuriën, ski-skietje, koning-koninkje etc. Therefore written words do not provide an invariant code for lexical representations any more than phonological
realizations do.

Secondly, spelling does not always correspond to lexical representations, since it encodes the morpheme-internal effect of (predictable) sound rules. For instance, we write *ramp* rather than *ranp*. Unless a competing allomorph analysis is assumed, this also holds for sound rules that operate across morpheme boundaries, such as Diminutive Allomorphy.

Finally, in some cases the uniform spelling of morphemes in related words is not caused by the fact that it represents an abstract sound representation, but by the fact that it encodes a historical pronunciation. In these cases spelling deviates from the lexical representation that speakers use to synchronically derive the pronunciation as well as the spelling of words. Appendix G revealed serious problems caused by the postulation of abstract phonological representations to account for pairs such as *provocer-provocatie* ([provisa]-[provokatsi]), *actie-actief* ([aksi]-[aktif]), *solutie-resolutie* ([solytsi]-[rezolytsi]). Conversely, in 2.5 we have seen that variation of the spelling in words such as *wei-wij* and *louw-lauw* cannot be accounted for by the assumption that there still is an underlying sound distinction that is neutralized by sound rules. Instead, the neutralization must be seen as a diachronic process, and the spelling variation is arbitrary from a synchronic point of view.

Thus, written words do not constitute a more accurate representation of lexical representations than spoken words.

6.1.4 Relevance for alphabetic spelling systems in general

This study deals exclusively with the spelling of Dutch. However, the findings also allow us to make some remarks regarding the nature of alphabetic spelling systems in general.

It has been shown here that Dutch orthography is best described by using autonomous spelling rules as well as phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. This implies that (alphabetic) spelling systems are not necessarily strictly derivative. At least in the case of Dutch, spelling also is a linguistic module in its own right. Like phonological rules, spelling rules apply to satisfy certain well-formedness conditions. Other languages also have spelling alternations that do not encode sound differences, e.g. English orthography—orthographies. The use of autonomous spelling rules may improve the description of these phenomena.

The existence of autonomous spelling rules also has implications for the evaluation of the complexity of a spelling system. If spelling is considered strictly secondary to speech, its complexity consists of two factors. The first factor is the extent to which sound-spelling relations are predictable, and the complexity of the
phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. The second factor is formed by the distance between spoken words and the level of phonological representation that is encoded in written forms. A spelling system that abstracts from sound alternations is more complex than one that encodes less abstract levels of sound representation, see for instance Frost (1992) (the preceding section showed that ‘deep’ orthographies may not reflect lexical representations but historical pronunciations). However, the introduction of autonomous spelling rules brings in a third factor: the number and complexity of these rules contributes to the complexity of spelling systems. Even a spelling system with few and simple phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules and a small distance between spoken forms and the level encoded in spelling may be complicated by intricate autonomous spelling rules.

Finally, the fact that there are two sets of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules in Dutch, one for native and one for non-native words, suggests that there is yet another factor that contributes to the complexity of a spelling system: the extent to which the lexicon is divided into different sets of words that are subject to different rules.

6.2 Suggestions for further research

This study presents the first systematic and explicit account of the spelling of Dutch words. Some questions have not been answered yet, because they were outside the scope of the present investigation or because they require more research. During the investigation some questions with respect to phonology and morphology were raised that deserve to be examined in more detail.

Further spelling research

Firstly, it remains to be established whether the spelling rules formulated here, which are generalizations on the basis of the existing vocabulary, are productively used by language users and have psychological reality. This could be tested by experiments in which speakers are audibly presented with new words, names or nonsense words and asked to write them down. By comparing their spelling with the spelling predicted by the rules it is possible to find out if the rules proposed here are actually used. The description of Dutch spelling given here is a good starting point for such experiments since it is more explicit and complete.

Secondly, the spelling rules given here still need to be supplemented by a description of phenomena that were outside the scope of the present investigation, i.e., the spelling of compounds and word groups, and aspects of spelling that encode
certain syntactic or semantic aspects of language, such as the use of capitals and the placement of spaces.

Thirdly, the intricate interaction between Vowel Degemination and Consonant Doubling suggests that a description in the framework of Optimality Theory, see for instance Prince & Smolensky (1993), may increase insight into these phenomena. In this framework attention is shifted from the rules themselves to the constraints that are satisfied by the application of these rules. Constraints may be violated in order to satisfy higher-ranking constraints. Such an analysis may account for the fact that geminates within orthographic syllables are forbidden but do occur in words such as raam anyway, since the alternative *ram would violate a higher-ranking Readability Requirement. Furthermore, by formalizing spelling principles as ordered constraints we may evaluate the optimality of the present spelling system, and predict future spelling changes.

Another question raised by the account of writing presented here is whether the findings of this study can shed new light on the formulation of letter-to-sound conversion rules. Should reading also be considered a two-step process in which the surface spelling is converted into the lexical representation before it is related to sounds? Does the distinction between native and non-native words play a role?

Finally, it would be interesting to compare Dutch orthography with the spelling of other languages, particularly to examine whether the description of the spelling of other languages also necessitates the postulation of a spelling model with autonomous spelling rules as well as phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules. A comparison of spelling descriptions may pinpoint flaws of individual descriptions and eventually lead to a better understanding of alphabetical spelling systems.

Further phonological and morphological research
This study has also drawn attention to some areas of phonology where further research would be welcome.

The first question that is raised is whether all types of variation in the realization of loan words should be considered the effect of the synchronic application of sound rules. Examples where this is not self-evident are formed by rules that result in absolute neutralizations such as final devoicing in words such as wodka ([wɔtka]) and glide insertion in words such as contractueel ([kontraktyel]). In the literature it is assumed that the difference between spelling and sound realization is caused by neutralization rules that operate in certain contexts only. However, it has not yet been systematically investigated whether speakers productively use these rules or whether the neutralization should be viewed as the result of a historical rule. Another case where we might not be dealing with productive rules is formed by the
neutralization of the length contrast in pairs such as *agressie-agregaat* ([αγresi ~ αγργαyt]). The difficulty in determining the underlying quality of the first vowels in these pairs might suggest that there is no length contrast outside stressed syllables. There are only a few words where the spelling suggests that there is such a contrast, and the spelling of the relevant words may be idiosyncratic rather than the representation of a sound contrast.

A second topic that deserves to be further investigated is the distinction between native and non-native words. The criteria used here can possibly be further refined, and the role of this distinction in phonology and morphology can be further investigated.

A final question raised in this study is whether morpholexical variation is derived from abstract morpheme representations by sound rules. An alternative would be to assume that competing allomorphs are listed in the lexicon. This question may not receive the same answer for native and non-native morphemes. With respect to non-native morphology it would be useful to establish that diachronically related words are still felt as related by speakers, and whether judgements of all speakers agree in this respect, or whether there is variation in speakers’ judgements, possibly related to the size of the individual vocabulary and knowledge of the spelling of words. After all, we have seen in Appendix G that certain spelling conventions ensure that the spelling of diachronically related words is more similar than their pronunciation.
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Appendix A
The lexicon and implementation of rules

In order to obtain an accurate formal description of the Dutch spelling system, the spelling rules were formalized and applied to the sound representation of words. The derived spelling and the actual spelling were compared, and the spelling rules were then modified where necessary. This appendix describes the lexicon used for this purpose, its source, the selection of words, the modification of the information provided for each entry, and the implementation of the spelling rules.

A.1 The lexicon

The lexicon used here is composed of data from the CELEX (Center for lexical information) database, see CELEX (1990).

Selection of entries.
Since the investigation was restricted to the word domain, I selected all lemmas except for compounds, i.e. monomorphemic words, derivations, lexicalized complex words and words of which the morphological structure was marked as undefined (some of which were in fact compounds, e.g. hou#vast, citrus#pers). In order to keep the lexicon as small and manageable as possible, not all inflected forms were included in the lexicon. However, inflected forms are necessary to be able to test the accuracy of spelling rules that apply exclusively to inflected words, e.g. morpholexical spelling rules or apostrophe placement. Therefore, examples of all types of inflection (plural and diminutive form of nouns, and inflected forms of verbs, adjectives and adverbs) with all types of spelling (words with a regular spelling, words ending in silent letters etc.) were selected.

- Words marked as names were initially selected as well, but excluded later on, since they often had no phonetic representation or an inaccurate one. Another problem was that they proved idiosyncratic not only with respect to spelling (names often have a historical spelling, e.g. Kraemer [kramr], Coole-[kola], see Woordenlijst 1954, p. XXXIX) but also with respect to morphological
behaviour. Native names are often combined with non-native affixes, e.g. *Schultink+iaans*. This made it difficult to classify them as native or non-native.

- Words with the same pronunciation and spelling were considered one lemma even when they had a different meaning or category. For instance, the noun *behouden* (‘to keep’) and the adjective *behouden* (‘safe’) form one entry, and the same holds for the nouns *inning* (id.) and *inning* (‘collection’). On the other hand, spelling variants (*stampij-stampei*) and homographs (*bedelen* *bedela* ~ *bedela*, ‘to dole out’ ~ ‘to beg’) were considered separate lemmas. Since the lexicon was created before the most recent spelling reform, non-preferred spelling variants of words were initially included (except for variants ending in *-izeren* and *-izatie* that CELEX gives for all words in *-iseren* and *-isatie* were omitted). This way a lexicon of 49189 words was created.

- For every selected entry, the spelling and the phonetic transcription was taken, together with other types of information, i.e. spelling with syllable boundaries, category and the CELEX identification number.

**Modification of information provided by CELEX.**
The information provided by the CELEX database was modified in several ways.

**Adaptation of the spelling**
The words in the CELEX database were given in the spelling from before the spelling reform of 1995, so their spelling had to be adapted. Spelling changes that involve the linking morpheme in compounds were hardly necessary since the test lexicon contained few compounds. More important was the abolishment of most non-preferred spelling variants, which reduced the number of entries to 45821 words. In a few cases the preferred and non-preferred variant were interchanged (*produkt* (also *product*) → *product*) or the spelling of a word was changed (*lambrizering* → *lambrisering*). For an overview of the reforms, see Appendix H. Not all remaining words have an official spelling, since some words do not occur in *Woordenlijst 1995*. In that case the spelling of Geerts & Heestermans (1995) was chosen. There were 652 words that occurred in neither dictionary, for instance *verspoelen*, *gelieg* and *Mokummer*. Such words are very infrequent, totally predictable, or incorrect; the official spelling of the last word should be *Mokumer*.

**Phonological representations**
CELEX does not provide a phonological transcription for all words. The transcriptions that are available do not always abstract from all predictable sound processes (e.g. *sleeën* and *uier* were represented as */slejʌn/, */œyjər/ with predictable
inserted glides rather than as /sleon/, /œyor/). In other cases the phonological transcriptions represented the effect of unpredictable processes. For instance, CELEX transcribes *opzichter as /ɔpziɛr/ instead of /ɔpziɛxtɔr/ and sterfelijk as /stɛrvɔlak/ instead of /stɛrvɔlak/ with the lexicalized effect of an unpredictable devoicing process. I therefore decided to not to use these representations, but to compute them by a method developed in a previous project, see Nunn & Weber (1993), Zuidema et al. (1994). This method involved taking the phonetic representation as a starting point and then reversing the effect of all predictable phonological rules. Most sound alternations are not accompanied by spelling alternations, so the effect of these rules could be undone by comparing the spelling of a word with its pronunciation ([hɔnt] → /hɔnd/ because of *hond*). Some sound alternations coincide with spelling alternations, i.e. morpholexical rules ([bompjɛ]-boompjie), final devoicing of *v* and *z* ([kis]-kies, [braf]-braaf) and in some cases degemination ([vɔbrant]-gebrand). The effect of morpholexical rules was not undone, since it is represented in orthography (see chapter 3), but the effect of degemination and devoicing had to be reversed by hand. The morpheme-internal or lexicalized effect of obligatory sound rules was not undone either, e.g. /anbeld/, /advokat/ instead of /anbeld/, /advokat/. The phonetic representations that form the basis of the abstract sound representations in the test lexicon were not always accurate and had to be modified. In some cases, errors manifest themselves since they lead to an incorrect spelling. For instance, the words judaisme, visite and havikachtig ([jydaismœ], [vizitœ] and [havikɔxtœ]) were transcribed as *[visœtœ], *[jydaismœ] and *[havikɔxtœ] so the spelling rules derived *judawisme, *vicite and *haviekachtig. Evident errors of this kind were detected and corrected. Incorrect pronunciations that do not lead to an incorrect spelling, for instance and *[plysj] (pluche) or *[zewɔntœ] instead of *[zewɔntœ] (zeventig) cannot be traced this way, so it is possible that there still are some incorrect sound representations in the lexicon.

In order to automatically undo the effect of sound rules, it was crucial to be able to refer to sounds and their spelling, e.g. ‘d pronounced as [t]’. Therefore phonemes and graphemes had to be related. For this purpose, I used an existing program developed at the Phonetic Laboratory of the Leiden University. This program takes the (syllabified) spelling and pronunciation of words (syllabified and provided with markers for primary stress) and makes a combined representation. As an example, the word *bank* (/bɔŋk/) is the following representation:

`;b;ː a;ː n, ng; k;

This representation should be read as follows: `a; means <a> pronounced as /a/, ;n, ng; means <n> pronounced as /ŋ/, etc. ‘;’ marks the division between grapheme
phoneme pairs and ‘,’ the division between graphemes and phonemes. In order to
distinguish vowel letters corresponding to zero, one or two V-positions I used the
following notational conventions: ;@; (e.g. de /də/), ;e; (e.g. hemd /hɛm’d/) ;ee;
(chinees /ʃjinez/) and ;e,ee; (e.g. mechanisch-/mexanis/, velair /ˈvɛlər/). The spelling
in the combined representation was changed into an abstract spelling representation
by reversing the effect of autonomous spelling rules. Consequently, the combined
representation can be converted to an abstract spelling representation (by deletion of
the symbols representing sounds) or to an abstract pronunciation (by deletion of the
symbols representing spelling). The first representation can be used to test the effect
of all spelling rules, the second to test the effect of autonomous spelling rules only.

The computer-readable code used in CELEX to represent the pronunciation, was
slightly altered, so that phonemes are represented by their default spelling where
possible:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sounds</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p b t d k f v s z x y h m n g l r w j</td>
<td>i e ɔ u i e u ɔ e e e u ɔ a e i u a @</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Morphological boundaries
Since spelling rules are sensitive to the morphological structure of words, the
abstract sound representations were provided with markers for boundaries of affixes:
‘%’ for native suffixes, ‘^’ for non-native suffixes, ‘#’ for compound and prefix
boundaries, ‘$’ for the boundaries of the prefixes ge-, be-, ver-, her- and ont-, and
‘+’ for the boundaries of non-native prefixes (coördineren). These markers were
added automatically by affix-stripping; compound boundaries were inserted by hand.
Incorrect markers were discovered when they resulted in incorrect spelling
predictions.

Labels
Two types of labels were added. The first label marks words as ‘native’, ‘non-native’
or ‘mixed’ (combining native and non-native morphemes in derivations and frozen
compounds), and was computed by formalizing the criteria for native words given in
Appendix B and applying them to all words of the test lexicon. In the case of
derivations, the criteria were applied to the stem only, in the case of compounds to
both stems. The criteria with respect to phonemes, syllable structure and prosodic
words were implemented the same way as spelling rules, see below. Subsequently, it
was examined if the plurals of monosyllabic nouns marked native satisfy the criteria
imposed on inflected forms. Fifty per cent of the words in the test lexicon was
native, 49% non-native and 1% mixed. The second label marked words as irregular and was assigned to words whose spelling cannot be correctly predicted by the definitive version of the spelling rules.

A.2 Spelling rules

As observed in the introduction, it is in principle possible to formulate rules that give a 100% correct prediction of spelling, but this implies formulating rules that are valid for one word only, or using information not available to speakers. A more insightful description must strike a balance between accuracy and generality of the rules. While formulating spelling rules, I followed the following principles:

- No rules or subrules are formulated that are valid for one morpheme only except for productive affixes such as -heid. When a rule would affect less than five words, the relevant examples are listed as exceptions.
- Rules only use information available to literate speakers of Dutch. For instance, the rules do not refer to historical or dialectal pronunciations, the etymological origin of words or opaque morphological structure.

If rules that satisfy these requirements did not derive the correct spelling for a given word, even after they were improved as much as possible, the spelling of this words was considered irregular.

The spelling rules were implemented by means of the non-interactive editor SED (part of the UNIX operating system, also available as a DOS-program), see Dougherty & Robbins (1997). This editor takes its commands from a command file and applies them to an input file to create an output file. The rules in the Appendices C-E were translated into the required format. This way, four command files were created: two files with phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for native and non-native words, respectively, a file with orthographic syllabification rules and a file with remaining autonomous spelling rules. The exact format of the command files is not relevant and outside the scope of this appendix; it suffices to know that the commands are comparable to context-sensitive rewriting rules and thus sufficiently expressive to implement the spelling rules listed in Appendices C-E. By applying the command files to the abstract sound representations and comparing their output to the spelling as listed in the lexicon, the accuracy of the rules could be evaluated.
Appendix B
Classification criteria for native and non-native words

This appendix gives the criteria with which the lexicon was divided into native and non-native words. For reasons given in chapter 4, I will not further divide non-native words into hybrid and foreign words.

In chapter 4, we saw that Te Winkel (1863) and Neijt & Zuidema (1993) distinguish native and non-native words by the extent to which they are adapted to the Dutch linguistic system. Van Heuven et al. (1994) showed that it is possible to predict the etymological origin of most words from these formal linguistic properties. Since Van Heuven et al. (1994) have the most complete set of criteria, their criteria will be chosen as the starting point. Instead of merely repeating their restrictions, it will be argued that the restrictions on native words can be seen as tightening of the restrictions on Dutch words. For this purpose, the literature on phoneme inventories, syllable structure, words and selection of inflection of Dutch words will be reviewed here.

Following Van Heuven et al., I will define the native lexicon by describing what is possible in native words rather than listing properties that mark words as non-native. The latter approach is more efficient, but it runs the risk of incorrectly accepting a word as native: properties of loan words are inherently unrestricted. We can define the properties of the loan words that are adapted so far, but there is no guarantee that a new loan words will not exhibit another property. The classification pertains to morphemes rather than to words, since complex words can combine native and non-native elements, see also Te Winkel (1863:70), Saciuk (1970:26), and since properties of complex words are much less restricted. For instance, native words are characterized as having one full vowel only, but this clearly does not hold for complex words such as kleuterschool (kleuter + school) or luisteraar (luister + -aar). However, complex non-native words such as collaboreer will be treated as one morpheme.

Although one of the properties that marks words as non-native is their ability to combine with non-native derivational affixes, see for instance Booij (1977:131–9) and Neijt & Zuidema (1994), Van Heuven et al. (1994) do not classify words as non-native when they fulfil all criteria for native words but are related to a word with a non-native affix. I will adopt this approach for the following reasons.

Firstly, it is not always easy to establish which words are to be considered
related. Relating words often involves morpholexical alternations. Some of the alternations are accounted for by allomorphy rules in the literature, e.g. insertion or deletion of schwa (troebel-troebleer, code-codeer) alternation of schwa with a full vowel (ether-etherisch). However, other words cannot be related by rules of any generality, e.g. feest-festiviteit, klant-klandzie, klerk-clericaal, mater-maternalistisch, vox-vocaal, cirkel-circulair, kaart-cartotheek, mars-marcheer. In other cases the semantic relations are not clear: file-fileer. In these cases, both words are diachronically related to a common base, but the monomorphemic word, has been much more adapted, as a result of which it is formally native: cirkel and circulair are both related to circulus, regel and reguleer to regula. The adapted form of the word cannot be combined with non-native affixes: *cirkelatie, *klerkaal, so it will not be considered non-native, and in some cases the adapted form exists alongside the original form with a different meaning, e.g. straat (‘street’) and stratum (id.). Secondly, even when we only consider pairs that are related by regular word formation and sound rules, the criterion is not unproblematic, since some native morphemes are exceptionally combined with non-native affixes such as bibberatie, kolderiek, wasserette, kretologie, prullaria, deskundoloog, wettisch, hollanditis, aanstalleritis. The affixes that most frequently combine with native morphemes are -iteit, -eer and -age: flauwiteit, stommiteit, kleineer, etc., pluimage, dijkage, lekkage, kijvage, tinnerage etc. Another complication is the fact that -ist, -ier and -ement combine with native (fluitist, tuinier, dreigement) as well as non-native words (botanist, marinier, changement).

Finally, not all words marked as non-native by this criterion actually have a non-native spelling. In many cases the spelling of the shorter word does not reveal that it is non-native, e.g. faam-fameus, dupe-dupeer, sekte-sektarisch, filter-filtreer, taks-taxeer. In some cases the shorter form is adapted while the longer one kept the etymological spelling: akte-acteer, kader-encadreer, soepel-souplesse, lier-lyrisch etc. An exhaustive list of such words that have a non-native spelling is the following:

(1)  
base-baseer       charme-charmant       claus-clausaal
code-coderen      column-columnist      crypt(e)-cryptisch
fase-faseer       farce-farceer         frase-fraseer
friet/frites-frituur pose-poseer       tact-tactisch
truc-trucage

The facts in (1) suggest that the presence of a related non-native word does not prevent spelling adaptation of the base words. It appears that as far as spelling is
concerned the mere presence of a related non-native word does not mark words as non-native. Words such as code will be considered exceptionally non-native words (we will see below that there are more formally native words with a non-native spelling, e.g. laser and piste; words such as code will be treated the same way).

In this appendix, I will discuss restrictions imposed on native phonemes, syllables, words, stress patterns, inflection, respectively and subsequently list words incorrectly classified as native or non-native.

B.1 Native phonemes

In their discussion of Dutch phonemes, authors such as Van Wijk (1939:39), Cohen et al. (1978:25, 34), Booij (1981:19, 1995:6–7) and Trommelen & Zonneveld (1982:17, 22) observe that certain phonemes only occur in loan words. All these authors consider the long vowels of rose ([rɔːzə]), freule ([frələ]) and serre ([sɛːrə]) foreign phonemes. The other foreign phonemes are mentioned in some of the studies only: for instance, the nasalized vowels of fin, bon and sans in Cohen et al. (1978), Booij (1981, 1995). The fact that some foreign phonemes are omitted from phoneme inventories (which could imply that they are considered too marginal even to be listed as a foreign phoneme) underlines that it is better to list the native phonemes and consider all remaining phonemes foreign phonemes. Native phonemes were already listed in chapter 2, and repeated here:

(2) p b t d k f v s z x y h m n l r w j i e ɔ ə ɪ ʌ e ɬ o a e i ø y w o

All morphemes containing another sound are considered to be non-native.

B.2 Native words

The first author to formulate restrictions on the form of native (underived) words (after Te Winkel) is Zonneveld (1993): “polysyllabic words, or more precisely, words with more than one full vowel, count as ‘foreign’.” Following Te Winkel, I will consider this observation to be accounted for by the fact that native Dutch words are monosyllabic, unless they contain semi-affixes, of which the vowel mostly is a schwa.

Support for the affix-like status of syllables with schwa is the well-known observation by Kager & Zonneveld (1986) that clusters before a syllable with a
schwa behave as if they were word final. For instance, unlike clusters preceding a full vowel, clusters preceding the schwa always have decreasing sonority: halter, *hattler (cf. atleet) and contain word-final appendices: feest-heester (cf. *feestiviteit). Kager & Zonneveld accounted for this distribution by assuming that the sequences -er and -el (the schwappendix) can be freely added at word edges. They observed that there are some exceptions such as riite, ordner and franje, but fail to relate this to the fact that these words are loan words. Zonneveld (1993:80) first recognized that this generalization only holds for native words.

A further indication that syllables with a schwa originally were suffixes is the fact that they predict the behaviour of the whole word. For instance, Nijen Twilhaar (1994) showed that words ending in schwa select the article de (de aarde, de keuze etc.). Unlike words with a full vowel in the final syllable (e.g. huis-huizen, weer-weeën), words ending in a schwablelle (also) select the plural -s (keuze-keuzes/keuzen, kelder-kelders, keuken-keukens, wortel-wortels). In some cases the affix status of such sequences is not so clear. However, prefix-like sequences such as ge-, be-, ver- and -ont and suffix-like sequences such as -e, -er(d), -en(d), -em, -ik, -erk, -ens, -ent, -es, -uw(e), -ig, -elig, -ing, -aar(d) or -(e)lijk will be allowed to occur in native words. Van Heuven et al. also mention je-, me-, -eren, -ige, -ers, -and, -og, and -ond. However, je- only appears in jenever, jenoffel (of French origin) and jelui (a compound) and te-, me- and de- in lexicalized phrases. -eren, -ige and -ers are only present in inflected morphemes. The syllables -ond, -og, and -and are listed exclusively for avond, oorlog, hertog and vijand. These words are considered (native) pseudo-compounds here.

B.3 Native syllables

Syllables are defined both by universal principles, such as the Sonority Sequencing Generalization (henceforth Sonority) and language-specific restrictions on the number of positions in rhyme, nucleus and onset and the possible combinations of segments (see Trommelen 1983b, Booij 1995:24–25). Dutch rhymes consist of a nucleus of one position followed by a coda of one or two consonants. The rhyme must have at least two, maximally three positions. At word edges an appendix of one or two dental consonants: (/d/, /t/ /z/, /s/ /st/ or /ts/) can be added (in some words the appendix is not filled by a dental obstruent but by a dental sonorant: hoorn, voorn, deern etc., cf. Kager (1989:206), or by another consonant: twaalf and the inflected verb forms verwierf, zwierf, stierf, hielp, wierp).

Differences between syllables in native and non-native words are expected to
follow from the language specific co-occurrence constraints. However, such differences are not systematically listed in the literature, since the native/non-native distinction has received even less systematic attention with respect to syllable structure than with respect to phoneme inventories. Sometimes sequences that only occur in loan words are excluded, e.g. in Van Wijk (1939). In other cases ‘foreign’ clusters are allowed, e.g. /sk/ in Cohen et al. (1978), Bootj (1981:211), Trommelen & Zonneveld (1982:14) and Trommelen (1983:112).

Zonneveld (1993:82) is the first to formulate separate co-occurrence restrictions for native and non-native words. For our purpose, we need only consider the syllable template for native words (in fact, in view of the unrestricted properties of loan words, we can only define syllable templates for native words and possibly hybrid words; not for non-native words). Zonneveld observes that sequences such as /skr/ and /skl/ only occur in loan words (e.g. scribent, sclerose), but he does not formulate the complete set of segmental conditions on native syllable templates, so this remains to be done.

The easiest way to define native syllables is to take the Dutch syllable as a starting point and formulate stricter restrictions that can only be satisfied by the syllables of native words. As mentioned above, most linguists already exclude some properties of loan words, but since they have no clear definition of native words, other loan word properties are still allowed. The basis of the native constraints used in this study are those of Booij (1995:24–29, 33–42). At first sight Booij’s syllable constraints do not form a good starting point since they are defined for (possibly complex) words, while we need to define morphemes. However, the conditions imposed on native words imply that all syllables behave as if they were morpheme-final, and the difference between possible final syllables in words and morphemes is only formed by the fact that morphemes cannot have appendices with more than two dental consonants; there are no monomorphemic counterparts to words such as [bərumtst] (be+roemd+st). When we only allow appendices with two dental consonants since they occur in monomorphemic native words such as [yirst] (gierst), we derive the conditions for morphemes. Thus, the following revised Appendix Constraint holds for morphemes:

(3) **Appendix Constraint**
   
an appendix consists of one or two dental obstruents

I will now propose additional co-occurrence constraints on onsets, codas and rhymes that can only be satisfied by native morphemes.
Rhyme constraints
• The diphthong /au/ is only followed by a dental obstruent in the rhymes of native words: kous, stout, etc., so Booij’s constraint that diphthongs can not be followed by /t/ must be tightened for /au/ (Van Heuven et al. claimed that the only cluster that can follow /ci/ is /st/, but words such as grijns and eind show that this is too restrictive).

Onset constraints
• The sounds /x/, /sk/, /sf/, /sw/ and /fj/ do not appear in the onsets of native words, but only in loan words such as cholerisch, sferisch, skelet, swastika and fjord, see Te Winkel (1860:20). However, /s/ must be allowed in combination with /x/ to allow for words such as schreeuw and schat.
• Booij excludes /fn/ and /vn/, but these clusters will be allowed here as they appear in native words like fnuiken and gnuiven.

Coda constraints
• Booij allows /s/ to violate Sonority in coda position because of words like wesp, astma and grotesk. However, /sk/ does not occur in native words, so only /sp/ and /st/ will be allowed. The clusters /rx/ and /rf/ do not occur in native words either (only in non-native words such as morfine and monarch), and /lf/ only in elf, so we can conclude that liquids are only followed by voiced fricatives (or an appendix). Elf will be considered an exception, as well as some words in which liquids followed by non-obstruents or voiceless fricatives: murw, ernst, wormt, garn, olms; burcht, elft, knurf, schurf and herfst.
• There are no native words in which /b/ follows a long vowel (Swaab and kuub are loan words), so we can extend Booij’s ban on /b/ in the second coda position to the first coda position. Van Heuven et al. claim that /lx/ and /rx/ are allowed in native words, but I have found no examples of these clusters. On the other hand, they excluded /fi/ and /ft/ after long vowels and /kt/ and /pt/, but these sequences occur in words that do not show non-native properties: poef, ooft, dokter, naakt, sekt, stipt, nipt, prompt, icht, markt, and abt.

Survey (4) lists the additional requirements to distinguish native words:
(4) Additional co-cocurrence constraints for native words

Rhyme constraints

The diphthong /au/ can only be followed by dental consonants.

Onset constraints

The sound /x/ is only allowed after /s/.

After /s/ only (voiceless) labiodental or velar fricatives, and (voiceless) bilabial
or dental plosives are allowed. (/sp/ can be followed by /l/ and /r/, the other
clusters only by /r/).

Obstruent-nasal clusters are excluded except for /sm/, /sn/, /kn/, /yn/ and /fn/.

The sound /j/ is preceded by voiceless alveolar or velar fricatives; /w/ is preceded
by alveolar consonants except for /s/, or by a velar plosive.

Coda constraints

Liquids are followed by voiced fricatives only (or an appendix),

/b/ only occurs in a non-branching coda after a non-branching nucleus.

Thus the co-occurrence constraints for Dutch words are changed in those for native
morphemes with a small number of revisions and additions. Native morphemes must
satisfy the conditions imposed on syllable structure of possible Dutch words, as well
as the additional requirements under (3) and (4).

B.4 Native stress patterns

Stress of native Dutch words should be on the full vowel of the stem. In most words
this requirement is vacuous as most semi-suffixes and semi-prefixes contain a schwa
and are therefore stressless (this also holds for vowels in -uw, -ing and -ig, see
Appendix F). This condition thus only marks words as non-native when they have
stress on the sequences that could otherwise be analysed as semi-affixes such as -ing
or -aar in sering and velaar.

B.5 Native inflection

Native words can also be characterized by their choice of inflectional suffixes.
Native plural formation always selects the suffixes -s or -en (or -deren (kinderen),
-eren (eieren), -ien (koeien) or -nen (redenen)), see De Haas & Trommelen
(1993:157–163). The affix -s can only be chosen in native words when the last
syllable contains a schwa or a long vowel (not /i/ or /e/): pa’s, do’s, roes, see Van
Heuven et al. (the words zoon, kok, kniecht, maat, broer, oom, voorn, deern, doorn and hoorn have an exceptional plural ending in -s). All other affixes (that sometimes replace part of the word to which they attach, e.g. museum-musea), are non-native. This criterion marks words with a plural in -s such as the following as non-native: bat, bowl, mail, poule, rock, quote, shake, vue.

**B.6 Exceptions**

With the conditions given above, we can divide the lexicon into native and non-native words, but there are some exceptions.

*Non-native words marked as native*

The following 146 words betray their foreign origin by their spelling only:

(5) axel, bacon, barrel, base, bi, blazer, bloc (en bloc), blouse, box, bühne, buste, button, camber, camel, camper, captain, eeder, ceel, cent, center, ces, chintz, chose, cider, cijfer, cijns, cirkel, cis, citer, clipper, close, cluster, coaster, con, counsel, counter, cracker, cri, cum, curve, cutter, cypers, cyste, daim, double, dyne, eau, ether, face, fade, fake, faun, fax, fine, flou, flox, flux, force, fox, fyle, hetze, hymen, krill, label, laser, lire, lux, lynx, mauser, mauve, mille, mine, mise, mix, naft, nix, öre, oxer, pace, pact, panel, pax, pickles, piste, place, plannen, praxis, pre, prise, qua, quaker, queste, quine, quitte, raider, rance, re, record, roux, sext, shag, shave, shelter, shovel, shuttle, si, sic, sick, sine, slangspencer, sponsor, stance, stayer, sticker, stilton, stoned, straight, stress, stuff, tackle, tandem, taupe, teckel, thermen, these, thrys, titel, titer, toast (also toost), toss, tracer, trailer, trainen, tripel (with the variant triple not listed in [Woordenlijst 1995]), ut, vice, vide, voute, vox, whist, witz, wow, yam, yes, yoghurt

These words together with those in (1) will be marked as exceptionally non-native. All other words with a non-native spelling are correctly marked as such by the criteria.

*Native words marked as non-native*

There are some words that are treated as native by phonological and morphological rules but marked as non-native by the criteria given here. This can be explained by the morphological structure of the words: the criteria are meant to apply to morphemes, so if a native word is complex, it can exceed these properties.

The first type of words that is really derived are pseudo-compounds or derived
words of which at least one of the morphemes is no longer recognizable. Some examples are aalmoes, ambacht, antwoord, arbeid, argwaan, armoe(de), assepoester, avond, balast, balorig, eega(de), eerbied, eiland, elkaar, ellende, grammorig, havezaat, hertog, juffrouw, jullie, knecht, knurft, kok, maat, olms, oom, pauk, schurft, vijand, voorn, wormt, zoon.

Words that contain native and non-native morphemes
Finally, since compounds can be composed of native and non-native words, a third label ‘mixed’ was introduced for words such as citruspers (non-native citrus and native pers) and rekenmachine (native reken and non-native machine). As remarked above, the combination of native stems with non-native affixes is marked. Such words, e.g. kretologie, fluwuiteit were also labelled ‘mixed’. Fifty per cent of the words in the lexicon was native, 49% non-native and 1% mixed.

Conclusion
In this appendix the set of rules was presented that defines native words. Only a small group of words remains that is native according to the criteria, but has a idiosyncratic spelling. Most native words that are incorrectly classified as non-native turn out to be complex. When the fact that they are not morphemes is taken into account, they are correctly accepted as native words. The extent of adaptation to the Dutch linguistic system is a good predictor of non-native spelling behaviour.
Appendix C
Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for native words

This appendix gives an overview of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for native words with their exceptions. For every rule, a representative example is provided between parentheses. Furthermore, native exceptions are exhaustively listed, but exceptional words that are formally native but etymologically loan words are not given here, see Appendix B. Spelling variants are separated by slashes. In order to show that no further generalizations can be made about the spelling of /ei/ and /au/, homophones are added between parentheses, e.g. nauw (nou) for 'narrow' and 'now'. Vowel letters representing short full vowels are associated to one V-position; all vowel letters representing long vowels or diphthongs are associated to two V-positions, but this is only indicated for <i> and <ie>. Vowel letters which correspond to schwa are not associated to a V-position. Consonant monographs are linked to one C-position, except for <x>, which is linked to two C-positions.

(1) **Rule for /i/**

\[\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{V} & \\
\hline
/i/ & i \\
\end{array}\]  

(Exceptions: pit)

(2) **Rule for /e/**

\[\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{e} & \\
\hline
/e/ & e \\
\end{array}\]

(Exceptions: he)

(3) **Rule for /a/**

\[\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{o} & \\
\hline
/a/ & o \\
\end{array}\]

(Exceptions: goh, joh)

(4) **Rule for /u/**

\[\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{u} & \\
\hline
/ʊ/ & u \\
\end{array}\]

(Exceptions: puh, löss)
(5) **Rule for /a/**  
/a/ \(\rightarrow\) a  
*Exceptions: bah.*

(6) **Rule for /i/**  
\(\text{VV} \quad | \quad |\)  
/i/ \(\rightarrow\) ie  
*Exceptions: bï(z)onder, kï(e)vit.*

(7) **Rule for /y/**  
/y/ \(\rightarrow\) uu  
*(vuur)*

(8) **Rule for /u/**  
/u/ \(\rightarrow\) oe  
*(roem)*

(9) **Rule for /e/**  
/e/ \(\rightarrow\) ee  
*Exceptions: hé, heir-, etc.*

(10) **Rule for /ø/**  
/ø/ \(\rightarrow\) eu  
*(beuk)*

(11) **Rule for /o/**  
/o/ \(\rightarrow\) oo  
*(hoop)*  
*Exceptions: zo’n, oir.*

(12) **Rule for /a/**  
/a/ \(\rightarrow\) aa  
*(jaar)*

(13) **Rule for /ei/**  
\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{a} & /ei/ \rightarrow \text{ei} \quad \text{in } -\text{heid}, -(er)lei \\
\text{b} & /ei/ \rightarrow \text{ij} \quad \text{elsewhere}
\end{array}\]  
*Except in -(er)lei and in the words listed below*

*Words written with <ei>*

\begin{itemize}
\item arbeid, bei (bijj), beiaard, beide, beidjes/beitjes (bijtjes), beiden, beitel, beits,
\item bimbambeieren, blei (blij), blein, brie-brij, breidel, brein (brijn), dein, deinzen, deis,
\item dreigen, dreinen, dweil, ei (ij), eiber, eidereend, eigen, eik-ijk, eiker-ijker, eiland,
\end{itemize}
eind, eins or einze, einzel, eis (ijs), eit, feil, feit (fijt), geheim, gei (gij), geil (gijl), gein (gijn), geiser, geit, gerei, gevi (gevlei), gewei, glei (glij), gleis, gneis, grein (grijn), 
hei (hij), heibei, heibel, heide, heiden, heil, heiland, heim(wee), hein, heinde, heister, 
heijte, ei, (ij, y), jein, kei, keild(e), keilen, keizer, klei, klein, koddebeier, lei (lij), leiden 
(ljden), leis (lijs), leist (lijst), meid-mijd(en), meider, meineed, mij (mei), neigen (nijgen), 
peiger, peil (pijl), peins, peis, plein, pleister, pleit, pleite, poppeleinjije, prei (pri), reiger 
(rijger), reik (rijk), reilen, rein (rijn), reis (rijs), rei (rij), schei, schei (schi), scheiden, 
schei, schreien, seider, sein, seis (sijs), sintveitsdans, sjeik (sjikk), slei, spreit, spreiden, 
steiger (stijger), steil (stijf), teil, teisteren, treil, trein, treiteren, vei, veil, veil (vijf), 
veilig, veins, vleien (vlijen), wei (wij), weid(en) (wijd), weifelen, weigeren, weinig, weit, 
weit-wijjt(en), wijd(e)-weide, weiden (wijden), zeik, zeil (zijf), zeis, zvei.

(14) Rule for /æi/ 
/æi/ → uï (ruiker)

(15) Rules for /au/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXCEPTIONS: au, jou, kou, nou, wou, zou.

WORDS WRITTEN WITH <AU(W)>

bietebauw, klauwen, krauw, krauwel, lauwer, mtauwen, pauw, prauw, 
snauw, watwel, (wenk)brauw, wiewauwen; haauwen (houwen), blauwen (blouwen), 
dauw (douw), flaauw (flouw), gauw (grouw), graauw (grouwe), hauw (houwe), kauw 
(kouw/kou), lauw (loauw), mauw (mouw), nauw (nouw), rauw (rouw), schauw 
(schouw), wauw (wouw/wou); rawduwer/roawduwer (both variants allowed). 
au, klauter, lauden, mauser, paus, pauze, rauzen/rausjen, saus.

(16) Rules for /a/

| a  | /a/ → ij in -lijk (mogelijk) |
| b  | /a/ → i in -ig (gezellig) |
| c  | /a/ → e elsewhere (ader, hannes) |

EXCEPTIONS: z'n, m'n, d'r, 'r, 't, 'm, 'n; een, het, loeres/loeris,
DUTCH ORTHOGRAPHY

stennis/stennes, jottum, dattum, lorum, krankjorum, uh, eh; dikwijls.

(17)  Rule for /p/
/p/ → p  (pas)
EXCEPTIONS: abt, bibs/bips.

(18)  Rule for /b/
/b/ → b  (bal)

(19)  Rules for /t/
   a /tsj/ → tj  (tjonge)
   b /t/ → t  (taart)

(20)  Rule for /d/
/d/ → d  (deur)

(21)  Rule for /k/
/k/ → k  (kort)
EXCEPTIONS: wecken, bockhier, tekkel/teckel.

(22)  Rule for /f/
/f/ → f  (fiets)
EXCEPTIONS: veertig, vijftig, veter.

(23)  Rule for /v/
/v/ → v  (veel)

(24)  Rule for /s/
/s/ → s  (suf)
EXCEPTIONS: zestig, zeventig; Bosch, droschke, sst (an interjection not listed in [Woordenlijst 1995]), misschien, janklaassen.

(25)  Rule for /z/
/z/ → z  (zaak)
EXCEPTIONS: kniesoor, poesen/poezen, onsen/onzon, diesel, potverdosie.
(26) **Rule for /x/**

\[ c \rightarrow x \]

\[ /x/ \rightarrow \text{ch} \]

*Exceptions:* 

- aagt
- oogst
- nog
- geneugt(e)
- steggel
- genoegelijk
- hogelijk
- klagelijk
- vagelijk
- walgelijk
- zorgelijk
- ontgeloji
- getuigenis
- heugenis.

(27) **Rule for /h/**

\[ /h/ \rightarrow h \]

(28) **Rule for /y/**

\[ /y/ \rightarrow g \]

(29) **Rule for /m/**

\[ /m/ \rightarrow m \]

*Exceptions:* *aanbeeld* (variant of *aambeeld*).

(30) **Rule for /n/**

\[ /n/ \rightarrow n \]

(31) **Rules for /ɵ/**

\[ /ɵ/ \rightarrow n / _ k \]

*CC*

\[ /ɵ/ \rightarrow ng \]

*elsewhere*

(32) **Rule for /l/**

\[ /l/ \rightarrow l \]

(33) **Rule for /r/**

\[ /r/ \rightarrow r \]

(34) **Rule for /w/**

\[ /w/ \rightarrow w / y + \]

*CC*

\[ /w/ \rightarrow uw / V + \]

*CC*
b /w/ → w elsewhere (waar)

EXCEPTIONS: a: leewieken, wiewauwen  b: kriewel.

(35) Rules for /j/

C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a /j/ → i / + (aai)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b /j/ → j elsewhere (jaar, bajes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXCEPTIONS: a: poeier, ooievaar, kooiker, lichterlaaie; b: verstajem.

FURTHER REMARKS

Exceptions with silent letters are ambt, erwt, het, likmevestje, staakt-het-vuren. There is one native word (an onomatopoeia) in which the sound /e:/ occurs: [ble:ra]. This word is written as bliëren.
Appendix D
Phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules for non-native words

This appendix gives an overview of sound to-letter conversion rules for non-native words with their exceptions. Rules for sound combinations are listed under the first sound. The overview ends with some rules for specific semi-affixes. Exceptions are exhaustively listed when there are five or less examples; in other cases some examples are given followed by etc. Vowel letters representing short vowels are linked to one V-position; vowel letters and vowel digraphs representing long vowels are linked to two V-positions.

Most foreign phonemes do not warrant the postulation of spelling rules, because they do not occur in the transcription provided by CELEX, or only sporadically, or because their spelling is too idiosyncratic. For this reason, I will only formulate rules for /g/ and some semi-affixes which contain foreign phonemes. All other words which contain these sounds are considered to be exceptional.

NOTATION:

‘+’ morpheme boundary (does not include non-native suffixes)
V, FV Vowel, Full vowel (all vowels but schwa)
LV, SV Long vowel, short vowel
SON, OBS Sonorant consonant, obstruent
ISUF -i (-ie) and non-native suffixes beginning with /i/ -io (-io), -ion (-ion), -iys (-ius), -ivm (-ium), -iel (-ieel), -ier (ieer), -ial- (iaal, -ial-), -iar- (iaar, -iar-), -iat- (-iata, iat-), -iE...r (-air), -Iœr (-ieur), -Iœs (-ieus).

(1) Rules for /a/
/a/ → i  (flamingo)
EXCEPTIONS: apoclysps, crypt, lymf, etc.; (body)building, business, seigneur, sovereign, ukelele.
(2) **Rules for /e/**

/æ/ → e  
(pamflet)

**Exceptions:** back, racket, etc.; heavy, ready, etc.; maison, relais, etc.; quaestor, quaestur, quaestrix; arrêt, crêpe; fraîcheur, maitresse; crayon, relayeren; ceintuur, peigné; knäckebröd, ländler; calèche, crèche.

(3) **Rules for /o/**

/o/ → o  
(karton)

**Exceptions:** brainwashing, squadron, squash, stopwatch, swap, warrant(y); poinsettia; remoulband; ångström-eenheid; smörgåsbord.

(4) **Rules for /u/**

/u/ → u  
(ultra)

**Exceptions:** röntgen, smörgåsbord, smörrebröd; double, trouble; floodlight; company, government, money.

(5) **Rules for /a/**

/a/ → a  
(atleet)

**Exceptions:** caissière, douairière. In combination with i: design, sliëing, trial, etc.; bypass, byte, etc.; taekwondo, maestro; balalaïka, maïs, maïzena; edelweiss, pfëiffer, polergeist; weinachtsstol; diehard; tie-break; eye.

(6) **Rules for /i/**

- a /i/ → ie / _C_0 +  
  (dimensie)
- b /i/ → i elsewhere  
  (bolide)

**Exceptions to the subrules:**

- a maxi-, peri-, etc. (prefixes), taxī, macaronī, etc.; carbīd, codīl, etc.
- b dixieland, faileant, isezgrim, mediene, retrieval, sowieso, spiegeleri, spielmacher, vieseline; flottielje, gienje, trielje.

a/b design, would-be, etc.; hyena, sherry, etc.; hockey, keyboard, etc.; gruyère; sirih; parenchijn.

(7) **Rules for /y/**

- a /y/ → uu / _C_0 +  
  (azuur)
- b /y/ → u elsewhere  
  (nuance)

**Exceptions to the subrules:**

- a jus, luce, recul, etc.  
  a/b bruuskeren; fondue, revue, etc.; muesli/müsli; hybris; rücksichtslos, überhaupt, Übermensch.
(8) Rules for /u/
   a /u/ → ou / _ . . . Ø {r, z} (œ) (foueur)
   b /u/ → ou / _ . . . y r (œ) (couture)
   c /u/ → ou / _ . . . ñ (œ) (mousseline)
   d /u/ → ou / _ . . . e (bouclé)
   e /u/ → ou / r _ {l, t} (route)
   f /u/ → ou / k _ {p, r} (coup)
   g /u/ → ou in words with foreign phonemes (rouge)
   h /u/ → ou / _ j (bouillon)
   i /u/ → ou / _ . . . sj
      CONDITION: sj is not preceded by t
   j /u/ → oe elsewhere (koelic)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
   g foerage(ur), foergon, mangoestan, mangoeste, moeziiek
      i push.
   j souplesse, (camouflage), etc.; antepenultima, junta, etc.;
      manoeuvre; grapefruit; wetsuit; cashewnoor, crew, screwdriver,
      -view, etc.; blues; scooter, voodoo, etc.; move, remover, two-seater.

(9) Rules for /e/
   a /e/ → ee / _ C₀ + (idee)
   b /e/ → e elsewhere (helaas)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
   a acne, benzoë, cantabile, facsimile, etc.; cabaretier, dossier, etc.; fides;
      beignet, filer, foyer, toucher, etc.; cache-nez, rendez-vous, pince-nez,
      laissez-passer; pied-à-terre, souspied.
   a/b coupé, dédain, etc.; break, steak, etc.; essay, playboy, etc.; laesie,
      reggae, etc.; crazy, escape, etc.; claim, cocktail, etc.; cruzeiro, madeira,
      pelignor; keynesians, survey; salonfähig; sansevieria.

(10) Rules for /ø/
   /ø/ → eu (likeur)

EXCEPTIONS:
   amoeba, foetus, oecumene etc; fröbelen, knäckebröd, etc.; fôhn.
(11) **Rules for /o/**

a. /o/ → oo / _C_o +  
   *(ikoon)*  

b. /o/ → o elsewhere  
   *(aroma)*

**Exceptions to the subrules:**

a. *depot, paletot, etc.; tournedos, (a)propos; tenor, rücksichtlos.*

a/b *aubade, crapaud, etc.; bureau, niveau, etc.; approach, goal, etc.; feld, knowhow, etc.; bordeaux, lits-jumeaux; mistletoe, toeclip; ohm; behaviourisme, rigoureus, soul.*

(12) **Rules for /a/**

a. /a/ → aa / _C_a +  
   *(esculaap)*  

b. /a/ → a elsewhere  
   *(azijn)*

**Exceptions to the subrules:**

a. *(milli)bar, blague, boulevard, brancard, ecart, egard, flambard, foulard, jacquard, islam, kan, koran; hang(a)r, samowa(a)r.*

a/b *vis-à-vis, voilà, etc.; betjah, fellah, jahveh, mahdist, mahjong, sjah, yahzee.*

(13) **Rules for /ei/**

/ei/ → ij  
   *(tapij)*

**Exceptions:** *kaleidoscoop, reine-claude, terrein, etc.; nylon; erlenmeyer.*

(14) **Rules for /œy/**

/œy/ → ui  
   *(plavuis)*

**Exceptions:** *deuterium, deuteron, farmaceutisch, feuilleton, hermeneutisch, neutr-, therapeut, zeugma; trompe-l’œil.*

(15) **Rules for /au/**

a. /au/ → auw / _ +  
   *(kabeljauw)*  

b. /au/ → ou / _ + [+cor –son]  
   *(sound)*  

c. /au/ → au / _ elsewhere  
   *(laurier)*

**Exceptions to the subrules:**

a. *kenau; cacao, curaçao, flambouw, karbouw, kartouw, kersouw, landouw; know-how, high-brow.*

b.aubraal, claustr-, exhaust-

c. *verbouwereer, houweel, howitser; kabouter, loudspeaker, scout; clown, down, etc.*
Rules for /a/
/a/ → e (amandêl)

EXCEPTIONS: achenebbiž, elixir, service, sheriff, spirit; recital, privacy, package, etc.; bacon, counselor;
glamour; rock-'n-roll; belvédère, dégénéré, ingénue, procédé, revérence; génant; yoghurt, column, tilbury; single, shuffle, etc.; wire, umpire.

Rules for /p/
/p/ → p (kompass)

Rules for /b/
/b/ → b (framboos)

Rules for /t/

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
a /tsj/ → ti / LV _ ISUF (spaties)
b /tsj/ → ti / SON _ ISUF (conventioneel)
c /tsj/ → tch / LV _ (match)
d /tsj/ → ch elsewhere (speech, chester)
e /ts/ → t / LV _ ISUF (spatie)
f /ts/ → t / SON _ ISUF (conventie)
g /ts/ → ts elsewhere (tsaar, strapats)
i /t/ → t elsewhere (elegant)

Rules for /d/

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
a /dzj/ → j (jeep)
b /d/ → d (idioot)

dzjin, hadzji; gentleman, gipsy, gin, lounge, teenager; hodgkin, wedgewood; djahé, djakke, djaksa, djami, djati, djeroek, djimat, hadj; leggiero; deuce; dweysysteem.
(21) Rules for /k/

a /ks/ → ct / _ ISUF (functie)
b /ks/ → cc / a _ [–back] (accent)
c /ks/ → x elsewhere (max)
d /kw/ → kw / _ … {–un, –ein, –ir, oj, aj} (kwartier)
   CONDITION: not in -ulier/-urier

e /kw/ → qu elsewhere (quasi)
f /k/ → k / _ (….) + (kaduuk)
g /k/ → k / _ (…...) [–back] (spektakel)
h /k/ → k / _ … {–un, –ein, –ir, oj, aj} (kalkoen)
i /k/ → c in words with foreign phonemes (courgette)
j /k/ → k / _ … øey (kazuifel)
k /k/ → c elsewhere (cadeau)

Exceptions to the subrules:

a/b axiaal, axio-, flaxie, flexie, taxi etc.; axillair.
c djaksa, (d)oksaal, feniks, lariks, seks, tekst; fuchsia, fuchsine;
   eezeem, eczeema; occident, succes, vaccin; slacks; aerobics; cokes,
   cornflakes; excel-, excentri-, except-, exerperen, excerpt, exces
   exacteren; excessief.
   d aquamarijn, quadriljoen

e acquisitie; biscuit, cuisine, circuit; coiffure; qwerty; kwadraat,
   kwartaal, taekwondo, etc.
f gimmick, shock, etc.; loc, plastic, tonic, true, etc.; cheque, etc.;
   high-tech.
g maquette, equipe, etc.; centaur, ceramiek, cyst- (cystoscoop),
   ecce-homo, rovesco, sacerdotaal, seep.; sofistieeren, -coecen, cae-
   (precair, caisson), handicap; rocheren, zucchetti, zucchini.
h benedictijn, saeristein; braneardier, cavalier; octrooi.
i (elektricien), katalyse
k acquit, jacquet, jaccuard; chianti, chorus, chroniqueur, christ-
   (christologie); quarantaine, etc.; picknick, etc.;
   (different spellings of /k/ within a word: ekwinoetaal, elektrificatie,
   elektronica, kineetica, kosmetica, kwalificatie, macrokosmos,
   mikroskosmos, skeptieus).

(22) Rules for /f/

/f/ → f (forens)

 Exceptions: dauphin, sophisticated; sheriff, kevlar, sovchoze, sovjet;
   bath, rebirth.
(23) Rules for /v/

/v/ → v

(viol)

(24) Rules for /s/

a /sj/ → ch / OBS _ er
   (marcheer)

b /sj/ → ti / SON _ ISUF
   (optioneel)

c /sj/ → ci / SON _ ISUF
   (commerdeel)

d /sj/ → ci / LV _ ISUF
   (spectaal)

e /sj/ → si / SV _ ISUF
   (missionair)

f /sj/ → ch elsewhere
   (charge)

h /s/ → t / OBS _ ISUF
   (optie)

i /s/ → c / LV _[−back]
   (specie)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:

a appreciëren, associëren, beneficiëren, denunciëren, injiciëren, officiëren

d pensioen, pension.

f kitsch, schlarfer, fascisme; ansjovis; artisjok, bolsje, hasji(esj),
   kasjmier, mensjewiek, pasja; derwijsj, fetijsj, koosjer/kousjer,
   mesjoeche/mesjokke, riksje; ramsj, achenebbisj; sjabrak, sjiet, sjwa,
   etc.; finish, kashba, shampoo, etc.; spielerei, spielmacher, stuka;
   issue, tissue, suit; ruche, pluche.

g autopsie, epilepsie, etc.

h arseen, korset, parasiet, porselein, etc.; abscess, discipel, obscene, etc.

i race, service, etc.; connaissance, moesson, palissade, etc; pass, topless,
   etc.; hausse, mousses, saucisse, suisse, course, (re)lease, response,
   suspense; ersatz, hertz, witz; bosschage; aperçu, façade, garçon,
   maçon, reçu, remplaçant; mistletoe; accesoire.
DUTCH ORTHOGRAPHY

(25) Rules for /z/

a /zi/ → g / _ er
   (chargeer)

b /zi/ → si / _ ISUF
   (visionair)

c /zi/ → j / _ [+back]
   (jus)

d /zi/ → g elsewhere
   (genre)

e /zi/ → s / LV _ V
   (fusie)

f /zi/ → s / SON _ V
   (mensa)

g /zi/ → z / _ … … { -un, -ein, -ir, oj, aj }
   (azijn)

h /zi/ → z / _ +
   (precieze)

i /zi/ → z / _ in words with foreign phonemes
   (mayonaise)

j /zi/ → z elsewhere
   (zodiak)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:

a priviligëren, solfegëren.

c dejeuner, feu, oranjerie, sujet.

d prodigieux, refugìe, stàglair; bourgeois, flàgeol; gendarm,
   oràngeade, sergerànt; audio-visual; moezjìek.

e markìaat, oëkaze, pauze, poëzie, etc.

f banzaaien, barzoi, bêìëzhub, benzìne, benzòë, bremze, enzym,
   influenza, rapunzel, sperzieboon, terzet.

g fuselier, thesaurier, visioen.

h confusìs, divers, diffusìs, excusìs, exquis, infusìs, refusìs (the preceding
   words have inflected forms with <s>: confuse, etc.), legùmìsøsen.

i roze.

j sowieso; acacia, coulisse.

(26) Rules for /x/

/x/ → ch
   (echo)

EXCEPTIONS: baghera, junta

(27) Rules for /y/

/y/ → g
   (spagàat)

EXCEPTIONS: sorìgmì, spàghetti

(28) Rules for /h/

/h/ → h
   (heraut)

(29) Rules for /m/

/m/ → m
   (emerìnt)

EXCEPTIONS: schlàmm
(30) Rules for /n/
   a /nj/ → gn / FV..._...FV  (signaal)
   b /nj/ → gn / FV...FV..._ (bourgogne)
   c /nj/ → nj elsewhere  (franje)
   d /n/ → n  (concept)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
   a/b banjo, benjamin, njonja; kampanje, karonje, kastanje, kokinje, oranje.
   c doña, señorita; pinyin; piranha; besogne.
   d sennhut, dzjinn; bonhomme, bonhomie.

(31) Rules for /ŋ/
   a /ŋ/ → n /_k  (franco)
   b /ŋ/ → ng elsewhere  (pisang)

(32) Rules for /l/
   a /lj/ → lj  (biljart)
   b /l/ → l  (bolero)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
   a milieu.  b Lloyd; bulldozer, grill, etc.

(33) Rules for /r/
   /r/ → r  (caramel)

(34) Rules for /w/
   a /w/ → w / y_+ (baljwu)
   b /w/ → u w / y_+ (flambeuw)
   c /wa/, /wa/ → oĩ /_ {r, s} (trottuir)
   d /w/ → w elsewhere  (warande)

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
   c croissant, exploitieren, etc.; one-man-show; foyer, voyeur.
   d conduite, etui, gratuit, nuit, suisse, (pour)suite. N.B [w] is written after back vowels in: fluweel, fluwijn, houweel, houwitser, juweel, kauwoerde, klauwier, sagouweer/sagoueer, samowa(a)r, stowaage, struweel, stuweadoor, stuweage, truweel, verbouwereerd.
(35) **Rules for /j/**

a. /j/ → i / _ +  
   (lawaa) 

b. /j/ → i / _ ISUF  
   (principieel) 

c. /j/ → ll / {ei, oey, a, u} _ V  
   (surveilleer, bouillon) 

d. /j/ → ll / {i, i} _ {o, a, e} +  
   (carrillon) 

   /j/ → ll / i _ +  
   (vanille) 

   **CONDITION:** i is stressed  

   e. /j/ → j elsewhere  
   (junior) 

**EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:**

e. yahtzee, yoghurt, etc.; attenof, gof; boy, corduoy, tinneroy; iatrosoof, ion; ayatollah, coyote, maya, riyal; (barbe)cue; new, steward(ess); computer, executive, etc.; beauty; feature, mixture, picture, pressure.

N.B. [j] is written after front vowels in ejaculaat, ejaculatie, ejaculeren, ejecteur, ejector, pejoratief, plebejer, plebejsch, plejaden, pyjama, riyal and the words in (35c-d).

(36) **Rules for /g/**

a. /g/ → gu / _ [−back]  
   (sanguine) 

b. /g/ → g elsewhere  
   (goal) 

**EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:**

a. boogie-woogie, gearing, gimmick, goalgetter, manggis(tan), vigeur. 

b. bodyguard, guano, jaguar, linguaal; egg.
Rules for specific (semi-)suffixes

a /sjɛ/ → cien /_ + (opticien)
b /lizɔ/ → lyse /_ + (analyse)
c /je/ → iè /_ {m, rɔ} (première)
d /ɛx/ → air (a) /_ + (precair, stagiaire)
e /ɛzo/ → aise /_ + (malaise)
f /ɛro/ → aëro /_ + (aëronaut)
g /je/ → ier /_ + (premier)
h /dʒi/ → age /_ + (manage)
i /teɪt/ → teit /_ + (activiteit)
j /tɛk/ → theek /_ + (bibliotheek)
k /is/ → isch /_ + (thermisch)

CONDITION: only holds for unstressed /is/

EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:
a auspiciën.
d camembert, colbert, couvert, dessert, expert, flobert, parterre,
pied-à-terre, revers, serre; care, share, square, -ware.
Rules for specific (semi-)prefixes

a  /sil/ → syl / + _ V  
(b) /syl/ → syn / + _ C  
  CONDITION: C is not /γ/ or /j/ 

b  /sin/ → s y n  / + _ C  
  (syntaxis)

c  /sym/ → sym / + _ {p, b, V}  
  (symbol)

d  /psix/ → psych / + _  
  (psycholoog)

e  /fyz/ → fys / + _  
  (fysiek)

f  /hip/ → hyp / + _ {o, ø}  
  (hyperactief)

g  /poly/ → poly / + _  
  (polytheen)

h  /œy/ → eu / + _  
  (euthanasie)

i  /ap/ → ab / + _ C  
  (abstract)
  CONDITION: C is not /t/ 

j  /op/ → ob / + _ C  
  (obsceen)
  CONDITION: C is not /t/ 

k  /syp/ → sub / + _  
  (substraat)

l  /at/ → ad / + _ C  
  (administratie)
  CONDITION: C is not /t/ or /l/ 

m  /tema/ → thema / + _  
  (thema)

n  /terap/ → therap / + _  
  (therapie)

o  /teo/ → theo / + _  
  (theoloog)

p  /orto/ → ortho / + _  
  (orthografie)

q  /pat/ → path / + _ {o, i} {s, k}  
  (pathos)

Exceptions to the subrules:

b/c scinti- (e.g. scintillatie), simpel/simpl-, cimbaal.

e  advies, confisering, fieselemie.

g  polichinel, polio, polit(kliniek), politie(k), politie-, politoer.
i/j apsis, opsooog, atjar, atmosfeer.
Appendix E
Overview of autonomous spelling rules

This appendix gives an overview of autonomous spelling rules with their exceptions. The rules are conditioned by orthographical context and apply to words. For every rule, a representative example is provided between parentheses.

**NOTATION:**

- **S** = (orthographic) syllable
- **L** = Letter
- **V** = vowel letter
- **C** = consonant letter
- **+** = morpheme boundary

(1) **Orthographic Syllabification**

Within syllabification domains (free morphemes, suffixes that start with a consonant and contain a vowel, and -aard or -achtig), syllables are built on the basis of the CV-tier in the following way:

a. Adjacent V-positions are heterosyllabic, provided that the first syllable has two V-positions: *kri.oel*, *ui.er* (*u.ier*).

b. One intervocalic C-position belongs to the next syllable, unless it is associated to a vowel letter: *be.ter*, *la.chen* but *maai.en*, *coy.ote*.

c. In the case of two or more intervocalic C-positions:
   - if the C-positions are linked to the combinations *bl*, *br*, *cl*, *cr*, *dr*, *fl*, *fr*, *gl*, *gr*, *kl*, *kr*, *kw*, *pl*, *pr*, *qu*, *tr*, *vr* and *str*, this cluster is parsed as an onset: *a.qua*, *di.ploma*, *oe.strogeen*, etc. unless this means that the preceding syllable ends in a single V-position, in that case one C-position goes to the preceding syllable: *as.trant*, *rag.lan*, *tef.lon*, etc, except in case of the digraph *qu*: *choqueren*, *attaqueren*. Remaining letters belong to the preceding syllable: *ex.tra*, *in.strument*. *uw* is no onset, hence *eeu*.
   - if the C-positions are linked to *sc*, *sk*, *st* or *x*, they are split after vowel letters, but not after consonant letters: *fis.caal*, *bruus.keer*, *gees.ten*, *pas.ta*, *taxi*, *bauxiet* (the syllable boundary is between the two C-positions linked to *x*) versus *ob.sceen*, *ern.stig*, *in.stant*, *mar.xist*.

d. Remaining Cs go to the preceding syllable: *amb.ten*, *plank.ton*.

**EXCEPTIONS:**

- *naas.te*, *bas.taard*, *bo.gaard*, *do.laard*, *dros.saard*, *grijn.zaard*, *ho.vaar.dij*, *mos.taard*, *mut.saard*, *pon.jaard*, *stan.daard*, *tab.baard*, *vein.zaard*, *trots.kist*
(2) **Vowel Degemination**

\[ V \rightarrow C \]

\[ V_i \rightarrow 0 / V_i \_ ]_S [S C_i \]

*(later)*

**CONDITION:** Rule (2) does not apply to morpheme-final *ee*; it also applies to *uu* before *w*

**EXCEPTIONS:**
- native: *deemoed, leebaken, leewieken, eega(de), meekrap*
- non-native: *teevee, tseetseevelig, shampion, weekend, cheeta* etc., *voodoo, bazooka*, etc.

(3) **Consonant Doubling**

\[ V \]

\[ 0 \rightarrow C_i / [C_0 V \_]_S [S C_i \]

*(kommer)*

**EXCEPTIONS:**
- non-native: *condition, visual, body, cabaret(ière), caravan, chaperonne, column, cover, creditcard, desa, emplacement, everglaze, finish, colour, giveaway, hovercraft, impresario, intercity, officer, limrick, limit, living, manager, méreren, military, mocassin, money, monocle, nasi, necessaire, novelty, omelet, penalty, polaroid, pong, rataplan, recovery, referee, robinsonade, sheriff, sovereign, sovjetoloog, spirit(u'al), tomatawk; an+organisch, sub+altern* and other words with non-native prefixes.

(4) **Consonant Degemination**

**a**

\[ [S \_C_i C_i]_S \rightarrow C_i \]

*(verbrand)*

**b**

\[ s \rightarrow 0 / \_ \_ \]

*(logischte)*

**c**

\[ s \rightarrow 0 / x \_ \]

*(complexte)*

**CONDITIONS:**
- in (4b) and (4c) the relevant letters are associated to at least one C-position
- In order to derive the contrast between words such as *fiets* and *fietsster*, syllabification and degemination are applied every time a suffix is added.

---

1 According to [Woordenlijst 1954], p. LII *bes-te* (*be-ste*), *mee-te* (*mee-ste*, cf. *gedwee-ste*) and *naas-te* (*na-ste*) are exceptional. In case of the first two examples, this may be attributed to the fact that we are dealing with irregular comparatives which are not composed of stem + *st*, cf. *goed-best, meer-meest*, but *na-naast* seems regular.

2 Geminates such as those in *flano, Lloyd* and *watt, yell* where degemination does not work can be distinguished from cases such as *gehaatt* since they occur within morphemes and are linked to one C-
(5) **Spelling Devoicing**

a \( \forall \varepsilon \rightarrow \varepsilon / \_ C_0 \)_s

b \( \forall \varepsilon \rightarrow \varepsilon / \_ C_0 \)_s

**EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:**

a: berlitzmethode, cache-nez, chintz, ersatz, fez, hertz, jazz, kolchoz, laissez-passer, pince-nez, quiz, razzia, rendez-vous, rez-de-chaussée, showbiz, slivovitz, weltschmerz, witz; mazda, samizdat.

b: leitmotif; sovchoz(e), sovjet, kevlar, pravda.

(6) **Prevocalic E-deletion**

\( \varepsilon \rightarrow 0 / \_ + V \)

**CONDITION:**

\( e \) is not linked to a V-position; V is part of a suffix

(7) **Alternations of i and ie**

a \( \forall i \rightarrow \epsilon / \_ V \)

**CONDITION:**

only in unstressed syllables

b \( \forall i \rightarrow \epsilon / \_ + C \)

**CONDITION:**

C is part of a suffix

**EXCEPTIONS TO THE SUBRULES:**

b: skister, etuitje, i’je, pi’je

(8) **Vowel doubling**

a \( VV \)

\( V \rightarrow V_1V_1 / \_ + tje \)

**CONDITIONS:**

- \( V_1 \) is a, e, o or u
- Only applied to the adjectival suffix -s, not the plural or genitive suffix -s (cf. een Venloos straatje versus Venlo’s straten)
- (8a) is only applied in absence of hyphens

b \( VV \)

\( V \rightarrow V_1V_1 / \_ + C_1 \)_s

**CONDITIONS:**

- \( V_1 \) is a, e, o or u

(9) **Diminutive Allomorphy**

position.
\[ \varepsilon \rightarrow <\text{ee}> / _ + \text{tje} \]  
*CONDITION:* Only applied in absence of hyphen

**List of Diminutive Allomorphs with Special Spelling:**


(10) **Alternation of ng and n**

\[ \varepsilon \rightarrow _0 / n_ _ ( ) k \]  
*CONDITION:* (12a) is applied to plural and genitive suffix -s; (12b-d) are only applied to genitive suffix -s

**Apostrophe Placement**

\[ VV \]

a. \[ \varepsilon \rightarrow <\text{tje}> / y + _ \]  
*CONDITIONS:* Next to the plural forms eega's, la's, ra's, tra's and vla's, we also find eegaas, laas, raas, traas and vlaas.
0 → ˌL[J]s _s[L

CONDITION:
Hyphenation may not occur after an initial syllable which consists of one letter only, or before a final syllable which consists of one letter only

Ordering of the rules
In most cases we derive the correct result by applying autonomous spelling rules without stipulations about ordering. Some rules are intrinsically ordered, for instance, syllable sensitive rules can be only applied after Orthographic Syllabification. At first sight, it seems that Consonant Doubling must be ordered before Vowel Degemination, in order to prevent doubling from affecting degeminated consonants: haamer → hamer → *hammer. However, the CV-structure of hamer already prevents doubling from applying: Consonant Doubling only affects consonants after a vowel letter linked to one V-position.

Another type of rules which may require ordering are Apostrophe Placement and Vowel Doubling. We could order Apostrophe Placement before Vowel Doubling to account for a word such as Venlo’s, but the same result could be achieved by giving the rules complementary contexts. Similarly, the fact that addition of diacritics, Vowel Doubling, replacement of i by ie and Diminutive Allomorphy are blocked by the presence of hyphens may be accounted for by rule ordering or complementary contexts.

Finally, if Consonant Doubling is ordered after Spelling Devoicing, we need not consider words such as puzzel exceptions. Again the same result may be arrived at by not applying Spelling Devoicing after single vowel letters linked to one V-position. I conclude that no extrinsic ordering of autonomous spelling rules is needed.
Appendix F
Single or double consonant letters

Introduction

In this appendix, some complications with respect to orthographic Consonant Doubling are discussed. It is not the doubling rule itself which causes problems, but the complications concern the putative underlying representation of the vowels in question. It is sometimes difficult to establish whether we are dealing with a full vowel or schwa, or with a long or short vowel. The quality of the vowel determines the underlying spelling (structure) on the basis of which doubling is applied, so difficulty in establishing the quality of vowels indirectly has the effect that we cannot determine whether or not to apply doubling. Section F.1 examines contrasts such as kennissen ~ monniken, Lochemer ~ Doetinchemmer and Dokkumer ~ Hilversummer, while section F.2 focuses on complications with the choice of single or geminate consonant letters in non-native words such as agressie ~ aggregaat.

F.1 SINGLE OR DOUBLE CONSONANT LETTERS AFTER LETTERS PRONOUNCED AS SCHWA

This section will focus on one specific area in which Dutch orthography seems inconsistent, namely contrasts such as kennissen versus monniken, Lochemer versus Doetinchemmer and Dokkumer versus Hilversummer.

To account for the absence of Consonant Doubling after letters pronounced as schwa, I proposed that schwa is converted to a vowel letter without a V-position, see chapter 2. This proposal leads to the correct spelling for most words, e.g. in words such as [twiːfə]-twijfelen, and [hanəsə]-hannesen. Words such as [zɪnəɣə]-zinnige, [bibərəɣə]-bibberige, which only differ from the former examples by the fact that the schwa is written as <i> can be accounted for in the same way. In other words pronounced with schwa there is doubling, however, e.g. [kensə]-kennisen. This suggests that we are not dealing with an underlying schwa in these cases. Indeed, the relevant vowel can also be pronounced as a full vowel, and if it follows a schwa,
only a realization with a full vowel is possible. *Geschiedenissen*, for instance, is pronounced as [ɣəsɪdənəsə], not as *[ɣəsɪdənəsə]*. This can be explained by avoidance of sequences of schwas. The assumption of an underlying full vowel seems to solve the apparent inconsistency between *bezigen* and *kennissen*. However, there are more endings which exhibit this vacillation in the pronunciation, and the spelling of this group is not consistent. Firstly, the <*k*> of the ending -*ik* which also vacillates is not doubled:

(1)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[kenəsə]/[kensə]-kennissen</td>
<td>[ɣəsɪdənəsə]-geschiedenissen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dozəsə]/[dozısa]-dossissen</td>
<td>[metropolısa]-metropolıssen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mɔnəkə]/[mɔnikə]-monniken</td>
<td>[vizırıka]-viezeriken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spelling of part of the data in (1) is irregular, whether we postulate underlying full vowels or schwa. A further problem is that the sequences -*em* and -*um*, which show a similar vacillation in pronunciation, also have a variable spelling:

(2)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[dɔkəmər]-Dokkumer</td>
<td>[hılərysımər]-Hilversümmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[lɔxəmər]-Lochememer</td>
<td>[dutŋxɛmər]-Doetinchemmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stated otherwise, pairs with a comparable pronunciation in (1a), (1b) and (2) are written in three different ways: with geminates or single letters in both cases, or with a variable spelling which corresponds to the variation in the pronunciation.

In this section the facts in (1) and (2) will be examined. It will be argued that the words in (1) have an underlying full vowel, which implies the spelling in (1b) is irregular, but that the spelling variation in (2) does not constitute an inconsistency, since the words in (2a) have an underlying schwa. I will first discuss the phonological analysis of -*ig*, -*ik* and -*nis*; -*em* and -*um*; and -*is*, -*um* and -*us* in loan words, respectively, and subsequently examine the implications for orthography.

**Phonological analysis of -*ig*, -*ik* and -*nis***

To account for the vacillation of schwa and full vowels in (1), we can either postulate an underlying schwa and a raising rule, see Trommelen (1983b), or underlying full vowels and a reduction rule, see Zonneveld (1993). I will choose the latter option, since the alternative account by Trommelen uses a rule, schwa raising before velars, which incorrectly predicts that vacillation also occurs in the case of -*lijk* and -*ig*.

---

1 Trommelen (1983b) postulated an underlying schwa in -*ig* and -*ik* based on two arguments: (i) -*ig* and -*ik*
The difference between (1) and (3) warrants different lexical representations. The suffixes -ig and -lijk have an underlying schwa, whereas -ik and -nis have a full vowel which can be reduced. Zonneveld (1993:95) reformulates the Dutch Arab-rule, see Kager (1989:294), in such a way that it accounts for the facts in (3).

Unstressed post-tonic short vowels are reduced to schwa when the vowel in the immediately preceding syllable is short. The Dutch Arab-rule accounts for the contrast between the final vowels in havik (no reduction), monnik and kennis (reduction possible). This analysis also enables us to account for the difference with -ig. Since this ending has an underlying schwa a realization with a full vowel is not possible in zuinig or gezellig, irrespective of the length of the preceding vowel.

It can be concluded that -ig has an underlying schwa, whereas -ik and -nis have an underlying full vowel. The reduction in words such as monnik and kennis will be form a class with -ing, and (ii) -ing has an underlying schwa. The latter assumption is motivated by the fact that words with the ending -ing select the diminutive ending -tje instead of -eje (*koningsje) that normally occurs after short vowels followed by sonorants (cf. dingetje). The assumption that -ig and -ik behave like -ing is based on the fact that all three suffixes can be pronounced with a full vowel or schwa, which can be accounted for by a rule that raises schwa before velars (e.g. /k/ → [kon]). Trommelen finds support for this rule in the following quotation of Kruisinga: “in most words we write [the weakly stressed or unclear vowel as] e, e.g. in bode, vreugde, schade [...]. Before k, g and ng (representation of one sound) we write i, as in havik, monnik, menig, zalig; woning” [in de meeste woorden schrijven we [de zwakbeklemttoonde of onduidelijke klinker als] e, als in bode, vreugde, schade [...]. Vóór de k, g en ng (teken voor één klank) schrijven we i, zo in havik, monnik, menig, zalig; woning [...], see Kruisinga (1951:18–19). However, neither argument is conclusive. Firstly, selection of -tje does not always warrant the postulation of underlying schwa: there are (non-native) words with full vowels that behave the same way as words ending in -ing: they select -eje instead of (or as well as) the expected -eje, e.g. professortje, pelgrimjipje or pelgrimmetje. Secondly, the evidence that Trommelen gave to treat the endings the same way was based on the remark of Kruisinga, but this concerned orthography, not phonology. Orthography can not be used to support a phonological analysis in this way, since the spelling can reflect the pronunciation of earlier stages of the language.

For this analysis it is crucial that we do not follow Van Oostendorp (1995) who extends the full vowel analysis to the ending -ig. The first type of evidence he cites is the fact that words ending in schwa normally select the agentive suffixes -aar, e.g. in wandelaar ([wundelar]), but -ig and -ik select -er: pannikker, beziger. Secondly, there is no linking morpheme [ə] after schwa (*heuvelrug, *kleuterchool), but words ending in -ik, -nis and -ig sometimes have [ə] (spelled e or en): monnikerswerk, heiligfeeten. These facts are not convincing, however. Firstly, -aar follows a, n, v only: molenaar, twijfelaar, piekeraar (Booij & van Santen 1995:132) versus bezemer (Booij 1995:73), so the fact that -ig selects -er does not necessarily indicate that it contains a full vowel. Secondly, some words ending in a syllable containing schwa have a linking morpheme, e.g. goederstrain, engelshuut. Finally, -ig is always realized as schwa. I
accounted for by the Arab-rule, which is assumed to be optional.³

*Phonological analysis of -*em and -*um*

Now consider -*em* and -*um* which occur alternatively with single and geminate consonants in inflected forms. The contrast between pairs such as *Dokumer* and *Hilversummer* is only inconsistent under the assumption that the same suffix with a full vowel occurs in both words, but we will see that there is no evidence for this assumption. Some examples from Haeseryn et al. (1997) are given below:

(4)  a  Arnhem, Doetinchem, Edegem, Erembodegem, Hattem, Lochem
    b  Blaricum, Brunssum, Bussum, Hilversum

The sequences -*em* and -*um* occur exclusively in geographical names and are derived from -*haim* in most cases.⁴ However, I assume that we are dealing with separate endings and not with one ending with two spelling variants. If *Hilversum* is compared to *Doetinchem* the relevant vowels are pronounced differently, as [y] and [e] respectively. This suggests that they are no longer to be considered one suffix. In most dissyllabic words, however, the contrast is less clear. *Lochem* and *Hattem* are pronounced with schwa, and a full vowel seems unacceptable. The same probably holds for *Brunssum* and *Bussum*, but it is hard to distinguish [ə] from [y]. An indication that <u> can denote schwa is the alternation between *Gorinchem* and *Gorkum*, and between *Woudrichem* and *Woerkum*. The trisyllabic spelling is the older variant, which represents a historical pronunciation with a full vowel, see Van der Donk (1938). The dissyllabic variant represented a reduced pronunciation. Interestingly, it is not written with <ε> but with <u>. It appears that -*em* and -*um* are no longer to be considered the same ending.

³ *Loeris*/loeres and *stennis*/stennes have a variable spelling in [Woordenlijst 1995], contrary to Geerts & Heestermans (1995), who consider loeres a non-recognized form and do not list stennes. The sequence -*is* in loeris is never pronounced with [i] and thus has the same pronunciation as words like bakkes, wiedes, etc. The ending -*is* never occurs after consonants other than /n/ in native words (with the exception of kermis). It seems that the <i> of loeris is etymological and not an indication of a full vowel. The word stennes or stennis, however, can be pronounced with an [i].

⁴ According to Gyseling (1960), the following words are derived from compounds with -*haim*: Arnhem, Berchem, Blaricum, Bornhem, Haarlem, Hilversum, Lappersum, Edegem, Erembodegem, Hemiksem, Ijzegem, Maldegem, Merksem, Oudegem, Wedelgem, Woudrichem, Zelhem, Zwevegem, Hattem, Bakkum, Bochum. However, Kraaimem, Brunssum and Merksem are derived from compounds with -*amma* and Dokkum from Dokkingum. Thus, words written with <em> are not consistently derived from another morpheme than words written with <um>. 
The contrast between the pronunciation of the words under (2a) and (2b) suggests that these endings are to be treated the same way as -ik and -nis. However, words such as Lochem are never pronounced with a full vowel, unlike words such as monnik and kennis. The Arab-rule is optional, so the absolute absence of full vowels in words such as Lochem cannot be explained by this rule. These facts suggest that we are dealing with an underlying schwa. Unless further evidence is found, -em and -um pronounced as schwa or as a full vowel should not be considered the same suffixes. The pronunciation of the sequences -em and -um must be established for each word separately. Generally, disyllabic words have an underlying schwa, and the other words have a full vowel (but cf. Arnhem and Haarlem). This pattern suggests that a reduction rule such as the Dutch Arab-rule has played a role at one stage, but that its effect has been lexicalized.

Phonological analysis of -is, -um and -us
Finally, consider -is, -us and -um in non-native words. Examples are given under (5):

(5)  -is: dosis, salaris  -um: valium, museum  -us: catalogus, rebus

In -is, schwa alternates with [i]. In the case of -um and -us, it is not so easy to determine the phonological representation, since [a] and [y] are hard to distinguish. Trommelen assumes that -um has an underlying schwa on the basis of diminutive formation valiumpje, but judgements are difficult here, some speakers use valiummetje. Moreover, the choice of valiumpje does not necessarily imply that the relevant vowel is a schwa. Many speakers also select -jje after full vowels, e.g. in Bethleemjje, requiemjje and Joachimjje. On the other hand, the stress pattern gives an important indication that we are dealing with full vowels in the endings of (5). Words ending in a syllable of which the vowel is a schwa never have antepenultimate stress (except when schwa is not preceded by a consonant as in

5 Trommelen, who only discusses the ending -um, assumes that this sequence has an underlying schwa that is raised when it is preceded by another schwa. According to Trommelen, this is supported by the contrast between the diminutive forms of Mokum and Hilversum: Mokumje but Hilversummetje, cf. koninkje-wandelingejje (Blaricum) is not mentioned, but Trommelen would predict Blaricumje. However, judgements are difficult with such words. Moreover, examples such as pelgrimpje, pythontje show that selection of a monosyllabic diminutive form does not always mean that there is an underlying schwa.

6 The sequences -um, -em and -ik are not mentioned as affixes in De Haas & Trommelen (1993), but -erik is.

7 De Coninck (1970) prescribes schwa or a full vowel for non-native words in -is (dosis, salaris), but full vowels only for non-native words in -um and -us.
terriër, ażië, cf. pantoffel- *pantoffel, kadaver- *kadaver. However, words composed with -is, -us or -um can have antepenultimate stress:

(6) logicus, cumulus, catalogus, octopus; unicum, laudanum, speculari, curriculum; syphilis, cannabis, metropolis

This stress pattern suggests that the final vowel is full, just like in words such as monitor and positron. Furthermore, words such as catalogus sometimes exhibit stress shift: catalogus. These facts could be explained as a reinterpretation of a full vowel as schwa, which then causes stress shift. Words such as normaliter and archipel seem to support this analysis. It is either normaliter pronounced with [e], or normaliter with [o]. I conclude that -is, -um and -us have full vowels. Other words in which [æ] and [a] are both possible pronunciations such as gojim, sherif, topic, gossip, denim and acid will be considered to have underlying full vowels as well, whereas limit, stencil and elixir/elixer have an underlying schwa.9

Implications for orthography

Above it was argued that the affixes in (1) and (2) should be divided into two types on the basis of their phonological behaviour: the suffix -ig has an underlying schwa, and the suffixes -ik and -nis have an underlying full vowel. The sequences -em and -um are not considered affixes which are subject to the Morphological Principle, so words which contain these sequences occur in both categories:

(7) schwa -ig, Lochem, Dokkum
    full vowel -ik, -enis, -is, Doetinchem, Hilversum

8 Kager (1989:234) claims that words such as catalogus have an underlying schwa, but that the endings -icum and -icus are not part of the stress domain, which accounts for the antepenultimate stress. However, this would not explain the examples like metropolis or catalogus, nor words where a schwa is part of a suffix, e.g. electrod_FASTbble and communisme. Such words always have penultimate stress (eletroFASTbble, communisme), which shows that schwa always forms part of the stress domain, and that the stress attracting properties of schwa are not ignored in these cases. This makes Kager’s analysis of -icum and -icus unlikely.

9 De Coninck (1970) transcribes the relevant vowels in stencil and limited as schwas and those in sheriff, tonic, and topic as [i] (the other words discussed here are absent in De Conink’s dictionary). The alternating spelling of elixir/elixer does not reflect variation in the pronunciation: this word is transcribed with a schwa and the pronunciation with an [i] is explicitly condemned. Consequently the spelling with an ’i’ is etymological, the variant with <e> more in accordance with the pronunciation.
This implies that the spelling <i> in -ig and <u> in words such as Dokkum is etymological rather than an indication of an underlying full vowel.\textsuperscript{10} When the spelling is regular, doubling is expected after full vowels, but not after schwa. When we compare (1) and (7), we see that most spelling contrasts in (1) are caused by pronunciation differences and do not form inconsistencies, and that there is no need to assume that there is doubling after letters representing (underlying) schwa. However, one problem remains in (7), namely the fact that the final consonant of the suffix -ik is not doubled before vowels, although it has an underlying full vowel.

Why is there a difference between -ik and -nis? Te Winkel claims that vonnis, monnik and botterik are pronounced with a ‘mute vowel’ but geschiedenis with a full vowel, and that vonnissen is written with <ss> by analogy with geschiedenissen, see Te Winkel (1863:53). It is not clear whether there really was a pronunciation difference in Te Winkel’s time. Te Winkel assumed that a mute vowel can also be pronounced as [i], see Te Winkel (1860:6) which possibly used to be a reduced vowel in earlier versions of Dutch (hence Kollewijn’s proposal for the spelling -lik for -lijk). Thus, it is only the stress pattern that distinguishes botteriken from geschiedenissen, and this is a very subtle difference. Since the spelling difference between monniken and vonnissen is quite old, see Siegenbeek (1805b), it is also possible that there was no difference in the pronunciation of botteriken and geschiedenissen, but that the spelling itself has had some influence. In any case, there is no difference in present-day pronunciation: both geschiedenissen and viezeriken are realized with a full vowel, so the spelling ought to have geminates in both cases. The spelling of -ik is really inconsistent with the current pronunciation.

An overview of single or double consonants is given under (8):

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{lll}
\textbf{Regular} & & \\
shwa, no gemination: & -(er)ig (bezigen), Lochemer, Dokkumer & \\
full vowel, gemination: & Hilversummer, Arnhemmer; -en (kennissen); & \\
& -is (dosissen), -um, -us (krokussen) & \\
\textbf{Irregular} & & \\
full vowel, no gemination: & - (er)ik (monniken, viezeriken) & \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

We can conclude that the spelling in (1) is regular, except for the single <k> in words such as monniken and viezeriken, and that the contrast between Lochemer

\textsuperscript{10} The generalization is that [sm] is written as <um> after [k] (Bakkum, Dokkum, Blaricum, Gorkum, Mokum, Woorum) and after [s] unless this sound follows [k] (Bussum, Brunssum, Hilversum, Loppersum but Merssem, Hemiksem), and as <em> elsewhere. This generalization does not extend to non-geographical [sm], which is written as <em>: stiekem, bloesem etc.
versus Doetinchemmer and Dokkumer versus Hilversummer is unproblematic, since there is no reason to assume that the contrasting words contain the same suffix -em or -um.

F.2 SINGLE OR DOUBLE CONSONANT LETTERS IN NON-NATIVE WORDS

Chapter 4 gave rules for the spelling of long and short vowels in non-native words. Deriving the spelling now seems straightforward. However, there are two factors which complicate the choice of single and double consonants: the indistinctness of the length contrast and the effect of non-native prefixes. Both factors will be discussed here.

Indistinctness of the length contrast

In native words it is always clear if a given vowel is long or short (although there are a few words in which the pronunciation varies: witlo(o)f, kivi(e)t). In non-native words the length contrast also exists, see for instance minimal pairs such as [halo ~ halo] (halo id. versus hallo ‘hello’), [koma ~ koma] (coma id. versus komma ‘comma’), [oto ~ oto] (auto ‘car’ versus Otto name). However, the contrast has less functional load, and it almost exclusively occurs in stressed syllables. Some rare examples in which spelling suggests a length contrast in an unstressed syllable are [dɔserə] (doceren ‘to teach’) versus [dɔsərə] (dosseren ‘to slope’), [trəserə] (traceren ‘to trace’) versus [trəserə] (trasseren ‘to draw’) and [ənalıst] (analıst ‘analyst’) versus [ənalıst] (annalıst ‘historian’).11

In words such as the following the contrast between long and short vowels which is suggested by the spelling is often not realized:

11 In some words the spelling varies as well: staniol or stanniol, allitteleren, liittleratuur.
Despite the contrast in the spelling of the pairs of words in (9) which suggests a length contrast, all words are often realized the same way, i.e. with a short vowel in (9ab), with a schwa in (9c) and with a long vowel in (9d).

In the literature it is assumed that there is an underlying contrast in such words, which is neutralized by sound rules. The facts in (9ab) are described by an optional ‘shortening’ rule which is applied in pretonic unstressed syllables, see Cohen et al. (1978:49), Kager & Zonneveld (1989). Shortening of [a] is sometimes even applied in stressed position. This means that the underlying contrast is not self-evident in these positions either, as illustrated by the last two examples of (9a). The neutralization in (9c) is ascribed to vowel reduction, see Kager (1989:315). There is no rule in the literature which accounts for the ‘lengthening’ in (9d), but the lengthening rule that affects pretonic [i] and [y] before a dental cluster, see Trommelen & Zonneveld (1991), Zonneveld (1993), could be extended so that it accounts for the facts in (9d).

However, what is important here is not the exact formulation of rules, but to find out if the assumption of an underlying length contrast and neutralization rules is valid. If neutralization is the effect of productive rules, one would expect that it would not be difficult to determine the length of a given vowel. However, in practice this is not always so easy. For instance, the abolishment of the contrast between <n> and <m> in certain contexts (see Appendix H) suggests that there was no sound contrast which enabled writers to choose the correct spelling. Where speakers do no longer recognize the underlying length contrasts, they can not derive the spelling from the pronunciation and the difference between single letters and geminates becomes etymological.  

---

12 In the CELEX-database the effect of vowel shortening is sometimes encoded in underlying representations, but not consistently so, cf. /kapiteel ~ kapital/ (kapiteel-kapitad), /papavar ~ papaja/,
Let us therefore consider another option, namely that there is no underlying length contrast in unstressed syllables. In that case, the contrast between single letters and geminates has no basis in the pronunciation, so we predict that it causes difficulties in writing, since the choice between single letters and geminates is arbitrary. However, a generalization is missed, explaining why in most cases short vowels in unstressed syllables correspond to vowel letters followed by single consonant letters. Different factors cooperate to achieve this pattern. Short vowels, being in closed syllables, attract stress (see for instance Kager (1989:227), Trommelen & Zonneveld (1989:67). On the other hand, neutralization rules such as shortening are almost exclusively applied to unstressed syllables (the exceptions being words of the type ananas). Finally, unstressed short vowels are lengthened after the addition of non-native affixes: consul-consulaat, see Booij (1995:80–83).

Together, these factors lead to a correlation between stressed syllables and short vowels, and unstressed syllables and long vowels. The choice between single and double letters could then be accounted for by the following rule of thumb: write geminates after stressed short vowels or after short vowels which were stressed in the base word. This generalization accounts for differences between debat-debatteer and alcohol-alcoholsch. In fact, the rule for doubling is formulated this way in the South African spelling dictionary (see [Afrikaanse woordelys], p. 27).

To be able to choose between the two approaches, we must look for cases where they make different predictions. Words of which the spelling suggests that they are exceptions to this generalization are given under (10):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Doubling in unstressed syllable</td>
<td>terras-calligrafie, Bettina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Doubling despite unstressed short vowel in base word</td>
<td>focus-focusseer, format-formatteer, fiat-flatteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>No doubling in stressed syllable</td>
<td>ananas-maraton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>No doubling despite stressed short vowel in base word</td>
<td>piston-pistonist, peron-peronist, charlatan-charlatanerien</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

kapysein ~ kapitein ([capucijn-kapitein]).
The facts in (10) show that there is not a perfect correspondence between stress and doubling (the exceptional spelling of pairs such as spion-spioneer is the result of a spelling reform which is discussed in appendix H). It appears that consonants are also doubled after unstressed short vowels, provided that they are not affected by lengthening, so a Dutch counterpart to the South African rule would not always lead to the desired result (in fact the same holds for South African, cf. for instance sekretaris). At first sight these facts argue in favour of an underlying length contrast and neutralization rules. However, it is also possible that judgements on the length contrasts in (10) are based on the spelling of these words. To decide in this matter, we need experiments which separate judgements on spelling and pronunciation. However, the design of such experiments falls outside the scope of the present study. For the present time, I assume that the facts in (10) argue in favour of the first option, i.e. that loan words have a length contrast in unstressed syllables. I therefore decided to transcribe all these words with /a/ (conversely, a followed by geminates is always transcribed as /a/ except for catarraal, diarrée, paraffine, parallax and parallel).

I recognize that this approach has the disadvantage that in some cases spelling pronunciations will be listed, and that the real spelling problem is not addressed: pairs such as ananas-cannabis will automatically receive the correct spelling, since the sound representation is spelling-based. However, since the problem lies in the fact that sound distinctions to be represented by spelling are unclear, not in the spelling rules themselves, it is not of central interest to the present investigation.

The role of non-native prefixes

The second complication of the choice between single letters and geminates in non-native words is the presence of non-native prefixes. Some consonants in non-native words do not undergo gemination because of the morphological structure of the words, see (10a). However, we also find geminates at prefix boundaries if the last consonant of the prefix happens to be identical to that of the first consonant of the stem, see the examples in (11b-c).

---

13 Length contrasts such as the following could be the effect of letter-to-sound conversion rules, since a single vowel letter in a closed syllable is read as a short vowel: laboratorium-lab, bioscoop-bias, coöperatiev-coöp, professor-prof, locomotief-loe, populair-pop, Eduard-Ed, Thomas-Tom, Jacobus-Jacob.

14 De Coninck (1970) transcribes words such as papaver, ananas, formateer, catarraal, diarrée, paraffine, parallax and parallel with [a] only.

15 Prefixes ending in a long vowel, such as a-, de-, di-, (p)re-, and nearly all disyllabic prefixes never occur before double consonants: *prommenade and *professor. However, it is not always easy to
(11) a abortus, adequate, disagio, inactief, subaltern
   b abbatiaal, adduceren, dessous, dissonant, innocent, subboreaal
   c abbrevieer, aggregaat, attractie, ecclesia, effluent, diffractie, supplement, oppressie.

The words in (11b) behave like regular monomorphemic words with short vowels, but the geminates in (11c) with geminates before liquids (where Consonant Doubling is not applicable) can only be explained by their morphological structure. If the words in (11a) had one underlying consonant and those in (11b) two, the spelling would be straightforward. However, postulating two underlying identical consonants is only motivated by the morphological structure of words such as adduceren, since Dutch words do not have sequences of identical consonants within morphemes. Non-native prefixes sometimes still form separate domains for phonological rules such as syllabification, for instance in inactief and desinfecteren. In these cases they are easily recognized. Some prefixes even behave as parts of compounds: they have stress and are combined with native words, see Booij (1981), for instance subgroep, metataal. In these cases it is obvious that the prefixes are treated as separate morphemes for spelling rules as well. The single consonant in such words is comparable to that in compounds such as wanorde. However, in most words in (11a), e.g. anarchist and abortus, the prefix is not a domain for phonological rules like syllabification, cf. [a-nar-xist]. Here it is not probable that speakers still recognize non-native prefixes as separate morphemes. In the first place, the prefixes are not productive: *anorganisatie, *disironisch. Secondly, the pronunciation of some words suggests that prefixes have been reanalysed as part of an underived word:

(12) a anekdote (anekdote), sinonim (synoniem), syblim (subliem), redaksi
(b redactie)
   b prestatie (prestatie), respekt (respect)

The words in (12a) have a prefix that ends in a consonant, but the preceding vowel is long, whereas the vowel final prefixes in (12b) are pronounced with short vowels. The difference in pronunciation of such reanalysed words (anekdote) and words such as anarchist has no effect on the resulting spelling (but it has repercussions for
distinguish prefixes with a short vowel from prefixes with a long vowel: cf. asymmetrisch versus assimilatie.
hyphenation), although the derivation differs.\footnote{Non-native prefixes also complicate hyphenation. [Woordenlijst 1954], p. LIII-LV gives the following instructions ([Woordenlijst 1995] is less explicit): hyphens can be inserted after common prefixes such as ab-, ad-, in- and im-, sub- and sup-, trans-, anti-, con-, contra-, dis-, neo-, ortho-, peri-, kata-, meta-, mono-, para-, but not after disyllabic prefixes that have lost a vowel (anekdote/ana+ekdote, para-allele/par+allel), and according to the instructions for underived loan words elsewhere. Investigation of the examples suggests that ‘morphological’ hyphenation is blocked when this would incorrectly suggest a long vowel instead of a short one or vice versa: pres-tatie/*pre-statzie ([prestatts]), res-pect/*re-spect ([respekt]), *syn-onim/syn-oniem ([sinonim]), *red-actie/re-dactie ([redoks]), but it is allowed where the pronunciation is unclear: ab-erratie ([aberatsi]/[aboratsi]) bio-scoop ([bioskop]/[bioskop]).} In words such as anarchist gemination is blocked by the prefix boundary, in words such as anekdote gemination is simply not applicable. In some cases the reanalysis has even resulted in the disappearance of geminates in the spelling, e.g. in agressie and most words with the prefix trans- (trans+scendent $\rightarrow$ transcendent etc. but transubstantiatie).\footnote{This is also observed in Neijt & Zuidema (1994b:52).} We can conclude that Romance prefixes are not always considered separate morphemes. As underlying geminates are only motivated by the morphological structure in words such as adduceren, I assume that words such as adduceren now contain one underlying consonant only, just like adequaat.

When we list the different types of spelling for intervocalic consonants we see that even if the vowel is short, there can be no doubling, and even when the vowel is long there can be geminates. This means there are four different situations:
Even when underlying long-short distinctions are clear, the (underlying) pronunciation only allows us to choose between type A/B on the one hand, and type C/D on the other hand, but it does not distinguish between type A and B or between type C and D. The pronunciation thus does not suffice to choose between single and double consonant letters, and the morphological structure that enabled us to choose is no longer transparent. Therefore, one of the variants should be considered exceptional. I assume that the default spelling of consonants after short vowels is with geminates, just as in the native part of the lexicon. Words of type B and D (anorganisch, parallel) and geminates before liquids (abbrevieer) are exceptional.

The difficulties with the choice between single and double letters in non-native words can be accounted for by the presence of near-automatical neutralization rules which only affect non-native words and by the effect of non-native prefixes.
Appendix G
Uniform spelling of morphemes as the effect of spelling conventions

This appendix discusses two sets of words that illustrate that the constant spelling of morphemes does not always imply that it is based on an abstract sound representation. In 4.5 it was concluded that words composed with non-native affixes are treated as morphemes. However, there are pairs of related non-native words with a uniform spelling that seem to indicate that this conclusion is not warranted. These examples, which were illustrated in chapter 4, are repeated here:

(1) Uniform spelling of related non-native words
a [solytsi]-[rezolytsi] solutie-resolutie
b [provosero]-[provokatsi] provoeceer-provocatie
c [aksi]-[aktif] actie-actief

These words suggest that spelling encodes the pronunciation of non-native morphemes rather than the derivations as a whole, since the spelling seems to abstract from sound rules that affect the complex words, and represents the pronunciation of the constituting morphemes.

However, closer examination will show that this is not the case. This is already suggested by the fact that the rules responsible for the sound alternations in (1) are early, morpholexical rules whose effect is normally visible in Dutch orthography. Indeed spelling does not abstract from comparable sound rules, such as Learned Vowel Backing (religieus-religieiteit, elitair-elitarisme). It will therefore be argued that the uniform spelling in (1) has another explanation, namely the fact that the letters <s>, <c> and <t> can encode different sounds: /s/ or /z/, /s/ or /k/ and /t/ or /s/, respectively. In other words, the seemingly ‘abstract’ spelling is nothing more than the result of a spelling convention.

Alternation of [z], [s] and [k]

More examples of the type solutie-resolutie are given under (2):
First consider an analysis that posits an underlying /s/ and a voicing rule, see for instance Kooij (1983). Wester (1987) even proposed that intervocalic voiced velar and dental fricatives are derived from underlying voiceless fricatives by a voicing rule, not only in non-native words but in all words. We saw in chapter 3 that this analysis turned out to be untenable for native words such as lief-lieve and vrees-vrezen, but it is possible that this analysis does hold for s/z-alternations in non-native words. It would explain why [z] is often written as <s> in cases such as (1). The following rule is now suggested:

(3)  /s/ → [z] after a long vowel or sonorant consonant

Support for a s-voicing rule is formed by acronyms such as NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration). In these acronyms an <s> that is pronounced as an [s] in the original words becomes voiced between vowels. However, this analysis also has some drawbacks.

A complication of this analysis that concerns phonology is the fact that there are non-native words with voiceless fricatives after long vowels or sonorant consonants. Some examples are given in (4a-b). There even are pairs of related words similar to those in (2) in which there is no voicing, as illustrated in (4c):

(4) a  [persel] perceel  [ambylansø] ambulance
       [provinsi] provincie  [døserø] doceren
b  [karusel] carrousel  [reysiør] regisseur
       [muserø] mousseren  [person] persoon
c  [balanza] balansen  [balansørsa] balaneren
       [kadanza] cadansen  [kadansørsø] cadaneeren
       [sakwen(t)si] sequentie  [kønsakwen] consequent
       [srynifikant] significant  [insynifikant] insignificant
       [syposzitsi] suppositie  [presyposzitsi] presuppositie

Wester (1987:79) observed that facts such as those in (4a) are written with <c>:
“Notice that ‘c’ behaves as ‘a kind of s’ that does not undergo voicing”. Wester (1987:76) therefore claimed that “c must be considered a plosive as far as orthography is concerned, and is converted to s or k after the application of the rule
that voices fricatives”. This remark concerns the reading process, but it does not
explain the phonological behaviour of the words in (4a).

In line with Wester’s analysis, we might postulate that [s] is derived from the
underlying plosive /k/ in these cases, which would account for most exceptions in
(4a). This brings us to the examples of (1b). To account for surface fricatives in
words such as provoceren and doceren, we need a rule that converts /k/ to [s] before
front vowels. The (extrinsic) ordering of this rule with respect to fricative voicing
would then explain the difference in voicedness between doceren and doseren:

(5) a /s/ → [z] after a long vowel or sonorant consonant (/doseran/ → [dozeran])
b /k/ → [s] before a front vowel (/dokeran/ → [dosera])
ordering: a aplpies before b

However, rule (5b) also has exceptions and it presupposes unlikely productive word
formation rules and morpholexical rules, and it cannot account for the facts in (4b).
The examples in (6) show that not all relevant words undergo rule (5b):

(6) pronunciation               spelling
    [markant] ~ [markera]/*[marsera]    markant-markeren
    [francko] ~ [frankera]/*[fransera]   franco-frankeren
    [viskoziteit] ~ [viskozs]/*[visos]   viscositeit-viskeus
    [hipotek] ~ [hiptekar]/*[hipotesar]  hypotheek-hypthecair

Romance words such as provocatie-provoceer can not be seen as synchronically
derived from a common base in the Dutch language, since we cannot predict the
pronunciation of ‘derived’ forms, see Booij & Van Santen (1995:45). Even if the
formal relation is clear, the semantic relation may be obscure, cf. for instance
radicaal-eradiceren. Rule (5b) thus is at the most a historical rule just like other non-
native rules whose effect is visible in orthography such as Learned Vowel Bucking.
Speakers of Dutch still use such rules as a ‘via-rule’, but not as a productive rule, see
Booij (1995:79). Consequently, we cannot posit an underlying /k/ for [s], so the fact
that voicing does not apply in words such as provoceren remains problematic.

The second drawback of Wester’s analysis of pairs such as solutie-resolutie is
formed by incorrect predictions of the spelling of some words. If Wester’s analysis
were correct, we would predict that words which Wester claims to have an
underlying /s/ are always written with <s>. This prediction comes out for the words
such as meson. However, there are similar words that are written with a <z>: 
In some words in (7), <z> is the result of a spelling change in the Dutch language. However, in Wester’s analysis /s/ and /z/ are separate sounds that are written differently, and there is no reason why these two spellings should converge. To account for facts such as azuur we would need an additional writing convention that changes an /s/ to a <z>. Alternatively, we could assume that the underlying representation has changed. We would also need a complementary writing convention that changes a /z/ to an <s> in words such as forensen. There does not seem to be much regularity: both /s/ and /z/ may be written as <s> and <z>, and not all voiceless sibilants that form exceptions to voicing are written as <c>, as shown in (4).

Summarizing, the facts in (4) and (7) show that there is no one-to-one relation between /s/ and <s> or /z/ and <z>. Wester introduced abstract /k/ and /s/ to account for sound-spelling relations, but this abstract segment causes more problems than it can solve. It turns out that in Wester’s analysis sound-to-spelling correspondences are quite complicated after all. For these reasons, I will not adopt Wester’s analysis. Let us therefore consider an alternative approach. In this analysis words such as doseren and forensen have an underlying /z/. The derivation of the surface pronunciation (e.g. [forenzd´] and [forenzi]) is now straightforward: nothing happens. We do not need an abstract /k/ to distinguish doceren from doseren; /s/ and /z/ suffice to derive the surface pronunciation variants. This analysis removes the phonological problems of Wester’s analysis. However, now we must account for the fact that we write an <s> instead of a <z> in doseren, forensen, diffuse etc. The explanation is easily found. We are dealing with an etymological spelling here, a relict of Latin spelling that did not use a <z> (except in Greek loans such as zefier). However, in some cases we write a <z>. This is not problematic, since an etymological spelling may be regularized, and the regular spelling of /z/ in native words is <z>, e.g. zaal, deze (in chapter 4 we saw that we can predict spelling adaptation in some contexts).

If words such as doseren have an underlying /z/, and the spelling <s> is the effect of an etymological writing convention, the correspondence between sounds and spelling is more transparent than it is in Wester’s analysis: the etymological spelling <s> is being adapted by replacement with regular <z>, starting at the end of morphemes. A rule such as ‘write /z/ as <s>’ is no longer necessary. <c> is considered an etymological spelling. The fact that <c> may represent both /k/ and /s/
is due to a historical rule that changed /k/ to [s] before front vowels. Spelling abstracts from this rule even though the effect is lexicalized. The rules for the spelling of /s/ and /z/ after long vowels or sonorant consonants in non-native words are given in (8) and (9), respectively:

(8) Write /z/ as <z> at the end of morphemes (precieze) as <s> elsewhere (precisie)

(9) Write /s/ as <c> before front vowels (docent) as <s> elsewhere (persoon)

The new view on sound-spelling relations also offers an alternative, non-phonological explanation for facts such as NASA. Wester assumed that the surface [z] is caused by the voicing rule. However, words like NASA originate as follows: the initial graphemes of the (most important) words become phonemes, and these phonemes form a new word, see Reker & Streekstra (1988). Therefore, in order to pronounce an acronym, we have to apply letter-to-sound conversion rules. The rule that is relevant here is the complement of rule (9b):

(10) Read <s> as /z/ between vowel letters (and as /s/ elsewhere)

It is rule (11) that accounts for the pronunciation with a [z] in words like NASA. This rule may also be responsible for the ‘voicing’ in words of which the pronunciation is not known. For instance, loans such as Alfonso and pisang may be pronounced with a [z] instead of the original [s] for this reason. It is also the spelling which induces the pronunciation [ses] when the name Cornelis ([kɔrnɛlis]) is abbreviated as Cees rather than Kees: <c> before front vowels is read as [s].

It appears that the ‘spelling convention’ analysis allows for a simpler phonological analysis of the facts. There is no need for abstract representations with /s/ or /k/ which never surface, or for different underlying representations for words that have a similar pronunciation such as precisie-precieze and censuur-azuur. Moreover, this analysis offers more insight into the spelling system.

**Alternation of [(t)s] and [t]**

Another set of words that have a spelling that is more constant than their pronunciation is given in (11):
In *actie* and *decoratie*, <t> corresponds to [(t)s], but in the related words *actief* and *decoratief* <t> corresponds to [t]. Again we need to determine whether there is a common underlying form for the related words reflected in orthography.

At first sight, it seems that these alternations can be accounted for by the postulation of an underlying /t/. In that case, the derivation of the spelling of words such as *actie* is straightforward (/t/ → <t>), but the pronunciation [(t)s] must be accounted for by a morpholexical rule that applies before certain (semi-)suffixes only: -ie (*actie*), -iaal (*differentiaal*, *potentialis*), -iel (*confidentieel*), -iaat (*novitiaat*, *initiatie*, *initiator*, *nuntiatuur*), -io- (*ratio*, *station*, *functioneel*), and similar suffixes (e.g. *silentium*, *nuntius*, *dementia*, *Tertiair*, *penitentiaris*, *patiënt*, *spatiëren*, *tendentieus*, *gentiaan*). However, there are exceptions in these contexts:

(12)  

a  Cynthia, lithium, parathion, promethium

b  peripatie, parodontium, syncytium

In (12a) [t] is written as <th>, so we could postulate that <th> represents a sound that does not undergo spirantization. However, we already discussed the problems of abstract sounds that only differ from other sounds by not undergoing a certain rule. Moreover, this does not always work out well: <th> represents [ts] in *forsythia*. Many speakers pronounce *lithium* and *promethium* this way, and when speakers are asked to combine *apathisch* with -ië they pronounce the new non-existent word as *Apatisch*. On the other hand, (12b) illustrates that there also are words in which <t> (without <h>) does not correspond to [(t)s]. Therefore, there is no reason to assume that <th> and <t> encode different sounds and the words in (12) remain problematic, unless we are not dealing with a productive rule.¹ For this reason, Booij (1995:79) concludes that alternations such as those in (11) are to be accounted for by a ‘via

¹ Another clue that we are not dealing with a productive rule is that the context of the rule becomes much simpler when it is considered a historical rule. In Brink (1970), a SPE-like analysis of Dutch phonology, words like *functie* and *functioneer* are derived from an underlying representation /fYntJon/ by rules such as N-deletion, Vowel Reduction and t/s-alternation, see Brink (1970:197–199). In modern versions of phonology such abstract analyses are no longer postulated, but we may consider this derivation a historical sound change. In Booij’s formalization the rule is applied before [i] and before [j] followed by a vowel initial suffix, but diachronically both *functie* and *functioneer* are words in which [i] is followed by a vowel-initial suffix. Some of the exceptions to the rule are explained as well: *sympathie* is not derived from *sympathio(n)*, so the rule did not apply.
rule’ instead of a productive rule.

A second drawback of the abstract analysis concerns orthography. There are pairs of words that exhibit \( t-\text{t}(t)s \) variation, while one of them is not written with <\( t \)>, but with <\( x \)>, <\( s \)> or <\( ts \)>, which corresponds to the surface pronunciation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(13) } & \quad \text{a} \quad \text{anorexia-anorectisch} & \quad \text{b} \quad \text{fluctueer-fluxie} \\
& \quad \text{coaxiaal-coactisch} & \quad \text{dyslexie-dyslectisch, etc.} \\
& \quad \text{b} \quad \text{epilepsie-epileptisch} & \quad \text{ellips-elliptisch, etc.} \\
& \quad \text{c} \quad \text{intelligent-intelligentsia} & \quad \text{staat-staatsie}
\end{align*}
\]

When we adopt the analysis proposed above, we should assume an underlying /\( t \)/, but the spelling does not correspond to this putative underlying sound. Therefore, we need rules that convert /\( k\text{t} \)/ into <\( x \)> (\text{fluxie}), and /\( t \)/ to <\( ts \)> (\text{staatsie}) or <\( s \)> (\text{epilepsie}). Thus, the analysis with a underlying /\( t \)/ is not ideal.

Now consider the alternative analysis. If we assume that the surface pronunciation is the same as the underlying representation, i.e. /\( s \)/ after obstruents and /\( t \)/ elsewhere, we no longer need a productive sound rule. As suggested by Booij, there may be a via-rule, which would explain the pronunciation of \text{apathië} as \[ \text{Apatsi}´ \]. The derivation of the surface pronunciation thus only involves the deletion of /\( t \)/ after sonorant consonants (and after vowels as well for some speakers).

Spelling abstracts from the historical rule, so we need the following writing conventions to derive the spelling of the words in question:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(14) The spelling of /\( s \)/} & \\
\text{a} & \quad \text{\text{\( /ks/ \)→ ct /x/ \text{-ie, -ioneer, etc.} /ts/ \text{-s/ \text{-ie, -ioneer, etc.} /ts/ \text{-s/ \text{-ie, -ioneer, etc.} /s/ \text{-s/ \text{-ie, -ioneer, etc.} /s/ \text{-s/ \text{-ie, -ioneer, etc.} /s/ \text{-s/ \text{-ie, -ioneer, etc.}}
\]

Again the ‘spelling convention’ analysis does not presuppose abstract representations with /\( t \)/ that never surfaces, or different underlying representations for words that have a similar pronunciation such as \text{perfectie-flexie}. Moreover, it offers more insight into the spelling system. The words in (14c) can be considered adapted to the Dutch pattern.

We can conclude that the constant spelling in pairs such as \text{solutie-resolutie},
provoceer-provocatie and actie-actief is best accounted for by a writing convention. Consequently, the uniform spelling of these words does not contradict the conclusion of 4.5 that non-native morphemes do not form domains for phoneme-to-grapheme conversion rules.
Appendix H
Overview of spelling changes since 1804

This appendix gives an overview of the changes that Dutch spelling underwent since its first formalization in 1804. For an overview of decision-making with respect to spelling reforms see Geerts et al. (1977), Geerts (1994) and Neijt & Nunn (1997). The overview presented here consists of the rules of Siegenbeek and Te Winkel, the spelling reform of 1936–47, and the spelling reform of 1995, respectively. This overview focuses on the spelling of words and does not pay much attention to topics such as the placement of spaces or capitals.

Siegenbeek (1805a) and Te Winkel (1863)

By 1800, Dutch spelling was becoming uniform, but there still was variation in the following cases: the spelling of long vowels (e.g. /a/ as was written as aa, a or ae; /i/ as ie, i, ij or y), the spelling of diphthongs (ei, ij or y; aau, au or ou) and semi-diphthongs (aai, aay, aaij or aj) and the spelling of obstruent clusters: maat or macht, kachel or kagchel. The regulations of Siegenbeek, published in 1804, decided on most of these issues. Siegenbeek chose to write zaai-zaaijen, maat and kagchel and vowel geminates for long vowels. The other types of spelling variation remained. In addition to the spelling regulations, Siegenbeek published a spelling dictionary in 1805 to regulate the spelling of individual words, particularly with respect to the issues mentioned above.

The choices made by Siegenbeek were not acceptable to everyone in the Netherlands, and a slightly different set of regulations was adopted in Belgium. Therefore, initiators of a new dictionary of Dutch tried to introduce writing conventions that were acceptable in Belgium as well as in the Netherlands. The compilation of these conventions was entrusted to Te Winkel, who had written an explanation of Siegenbeek’s spelling rules. Te Winkel’s rules were published in 1863 as ‘Grondbeginselen der Nederlandsche spelling’ (principles of Dutch orthography). Based on the principles that Te Winkel designed, Te Winkel and De Vries published [Woordenlijst 1866]. This spelling has therefore since then been known as the ‘De Vries and Te Winkel spelling’. It was officially accepted in Belgium in 1864 and in the Netherlands in 1883.

The spelling rules as formulated by Te Winkel are almost the same as those of Siegenbeek. A few controversial conventions were adapted, and the spelling of some words was changed, e.g. muziek instead of muzijk. The following general changes took place (in Te Winkel (1863) we still find blaauw, vleyen
and gooy-gooyen, but this was changed in 1884):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sounds</th>
<th>Siegenbeek’s spelling</th>
<th>Te Winkel’s spelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a [ei]</td>
<td>my, vleyen</td>
<td>mij, vleien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ou]</td>
<td>blauw</td>
<td>blauw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[j]</td>
<td>gooi-gooijen</td>
<td>gooi-gooien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[x]</td>
<td>magt, kagchel</td>
<td>macht, kachel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b [e]</td>
<td>-eren, -ele</td>
<td>-eren, -ele</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like his predecessor Siegenbeek, Te Winkel did not want to reform etymological spellings, since the original spelling is in accordance with the etymological principle and gives a correct representation of the pronunciation (sometimes through the pronunciation rules of the foreign language). A Dutch spelling would be awkward, for instance in the case of masjine (machine) or patroelje (patrouille). Furthermore, since the etymological spelling is already given, no writing rules have to be found. Spelling reform would presuppose the formulation of new spelling rules which would either be consistent but very drastic (and thus violate the Principle of Common Practice), or not drastic and thus inconsistent. Finally, Te Winkel (1863:67–69) argued that even with an adapted spelling a word will be recognizable as non-native, so reform would not really lead to a simplification.

**The spelling reform of 1946–1954**

In 1946 and 1947, a spelling reform took place in Belgium and the Netherlands, respectively. This reform consisted of new spelling rules and a new spelling dictionary. In order to be able to appreciate the spelling changes as experienced by language users, I will compare the words in *Woordenlijst 1954* with the last unchanged, i.e. *Woordenlijst 1914*. The reform affected native as well as loan words.

First consider the changes of native words. These consisted of some simplifications in line with the proposals by Kollewijn (1916). The distinction between *ee* and *e* or *oo*, sch for [s] (except in *-isch*) were abolished and the case marker *-n* became optional:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) Te Winkel</th>
<th>[Woordenlijst 1954]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stenen ‘to sigh’</td>
<td>stenen/stenen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toonen ‘sounds’</td>
<td>tonen/tonen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mensch</td>
<td>mens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>den vermolmden boom</td>
<td>de vermolmde boom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some other changes are the following: *mia(a)uw* → *miauw*, gewikst → gewiekst, gieqelen → giechelen, Hunebed/hunnebed → Hunebed, kievit → kiev(e)t and
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**ieziegrim → i(e)ziegrim.**

Loan words were also changed in some cases. These changes, laid down in [Woordenlijst 1954] affected hybrid words only; foreign words kept their deviating spelling. Two types of changes were carried out: the abolishment of certain spellings and the introduction of spelling variants.

Examples of letter combinations which were abolished are <ph> for [f] and <rh> for [r]. For instance *physica*, *rhapsodie* became *fysica* and *rapsodie*. Other letter combinations were abolished in certain contexts only. For instance, <th> was changed to <t> word-finally, before a consonant and after <ch> and <f>. A new rule was given for the spelling of [n] in certain contexts: “After -io (-jo, -yo, -eo), n is written as a single letter, but the ordinary gemination rule is applied when the n is followed by a ‘schwa’.” [Na -io (-jo, -yo, -eo) wordt n enkel geschreven. Volgt echter op de n een ‘sjwa’ dan geldt de gewone regel van verdubbeling.]. Before 1954, some of the words mentioned in the rule were written with <nn>, e.g. *stationneeren*. When we compare the old spelling of the words with their French origins, we see that the difference between <n> and <nn> is probably etymological. All words that were written with <nn> in 1914 had <nn> in the French word as well, although the reverse is not true, cf. *conventioneel-conventionnel*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1914</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>1914</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a collationneeren</td>
<td>impressionnisme</td>
<td>stationneeren</td>
<td>commissionnair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pensionneeren</td>
<td>reactionnair</td>
<td>sanctionner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>petitionnement</td>
<td>sanctionnair</td>
<td>stationnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>revolutionnair</td>
<td>stationnaire</td>
<td>stationnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>espionageen</td>
<td>stationnaire</td>
<td>stationnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b constitutioneel</td>
<td>méridional</td>
<td>correctionnel</td>
<td>correctionnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meridionaal</td>
<td>national</td>
<td>nationaal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pleonasme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c confessioneel</td>
<td>confessionnel</td>
<td>conventioneel</td>
<td>conventionnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>emotioneel</td>
<td>functionaris</td>
<td>fonctionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>marionet</td>
<td>missionaris</td>
<td>missionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pensionaat</td>
<td>pionier</td>
<td>pionier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>provisioneel</td>
<td>additioneel</td>
<td>additionnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rationeel</td>
<td>traditioneel</td>
<td>traditionnel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spelling of the examples in (3a) and (3b) may be considered etymological. The examples in (3c) show that at least some words no longer had etymological geminates in Dutch by 1914. This suggests that, possibly as the effect of shortening, the sound representation of words written with <nn> did not differ so much from that of words written with <n> that this difference prevented the
simplification of <nn>. The new spelling rule in [Woordenlijst 1954] can then be seen as a further simplification: the etymological geminates that are not sufficiently supported by the pronunciation are removed. The result is that the spelling is closer to the pronunciation. However, words like spionage, pensionaat and stationeer were subjected to the same rule, although they are related to words with a short vowel: spion, pension and station. These words were probably pronounced with a short vowel as is still the case with stationnement and petitionnement. The fact that the pronunciation with a short [o] is possible now in spionage, etc., is probably an effect of the spelling. The provision “but the ordinary gemination rule is applied when the n is followed by a ‘schwa’ generally distinguishes native suffixes (doubling) from non-native ones (no doubling), but also prescribes doubling in petitionnement and stationnement. Words with a double or single <n> are also pronounced differently, see De Coninck (1970):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{petitioneer} & \quad [\text{poti\text{sjo}\text{ner}}] & \text{petitionnement} & \quad [\text{poti\text{sjo}\text{rj\text{\-'m\text{\-'nt}}}}] \\
\text{stationeer} & \quad [\text{sta\text{sjo\text{\textrj}}}] & \text{stationnement} & \quad [\text{sta\text{sjo\text{\textl\text{\-'m\text{\-'ment}}}}]
\end{align*}
\]

(4) petitioneer [potisjoner] petitionnement [potisjonement]
stationeer [stasjoner] stationnement [stasjonnent]

It is not clear whether the short vowel in stationeer may be considered a spelling pronunciation, but at the moment the spelling is compatible with the (possibly adapted) pronunciation.

The second type of reform of the spelling of loan words meant that two spelling variants were allowed in many cases, the voorkeurspelling (preferred spelling) and the toegelaten spelling (permitted spelling). In most cases, the preferred spelling was the etymological spelling, and the other form the version that is adapted to Dutch: quasi (also kwasi), but there are also many examples of the opposite, e.g. cilinder (also cylinder), cipres (also cypres), kwadrant (also quadraat). In many cases, the words of which the adapted version was the preferred variant were already used in the adapted version (these were the words that Te Winkel accepted in a simplified spelling. Some examples are kasuaris, katafalk, kapitein, karakter, kanarie, kameel, kapucijn etc.).

The effect of this reform was a very unsystematic partial adaptation of hybrid words to the native regularity, notably with respect to the letter <c>. An overview of the changes is given under (5). The overview was compiled by screening [Woordenlijst 1914] for words of which the spelling was changed, so it is probably not exhaustive. It only lists spelling changes as the result of partial reform of the spelling of a sound; complete abolishment of spellings such as ph are omitted. Spellings separated by ‘and’ have a different meaning:
(5) Examples of words changed in 1954

- acuutiek/akoestiek → akoestiek
- aësthetisch → esthetisch
- aësculaap → esculaap
- algebrâisch → algebraisch
- anonymititeit → anonimititeit
- artist → arïtest
- athenaeum → atheneum
- billloen and biljoen → biljoen
- brant → branie
- belvedere → belvedère
cacographie → kakografie
cæsuur → cesuur
catho/katholieek → katholiek
clericaal → clericaal
comedie and komedie → komedie
comptant/contant → contant
coquet → kcket-
cosmo- → kosmo-
critiek and kritiek → kritiek
suijerij/cichorei → cichorei
decastère → decastère
egöst → egöst
entrée → entree
etagère → etagère
phoenix/feûiks → feûiks
fourage, fourageeren → foerage, foerageeren
fourier → foerier
gecostumeerd → gekostumeerd
guinje → gienje
harmonica → harmonika
homeopaat → homeopaat
huurcel → huurceel
insect → insekt
jubilé → jubilee
kraft/karaf → karaf
klavecimbaal → klavecimbel
kopist → kopiist
liniaal → lineaal
localiteit → lokaliteit
Machielvallisme → machiavellisme
maëencas → mecenas

adhaesie → adheste
adher → ether
equator → equator
ancienniteit → ancïenniteit
archaeoloog → archéoloog
asyl → asiel
banketeeren → banketteren
bivouak → bivak
brusk → bruusk
caabaal and kabaal → kabaal
cadaver → kadaier
catholicisme → katholicisme
chinaas-sinaasappel → sinaasappel
cliniek → kliniek
comisch → komisch
côntrole → controle
cosmetiek → cosmetiek
crit- → krit-
cyliner → cilinder
daemon(fisch) → demon(fisch)
diarrhoea → diarrheen
electro- → elektr-
enthou- → enthou-
Farizeër → Farizeeër
floïlle → floïtje
fourgon → foergon
frikkadel → frikadel
gramophone → grammofoon
hachée and hachis → hache
Hebreër → Hebreëër
improduktief → improdutief
inhaeren → inherent
ion → ion
kalms → kalmaes
kanalfe/canaille → canaille
kokerellen → kokkerellen
linguïst → linguïst
locaal and lokaal → lokaal
mohammedaans → mohammaedans
mario-/marjolein → marjolein
marechaussee/maréchaussée → milliard → miljard
millioen → miljoen
minute → minuut
muziekkorps/corps → muziekkorps
October → oktober
pedestal → piëdestal/pedestal
pradicaat → predikaat
praeparaat → preparaat
praeses → preses
purim → purim/poerim
quaestie → kwesti-
quantiteit → kwantiteit-
quint → kwint-
ragout → ragoût
rapalje → rapaille
reliquie → reliwikie
resumptie → resumptie
risqueren → riskeren
châle/sjaal → sjaal
Sanskrít → Sanskrit
seepisch/sceptisch/skeptisch
soeverein → soeverein
sekuur → secur
sexeel → seksueel
sóloecisme → sol(ò)ecisme
syring/sering → sering
talmud → talmud/talmued
tirannijie → tirannie
tram → tram/trem
tracteeren → trakteren
triumf → triumf
vanille/vanilette → vanille
wolfram → wolfram(a)m
The spelling reform of 1995

In 1995, a spelling reform was carried out which consisted of the following changes:

(6) Spelling reform of 1995

1954
• spelling variants
• spelling of linking morpheme
• (-e or -en) based on number
• diaeresis in some compounds (naïpen)
• å, ö, ü (baton, entrecôte, ragoût)

1995
• one spelling
• spelling of linking morpheme
• based on plural ending
• hyphen in compounds (na-apen)
• a, o, u (baton, entrecote, ragout)

The remaining spelling variant was the preferred spelling (voorkeurspelling), except in the following cases:

(7) Changes in the preferred spelling

antikrist → antichrist
croquet → kroket
elektrokuteren → elektrocution
emfaze → emfase
fotocopiëren → fotokopie
insekt → insect
komploteren → comploteren
kwaker → quaker
lambrizering → lambrisering
mediaevist → mediëvist
oxydatie → oxidatie
oxyderen → oxideren
praeses → preses
praktizeren → praktiseren
preaes → pre
prae → pre
prexes → praxes
praxe → praxe
practiceren → praktiseren
predikatief → predicatief

Not all variation was abolished: equivalent spelling variants (marked by ‘see also’ [zie ook] or brackets) are often still present, e.g. plafond, aanbeeld or aambeeld, Purim or Poirom and schibboleth or sjibboleth. The allowed variant toast became equivalent to toost. However, in some cases spelling variants of equal status were deleted, e.g. synchroon/synkroon, cichorei/cikorei became synchroon, cichorei. On the other hand new variants were introduced: next to apropos, jiou-jitsu, poulet, choqueren, yuca, koosjer and koosjer, morille and madam, the dictionary now also contains à propos, jiou-jitsu, poulet, shockeren, yuca, koosjer, morielje and madame. New words were sometimes introduced in two variants: bips or bips, hadzjii, Jehovah, müslı or muesli, rauwdouwer or rouwdouwer, sanseviëria or sanseveria, spinnaker or spinaker, staatsieportret or statieportret, stampei or stampij, stennis or stennes and tekkel or teckel.

However, î and ê were not abolished, cf. maitresse, crêpe.
The spelling reforms that were applied to non-native words in 1954 were not applied to new loan words, so that some new inconsistencies arise: *questionnaire* next to *miljonair*, *dédaïn* next to *detente* and *urethra* next to *antraciet*.

It can be concluded that the spelling reforms did not change the basic character of Dutch orthography.
Samenvatting

Het Nederlands heeft een alfabetische spelling waarbij elke klank wordt weergeven door een letter of lettercombinatie. Er is echter in het Nederlands geen perfecte één-op-één-relatie tussen klanken en letters (verder fonemen en grafemen genoemd). Dit is het gevolg van factoren als een gebrek aan geschikte letters om een unieke code voor alle klanken te verzorgen, het in de loop van de tijd optreden van klankveranderingen die niet gepaard gaan met aanpassingen in de spelling, en de instroom van leenwoorden met een afwijkende spelling. Hierdoor zijn er verschillende soorten spellingsregels nodig die vastleggen hoe een klank in een gegeven context wordt geschreven.

Kennis van de Nederlandse spellingsregels is van theoretisch en praktisch belang. Een beschrijving van het spellingsysteem stelt ons in staat om vast te stellen hoe de spelling klankrepresentaties vastlegt en welke schrijfwijzen regelmatig zijn en welke uitzonderlijk. Daarnaast kan kennis van het spellingsysteem nuttig zijn voor het schrijfonderwijs, voor de consistentie van de spelling in woordenboeken, en voor toepassingen als spellingcontrole.

Ondanks theoretisch en praktisch nut van een beschrijving van de spelling bestond er nog geen volledig overzicht van spellingsregels en de uitzonderingen daarop. Natuurlijk zijn de belangrijkste spellingsprincipes al vastgelegd door Te Winkel (1863), die de eerste officiële spellingsregeling voor Nederland en België introduceerde. Deze principes luiden als volgt:

(1) **Regel der Beschaafde Uitspraak**
Geef door letterteekens al de bestanddeelen op, die in een woord gehoord worden, wanneer het door beschaafde lieden zuiver uitgesproken wordt.

**Regel der Gelijkvormigheid**
Geef, zooveel de uitspraak toelaat, aan een zelfde woord en aan ieder deel, waaruit het bestaat, steeds denzelfde vorm.

**Regel der Afleiding**
Bij de keus der gelijkvoudige letterteekens beslist de afleiding of de oudere vorm uit den tijd, toen de nu gelijk geworden klanken nog duidelijk onderscheiden konden worden.

**Regel der Analogie**
[...] de woorden wier spelling noch door de uitspraak, noch door de gelijkvormigheid, noch door de afleiding wordt bepaald, worden op dezelfde wijze geschreven als andere, wier spelling met zekerheid bekend is en die oogenschijnlijk op overeenkomstige wijze gevormd zijn.

Deze principes uit 1863 vormen nog steeds de basis van de Nederlandse spelling, want de spelling is sindsdien niet essentieel gewijzigd. De veranderingen die hebben plaatsgevonden, kunnen worden gekarakteriseerd als het verminderen van de invloed van het Etymologische Principe. Te Winkels spellingprincipes wijzigden de op dat moment bestaande schrijfpraktijk niet ingrijpend. Dit wijst erop dat deze principes niet alleen de juiste spelling voorschrijven, maar ook de bestaande spellingsgewoonten beschrijven.

Nauwkeurige bestudering van de spelling van Nederlandse woorden laat zien dat er ook generalisaties te maken zijn over de Nederlandse spelling die Te Winkel niet noemde, en die hij mogelijk ook niet heeft gezien. Voorbeelden zijn het verschil tussen <i> en <ie> in *neur* - *neurien* en de afwisseling van enkele en dubbele letters in *raam-hamer*, *brem-emmer*. Geen van Te Winkels principes verklaart deze afwisselingen, sterker nog, ze zijn in strijd met het Fonologische en Morfologische Principe. Dit soort context-afhankelijke spellingvariatie komt teveel voor en vertoont teveel regelmaat om van een inconsistentie te kunnen spreken. Het lijkt erop dat er een ander principe is dat deze schending van principes afdwingt, maar dat principe noemt Te Winkel niet. Dit onderzoek is bedoeld om dergelijke impliciete generalisaties op te sporen.

_Werkwijze_

Om inzicht te verkrijgen in het Nederlandse spellingssysteem ben ik als volgt te werk gegaan. Uit de CELEX-taaldatabank werd de spelling en uitspraak van ongeveer 45.000 trefwoorden (ongelede woorden en woorden met voor- en achtervoegsels) gehaald. Vervolgens stelde ik een set spellingsregels samen die in een computerprogramma verwerkt werden. Met behulp van dit programma werd de uitspraak van de woorden omgezet in spelling, en de aldus verkregen spelling werd vergeleken met de spelling uit de databank. Op deze manier kon het effect van de spellingsregels geëvalueerd worden en konden uitzonderingen worden opgespoord. Wanneer de berekende spelling afwijk van de eigenlijke spelling, heb ik geprobeerd dit te verhelpen door het verbeteren van de spellingsregels. De woorden die ook na verbetering van de spellingsregels niet van een correcte spelling konden worden voorzien, worden als uitzonderingen aangemerkt (zie Appendix C-E). Het uitgangspunt van de spellingsregels werd gevormd door de spellingsvoorschriften in de meest recente editie van het Groene Boekje uit 1995. Ook werden regels uit rapporten van spellingcommissies en uit verschillende beschrijvingen van delen van de spellingsystematiek gebruikt.
Spellingssysteem
Te Winkels principes suggereren dat spelling als volgt wordt afgeleid uit de uitspraak:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{uitspraak} & \rightarrow \text{voorspelde spelling} \\
\text{voorspelde spelling} & \rightarrow \text{juiste spelling met lettergrepen}
\end{align*}
\]

De voorbeelden in (3) laten zien dat spelling beter beschreven kan worden wanneer die niet in één keer van de uitspraak wordt afgeleid, maar via een tussenstap, een onderliggende spellingsrepresentatie op grond waarvan lettergrepen kunnen worden gemaakt. Om de verschillen in (3) beter te kunnen beschrijven, heb ik (2) uitgebreid met een tweede soort spellingsregels, autonome spellingsregels. Dit levert het volgende spellingmodel op (morfemen zijn de woorddelen waarvan in het Morfologische Principe sprake is):
(4) klankrepresentatie van morfemen

foneem-grafeemomzetregels

spelling van morfemen

autonome spellingsregels

spelling van woorden

In dit model worden lettergrepen gevormd op basis van letterreeksen. De spellingsverschillen tussen woorden als *baaierd* en *bajes* kunnen eenvoudig verantwoord worden doordat de regels die letters groeperen tot lettergrepen <j> anders behandelen dan <k>. Het bijzondere gedrag van *heelal* en *lafaard* in vergelijking met *heler* en *laife* ligt aan het feit dat in de spelling lettergreepgrenzen soms samenvallen met het begin van morfemen terwijl lettergrepen in de uitspraak meestal worden toegekend als in een ongeleed woord. De verschillen tussen *rogge*, *jongen* en *pochen* worden veroorzaakt doordat de regels die lettergrepen vormen gevoelig zijn voor de groepering van letters in grafemen (letters en vaste lettercombinaties). Zo zijn de regels gevoelig voor het verschil tussen grafemen die bestaan uit één of twee letters (g en ch) en voor het verschil tussen twee letters die al dan niet één grafeem vormen (ch en ng). Het feit dat spelling niet louter een weergave vormt van de uitspraak, wordt niet door een van Te Winkels principes verantwoord. Daarom heb ik een extra principe voorgesteld, het Grafotactisch Principe. Dit Principe bepaalt dat letterreeksen aan bepaalde welgevormheidseisen moeten voldoen. Zo mogen er bijvoorbeeld geen identieke letters in dezelfde lettergreep staan (lopen/*loopen). Aan deze eis wordt echter niet voldaan wanneer de terugleesbaarheid in het gedrang komt (we schrijven *goochem*, niet *gochem*), hetgeen laat zien dat het bovengenoemde Terugleesbaarheidsprincipe ook voor autonome spellingsregels geldt.

De introductie van autonome spellingsregels maakt het mogelijk om te verantwoorden dat niet alle spellingsregels het Morfologische Principe gehoorzamen. Dit principe schrijft voor dat morfemen altijd hetzelfde geschreven worden. Dit is het geval in (6a), maar niet in (6b):
(6) **De spelling van verwante woorden**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>trouw</td>
<td>getrouwd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aai</td>
<td>*aaien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>raam</td>
<td>*raamen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ham</td>
<td>*hamen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regels zoals die in (6a) die tot een gelijkvormige spelling van verwante woorden leiden zijn foneem-grafeemomzetregels, terwijl de regels onder (6b) die wel afwisselingen veroorzaken autonome spellingsregels zijn. Het contrast kan dus verantwoord worden door aan te nemen dat het Morfologische Principe alleen foneem-grafeemomzetting betreft, en niet autonome spellingsregels. Met andere woorden, de eerste stap van het afleiden van de spelling werkt op morfemen, de tweede op woorden.

De autonome spellingsregels bieden ook een nieuw perspectief voor de feiten in (7). Op het eerste gezicht lijken hier de klankregels verscherping (het vervangen van een stemhebbende medeklinker door een stemloze tegenhanger) en degeminatie (het vervangen van twee identieke medeklinkers door een enkele) inconsistent weergegeven te worden in de spelling:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uitspraak</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
<th>Uitspraak</th>
<th>Spelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>strand-straat</td>
<td>stranden-strand</td>
<td>leven-leef</td>
<td>leven-lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heb-hep</td>
<td>hebben-heb</td>
<td>vrez-vres</td>
<td>vrez-vrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drax-drax</td>
<td>dragen-draag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat-hat</td>
<td>haat-haat</td>
<td>hat-yat</td>
<td>haat-gehaat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>land-lande</td>
<td>land-landde</td>
<td>kant-gelant</td>
<td>land-geland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

De voorbeelden in (7a) suggereren dat verscherping van /d/, /b/ en /γ/ niet in de spelling wordt weergeven, maar van /v/ en /z/ wel. Deze inconsistenschheid verdwijnt wanneer we aannemen dat de afwisseling het gevolg is van een autonome spellingsregel verscherping, die losstaat van de klankregel en die alleen van toepassing is op <v> en <z>. De voorbeelden in (7b) suggereren dat degeminatie wel op woordeinde maar niet binnen woorden wordt weergegeven. Ook deze feiten zijn niet langer inconsistent wanneer we een autonome spellingsregel aannemen die wel werkt op identieke letters in dezelfde lettergreep (ge-haatt) maar niet over lettergreepgrenzen heen (haat-te). We kunnen nu aannemen dat spelling in (7) altijd de klankrepresentatie van morfemen weergeeft, en dat de variatie net als bij *raam-ramen* pas later geïntroduceerd wordt. Door gebruik te maken van autonome spellingsregels kunnen we dus zowel de gelijkvormige als
de ongelijkvormige spelling van morfemen verantwoorden.

Een tweede bijstelling van het eenvoudige model (2) is nodig voor de beschrijving van leenwoorden. Een strikte toepassing van het Etymologische Principe op leenwoorden betekent dat leenwoorden de spelling uit de taal van afkomst hebben en dus in principe uitzonderlijk zijn. Toch zijn er veel generalisaties te maken over de spelling van leenwoorden, maar andere dan voor inheemse woorden. Om deze generalisaties te kunnen benutten bij de spellingsbeschrijving is het wel nodig dat we leenwoorden kunnen herkennen (zonder daarbij de spelling zelf te gebruiken). Zoals al geobserveerd door Te Winkel kan aan deze voorwaarde inderdaad worden voldaan door te bepalen hoe inheemse woorden zich wat betreft uitspraak en verbuiging gedragen (ze hebben bijvoorbeeld per morfeem niet meer dan een volle klinker), en alle woorden die die eigenschappen niet hebben (b.v. *aria) leenwoorden te noemen.

Generalisaties over de spelling van leenwoorden zijn soms gebaseerd op de meest voorkomende schrijfwijzen uit de taal van herkomst. Zo wordt de klink /eu/ in inheemse woorden meestal als <ou> geschreven maar in leenwoorden vaker als <au>. Bovendien worden leenwoorden soms op een systematische manier gedeeltelijk aangepast aan de Nederlandse regelmaat zoals wordt geïllustreerd in (8)

\[(8)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inheemse woorden</th>
<th>Leenwoorden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/ → ie</td>
<td>niet, gieter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/ → ee</td>
<td>deze, zee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/ → z</td>
<td>zaak, ezel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/ in de laatste lettergreep</td>
<td>papier, olie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/ in elders</td>
<td>liter, piste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/ in de laatste lettergreep</td>
<td>trocée, systeem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/ in elders</td>
<td>menuet, mechanisch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/ in de laatste lettergreep</td>
<td>precieze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/ in elders</td>
<td>isolatie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(In *precieze staat de /z/ in de laatste lettergreep van het morfeem precies. De <s> in de ongelede vorm is het gevolg van de bovengenoemde spellingsregel verscherping.) Veel spellingswijzigingen uit 1954 blijken volgens het patroon in (8) te verlopen: asyl en soirée werden asiel en soiree, en cylinder en aesculaap werden cilinder en esculaap (niet *cielinder en *eesculaap). Regels als die in (8) worden niet gegeven in het Groene Boekje of elders in de literatuur (behalve in het geval van de /i/, waarvoor in de editie van het Groene Boekje uit 1954 wel aparte regels waren).

Om patronen als die in (8) te beschrijven werden de fonem-grafeemomzetregels gesplitst in regels voor inheemse woorden en leenwoorden.
Autonome spellingsregels houden geen rekening met het verschil tussen inheemse woorden en leenwoorden. De twee soorten spellingsregels hebben verschillende eigenschappen wat betreft toepassingsdomein (morfeme of woord), context (klanken of letters), en de gevoeligheid voor de herkomst van woorden.

De hier voorgestelde spellingsregels voorspellen voor 85% van de 45.000 woorden de spelling correct. Met andere woorden, computerprogramma’s of schrijvers die deze regels gebruiken, moeten de spelling van 15% van de woorden opslaan. Wanneer we de woordenschat uitsplitsen in inheemse woorden en leenwoorden blijkt dat 95% van de inheemse woorden regelmatig is. De meeste woorden waarvan de spelling niet voorspelbaar is bevatten de klanken /ei/ of /au/ (b.v. wei-wij, rouw-rauw). Van de overige uitzonderingen heeft een deel een historische spelling (b.v. thuis, erwt); een ander deel bestaat uit leenwoorden die alleen aan hun schrijfwijze als zodanig herkenbaar zijn (b.v. hetze, cirkel). Van de leenwoorden heeft 73% een voorspelbare spelling. Ter vergelijking, wanneer we de spelling van leenwoorden berekenen met behulp van de foneem-grafeemomzetregels voor inheemse morfemen wordt maar 25% correct gespeld (dat wordt 30% procent wanneer we wel de juiste regel voor de klank /i/ gebruiken).
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